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ABSTRACT

An abstract of the dissertation of And Ozbay for the Doctor of Philosophy in Systems
Science: Engineering Management presented February 2, 2009.

Title: Determinants of Cross Organizational Software Project Success

The importance of software development (SWD) has been rapidly increasing
over the past few decades. As this industry has grown, there has been an increasing
deployment of cross organizational (C/O) SWD (also called distributed development
or global software development) projects. These C/O SWD projects have adversely
impacted the already low success rates of SWD projects. Methods to address problems
of C/O SWD projects are not available to SWD managers primarily because
challenges that underlie C/O SWD are incompletely understood.
This dissertation explored the problems associated with C/O SWD in real-life
contexts. Inductive case study research methods and grounded theory were used to
build a theoretical framework based on six cases. This framework was validated by
using it to predict outcomes in 32 previously documented cases studies.
Initial observations suggested success in C/O SWD, as measured by project
efficiency and project effectiveness, was highly contingent upon variables that pertain
to the specific situation of a particular SWD project (uncertainty, complexity and pace

of the project; degree of separation between project team members; and extent of the
project's alignment with business strategy). However, the relationships between the
success metrics and the situational variables were unknown.
Further analysis of the data revealed the existence of a set of proj ect
management components (organization, process, tools, metrics, execution strategy,
and project culture) that can be manipulated by the project management team. Every
component exhibits a different level of sensitivity to the various situational variables
and is associated with its own particular success factors. The project management
components collectively support the quality of execution of the SWD project's
lifecycle stages, which ultimately determines the project's success or failure.
The primary contributions of this research are:
•

Creation of new theory on how to improve C/O SWD success.

•

Unification of new and existing theory into a comprehensive conceptual
framework that can be used as a basis for future research.

•

Empirical support for the new and existing theory, which is scarce in C/O
SWD domain.

•

A practical tool that can be utilized by project managers to improve the
probability of success in C/O SWD projects.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The Topic of the Research
The topic of this research is "Determinants of Cross Organizational Software Project
Success". The sub-terms in this phrase that convey the objectives of the research are
"determinants of success", "cross organizational project" and "software project".
The first sub-term "determinants of success" is usually used to characterize factors
that play a significant role on the success of an endeavor. Along the same lines, the
objective of this research is to present a system of critical success factors that are
influential on the successful execution and delivery of a certain type of projects.
The next sub-term, "cross organizational project", is used for projects that are
undertaken by 2 or more organizations. In the literature, cross organizational projects
are also referred to as distributed development projects or in the case of projects being
done in organizations in multiple countries, global development projects. This
research was formulated to explicitly study cross organizational (C/O) projects and the
findings of this research were derived by studying projects that fit this criterion.
Finally, the term "software project" further clarifies the specific niche that this
research focuses on. As opposed to many other types of projects, like hardware
projects or construction projects, this research focuses on software development
(SWD) projects.

1

Based on the definition of the 3 sub-terms, "Determinants of Cross Organizational
Software Development Project Success" is a system of factors that are strongly
influential on the success of S WD projects that are undertaken collectively by 2 or
more organizations. This research aims to establish this system through primary
research on cross organizational software projects.

1.2. Overview of the Research Problem
The importance of SWD has been rapidly increasing over the past several years [19,
71, 77, 142]. Software is produced both as a product in itself and as an embedded
component in hardware products. From the operational perspective, software enables
and fuels growth across industries [77]. In service industries, with the integration of
software, many companies have been able to improve the speed and the quality of
their services. Additionally, in production industries, software is an essential
component in almost every product, as well as in production processes. [138]
From the strategic perspective, as different industries become more knowledge-driven,
they become more akin to the software industry. Software is pure knowledge in a
codified form [77]. Without software, it would not be possible for knowledge to be
disseminated as quickly and most businesses would not otherwise have been able to
experience the rapid improvement that they have during the information age.
Furthermore, in addition to industry, governments and the military benefit from
software as a driving force for their operations. [138]

2

Since software is rapidly gaining importance, large amounts of resources are allocated
for SWD [77]. Information systems and information technologies are the fastest
growing industries in developed countries [19,71, 77]. In 1998> the US software
industry employed 800,000 people and in 2001 this figure rose to more than 2 million
people [118]. US Census Bureau website indicates that the custom computer
programming services industry grew from 242,707 employees in 1992 to 318,198
employees in 1997 and to 439,395 employees in 2003 [6].
Although the SWD industry offers immense opportunities for new and existing
businesses, it presents equally big challenges. The majority of the ventures initiated by
software companies in the last decade have been unsuccessful [134]. Software
companies are faced with tremendous time pressures. Most of the revenues generated
in the SWD industry are from products that are less than two years old [77]. Moreover,
the issues that are associated with this fast pace are coupled with historical problems
that plague SWD efforts: Budget overruns and schedule delays. Even in today's
connected world, these problems keep the SWD success rate at a lower level than in
other industries. Several studies report failures in up to three quarters of all software
projects undertaken in the last decade [3,20, 86,137,174]. These failures are either
total failures and cancellations or major slippages in cost, time and quality targets.
In the recent literature, low SWD success rates have been attributed to nonexistent or
poor software project management efforts. Project management in SWD is an
emerging and important research area. It is believed that there is considerable room for
improvement in SWD project management.
3

Another trend in SWD efforts is the increasing number of cross-organizational (C/O)
efforts [105, 106,108,120,153]. It is expected that by 2015,26% of IT jobs
(including computer programming and software engineer jobs) will have moved
overseas [183]. The reasons for this are similar to those in other industries: Gaining
access to foreign markets, the integration of groups from acquisitions and alliances,
cutting down costs by outsourcing, increasing efficiency by focusing more on core
competencies, etc. C/O SWD projects are becoming the new competitive weapon
[108]. Such a development has brought further complications into software
development projects. The success rates of C/O SWD efforts have been low. Estimates
suggest as many as 60% of all C/O efforts (SWD and non SWD) result in failure [56]
and managerial and financial troubles within the first 2 years of partnership formation
[56]. C/O SWD projects with a team size of 12 or more are reported to have a 67%
failure rate [89]. The failure rate increases to 75% for projects of 25 or more people
[89].
The opportunity that prompted this research is the lack of understanding of factors that
drive C/O SWD productivity [144]. If such factors can be identified, stakeholders of
C/O SWD projects can reap considerable benefit. The two objectives of this research
that aim to fill this gap in theory and practice are as follows:

4

0-1: To develop a systematic conceptual Framework, for successful
implementation of C/0 SWD projects

0-2: To identify the determinants of success of C/0 SWD projects within the
identified framework

1.3. The Relevance of the Research Topic
As indicated in the previous sections, C/0 SWD projects are becoming increasingly
common. However, a well defined set of factors that drive C/0 SWD productivity
does not exist. Although experts have offered advice on how to approach C/O SWD
projects, hard evidence grounded in empirical studies is surprisingly scarce. Moreover,
existing studies on C/0 SWD management do not reflect the diversity of factors that
enable the successful management of projects. Instead, factors that have been studied
mainly focus on SWD tools. This research aims to empirically establish the link
between application of a comprehensive project management framework based on
diverse factors and the outcome of C/0 SWD projects. The results of this study will be
a step toward establishing a theoretical framework on how to manage C/O SWD
projects.
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1.4. Research Questions
The research questions support the two research objectives. There are three research
questions that support the first research objective.

O-1: To develop a systematic conceptual framework for successful
implementation ofC/O SWD projects

R-l: What are the elements of the conceptual framework?
R-2: How are the elements of the conceptual framework linked?
R-3: How does the conceptual framework for C/O SWD projects differ from those
in the literature about in-house SWD projects?
The second research objective is also supported by three research questions.

0-2: To identify the determinants of success of C/O SWD projects within the
framework

R-4: What are the success factors in C/O SWD projects?
R-5: How are they different from that of in-house SWD projects?
R-6: How can these factors be effectively implemented?
In order to address these research questions, a primary research has been conducted.
This is presented next.

6

1.5. Research Methodology Overview
This research utilizes the Case Study Research (CSR) methodology. Cases were
selected following the principles of theoretical sampling. Interviews with executives,
project managers, project participants and customers of C/O SWD projects were
conducted in order to document their knowledge on the focus areas of this research.
These interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed and condensed for further analysis.
Data collection, data analysis and incorporation of the literature were iterative: Every
new round built on the findings from the previous rounds. This iteration process
continued until results tightly linked with empirical evidence emerged.

1.6. Research Scope
The scope of this research is displayed in Figure 1-1. On the left side of the figure, the
list and the order of the tasks that were undertaken for this research are presented. On
the right side, subtasks under task categories are listed. Following the steps listed in
Figure 1-1, the literature review (Chapter 2) was completed. This step pointed out gaps
in the literature. The research focus (research objectives and research questions) was
formulated based on the gaps identified in the previous step. A research design
(Chapter 3) that supported the research focus was devised. The research phase entailed
the execution of this design. Descriptive data that summarizes the findings of the
research can be found in Chapter 4. The results of the research were documented in
the form of a conceptual framework (Chapter 5). Chapter 6 explains how the
framework was validated.
i
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Figure 1-1 Overview of the Research

1.7. Research Tree Diagram
The research tree diagram presented in Figure 1-2 provides a visual representation of
how the literature review and interview questions are linked.
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1.8. Limitations
This research was limited to C/O SWD situations that vary on two dimensions that
constitute the basis for the theoretical sampling: Geographical location of the parties,
and success of the project. Although distribution of tasks among different parties and
project size was also looked at, generalization beyond the two factors that were
mentioned is a limitation of this study.

1.9. Research Contribution
C/O SWD projects have not been researched extensively although the area is
extremely important. Empirical studies that focus on key issues in regards to the
management of C/O SWD projects are scarce. This research aims to contribute to the
theoretical foundations of C/O SWD project management by identifying these key
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issues and establishing a conceptual model of C/O SWD project management. The
expression "conceptual model" as used in this proposal is similar to a "theoretical
framework" as defined by Strauss and Corbin [176]: "A set of well-developed
concepts related through statements of relationships, which include an integrated
structure that can be used to describe or predict phenomena".
The following is a list of the contributions of this research.
a) Creation of new theory on how to improve C/O SWD success.
b) Unification of new and existing theory into a comprehensive conceptual
framework that can be used as a basis for future research.
c) Empirical support for the new and existing theory, which is scarce in C/O SWD
domain.
d) A practical tool that can be utilized by project managers to improve the probability
of success in C/O SWD projects.
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2. Literature Review
The focus of this research is the identification of

Literature Review &
Gap Identification

determinants of C/O SWD project success. For such an
Project Management

aim, concepts of project management, software
development, C/O alliances, C/O SWD projects, project

Software Projects
Cross Organizational Projects

success metrics and project success factors are of

C/O Software Projects

fundamental importance. The literature on these topics

Project Success Metrics

will be reviewed next. Case Study Research (CSR) is

1

Project Success Factors
Case Study Research

believed to be the appropriate research methodology for
this topic. A review of the literature on CSR will follow the first six topics.

2.1. Project Management
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) [2] defines a project as "... a
temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product or service." It is temporary
because it has a definite beginning and an ending. Nicholas [136] explains uniqueness
as follows: "When the uncertainty of a project drops to nearly zero, and when it is
repeated a large number of times, then the effort is usually no longer considered a
project." Project teams are temporary organizations and they are disbanded after their
unique objective is achieved, whereas repetitive, low certainty activities are
undertaken by permanent organizations [131,136].
Nicholas [136] observes that project management efforts began early in the timeline of
human history. He refers to the building of the Great Pyramid and cites it as an early
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large-scale project. He contends that many projects of the future will be similar to
those of the past. However there will be others that are very different due to the
increased scale of effort, increased scale of uncertainty, more advanced technology,
need for greater diversity of skills, constrained resources and limited time schedules.
These factors require "new forms of project organization" and "new practices of
management" [136]. The type of project management that is reviewed here and
proposed as the basis of this research pertains to project management required in
contemporary efforts. According to the literature, some of the reasons for the strong
need for contemporary project management efforts are as follows:

•

Narrow product launch windows: According to Cooper and Kleinschmidt [43] new
products are vital to the growth and prosperity of most manufacturing firms. Pinto
[145] contends that even the slightest delay in the introduction of new products can
be very costly. Kerzner [98] reports that good project management considerably
improves time to market.

•

Shortened product life cycles: Brown and Eisenhardt [30] observe that new
products are becoming the means of competition for many firms. According to
Pinto [145], new products become obsolete at a much faster rate, which drives the
need for more efficient R&D and new product development (NPD) efforts.
Cleland [34] and Kerzner [97, 98] contend that project management enables
organizations to perform more work in less time with fewer resources and
increases the efficiency, effectiveness and productivity.
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•

Increasingly complex products: Pinto [145] points out that as technical advances
diffuse into organizations and as technical complexity grows, R&D efforts get
more complicated as well. Similarly, according to Meredith and Mantel [131] and
Nicholas [136], modern projects are subject to greater technical complexity and
require greater diversity of skills. Pinto and Slevin [146] point out the need to
coordinate highly trained and well-educated experts and integrate the results of
their work. Nicholas [136] explains that projects cut across organizational lines
and utilize skills and talents from multiple professions and organizations.

•

Increasingly complex environment: Pinto and Slevin [146] describe today's
business environment as more dynamic with increasing uncertainties in
technology, budgets and development processes. Cleland [34] and Nicholas [136]
argue that project management has evolved in order to cope with greater
uncertainty.

The models for ongoing project management success have been studied in the
literature. One stream in the literature suggests that all projects go through similar lifecycle stages and success can be achieved through successful management of these
stages. PMBOK [2] classifies project management processes as initiating processes,
planning processes, executing processes, controlling processes and closing processes.
In another literature stream, a contingency approach to project management is
emphasized. The premise of this approach is that each project is unique, so
consequently a standardized approach to managing every project the same way is not
13

likely to consistently lead to success. Shenhar and Dvir [167] identify three industry or
technology independent dimensions to distinguish projects: uncertainty, complexity
and pace (The UCP Model). Uncertainty affects the length of front-end activities, how
fast and how well the product requirements can be defined and the level of
contingency resources. Complexity depends on the product scope including the
number and variety of elements involved and their interconnectedness. Pace refers to
the urgency and criticality of the time goals. They argue that the management style of
a project must complement the nature of the project in terms of these dimensions. In
his meta study, Balachandra [15] reviews the previous success factor studies and
presents a contextual framework for project success. He defines market, technology,
environment and organization as the four categories of success factors. Moreover, he
suggests that the importance of different categories changes depending on the nature
of innovation, the nature of the market and the nature of technology. Shenhar [11, 164]
proposes a strategic project management model with five main components. The main
components he identifies are strategy, organization, tools, processes and spirit. These
main components are further divided into subcomponents. Kerzner [98] identifies six
components for success: Behavioral excellence, integrated processes, culture,
management support, training and education and informal project management.
Nicholas [136] argues that project management is a systems-oriented approach to
management since project management considers the project as a system of
interrelated tasks and their influential environment.
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Linstone [116] proposes to use different perspectives to look at systems in order to
understand them. He contends that each perspective yields insights about the system
not obtainable with the others. According to him, in or^er to see the system in its
totality, instead of as a sum of its parts, different perspectives need to be integrated.
He proposes the technical perspective, the organizational perspective and the personal
perspective. The technical perspective has a focus on the quantitative aspects of the
system such as models, trade-offs and data [116]. The organizational perspective deals
with power. It looks at the system from the point of view of the affected and affecting
organization [116]. Similarly, the personal perspective looks at the system from the
point of view of individuals. It focuses on aspects of the system that relate to
individuals and that cannot be brought out by other perspectives [116].
Following Nicholas' [136] view of a project as a system and Linstone's [116]
suggestion to look at systems from different perspectives, a comparison of different
project management models is presented in Table 2-1. This table tries to capture the
dynamics within a project from different perspectives and to analyze the
comprehensiveness of the different project management models proposed in the
literature.
Table 2-1 suggests that Shenhar et al's [11,164] and Kerzner's [98] models have
components that cover all three perspectives. However, Shenhar et al's model is
broader. Processes include training and education as defined by Shenhar et al [11,
164]. Similarly, strategy incorporates management support and informal project
management. Behavioral excellence is a part of culture. Therefore, Shenhar et al's
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model will be used as a general framework to organize the literature review on project
management. "Spirit" in Shenhar et al's model will be called "Culture" and the
literature on metrics will be reviewed in addition to the five areas since it is mentioned
in PMBOK and not in Shenhar et al's model.
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Project Integration
Management, Project
Scope Management,
Project Time
Management, Project
Cost Management,
Project Quality
Management, Project
Communications
Management, Project
Risk Management,
Project Procurement
Management

PMB0K[2]

Management Support,
Informal Project
Management

Strategy, Organization

Culture, Behavioral
Excellence

Training and
Education, Integrated
Processes

Kerzner [98]

Tools, Processes

S hen ha r [11,164]

Project Human
Spirit
Resource Management
Table 2-1 Comprehensiveness of Project Management Models

Organizational, Market,
Environmental

Organizational Perspective

Personal Perspective

Technical

Technical Perspective

Balachandra [15]

2.1.1. Strategy
According to Schwartz and Davis [160], strategy is tightly linked with culture,
organization, processes and people. These factors need to be taken into account when
strategy is being formulated. Shenhar [166] and Cooper [41] define two aspects of
project strategy: Doing the right projects and doing projects right. According to
Cooper [41], doing the right projects refers to project selection decisions and having
the right portfolio of projects. Poli and Shenhar [149] argue that projects should be an
active element in the implementation of strategic intent. Cooper [41] defines doing the
projects right as efficiency. He contends that most key success factor studies are
focused on this aspect of projects.
Poli and Shenhar [149] list six elements of project strategy: Objective, product
definition, competitive advantage, business perspective, project definition and
strategic focus. These elements provide answers to why, what, how, who, when and
where questions that help shape the strategy. When the strategy is used as a guideline
to align projects with the organization's mission, projects serve as vehicles to reach to
the mission in an effective manner [1, 54, 112,149].
Objective: Poli and Shenhar [149] define the objective as the reason that the project is
done or the business opportunity it relates to. They differentiate between projects that
are done for external and internal customers. The first type aims to increase revenue.
The second type is to create infrastructure, new core competencies, new market
opportunities or product line extensions.
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Cooper and Kleinschmidt [43] stress the importance of projects that are undertaken
with the intent of creating new products and services for external customers. They
contend that new product development is vital for most organizations [43]. While they
are high risk endeavors [15], new products constitute a big percentage of corporate
sales [30]. Moreover, new product development is a critical means by which
organizations keep up with ever changing market conditions and technology [30].
New product development is a means to achieve success in the marketplace and renew
the organization [30]. In order to be successful with these projects, a project strategy
that is aligned with corporate [91], business, marketing [30, 43, 146] and operational
[149] strategies is necessary.
Shenhar [149] points out a second group of projects that are undertaken in order to
enhance productivity, effectiveness, response times, etc. He stresses the importance of
determining mission, competitive advantage and success metrics for this group of
projects [164].
Product Definition: This element defines the deliverables that will meet the customer
expectations [149]. McKeen and Guimaraes [129] contend that the need for user
participation in the definition of requirements as well as product testing have long
been recognized. It is believed to provide more accurate and complete user
requirements, reduce unnecessary features, lead to more realistic user expectations and
create a feeling of ownership [129,149]. However, McKeen and Guimaraes [129]
contend that the relationship between user satisfaction and user participation changes
as the complexity of the system or complexity of tasks change. They argue that more
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user involvement is needed for user satisfaction when it is necessary to make more
trade-off decisions that cannot be made by the project team alone.
Competitive Advantage / Value: Competitive advantage is the answer to the question
"What will be the advantage for the customer?" [149]. The advantage could be cost,
performance, time of introduction, another advantage or a combination.
Another question to answer while shaping the project strategy is "What is the value to
the company, how does the project support or fit the company's strategy?" [149]
Business Perspective: By establishing high level criteria, organizations can ensure that
the project goals are aligned with the corporate, business, marketing and operational
strategies. The competitive advantage / value sought should be defined, articulated and
communicated to management and team members. [149]
Project Definition: Project scope, project type and team selection issues are the focus
of this component [149]. PMBOK [2] divides project scope into two categories:
Product scope and project management scope. Product scope is essentially the product
definition [2,149]. Project management scope includes processes, tools, techniques
and resources to deliver the product with the specified features and functions [2, 149].
Project type refers to the levels of product and process change required. As the novelty
of the product changes, the decisions regarding the project such as selection of the
team members, selection of the project manager, project management process etc. also
change [149].
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Team selection is also crucial for the success of the project. Complementary functional
skills among team members is important for cross fertilization of ideas among
different view points [30, 95].
Strategic Focus: Poli and Shenhar [149] define this element as the guideline for
managing the project to achieve the best competitive advantage. Jassawalla and
Sashittal [85] list ensuring commitment from the project team by assigning project
leaders who can act as a liaison between the upper management and the team, by
focusing on human interaction and focusing on learning. More success factors at the
project level will be presented in section 2.6.

Critical Review:
Strategy is crucial for the success of organizations in the market place and for the
success of projects. Strategy provides direction. It is crucial to use a
methodological approach to link the higher level organization mission to lower
level project selection strategies and to low level project management tactics. Also,
strategy is tightly linked with the other components of the project management
framework defined by Shenhar et al. These components need to be taken into
account when strategy is being formulated. Very little has been offered in the
empirical literature about the strategy component of project management
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2.1.2. Organization
Shenhar [11, 164] explains that organization involves project structure, team building
and people.
Project Structure: Project structure refers to the organizational structure of the mother
organization where the project takes place [164]. Larson et al [107] summarize these
structures under five categories as presented in Table 2-2. They report an increase in
the effectiveness of project teams in a decreasing manner as the structure changes
from functional organization to project team. Daft [48] explains that as organizational
structure changes from functional to project organizations, response capability to
environmental changes increases while resource sharing decreases. Sobek et al [171]
contend that the built-in conflict in matrix organizations is valuable for successful
product development. Katzenbach [92] points out that non-team structures are more
successful when individuals are each accountable for their actions, the purpose and the
goals cannot be linked to specific performance results and position in the organization
is effective in the selection of assignments (as opposed to skills). He notes that these
characteristics are typical in the upper managerial levels.
According to Shenhar [165], organizations should adopt a contingency-based
approach to project management. He classifies projects on scope and uncertainty
dimensions and he argues that as the project scope increases, projects need to be
managed with additional attention to planning, control and coordination.
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Functional
Organization

The project is divided into segments and assigned to relevant
functional areas and/or groups within functional areas. The
project is coordinated by functional and upper levels of
management.

Functional Matrix

A person is formally designated to oversee the project across
different functional areas. This person has limited authority over
functional people involved and serves primarily to plan and
coordinate the project. The functional managers retain primary
responsibility for their specific segments of the project.

Balanced Matrix

A person is assigned to oversee the project and interact on an
equal basis with functional managers. This person and the
functional managers jointly direct workflow segments and
approve technical and operational decisions.

Project Matrix

A manager is assigned to oversee the project and is responsible
for its completion. Functional managers' involvement is limited to
assigning personnel as needed and providing advisory expertise.

Project Team

A manager is put in charge of a project team composed of a core
group of personnel from several functional areas and/or groups,
assigned on a full-time basis. Functional managers have no
formal involvement.
Table 2-2 Project Management Structures per Larson et al [107]

Team Building: PMBOK [2] identifies team building as critical to the project's
meeting its objectives. Katzenbach and Smith [95] list complementary skills brought
together, real-time problem solving through effective communication, a social
dimension that brings in more fun and reinforcement of each other's intentions to
pursue the team's purpose as the phenomena that explain why teams perform well.
Team building may be complex in certain circumstances such as when individuals are
accountable to both a functional manager and a project manager [2]. Other
circumstances may include lack of conviction of improved performance, personal
discomfort in the team environment and reluctance to commit one's fate to a team
[95]. Some of the tools PMBOK [2] lists to facilitate team building are team building
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activities, general management skills, reward and recognition systems, collocation and
training.
People: PMBOK [2] defines the "people" aspect of organization as important to make
the most effective use of the people involved in the project. APMBOK [1] stresses the
importance of communication, leadership, conflict management, negotiation and
personnel management in management of people. Effective communication with the
stakeholders is fundamental to project success. Leadership generates enthusiasm and
motivation amongst the team to work towards set objectives. Conflict management
ensures synergistic work rather than destructive interactions. Negotiation tries to bring
the project the resources it needs while leaving the parties sufficiently content for
future relationships. Personnel management involves recruiting, developing and
training, dealing with disputes and health and welfare issues. [1] Sobek et al [171]
point at the importance of highly skilled employees for successful implementation of
projects and the importance of organization to coordinate their activities.
A summary of the issues that are involved in organization is summarized in Table 2-3.

Mentioned by

Issues
Project structure

Daft [48], Katzenbach [92], Shenhar [164],
Sobek etal [171]

Team building

PMBOK [2], Katzenbach and Smith [95]

People

APMBOK [1], PMBOK [2], Sobek et al [171]

Table 2-3 Summary of Organization Related Issues
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Critical Review:
Organization is one of the foremost enablers of project success. With the right
project structure, teams that perform well together and competent team members,
organizations can respond to challenges more effectively.

2.1.3. Process
According to Kerzner [98], the implementation of life cycle stages, project
management activities, product management activities and milestones constitute the
process. PMBOK [2] divides processes into project management and product-oriented
processes. Project processes are defined as processes that describe, organize and
complete the work of the project. Product-oriented processes are those defined by the
project life cycle and they vary by application area [2].
Kerzner [98] identifies some of the benefits of a standard project management process
as faster time to market, lower risk, better risk management, greater customer
satisfaction and easier benchmarking / continuous improvement. Sobek et al [171] lists
the benefits as saving the project team the trouble of reinventing a new process for
each individual project and speeding up project delivery.
Kerzner [98] contends that the existence of a project management process is not
enough to attain excellence in project management. He explains that corporate-wide
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acceptance and use of it leads to excellence. Moreover, the project management
process needs to evolve in response to the ever-evolving business climate.
A literature review on project life cycle, project management activities and product
management activities will be presented in this section.
2.1.3.1. Project Life Cycle
Life cycle, as one of the components that constitute the process is defined as the stages
that most projects go through from the beginning through completion. Cleland and
Kocaoglu [36] define conceptual phase, definition phase, production phase,
operational phase and divestment phase as the generic life cycle phases. Nicholas
[136] labels the different stages as initiation, feasibility, system definition, user and
system requirements, design, production, implementation and system maintenance and
evaluation. Lerouge and Davis [112] list initiation, planning, execution, controlling
and monitoring and closing as the basic phases. According to Meredith and Mantel
[131] projects are divided into nine segments: Concept evaluation, requirements
identification, design, implementation, test, integration, validation, customer test and
evaluation and operations and maintenance. APMBOK [1] labels the life cycle stages
as opportunity, design and development, implementation, hand-over and post-project
evaluation. Although different phases of the life cycle are labeled differently, the
dynamics through the life cycle is similar among projects. Meredith and Mantel [131]
describe it as follows:
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"The project is born and a manager is selected, the project team and
initial resources are assembled, and the work program is organized.
Then work gets underway and momentum quickly builds. Progress is
made. This continues until the end is in sight. "
Cleland and Kocaoglu [36] discuss the management implications of the life cycle
concept. They mention planning as the first bullet point. Planning is crucial for life
cycle success. It is for undertakings that start today and finish in the future, which is
also the context of the life cycle. The project plan includes a summary of the
essentials, a work breakdown structure to identify the relationship between work
packages, milestones, an event logic network that shows the sequence of elements,
budgets, schedules and an organization interface plan. The second bullet point they
mention is change management. They argue that change is natural in projects.
Different management functions such as organizing, motivating, directing and
controlling are necessary to deal with the change successfully. Finally they mention
conflict management as another important part of management of projects. There are
potential conflict sources and they may arise at different phases of the life cycle.
Management of these is important for the success of the project.
2.1.3.2. Project Management Activities
According to PMBOK [2], project management activities include scope management,
time management, cost management, quality management, human resources
management, communications management, risk management and procurement
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management. Scope management ensures that the project includes the work required
and only the work required for completion. It also includes controlling the changes to
the scope. Time management aims at ensuring timely completion of the project by
defining and sequencing activities, estimating their durations, developing a schedule
and controlling the changes to the schedule. Cost management estimates the required
resources for the project, develops a cost estimate for these resources, allocates the
budget for this estimate and controls the costs so as to stay within the budget. Quality
management's goal is to make sure that the project satisfies its intended objective.
Human resources management includes identifying, documenting and assigning
project roles and responsibilities, staff acquisition and team development.
Communications management ensures timely generation, collection, dissemination,
storage and ultimately disposal of project information. Risk management is the
systematic process of identifying, analyzing and responding to project risks.
Procurement management is the management of the acquisition of outside resources
necessary for the successful completion of the project. [2]
In the project management literature, considerable attention has been devoted to the
relationship between the maturity of project management processes and project
success. Process maturity models have their roots in the principles of total quality
management where processes must be stable (i.e. low variance in output quality)
before they can be improved. Once they are stable, process (also called capability)
improvements translate into improvements in maturity. [38]
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In his extensive literature review, Cooke-Davies [38] tries to find an answer to the
question "is process maturity an indicator of capability to deliver projects
successfully?". He concludes that:
"The field of maturity models is itself far from mature, with many
models based on widely differing assumptions and ranging from the
overly simplistic to overly complex. Since so many questions remain
unanswered about these models, significant investment by
organizations in using these as a primary vehicle for improving project
success remains an act of faith. "
Some of the well known maturity models are as follows:
Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI): CMMI is the successor of the CMM
or Software CMM. The SW-CMM was a framework to evaluate and improve the
SWD process [19, 80]. The model was developed by the Software Engineering
Institute at Carnegie Mellon University, together with the MITRE Corporation [19,
80]. In SW-CMM, an organization needs to meet the requirements of one level of
maturity to reach the next [19, 80]. Table 2-8 is a summary of the SW-CMM described
by Humphrey [80, 81].The current model, CMMI, helps integrate traditionally
separate organizational functions, set process improvement goals and priorities,
provide guidance for quality processes, and provide a point of reference for appraising
current processes. [7]
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CMMI describes the characteristics of effective processes rather than how to
implement effective processes. Based on the performance improvement results that
were published by SEI in 2006 [65], CMMI appears to be contributing to project
success. However, in an earlier report [5], SEI also provided statistics that indicate that
small companies with fewer resources were less likely to benefit from CMMI.
OPM3: Developed under the stewardship of PMI, OPM3 is an acronym for the
Organizational Project Management Maturity Model. OPM3 consists of 3 interlocking
components: Knowledge, Assessment and Improvement. The knowledge component
focuses on "organizational project management, organizational project management
maturity, and what constitutes best practices in organizational project management".
The assessment component looks at the "ability to perform an assessment of the
current state of organizational project management maturity". The third component,
Improvement, "provides assistance to organizations who wish to identify a path for
improvement and decide to embark upon improvement to increase its project
management". [4]
OPM3 is the most comprehensive database of critical success factors (CSFs).
However, it focuses on improving the process maturity, as do other maturity models,
and it does not identify causal relationships between CSFs and different levels of
project success.
ISO 9001: ISO 9001, "Quality systems - Model for quality assurance in
design/development, production, installation, and servicing," is designed to be used for
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when conformance to specified requirements is to be assured by the supplier during
several stages, including design, development, production, installation, and servicing.
Of the ISO 9000 series, it is the standard that is pertinent to software development and
maintenance. The biggest difference between CMMI and ISO 9001 is the emphasis of
the CMM on continuous process improvement. ISO 9001 addresses the minimum
criteria for an acceptable quality system. Additionally, CMMI focuses strictly on
software, while ISO 9001 has a much broader scope: hardware, software, processed
materials, and services. [143]
PRINCE2: PRINCE2 (Projects IN Controlled Environments 2) is a process-based
approach for project management that navigates practitioners through the requirements
for running a successful project. It provides a method for managing projects within a
clearly defined framework which consists of eight processes and 45 separate subprocesses organized under these. PRINCE2 is used extensively by the UK government
and is recognized and used in the private sector, both in the UK and internationally. It
is often considered as inappropriate for very small projects, due to the work required
in creating and maintaining documents, logs and lists. [139]
2.1.3.3. Product Management Activities
Product-oriented processes, as mentioned before, are defined by the project life-cycle
and they vary by application area [2]. Sobek et al [171] note the importance of
standardizing the project life-cycle. They, however, stress the importance of keeping
work plans to a minimum and avoiding standardizing for the sake of standardization.
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According to them, standard work procedures should be maintained by the people and
departments that use them rather than by a centralized staff. Cleland and Kocaoglu
[36] contend that the life-cycle approach enforces a scientific approach to project
management, enforces analysis and review of ongoing projects and tasks and provides
a wider view of the systems nature of the project. Table 2-4 summarizes the
components of process.

Process Component

Mentioned By

Project life cycle

PMBOK [2], Cleland and Kocaoglu [36], Kerzner [98],
Sobeketal[171]

Project planning

PMBOK [2], Kerzner [98], Sobek et al [171]

Change control

PMBOK [2], Kerzner [98], Sobek et al [171]

Communications management

PMBOK [2], Kerzner [98], Sobek et al [171]

Time management

PMBOK [2], Kerzner [98]

Cost management

PMBOK [2], Kerzner [98]

Risk management

PMBOK [2], Kerzner [98]

Scope management

PMBOK [2]

Quality management

PMBOK [2]

Procurement management

PMBOK [2]
Table 2-4 Components of Process

Critical Review:

Having a defined process is another important factor for the successful
management of projects. It has been repeatedly identified by different researchers
as a critical success factor. However, process cannot be defined in a vacuum and
then enforced. It has to be integrated within the project management framework
and be aligned with the other components including strategy, organization, tools,
metrics and culture.
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2.1.4. Tools
Usage of tools has made a great impact on the project management practice. Kerzner
[98] argues that tools are the foremost enablers of the implementation of project
management processes. Pinto and Slevin [146] and APMBOK [1] clarify this by
pointing out that tools provide monitoring and feedback for managers and help them
implement proactive responses.
APMBOK [1] classifies tools into two main categories: work content / scope
management and time scheduling / phasing. Work content and scope management
helps divide the project into manageable pieces [1]. For example, Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS) is a task-oriented detailed breakdown [1]. Meredith and Mantel [131]
identify WBS as a fundamental tool for planning. WBS can appear in different forms.
In its most general form it subdivides a project into its hierarchical units of tasks,
subtasks, work packages, etc. [131]. Responsibility Chart is a useful aid to coordinate
the inputs from different contributors of the project.
Time scheduling and phasing puts the processes in an order for timely completion of
the project [1]. Pinto [145] points to two techniques that came out in the late 1950s
that improve scheduling, duration estimation and workflow diagramming: Program
Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) and Critical Path Method (CPM). Meredith
and Mantel [131] contend that usage of PERT and CPM has lowered the probability of
cost and schedule overruns, especially on more complex projects with resource
limitations.
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Karlsen [91] considers these tools internally and quantitatively focused. He admits that
these tools help cope with large amounts of data associated with projects, but he thinks
it is a big mistake for the project manager to rely only on them to manage projects.
Table 2-5 presents a list of the tools (compiled from PMBOK) that can be used for
project management.

Project Management
Knowledge Areas

Tools

Integration management

Change control, configuration management

Scope management

Project selection tools (scoring models, economic
models, optimization, etc.), scope planning tools (),
WBS

Time management

PERT, CPM

Cost management

Cost estimation tools (top-down estimating, bottomup estimating, spreadsheets), cost control tools
(earned value analysis)

Quality management

Cause and effect (Ishikawa or fishbone) diagrams,
benchmarking, control charts, Pareto diagrams

Human resource management

Planning tools (stakeholder analysis), performance
report

Communications management

Responsibility matrix

Risk management

Checklist, expected monetary value, decision trees,
Monte Carlo simulation

Procurement management

Make or buy analysis

Table 2-5 Project Management Tools

Critical Review:
Appropriate selection and proper usage of tools help plan and execute the process
smoothly. Empirical research regarding the benefits of using tools is limited.
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2.1.5. Metrics
Katzenbach [93] contends that every good organization uses metrics to energize and
motivate their workforce in addition to other paths to complement this effort. Project
managers rely on metrics in order to understand how well the project strategy works
[133, 178]. Project teams benefit from metrics since metrics transform broad
directions into specific and measurable performance goals that provide direction and
help achieve small wins as the broader purpose is being pursued [94].
Metrics need to be set in advance and they should be very clear [164]. Nicholas [136]
explains that metrics are used to measure the actual project performance to date. Some
examples for project metrics are customer satisfaction [77], current expenditures and
work completed [136], percentage of project personnel trained in project management
[178], daily volumes, run rates and down times [93].

2.1.6. Culture
Culture is defined as shared norms, values and assumptions [156, 160, 164]. An
alternative definition from Hofstede is "collective mental programming" [78].
Hofstede et al [79] list four characteristics of the culture construct in quantitative
studies: It is holistic, historically determined, related to anthropological concepts and
socially constructed. Shenhar [164] contends that culture directs behavior and makes
people aware of what is important and what is not.
Hofstede et al [79] differentiate between national and organizational cultures. In his
earlier study, Hofstede [78] identifies four dimensions that explain 49% of the
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variance in his qualitative study. These dimensions are power distance, uncertainty
avoidance, individualism versus collectivism and masculinity versus femininity.
Hofstede et al [79] identify four types of manifestations of culture within companies:
Symbols, heroes, rituals and values. They group the first three under a common label,
namely practices. In their study, they show that, while practices are more
representative of the organizational culture, national cultures are defined mostly in
terms of values [79]. Along the same lines, Schwartz and Davis [160] contend that the
choices made by top management continually reaffirm the culture and reinforce the
expected behavior. They argue that a strategy that requires violating the culture is
doomed to fail. Similarly Schein [157] argues that organizational culture is one of the
most powerful forces operating in organizations and can influence the implementation
of strategies and organizational performance. He adds that understanding the dynamics
of an organization's culture and sub-culture structure is critical to creating crosscultural dialogues and in turn adoption and diffusion of new ideas to the other relevant
parts of the organization.
Schwartz and Davis [160] propose a methodology to assess the culture within
organizations. They look at different combinations of within company tasks (e.g.
decision making) and within company relationships (e.g. boss-subordinate). They
propose to identify the effects of the organization culture for each different
combination of relationship and task (e.g. How does the organizational strategy affect
the boss-subordinate relationship in decision making?). They suggest that this
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information can be used to foresee potential problem areas with the application of a
new strategy.

Critical Review:
Culture is an important factor to consider for success. However, it has not been
extensively researched. It is harder to control the culture within an organization
than to control the other project management framework components that have
been looked into.

2.1.7. Implications of Uncertainty / Complexity / Pace on the
Framework Components
Based on Shenhar and Dvir's meta study [167], here is a summary of how the UCP
model and the framework components interact.
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The need for a high performance
culture that focuses on results
increases

Focus on schedule

Process becomes shortened,
simple, non bureaucratic

The need for having a pure
project team (rather than a matrix
organization) increases.
It becomes more important to
hand pick the team

The level of management
involvement and support needs to
increase

As the pace increases

Table 2-6 Implications of the UCP Model on the Application of the Framework Components

The need for a project culture that
embraces change increases
Team members need to
constantly look for where the
project may fail

The need for controls and
reporting increases

Metrics

Culture

Planning needs increase, project
management tools become more
important

Formality of the communication
with project team members
increases

Project organization becomes
larger

The need for bureaucracy
increases

As the complexity increases

The UCP Model

Tools

Development and testing
timelines become longer
Increased need for prototypes
Frequency and informality of
communication increases

The need to include customers in
the project increases
The need for project management
and technical skills increase

Organization

Process

Product definition is more based
on intuition and trial and error
Product requirements and design
cannot be frozen early
Flexibility in management style is
required

As the uncertainty increases

Strategy

Framework
Components

2.2. Software Projects
Several studies report failures in up to three quarters of all software projects
undertaken in the last decade [20,137, 174]. These failures are either total failures and
cancellations or significant slippages in cost, time and quality targets. According to
Brooks [29], software development (SWD) projects are more difficult than hardware
development projects to undertake due to the inherent complexities of SWD. He
predicts that as time passes, complexities that are not inherent in the nature of SWD
will be addressed by new technologies; however, inherent complexities are not likely
to be solved easily. He lists them as follows: Complexity (no repetition, everything
added is new), conformity (has to be compatible with interfaces of other man made
systems), changeability (ease of change as opposed to hardware products) and
visibility (guidelines that define the degree of completeness). Hoch et al [77] explain
that these inherent complexities stem from the intangible nature of software. Because
software is "pure knowledge in codified form", it is human intensive, malleable,
irregular and not scaleable [77].
Findley [61] looks at the differences between construction projects and software
projects. He notes that construction projects heavily depend on industry codes and
specifications whereas SWD projects go through requirements engineering. Cost
management is harder in SWD projects due to the lack of a tangible product. His
findings are summarized in Table 2-7.
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Construction Project

SWD Project

Mostly mechanical effort
Concentration on cost efficiency
Overlaying specifications
Hierarchical organizations
Individual's small defined role
Repetitive - Good learning curve
Quantitative management
Tangible product

Cerebral and creative effort
Functionality and customer needs
Requirements engineering
Flat (team) organizations
Flexibility / Task specific
Mostly uncharted waters
Jobs done / It costs what it costs
Company intellectual property

Table 2-7 Differences Between Construction and SWD Projects

As in other projects, it is believed that the usage of a project framework will improve
SWD project success. Thus, the same approach with the previous section will be used
for the organization of the literature review on SWD project management. The
literature that is specific to SWD project management will be reviewed under each
heading.

2.2.1. Strategy
Nidumolu and Knotts [138] contend that a variety of strategies can be used to improve
the performance of SWD firms. According to these researchers, these strategies can
focus on different aspects including organization, tools and processes. Griss [68] lists
people (including culture, motivation, management, skills and experience), process
(including domain, scope, policies, economics and standards) and technology
(including tools, mechanisms, languages, domain and architecture) as components of a
framework to consider when a new strategy is being implemented in a SWD effort.
Major et al [121] argue that the strategy should integrate architecture, staffing,
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business and research and development strategies. It should enable the organization to
improve quality, customer satisfaction, cycle time, process and technology. After the
strategy is formulated, the high level goals should be decomposed into sub goals and
communicated to the organization [121].
According to Jiang et al [87], in spite of the important role the project managers play
on the success of SWD projects, they are treated as implementers by the senior
management and the project managers do not participate in the project assignment or
policy development phases. This leads to difficulties executing the projects such as
uncommitted users / management / personnel and no control over external resources.

Critical Review:
In the literature, the importance of incorporating the other elements of the project
management framework in strategy formulation and implementation has been
mentioned. The literature on strategy in SWD project management indicates that
successful formulation and application of strategy is expected to help align the
different components of the project management framework and lead to more
efficient and successful SWD projects. However, the effect of strategy on the
success of SWD projects has not been studied empirically.

2.2.2. Organization
The structural contingency approach is rooted in organizational theory and has
attracted interest in the SWD literature as well [186]. The structural contingency
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perspective focuses on the effectiveness of different organizational structures by
comparing their information processing capacities and the information processing
needs imposed on the organization [10, 18,137]. High vertical coordination
centralizes the decision making process and is associated with low information
processing capacity while high horizontal coordination spreads decision making and is
able to process higher amounts of information [18,137]. High uncertainty situations
give rise to high information processing needs [128, 137,185].
Nidumolu [137] identifies the structural contingency approach as one of the major
theoretical perspectives in the literature that is recommended for managing
uncertainties regarding user requirements. Furthermore, he identifies the uncertainties
with user requirements as one of the important reasons for the low success rate in
SWD, which in turn increases the importance of the structural contingency approach
[137]. He does not find any significant relationship between coordination modes and
SWD success but shows that vertical coordination has a positive effect on keeping the
project process under control and horizontal coordination makes the product more
flexible and increases the quality. Barki et al [18] verify these findings. Andres and
Zmud [10] find that a more organic coordination strategy leads to more successful
SWD than a mechanistic coordination strategy.
Andres and Zmud [10] look at the effect of task interdependence and goal conflict
among project stakeholders in the success of software projects. They found that goal
conflict does not significantly affect success. They show that productivity increases as
independence between tasks assigned to project team members increases. As the tasks
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become more interdependent, an organic coordination strategy becomes more
important for success.
The second perspective that Nidumolu [137] identifies as important for managing user
requirement uncertainties is a risk based perspective. A risk based perspective is also
found to be an important determinant of the project success by different researchers
[128,137, 185]. The literature on risk management is reviewed in more detail as a part
of process in the next section. However, Jiang et al [87] suggest that organizational
variables also have an effect on risk mitigation. They argue that leadership by the
project manager is crucial in managing risks. It is important that an organization
provide a nurturing environment for the project managers to perform their jobs. The
two important aspects of the environment they mention are pre-project activities
(collaboration between management and the project team in identification of
objectives, responsibilities, potential problem areas and how these problems will be
addressed) and implementation policies (life-cycle, user involvement, training, etc.).
[87]
On the people aspect of the organization, Cusumano and Selby [46] argue that it is
important for team members to understand software technology and how to translate
this knowledge to a money making business. They present this as a way to managing
creative people while providing them with enough independence. Managers need to
get development personnel to think about features that will sell and put pressure on the
personnel by limiting their resources.
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Critical Review:
The SWD literature regarding organization mostly builds on organizational theory.
Also there are overlaps among strategy, organization and process related issues in
the SWD literature. Empirical studies on the effect of organization on SWD are
scarce.

2.2.3. Process
Components of process have been identified and reviewed in section 2.1.3. This
section will focus on SWD specific literature. A literature review on the importance of
SWD process, SWD process improvement and risk management will be presented.
Maidantchik and Rocha [120] argue that a well defined and managed SWD process
leads to quality improvement and enhanced productivity. They explain the reason for
this by saying that the main benefit of an improved software process is improved
visibility, which makes the process more manageable during the development and
maintenance phases. They list some of the elements of software process as i)
definition of a sequence of process activities, ii) support to task management, iii)
support to quality control and iv) data collection for further validations.
Ambler and Constantine [9] define software process as "... a set of project phases,
stages, methods, techniques, and practices that people employ to develop and maintain
software and its associated artifacts."
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Ambler and Constantine [9] argue that a well-established software process increases
the productivity of an organization, because it:
•

helps understand the fundamentals of SWD: Ambler and Constantine [9] contend
that a well-established software process helps project managers make intelligent
decisions regarding organizations, tools and metrics.

•

standardizes efforts: Deephouse et al [52] explain that with a standard process,
organizations can easily transfer successful approaches from one project to the
next. It provides an opportunity for organizations to introduce industry best
practices such as code inspections, configuration management, change control, and
architectural modeling simultaneously on all ongoing projects [9].

•

increases productivity: Ambler and Constantine [9] point out that software is
growing more complex, the number of SWD projects undertaken simultaneously is
increasing, the expectation to deliver in less time for less cost is increasing. By
providing the team with training, coordination and tools to process knowledge,
SWD process makes it possible to increase productivity [52].

Baskerville and Pries-Heje [19] contend that management and methodology are the
two foremost factors that can improve the SWD process. They identify the Capability
Maturity Model (CMM or SW-CMM since the framework is presented as "Capability
Maturity Model for Software" by the Software Engineering Institute) and SPICE (the
new ISO standard) as schemes to improve management of the SWD process [19].
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These factors will be briefly reviewed next. Methodology related improvement
schemes will be reviewed in section 2.2.4.
Process maturity models have been both supported and criticized in the literature.
Proponents claim that maturity models describe the actual ways in which SWD firms
improve [80,121]. Humphrey et al [81] argue that moving up on the maturity scale
provides improved working conditions, improved employee morale and higher
performance in terms of schedule and cost. People who criticize maturity models
argue that they lack empirical support (due to limited number of companies who are
higher in the maturity scales), ignore human factors (thus is profoundly ignorant of the
dynamics of innovation) and contain very little information on how to implement them
[14].
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SW-CMM Level

Characteristics

Key Process Areas

Initial

Ad hoc / chaotic process
No formally defined
procedures, cost estimates,
project plans, integrated tools
or change control
Senior management does not
understand issues
Success depends on individual
effort

Repeatable

Basic process established to
track cost, schedule and
functionality
Good at repeating the same
task but risky when presented
with new challenges
No framework for improvement

Requirements management
Software project planning
Software project tracking and
oversight
Software subcontract
management
Software quality assurance
Software configuration
management

Defined and institutionalized
process
Established framework for
improvement

Organization process focus
Organization process definition
Training program
Integrated software
management
Software product engineering
Inter-group coordination
Peer reviews

Managed

Detailed measures of process,
quality and productivity are
collected
Software process understood
and controlled

Quantitative process
management
Software quality management

Optimizing

Process improvement
facilitated by automated data
gathering
Rigorous defect-cause
analysis

Defined

•
•

Defect prevention
Technology change
management
• Process change management

Table 2-8 Summary of SW-CMM Levels

According to Boehm [23], SWD life cycle models improve the SWD process by
providing guidance on the order in which a project should carry out its major tasks.
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Using the appropriate software life cycle model helps deal with the uncertainties
associated with software projects [23]. Different life cycle models have been presented
in the SWD literature. Following is a review of these models.
The Code and Fix Model: As the name suggests, this model calls for writing the code
first and then fixing the problems in the code. It is prone to problems related with
requirements, design, test and maintenance later [127].
The Waterfall Model: The Waterfall model emphasizes complete documentation of
the requirements and the design [127]. MacCormack [118] contends that this model
works best with projects where user requirements and technologies required to meet
those requirements are well understood up front. If the emphasis is on the performance
of the software rather than the budget and the schedule, this is the most effective way
to proceed [23].
The Evolutionary Development Model: According to Zmud [185], evolutionary
development is a combination of smaller, successive development efforts. He explains
that an initial implementation provides the basic functionality and the successive
iterations build upon it until all requirements are met. Boehm [23] points out the
importance of operational experience as a guide in evolutionary development.
Otherwise, the product may not be flexible enough to support unexpected
development paths.
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The evolutionary development approach is helpful when the users cannot specify the
features of the end product up front but they can help improve a working prototype
[23,118,185].
Another model resembling the evolutionary model is also mentioned in the literature:
Extreme programming. Maurer and Martel [125] define extreme programming as one
of the most innovative recent software development approaches. They explain that
extreme programming focuses development efforts on activities that deliver highquality functionality to the end user as fast as possible. Deliverables are restricted to
high-level user stories, source code and test code. The two severe limitations of
extreme programming are its inability to scale and the need for the team to be colocated.
Spiral method: This model is a refinement of the Waterfall model. Development goes
in cycles. In every cycle, objectives, alternatives and constraints are determined,
alternatives identified and risks resolved, the next level product is developed and
verified and the following phases are planned. Boehm [23] contends that the Spiral
model converges to the other models in extreme cases and employs a mixture of them
as the situation requires. For example, if a project has a low performance risk and high
budget and schedule risk, the spiral model will be equal to the Waterfall Model.
Similarly, if there is a low risk in budget and schedule and high risk in performance,
then the model converges to the Evolutionary Model.
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Table 2-9 is modified from Martin's [122] presentation. It summarizes these four
methodologies by showing what activities are done and in which order.

Spiral

Waterfall
Define

Design

Code

Test

Mdl. 1

1

3

5

7

17

Mdl.2

2

4

6

8

13

18

Mdl. 3

9

12

15

18

9

14

19

Mdl. 4

10

13

16

19

10

15

20

Mdl. 5

11

14

17

20

Code

Test

?

?

Define

Design

Code

Test

Mdl. 1

1

6

11

16

Mdl.2

2

7

12

Mdl. 3

3

8

Mdl. 4

4

Mdl. 5

5

Code and Fix

Evolutionary
Define

Design

Code

Test

Define

Mdl. 1

1

2

3

4

Mdl. 1

Mdl.2

5

6

7

8

Mdl.2

?

?

?

?

Mdl. 3

9

10

11

12

Mdl. 3

?

?

?

?

Mdl. 4

13

14

15

16

Mdl. 4

?

?

?

?

Mdl. 5

17

18

19

20

Mdl. 5

?

?

?

?

?

Design
?

Table 2-9 Summary of Development Models

Another important part of the software process is risk management. One distinct
stream in the SWD project literature that builds on McFarlan's [128] work identifies
SWD risk factors and proposes methods to address them. Authors in this stream argue
that failure to assess individual project risk and the failure to adapt management
methods accordingly are major sources of SWD failure. Boehm [24] identifies the
most common software risks as personnel shortfalls, unrealistic schedules and
budgets, developing the wrong functions and properties, developing the wrong user
interface, gold-plating, continuing stream of requirements changes, shortfalls in
externally furnished components, shortfalls in externally performed tasks, real time
performance shortfalls and straining computer-science capabilities. He also suggests
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methods to address these shortfalls. Jiang and Klein [86] list risks to the success of
software projects as nonexistent or unwilling users, large numbers of implementers,
turnover among stakeholders, lack of support, lack of top management support,
insufficient resources, technical complexity and newness, lack of project team
experience, and lack of competent project leaders. Zmud [185] attributes difficulties
with SWD to the uncertainty that pervades such efforts. He lists difficulties with
resource estimation for using state-of-the-art technologies, unclear and incomplete
requirements associated with innovative software application and changes in the
software development environment (technology, personnel, etc.) as the sources of
uncertainty. After reviewing the literature on software risk factors, Barki et al [17]
classify different risk factors under five headings: Technological newness, application
size, lack of expertise, application complexity and organizational environment. The
literature review findings are summarized in Table 2-10.

Critical Review:
The advantages of software process have been researched in the literature. Lifecycle management, SW-CMM and risk management are three literature streams
that are related with software process. A well defined software process is argued to
be one of the foremost enablers of success. However, empirical research on the
relationship between project success and process is scarce.
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Boehm [24], Schmidt
[159], Zmud [185]
Barki etal [17], Boehm
[24], Schmidt [159]
Schmidt [159], Zmud
[185]

Unrealistic schedules and budgets

Team expertise

Incomplete requirements

Technical analysis, cost benefit analysis, prototyping,
reference checking [24]

Boehm [24], Schmidt
[159]
Boehm [24], Schmidt
[159]
Boehm [24], Schmidt
[159]
Boehm [24], Schmidt
[159]

Straining computer-science capabilities

Gold plating

Shortfalls in externally furnished
components

Shortfalls in externally performed tasks

Reference checking, preaward audits, award-fee contracts,
competitive design or prototyping, team building [24]

Benchmarking, inspections, reference checking, compatibility
analysis [24]

Requirements scrubbing, prototyping, cost-benefit analysis,
designing to cost [24]

High change threshold, information hiding, incremental
development (deferring changes to later increments) [24]

Boehm [24], Schmidt
[159]

Continuous stream of requirements
changes

Organization analysis, mission analysis, operations concept
formulation, user surveys and user participation, prototyping,
early users' manuals, off-nominal performance analysis,
quality-factor analysis [24]

Boehm [24], Schmidt
[159]

Involving key parties in preparing a charter that states shared
objectives and responsibilities [87]

Using an evolutionary / incremental development model
[118].

Staffing with top talent, job matching, team building, key
personnel agreements, cross training [24]

Detailed multi-source cost and schedule estimation, design to
cost, incremental development, software reuse, requirements
scrubbing [24]

Experience in working in team environment [88]

Suggestions On How To Address

Developing the wrong functions and
properties

Barki et al [17], Jiang and
Klein [86]

Barki etal [17], Jiang and
Klein [86], Schmidt [159]

Application size and complexity

w Organizational environment

<y>

Barkietal[17], Boehm
[24], Jiang and Klein [86],
Schmidt [159]

Mentioned By

Technological currency

Software Risk Factor

Schmidt [159]

Schmidt [159]
Schmidt [159]
Schmidt [159]
Schmidt [159]
Boehm [24]
Jiang and Klein [86]
Jiang and Klein [86]
Boehm [24]

Failure to gain user commitment

Lack of effective development process

Failure to manage end-user
expectations

Unclear task / specifications

Team turnover

Developing the wrong user interface

Market

Insufficient resources

Real time performance shortfalls

Simulation, benchmarking, modeling, prototyping,
instrumentation, tuning [24]

Prototyping, scenarios, task analysis, user participation [24]

Paying attention to user suggestions, establishing
communications channels and a positive relationship [88,
129].

Emphasizing the importance of the contribution of the
management by the project manager [88].

Suggestions On How To Address
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Table 2-10 Summary of Software Project Risk Factors

Schmidt [159]

Mentioned By

Lack of top management support

Software Risk Factor

2.2.4. Tools
Numerous tools, methodologies and practices are claimed to improve SWD project
success in the literature. In this section, the literature on software reuse, Computer
Aided Software Engineering (CASE), and Object Oriented Analysis and Design
(00AD) will be reviewed.
2.2.4.1. Software reuse:
Bersoff and Davis [21] explain that software reuse can be the answer for the
complexity problem. They argue that when basic building blocks in a SWD project are
components that are coded and tested beforehand, development efficiency increases
considerably. Griss [68] contends that the systematic application of software reuse to
prototyping, development and maintenance improves the SWD process, shortens time
to market, improves software quality and consistency and reduces development and
maintenance costs. He argues that implementation of companywide and systematic
software reuse needs management involvement. In order to fully exploit the
opportunities that reuse promises, it needs to become an intrinsic part of the software
process [68].
2.2.4.2. Computer Aided Software Engineering
CASE attempts to automate some of the tasks undertaken by information system
developers [73, 84, 141]. Similarly, CASE tools are defined as "software programs
which automate and support tasks typically constituting information systems
development practice" [141]. McMurtney et al [130] summarize the benefits
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associated with CASE tools as increased productivity and quality, uniformity among
the design team, ease of making changes, capability to restructure poorly written code,
simplified programming maintenance, enforced standards, easier project management,
simplified architectural diagramming, capability to solve more complex problems and
automatic code generation. They list some of the drawbacks as reliance on structured
methodologies, a long learning curve, poor integration among different vendor
products, requirement of knowledge of the underlying methodology, user resistance
and unquantifiable benefits.
Henderson and Cooprider [73] propose a model to categorize and analyze the
functionalities CASE tools offer. Their model has three general dimensions:
production, coordination and organization. The production dimension has three sub
dimensions: representation, analysis and transformation. Coordination is composed of
control and cooperative functionality. Support and infrastructure are the sub
components of organization. Orlikowski [141] argues that CASE tools should provide
the following functionality: screen ad report design aids, text and diagram editors, data
modeling tools, data dictionaries, code generators and testing and debugging tools.
Jarzabek and Huang [84] observe growth in the CASE market; however, these CASE
tools are rarely used. They argue that the reason for this is the method-oriented nature
of the CASE tools rather than a user-oriented and process-oriented nature that would
support creative problem solving, Kemerer [96] adds to this the serious investment in
learning required for CASE tools and attributes many assimilation failures to the lack
of understanding of this requirement. Sharma and Rai [162] observe that CASE
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capabilities are targeted and used for production and organization purposes more than
they are for coordination purposes. They argue that this aspect of development
consumes significant resources and should be addressed by CASE tools.
2.2.4.3. Object Oriented Analysis and Design
Fichman and Kemerer [60] define OOAD as a radical change over process-oriented
methodologies. They recognize that OOAD is a maturing methodology. However,
they point out the difficulties with OOAD when decomposing large systems into
components so that each component can be developed by a different programmer.
Moreover, software reuse, which is inherently realizable with OOAD, is limited to
individual projects. Fichman and Kemerer [59] also suggest that OOAD is making
significant progress and it is on its way to becoming the dominant software process
technology. Cox [45] argues that OOAD can address the complexity, nonconformity,
changeability and invisibility issues identified by Brooks [29].

SWD Issue

Tools

Cost estimation

COCOMO [127]

Software development

CASE [73, 84, 96, 141, 162], OOAD [45,
59, 60], Software reuse [21, 68].

Table 2-11 Tools for SWD
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Critical Review:
Initial efforts to improve SWD success focused on new tools (Object Oriented
Programming, CASE, software reuse, etc.). These tools can be classified as
product management tools. Usage of project management tools for SWD has not
been focused on in the literature. It is believed that usage of project management
tools may also improve SWD success significantly.

2.2.5. Metrics
Major et al [121] contend that metrics are critical to both understanding how progress
is being made toward selected goals and setting the goals. They argue that metrics are
dynamic and as business and financial goals change, more and better metrics are
needed to link process, tools and technology changes to these goals.
Hartman and Ashrafi [71] argue that in SWD, project metrics are not fully utilized as a
predictive tool. They point out that metrics are used rather as a measure of how well
the project performed to that point in time, which does not give enough time for
effective corrective action. They propose that metrics should be linked to critical
success factors (CSFs). Together with the ten most important CSFs for SWD projects,
they recommend the use of metrics in the following areas: schedule, milestones, scope,
CPM, completion definition, budget, resource requirements identification and
responsibility assignment.
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Table 2-12 is a summary of the SWD metrics recommended in the literature.

SWD Metric Area

Suggested by

Schedule

Hartman and Ashrafi [71], Major et al [121]

Milestones

Hartman and Ashrafi [71], Major et al [121]

Scope

Hartman and Ashrafi [71], Major et al [121]

CPM

Hartman and Ashrafi [71]

Completion definition

Hartman and Ashrafi [71], Major et al [121]

Budget

Findley [61], Hartman and Ashrafi [71]

Resource requirements identification

Hartman and Ashrafi [71], Major et al [121]

Responsibility assignment

Hartman and Ashrafi [71], Major et al [121]

Quality

Findley [61], Major et al [121]

Customer satisfaction

Major et al [121]

Software technology roadmap

Major et al [121]

Training

Major et al [121]

Table 2-12 Suggested SWD Project Metric Areas

Critical Review:
Metrics are expected to be of great importance in SWD projects as they are in
general project management.

2.2.6. Culture
Major et al [121] point out that a supportive culture is important for SWD success.
Dedication to high quality SWD from all levels of management is one of the foremost
enablers of SWD quality improvement.
Butterfield and Pendegraft [32] contend that different stakeholders have different
cultural orientations. They propose a model similar to Schwartz and Davis' [160] in
order to analyze different cultures and to plan for ways to address potential problems.
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Critical Review:
The importance of culture for the success of software projects is not researched
thoroughly in the literature.
2.3. Cross Organizational Projects
The number and variety of strategic alliances have been increasing considerably [26,
109]. Herzog [76] describes why companies collaborate to achieve a project or goal
that they could not achieve individually. Porter and Fuller [150] add to the list
addressing rapid changes and uncertainties in technological development, achieving
economies of scale, and improving learning. They contend that coalitions present
certain advantages vs. internal development, arm's length transactions or mergers.
Through coalitions in today's fast paced business environment, companies can
reposition themselves faster by getting access to resources like distribution channels,
local legitimacy, technology or innovative ability, specialized know-how and capital.
Other benefits are economies of scale, increased learning rate on how to perform an
activity, and risk and cost hedging. [76,109, 150, 163]
On the down side, Lei and Slocum [109] list several costs associated with
collaborations: Loss of skills and other sources of competitive advantage, coordination
costs, difficulty in transferring back the value-adding activity undertaken by the
collaboration. Similarly, Bruce et al [31] argue that these benefits sometimes may not
be experienced and collaboration may lead to longer product development processes
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and increased costs and may prove to be difficult to control. They suggest that
management practice can facilitate the outcome.
The success rate in collaborations is low. Das and Teng [50] and Borys and Jemison
[26] attribute this to unique risks inherent in strategic alliances that are not present in
individual organizations. Das and Teng [50] label these risks as relational risks. They
further suggest that, given the nature of the risk (relational or performance) and the
type of resources contributed by the partnering firms (property and/or knowledge), it
may be possible to identify the ways to manage these risks. For example, in a
relational risk situation where partners contribute property, the relationship is likely to
be control oriented. Similarly property contribution and performance risk leads to
flexibility; knowledge contribution coupled with relational risk leads to security
orientation; knowledge contribution and performance risk leads to productivity.
Some of the different kinds of strategic alliances mentioned in the literature are
acquisitions [26], joint ventures [26, 109], license agreements [26, 109], research and
development partnerships [26] and consortia [109]. Gassmann and von Zedtwitz [63]
identify four models for C/O teams: decentralized self-coordinated, teams with system
integration coordinator, core team acting as system architect and centralized venture
team. These are ordered by an increasing degree of centralized control.
Baldwin and Clark [16] explain that modularity is a way to make C/O efforts more
effective. Once a modular architecture and interfaces for independent components are
defined for a product or a service, different organizations can work on different
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components independently. This cuts down costs and boosts innovation. They attribute
advances in the computer industry to modularity and suggest that modularity can
provide benefits in many other industries. In modular environments, companies can
position themselves either as architecture designers or module designers. In either
case, companies will need to move in and out of C/O arrangements rapidly.
This focus of this research is closest to joint ventures with a degree of central
coordination. In the next section, a detailed review of the literature regarding such
projects in SWD area will be presented.

Critical Review:
In the literature, there are two fundemental approaches to improve C/O project
success: Establishing a strong C/O relationship and decreasing interdependency.
These may be regarded as complementary strategies and may be used
simultaneously depending on the requirements of the project.
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2.4. Cross Organizational Software Projects
The literature on C/O SWD projects is very scarce. The available literature mostly
consists of non-empirical studies and position papers. In this section, these articles will
be reviewed. The project management framework components will be used for
classifying the findings, similar to the previous chapters. However, issues that strictly
pertain to C/O SWD project management will be the focus in this section. Similarly,
critical review pieces will only focus on C/O SWD project management literature.

2.4.1. Strategy
Oppenheimer [140] explains that a common issue in C/O SWD is project team
members not having a clear view of the project strategy. This leads to misaligned
effort on the project team members' side. Snow et al [170] stress the, importance of
identification of the link between the team's mission and the corporate strategy. They
claim that C/O team tasks are generally very complex and the expected contribution to
business strategy are seldom straight forward.
Venkatraman [179] introduces the "value center" concept. A value center consists of
four centers: Cost center, service center, investment center and profit center. Cost
center activities aim to improve operational efficiency within the company. The focus
is to accomplish this with minimum cost. Service center activities aim to create
competitive advantage. Investment center activities seek to maximize business
opportunities from IT resources. They focus on specific business capabilities that can
be leveraged by leading-edge technologies. Finally, the profit center focuses on
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delivering IT products and services in the external marketplace. Venkatraman [179]
proposes using this framework to assess which IT related activities to outsource. He
suggests that this framework can help organizations assess the value of IT activities
and allocate company resources on the activities with highest returns. He also suggests
that this framework can help organizations identify new business strategies that can
only be enabled with IT.

2.4.2. Organization
Maznevski and Chudoba [126] define global virtual teams as "distributed groups of
people with an organizational mandate to make or implement decisions with
international components and implications." With an international component or with
physically dispersed divisions within the same country, today distributed teams serve a
role for decision-making and implementation projects [126, 180].
SWD is witnessing a transition from the traditional co-located form to a form where
global SWD teams collaborate across national borders [49, 180]. Maznevski and
Chudoba [126] contend that with multinational teams, culture becomes an important
factor.
Open-source software development is also defined as distributed software
development. Open-source development is development in a centralized distributed
topology that involves people working in isolation and then releasing their source code
to a central repository. [27]
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Kiel [99] and Oppenheimer [140] contend that understanding of roles and
responsibilities and the interfaces between roles is important for C/O SWD teams. He
argues that it can be hard to establish these due to communication and coordination
problems. Souza et al [172] argue that the sense of working in a team decreases as the
interaction between the team members decreases. Kiel [99] adds mandatory usage of
asynchronous forms of communication due to time zone differences and language
issues in cross national teams as an obstacle for communication which decreases the
ability to fulfill responsibilities.
Levina [114] uses the "boundary" concept to simultaneously study various social
factors that divide stakeholders of C/O projects. In particular, she focuses on the
effects of social differences between individuals (including culture, functional
orientation, sex, etc.) on how collaboration and communication takes place among
different parties, how collaboration and communication evolves, and how the outcome
of GO information system projects gets affected.
Sabherwal [154] reports that trust needs to be viewed differently in C/O SWD projects
since the C/O team members do not have a history together and most probably the
team's existence will not last beyond the project. This coupled with tighter structural
mechanisms (like deliverables, penalty clauses, reporting arrangements, etc.), temporal
separation, lack of face to face communication, language gaps, and cultural gaps
prevent the development of trust as opposed to within organization projects, where
trust ideally replaces structural control mechanisms [99, 152, 154]. On the other hand,
too much trust in C/O SWD projects can lead to unfavorable results, too, due to the
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possibility of participant organizations' opportunistic approaches to the partnership.
Sabherwal [154] recommends trying to balance trust and structural controls for
improved project performance.

2.4.3. Process
Communication and coordination are argued to be the two root challenges with C/O
SWD projects in the literature [27,49, 102, 103, 172, 180]. Furthermore,
communication problems intensify coordination problems [49, 102]. Maidantchik and
Rocha [120] list a number of requirements for a C/O SWD process in order to address
these challenges: Ability to guide developers at different sites along the life-cycle
activities, support for heterogeneous development environments, support for
concurrent and collaborative activities, support for configuration management, support
for documentation of the dynamically evolving software system and a recording
mechanism for decisions, questions and comments.
Herbsleb and Mockus [75] compare the speed of implementation in C/O SWD teams
and find out that distributed development takes longer mainly because more people
tend to be involved in the work. They propose several approaches to minimize the
delay including optimal distribution of process steps, assigning well delineated
product parts to different sites and modular design.
Kobylinski et al [102] differentiate between formal and informal communication.
They argue that formal communication enforces coordination, while informal
communication helps deal with uncertainties. Maidantchik and Rocha [120] and
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Prikladnicki [151] contend that formality is necessary as the number of people
participating in the project increases. These factors are reported to be harder due to
cultural diversity [49, 103, 120], language barriers [49, 120], time differences [49,
103, 120], inability to have face to face meetings [49, 151], differences in management
structure, rules, implicit practices [103, 120], different platforms [120] and ineffective
knowledge management [49]. Their effects are more drastic especially early in the
C/O SWD process since these effects compound in the later stages [49]. Some of the
process components that are affected are requirement analysis [49] and software
inspection [72, 106]. Herbsleb and Mockus [75] indicate that usage of tools facilitates
communication in C/O environments.
Information management is another communication related area that presents
problems. Oppenheimer [140] argues that data overload, pull models that assume that
everyone knows where the information is and push models that are not timely are the
three areas that problems originate from.
Tellioglu and Wagner [177] study different case studies on software design and from
the findings of these studies they assemble a list of practices that can accommodate
multiple locations and multiple views in SWD. They argue that there is a tradeoff
between heterogeneity and standardization. In the early stages of SWD, it is important
to capture all relevant views so heterogeneous resources are acceptable. However as
the project goes into the coding stage, issues of coherence, stability and transparency
of solution come to the foreground. In this stage, coding conventions, reporting and
documenting procedures, change requests and version controls become practical
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necessities [177]. Cusumano [47] and Cusumano and Selby [46] refer to Microsoft's
process for product development and contend that continual synchronization of what
different teams are doing in parallel and stabilizing the evolving product is an effective
method to deal with the growing size of teams.

Critical Review:
C/O SWD process has attracted some attention in the literature. However, similar
to other project management framework components, empirical research is
extremely scarce.

2.4.4. Tools
Bowen and Maurer [27] note that most of the tools used for C/O SWD projects today
are centralized. This requires fast connections to the central server and limits the
ability to monitor access. They propose to improve the performance of C/O SWD
development by using peer-to-peer technology. They suggest that the information
stored in the central repository be replicated on the participant development
environments. The advantages of this system include independence from the central
control, thus complete control on the information shared, faster access and
contributions of hard drive space and computing cycles from remote sites. The
drawbacks include more complicated and time-consuming processes to access
information, difficulties regarding authentication and coordination of information. [27]
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Souza et al [172] and Kobylinski [101] and Kobylinski et al [102] propose to solve
communication issues by using event notification serves.
Schmidt and Fayad [158] group complexities associated with building distributed
software into two: Inherent complexity due to fundamental challenges of developing
distributed software and accidental complexity due to the limitations with tools and
techniques used to develop distributed software. They define inherent complexity as
the network, host and communication problems. Accidental complexity is caused by
non-extensible and non-reusable software designs and implementations. They argue
that reuse is essential to leverage the expertise of developers by avoiding redeveloping
and revalidating available common solutions to recurring requirements and software
challenges. [158]
Greene [67] claims that WBS will improve distributed SWD success in his position
paper. Similarly, Guck [69], in his position paper, lists different Internet
communication tools that are readily available and argues that these tools can be used
during distributed software development efforts. Herbsleb et al [74] indicate that using
communication tools not only supports better communication but also helps increase
the amount of informal conversations through increasing awareness of the availability
of remote parties.
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Critical Review:
C/0 SWD tools are focused on making the software development practice more
effective. The effects of using project management tools for more efficient C/O
SWD projects have not been empirically researched.

2.4.5. Metrics
Critical Review:
Empirical research on C/O SWD metrics was not found at the time this literature
review was conducted. It is predicted that this area will build on SWD project
metrics and C/O project metrics.

2.4.6. Culture
Different organizational cultures at different sites have been identified above as one of
the challenges for communication [49, 103, 120]. Oppenheimer [140] argues that if an
effort to build relationships is not made upfront, a "we vs. they" culture and lack of
trust will arise. Lee and Kim [108] establish partnership quality as a determinant of
success and they identify culture similarity as one of the factors that constitute
partnership quality. Unless participant organizations have similar cultures, their
relationship may create divergent values, which in turn makes it harder for parties to
trust each other [108]. Similarly, Kiel [99] identifies cultural differences as a challenge
to C/O project success. Snow et al [170] claim that cultural differences within the C/O
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team can create an imbalance (subgroup dominance, member exclusion, etc.) if it is
not directly confronted and addressed. Maznevski and Chudoba [126] claim that
different cultures within a team not only act as different filters through which team
members interpret information, but also influence members' preferences for social
interaction norms.
Milosevic [132] approaches the problem of addressing different cultures within the
project by identifying different dimensions of culture. He identifies orientation to
environment, time orientation, view of people, activity orientation, focus of
responsibility and orientation to space as the dimensions to evaluate different cultures
in the team. He continues by arguing that an organic approach supported by
recognition of different cultures will lead to improvements in cross-cultural project
management.
Snow et al [170] argue that the cultures of the team members, their communication
styles and expectations of what constitutes team behavior, and the management style
of the project manager should be compatible. Moreover, team members should be
fluent in their common language.
Maznevski and Chudoba [126] suggest effective integration of communication and
conflict resolution into processes for performance improvement. Face to face meetings
early in the team's existence and structuring of communication incidents into a
temporal rhythm are found to be crucial for the team's success [126].
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2.5. Project Success Metrics
Success metrics for projects have attracted a lot of attention. As some of the major
studies are reviewed in this section, the focus will be on three research streams:
success metrics in general projects, SWD projects and C/O projects.
In the general project management stream, success metrics are defined as criteria that
projects are measured against so that success or failure can be judged [1, 37].
According to APMBOK [1], success metrics should be described and documented
upfront in the project strategy plan. This is important because success metrics
determine fundamentally how the project is to be managed [1]. However, as it is
frequently expressed in project success related literature, project success is hard to
define [15, 37]. The foremost reasons for this are different and often conflicting
expectations of stakeholders [13], changes in the assessment of success over time [13,
149], the subjective nature of success that cannot be defined with simple metrics [37]
and the multifaceted nature of success [15, 37]. According to Shenhar et al [168], even
when a combination of metrics is used, the metrics are at best partial and misleading.
Baccarini [13] argues that since success criteria set by different stakeholders are likely
to conflict with each other, a prioritization should be made. He argues that attention
must be focused on the most important stakeholders. Kerzner [97] points out the same
problem and explains that tradeoffs may have to be performed on each and every
project. Baccarini [13] explains that perception of success can be affected by time.
Poli and Shenhar [149], who also point out the temporal dimension of success
definition, extend the success dimensions to cover a certain time span: Efficiency
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(schedule and budget), impact on customer (within a year of completion), impact on
business (one or two years after project completion) and building the future.
SWD project success metrics identified by Hartman and Ashrafi [71] focus on project
management success rather than the success of the end product. On the other hand,
success metrics in C/O projects present additional challenges. As Bruce et al [31]
point out, defining C/O project success is complicated by the range of circumstances
and expectations of the collaborating firms.
According to Baccarini [13], the criteria to measure project success need to be set out
at the beginning of the project. He explains that this is important both to prevent team
members from traveling in different directions and also to provide a common
perspective to judge project success. He also defines a hierarchical framework for
measuring project success and understanding how metrics defined in the literature
relate to one another. He identifies four descending levels of project objectives as goal,
purpose, outputs and inputs. In his classification, successful achievement of goal and
purpose measure "product success" and successful achievement of output and input
objectives measure "project management success". An example of product success is
stakeholder (customer or the user) satisfaction. Project management success typically
includes the time/cost/quality achievement, quality of the project management process,
and stakeholder (client and the project team) satisfaction. This classification is useful,
it will be used to summarize the findings of our project management literature review
on success factors in Table 2-13.
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In summary, SWD project success metrics look at primary factors internal to projects.
C/O project success metrics are more internal than external to the project. In contrast,
the NPD research stream - perhaps the dominant stream, simply because of the quality
and quantity of its output - seems to take a stakeholder approach to project success. In
this approach, each stakeholder group (e.g., customers, senior management, etc.)
views the project's success from a different perspective - that of their own interests.
. To be comprehensive, then, success metrics need to express the diversity of these
interests. In response, some of the recent research studies have developed
comprehensive, multidimensional and multi-criteria success metrics that reflect this
diversity of interests (see Table 2-13).

Critical Review:
Success definition is not an easy task. It requires combination of different
viewpoints. There are different approaches to define success in order to address
this difficulty, like the definition of success from the stakeholder viewpoint, the
temporal effect on the perception of success and project management success vs.
project success.
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Software
Projects

Cross-org.
Projects

Time/cost/quality

Kerzner [97],
Milosevic et al
[133], Nicholas
[136], Poliand
Shenhar[149]

Hartman and
Ashrafi[71],
Chaos Study [174]

Bruce etal [31],
Nellore and
Balachandra[135]

Quality of the
project
management
process

Nicholas [136]

Hartman and
Ashrafi[71],
Nidumolu[137]

Client and project
team satisfaction

Nicholas [136],
Pinto and Slevin
[147]

Andres and Zmud
[10]

Customer / enduser satisfaction

Nicholas [136],
Pinto and Slevin
[147], Poli and
Shenhar[149]

Hartman and
Ashrafi[71]

Commercial
success

Poliand Shenhar
[149]

Market share

Poli and Shenhar
[149]

Product flexibility

Pinto and Slevin
[147]

Extending product
lines

Poli and Shenhar
[149]

Opportunity
windows

Poli and Shenhar
[149]
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Bruce etal [31]

Nidumolu[137]

Table 2-13 Summary of Project Success Metrics
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Bruce etal [31]

2.6. Project Success Factors
Researchers have been working on identifying CSFs in projects for several decades.
What is meant by CSFs is the characteristics, conditions or variables that when
properly sustained, maintained, or managed, can have a significant impact on the
success of the project [1, 15, 37, 71, 97, 110]. APMBOK [1] argues that success
factors provide the basis for project management trade-off decisions during the course
of the project. Cooper and Kleinschmidt [43] contend that an understanding of success
factors - from market to organization to technology area - can provide guidelines for
screening of projects and lead to insights on how projects should be managed. In
addition to identifying multiple factors, from project mission to client acceptance,
Pinto and Slevin [148] argue that the relative importance of success factors changes
across the life cycle of a project.
This section is shaped around three research streams: success factors in SWD projects,
success factors in C/O projects and success factors in NPD projects. Some of the
major studies in these areas will be summarized.
Several researchers have studied SWD project success factors. One of the latest
studies in the SPD projects stream found that many factors overlap with those in NPD
projects [71]. Examples include technological synergy, organizational structure and
processes, senior management commitment and sharp and early product definition.
Similar to what Pinto and Slevin contend for NPD projects [148], the study argues that
the relative importance of success factors changes across the life cycle of a project.
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Balachandra and Friar [15] review over 60 NPD and R&D articles to find
commonalities in the literature on factors that lead to success. They identify 72
recurring factors but find that there are contradictory findings on their importance and
direction of influence. They attribute this to different technology and innovation levels
used and the market for the product. Their classification of the success factors includes
four categories: market, technology, environment and organization factors. We will
use this taxonomy to summarize our literature review findings in Table 2-14 through
Table 2-19.
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Realistic time and cost estimates

Table 2-14 Strategy Related Project Success Factors

Cooper [40], Cooper and
Kleinschmidt [43], Pinto and
Slevin [148]

Zirger and Maidique [184]

Leveraging company
competencies

Proficiency of predevelopment
activities

Zirger and Maidique [184]

Cooper [39], Zirger and
Maidique [184]

Introduction before competitors

Zmud [185]

Pinto and Slevin [148]

Client acceptance
Cooper [40], Cooper and
Kleinschmidt [43]

Bruce etal [31]

Market need orientation

^J Proficiency of marketing activities

Cooper [40]

Familiar arenas

Cooper [39]

Cooper [39]

Cooper [40], Cooper and
Kleinschmidt [43]

Market potential

New Product Development
Projects

Cooper [39], Zirger and
Maidique [184]

Cooper [40]

Cross-org. Projects

Cooper [40], Cooper and
Kleinschmidt [43]

Hartman and Ashrafi [71],
Chaos Study [174]

Software Projects

Mentioned By

Product advantage

Sharp and early product definition

Success Factors

00

Hartman and Ashrafi [71]

Communication

Benefit and risk sharing

Competent and hardworking
staff

Coordination within organization

Cross-functional teams

Technological synergy

Venture team

Pinto and Slevin [148]

Bruce et al [31], Cooper [40]

Cooper and Kleinschmidt [43]

Lester [113]

Bruce et al [31]

Bruce et al [31], Pinto and
Slevin [148]

Pinto and Slevin [148]

Bruce et al [31], Lester [113],
Pinto and Slevin [148]

Cross-org. Projects

Mentioned By

Lee and Kim [108]
Table 2-15 Organizational Project Success Factors

Chaos Study [174]

Hartman and Ashrafi [71]

Deephouse et al [52], Chaos
Study [174]

Coordination with client

Choice of partners

Hartman and Ashrafi [71],
Chaos Study [174]

Software Projects

Senior management
commitment

Success Factors

Zirger and Maidique [184]

Zirger and Maidique [184]

Zirger and Maidique [184]

New Product Development
Projects

o

Zmud [185]
Zmud [185]

Requirements analysis

Documentation

Monitoring and feedback

Success Factors

Cross-org. Projects

Mentioned By

Bruce et al [31], Pinto and
Slevin [148]

Cross-org. Projects

Table 2-17 Metrics Related Project Success Factors

Hartman and Ashrafi [71]

Software Projects

Mentioned By

Table 2-16 Tools Related Project Success Factors

Hartman and Ashrafi [71],
Chaos Study [174], Zmud
[185]

Project plan and milestones

Technological leverage

Zmud[185]

Software Projects

Structured reviews

Success Factors

New Product Development
Projects

Cooper [39]

New Product Development
Projects

o

00

Zmud[185]
Zmud [185]
Zmud[185]
Deephouse et al [52]

Short tasks

Change management

Task independence

Project planning

Bruce et al [31], Cooper and
Kleinschmidt [43], Lester
[113], Pinto and Slevin [148]

Cross-org. Projects

Mentioned By

Trust

Training

Competent project team
leader

Lee and Kim [108]

Pinto and Slevin [148]

Cross-org. Projects

Table 2-19 Culture Related Success Factors

Deephouse et al [52]

Software Projects

Mentioned By
New Product Development
Projects

Booz-Allen & Hamilton [25],
Cooper [39]

Quality execution of tasks

Success Factors

Zirgerand Maidique [184]

New Product Development
Projects

Well executed R&D

Table 2-18 Process Related Success Factors

Corbin [44], Hartman and
Ash rati [71]

Software Projects

Development environment

Success Factors

In one of very few studies on C/O projects success factors, Bruce et al [31] report that
most of the success factors are similar to those of the NPD stream. Only a few factors
seem to be unique to C/O stream, such as economic factors and equality of partners.

Critical Review:
The NPD stream has produced much more research than SWD and C/O project
management streams. Additionally, success factors for C/O SWD projects have not
been researched explicitly. When comparing NPD project success factors with
SWD and C/O SWD project success factors, we have observed that the latter two
are more focused on organizational success factors than market, technological or
environmental factors. This means that while the NPD stream takes a more
comprehensive view of the factors that are internal and external to the
organization, the other two streams are more internally oriented.

2.7. Case Study Research Methodology
Yin [182] lists case study research (CSR) as one of the five research methodologies in
social science. He explains that any one of the five methodologies can be used for
exploratory, descriptive or explanatory research. The research methodology is selected
according to the type of research question posed, the extent of control over actual
behavioral events, and the degree of focus on contemporary as opposed to historical
events [182]. Table 2-20 lists these five research methodologies and shows how these
conditions relate to these methodologies.
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Strategy

Form of
Research Question

Requires Control
Over
Behavioral Events?

Focuses on
Contemporary
Events?

Experiment

How, why

Yes

Yes

Survey

who, what, where,
how many, how
much
who, what, where,
how many, how
much
How, why
How, why

No

Yes

No

yes/no

No
No

No
Yes

Archival analysis
(e.g., economic
study)
History
Case study
~

Table 2-20 Relevant Situations for Different Research Strategies [182]

CSR is a preferred strategy when "how" and "why" questions are the focus of the
research, when the investigator has little or no control over the events and when the
subject being researched is a contemporary phenomenon within some real-life context
[181, 182]. It aims to understand the dynamics present in single settings and it is most
useful when the area of focus is not well explored and current perspectives seem to be
inadequate [57].
In the following sections, the literature on how to design and undertake a CSR will be
reviewed.

2.7.1. Case Study Research Design
Research design is the logical sequence that connects the empirical data to a study's
initial research questions and ultimately to its conclusion [182]. In this section, the
important components that constitute the CSR will be presented. Moreover, the
literature on the quality criteria that the research will be judged by and how to achieve
high quality will be reviewed.
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CSR is a highly iterative process. Figure 2-1 summarizes the CSR methodology.

conduct 1 st
->
case study

(-•

develop
theory

draw crosscase
conclusions

i f

select
cases

i

write
individual
case report

nd

-•

conduct 2
-•
case study

write
individual
case report

modify
theory

>
^

- * •

develop
policy
implications

design data
collection [protocol

i f

-•

conduct nth
->
case study

write
individual
case report

write crosscase report

Figure 2-1 Case Study Methodology [182]

The literature review on the details of these steps will be provided in the subsequent
sections.
Yin [182] and Eisehardt [57] admit that CSR is prone to researcher bias. They,
however contend that it is possible to report all evidence fairly in CSR, similar to other
research methods, like surveys, that are also prone to researcher bias. For example, in
a survey, researchers may add their bias to the questionnaire. Yin [182] lists four
widely used tests to ensure the quality of empirical social studies. These are
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summarized in Table 2-21. Table 2-21 suggests that these issues can be addressed in
particular phases of the research.

Tests

Case Study Tactic

Phase of Research in which
Tactic Occurs

Construct validity

- use multiple sources of evidence
- establish the chain of evidence
- have key informants review draft
case study report

data collection
data collection
composition

Internal validity

- do pattern matching
- do explanation-building
- do time-series analysis

data analysis
data analysis
data analysis

External validity

- ensure diversity in case
characteristics within identified
domain

data collection

Reliability

- use case study protocol
- develop case study database

data collection
data collection

Table 2-21 Case Study Tactics for Four Design Tests [182]

Construct validity is establishing correct operational measures for the concepts being
studied. Yin [182] argues that this is problematic since the operational set of measures
may not reflect the diversity of the issues that are in play and what these measures
return may be subjective judgments. Internal validity is establishing a causal
relationship as distinguished from spurious relationships. If the theory can be
explained by an alternative set of hypotheses, then internal validity is not established.
External validity is establishing the domain to which a study's findings can be
generalized. Reliability is the degree that the operations of a study can be repeated
with the same results. The objective is to ensure that future researchers can reach the
same results if the exact procedures described by the earlier researcher are followed.
[100,182]
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2.7.2. Theory Development
Yin [182] explains that theory development is an important part of CSR. Even if the
existing knowledge base is poor and the literature does not provide a conceptual
framework or hypothesis, the researcher needs to clearly know what is to be explored,
the purpose of this exploration and the criteria by which the exploration will be
judged. Literature review on related areas, discussion sessions with experts in the area
of focus and clarifying the objectives and methods of the research are some of the
methods to overcome the barriers to theory development. The output of these efforts is
a set of initial propositions. According to Yin [182], each proposition directs attention
to something that should be examined within the scope of the research. Eisenhardt
[57] uses the term "construct" and contends that constructs can be helpful in shaping
the initial design of the research. According to her, if these constructs prove important
as the study progresses, the researchers have a firmer empirical grounding for the
emergent theory. However, she adds, no construct is guaranteed a place in the
resultant theory. Glaser and Strauss [66] label them as "a priori assumptions" and add
that these concepts are about the problem itself, not its situation.
Theory development is also important for generalization to occur [66]. Yin [182]
differentiates between "statistical generalization" and "analytical generalization".
Statistical generalization uses data collected on a sample to make an inference about a
population (or universe). Analytical generalization, on the other hand, uses a
previously developed theory as a template to compare the analytical results of a study.
Experiments use analytical generalization, as does CSR. Replication can be claimed if
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two or more cases are shown to support the same theory but do not support the rival
theory. The selection of number of replications depends on the certainty you want to
have about your multiple-case results. [182]

2.7.3. Data Collection
Issues regarding this stage are the selection of data sources and collecting unbiased
information. The literature on these issues will be discussed in this section as well as
the tactics recommended in Table 2-21.
Data collection starts with the selection of the cases. The selection of cases should
follow a replication, not sampling, logic. This is called theoretical sampling. The idea
behind theoretical sampling is similar to conducting an experiment: Establishing a
setting where theory can be tested and the same results can be reached if all the
conditions are the same [182]. In theoretical sampling, the process of data collection
oftentimes overlaps with the selection of cases. The analyst jointly collects and
analyzes data and decides what data to collect next and where to find them in order to
develop his theory as it emerges [66]. The data to collect may be selected to replicate
previous cases and extend emergent theory or fill theoretical categories [57].

During data collection, knowledge is developed through a highly iterative process
where theory formation is tightly linked with empirical evidence. It is naturalistic (a
theory in the literature emphasizing scientific observation of life without idealization
or the avoidance of the ugly), ethnographic (a descriptive work produced from the
study and systematic recording of human cultures) and participatory [57, 66,182].
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Eisenhardt [57] contends that both qualitative and quantitative evidence can be used in
CSR.
CSR can use a broad variety of evidences to create knowledge. Yin [181] clarifies the
types of evidence CSR uses and the methods to acquire them as follows:
"... case study does not imply the use of a particular type of evidence.
Case studies can be done by using either qualitative or quantitative
evidence. The evidence may comefromfieldwork, archival records,
verbal records, observations, or any combination of these ... Nor does
the case study imply the use of a particular data collection method. "
Two important tests during data collection to ensure validity are the construct validity
test and the reliability test, as listed in Table 2-21. Two methods to ensure construct
validity are using multiple sources of evidence and establishing a chain of evidence.
Using multiple sources of evidence
Using multiple sources of evidence addresses the issues with shortcomings of different
sources as well as ensuring validity through "triangulation". Triangulation is defined
as "the development of converging lines of inquiry" [182]. The ability to use multiple
sources of evidence is the strength of CSR. Yin [182] lists four types of triangulation:
Of data sources, among different evaluators, of perspectives on the same data set and
of methods.
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Eisenhardt [57] explains that documentation can be memoranda, reports, proposals,
newspaper clippings, etc. Firstly, they are good for correct spellings of titles and
names of people, organizations, etc. Secondly, they can be used to corroborate
information from other resources. Finally, inferences can be made from them. [57]
Direct observations can be made throughout a field visit, including those occasions
during which other evidence, such as that from interviews, is being collected. It is
useful to record whatever impressions occur. Another important factor is to think
about what is being learned and how the case is different from others and record these.
[182]
Interviews are one of the most important sources of CSR information. CSR calls for
extensive field work. Asking questions and following up on the answers towards
building an understanding of how or why things work the way they do is the first step
to collecting relevant and high quality data. The researcher needs to be able to
assimilate the new information without bias. This is required both during the interview
and also during the inspection of the documentary evidence or observation of the real
life situations. Adaptiveness and flexibility are other attributes the researcher needs to
have. If a change needs to be made in order to pursue an unexpected lead, the
investigator needs to remember the original purpose and be willing to change
procedures and plans, maintain an unbiased perspective and acknowledge those
situations. If a change should occur, the CSR design needs to be modified. Finally, the
researcher needs to have a good grasp of the issues being studied. S/he needs to
interpret information as it is being recorded and compare it with what is in the
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literature and what the other informants said and detect clues that lead to new insights.
Advantages of interviews include their being targeted and insightful. However, they
are prone to weaknesses that originate from either the interviewer or the informants.
These weaknesses may threaten the construct validity. [57, 66, 182]
"Elite bias" is described as the gravitation towards the elite of a social system. It is a
common pitfall in CSR. Some of the reasons for the occurrence of elite bias are the
gratitude felt towards them for letting the researcher access the rest of the informants,
the valuation of personal association with the elite over other contacts and their being
more articulate. These factors may result in over valuation of their viewpoints. A
survey can help correct the elite bias and provide information about the informants or
subjects who were overlooked. [169]
Establishing chain of evidence
The second method to establish construct validity is maintaining a chain of evidence.
The researcher, as a potential source of bias, may not be able to capture everything in
an interview that the informant communicates. Moreover, the researcher may
unknowingly use the CSR to substantiate his or her preconceived position. Chain of
evidence addresses this issue as well. The main idea with chain of evidence is that it
should clearly show how the ultimate CSR conclusions are derived from the initial
research questions so that readers may apply their own validity standards. [182]
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Establishing reliability
As mentioned before, reliability is demonstrating that the operations of a study can be
repeated with the same results. Using a case study protocol and developing a case
study database helps ensure reliability. A data collection protocol contains the CSR
instrument as well as the procedures and general rules that should be followed using
the instrument. Yin [182] provides an outline for the case study protocol. He states
that the protocol should include an overview of the research, field procedures, case
study questions and a guide for the case study report.

2.7.4. Data Analysis
Eisenhardt [57] suggests overlapping data analysis with data collection. This allows
the researcher a head start in the analysis and allows taking advantage of flexible data
collection. Yin [182] argues that the researcher needs to have an analytical strategy to
treat the evidence fairly, to produce compelling analytic conclusions and to rule out
alternative interpretations. If the research is based on propositions, he suggests using
these propositions as a way to organize the research. In the absence of these
propositions, he says to develop a descriptive framework for organizing the CSR.
Without such strategies, the research will proceed with difficulty.
After the analytical strategy is formed, specific analytical techniques need to be used
as a part of the general strategy. These techniques also help to maintain internal
validity. Per Table 2-21, pattern matching, explanation building and time-series
analysis are the suggested analytical techniques to ensure internal validity.
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2.7.4.1. Pattern Matching
Pattern matching compares an empirically based pattern with a predicted one. This
actually is very similar to explanation building. Explanation building is stipulating a
set of causal links about the case. It is a highly iterative process. It starts with making
an initial theoretical statement or an initial proposition. Then the researcher needs to
compare this with the initial case and make revisions as necessary. As the number of
cases increase, revisions are made and they are compared against all the previous
cases. This process is repeated as many times as necessary. In the end, facts must have
been interpreted, alternative explanations must have been considered and the single
most congruent explanation must have been selected [181]. The researcher needs to be
careful not to drift away from the topic of interest.
2.7.4.2. Time Series Analysis
Time series analysis aims to examine "how" and "why" questions about the
relationship of events over time. If time series analysis is relevant to the study, the
researcher needs to identify specific indicators and trace them over time.
2.7.4.3. Explanation Building
Armed with the analytical strategy and the analytical tools, it is suggested to focus first
on analyzing within-case data [57, 181]. Some of the important issues related to this
step are to prepare detailed case study write-ups for each site, to treat each case as a
stand-alone entity and to distinguish the unique patterns of each case [57]. Yin [181]
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suggests using the analytical strategy to organize the information about the case. For
each section of the analysis (propositions or sections of the framework as explained
above) the researcher needs to integrate evidence: Assemble qualitative or quantitative
data and integrate interview segments from different respondents. He suggests that
only meaningful events be tabulated. This obviously requires an understanding of
what the case study is all about.
After carefully looking at each case and understanding the dynamics and
configurations embedded within each of them, cross-case patterns can be searched.
Cross-case pattern searching is tightly coupled with within-case analysis. Eisenhardt
[57] suggests i) identifying categories or dimensions and studying each case per these
classifications ii) looking at the cases pair by pair so as to be able to define similarities
and differences and be able to better understand the causal relationships 111) dividing
the data by data sources in order to exploit the unique insights possible from different
types of data collection. Overall, the idea behind these cross-case searching tactics is
to go beyond initial impressions, especially through the use of structured and diverse
lenses on the data.
Sieber [169] argues that surveys can also contribute in the data analysis stage.
According to him, it is often the case that the researcher looks for congruence in the
social event being studied and it leads to discounting striking exceptions. Surveys can
correct this inclination. Moreover, they can cast new light on field observations or
provide verification of the field interpretations.
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2.7.5. Closure
An important characteristic of CSR is that theories emerge from data. The researcher
should not commit himself to a preconceived theory. In the ideal case, there should be
no initial theory under consideration and no hypotheses to test. However, this is
impossible to achieve because without an initial theoretical basis, the researcher would
not be able to effectively deal with the vast amounts of data collected in CSR.
However, although this objective is impossible to achieve, attempting to approach this
ideal is important. The researcher needs to formulate the research problem, and
specify potentially important variables (propositions, concepts, constructs) with
references to existing literature. These should be used as a starting point and should
not interfere with data collection and data analysis steps. [57, 66, 182]
Yin [182] also addresses the concerns regarding little basis or scientific generalization.
According to him, CSR is "generalizable to theoretical propositions and not to
populations and universes." Just like experiments replicate the same phenomenon
under different conditions, multiple-case studies can lead to generalizations.
Eisenhardt [57] identifies two issues in reaching closure: When to stop adding cases
and when to stop iterating between data and theory. Ideally, addition of cases should
stop when theoretical saturation is reached. This is when the incremental learning from
new cases is minimal. Saturation is again the key to decide when to stop iterating
between data and theory. As this highly iterative process continues, the researcher
needs to systematically compare the emergent frame with the evidence from each case
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in order to assess how well or poorly it fits with case data. One step in shaping
hypothesis is the sharpening of constructs. This is a two-part process involving i)
refining the definition of the construct and ii) building evidence that measures the
construct in each case. A second step in shaping hypotheses is verifying that the
emergent relationships between constructs fit with the evidence in each case. [57]
Eisenhardt [57] argues that it is imperative to incorporate the literature. Findings from
the literature that are along the same lines help enhance the internal validity and
generalizability. Examining literature that conflicts with the emergent theory is
important, too. Eisenhardt [57] gives two reasons for this. The first reason is that
readers may think the findings are incorrect or idiosyncratic to cases. The second
reason is that juxtaposition of conflicting results forces the researcher into a more
creative, frame-breaking form of thinking. The results can be deeper insight both into
the emergent theory and the conflicting literature, as well as sharpening of the limits to
generalizability of the focal research. [57]

2.8. Theory Building
To develop a theoretical framework, one must understand common characteristics of
theoretical frameworks in general. According to Dubin [55]:
"a theoretical model starts with things or variables, or (1) units whose
interactions constitute the subject matter of attention. The model then
specifies the manner in which these units interact with each other, or (2)
the laws of interaction among the units of the model. Since theoretical
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models are generally limited portions of the world, the limits or (3)
boundaries must be set forth within which the theory is expected to hold.
Most theoretical models are presumed to represent a complex portion of
the real world, part of whose complexity is revealed by the fact that there
are various (4) system states in each of which the units interact differently
with each other. Once these four basic features of a theoretical model are
set forth, the theorist is in a position to derive conclusions that represent
logical and true deductions about the model in operation, or the (5)
propositions of the model. "

2.9. Literature Gaps
As displayed in the research tree diagram (see Figure 1 -2), the literature review is used
to identify the gaps. Figure 2-2 duplicates the corresponding portion of Figure 1-2.
Next, the literature gaps that have been identified will be presented.

Project Management
Software Projects
Cross Organizational Projects

Project Success Metrics

C/O Software Projects

Project Success Factors

CI

_>

V_
Gap-1

Gap-3

Gap-2

Gap-4

Figure 2-2 Identification of Literature Gaps

Gap-1: The literature lacks empirical research on management of C/O SWD
projects
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Rationale: Project management is a growing field. Performance improvements as a
result of application of project management concepts on different undertakings have
fueled interest in the field [2, 34, 97, 98,136]. However, the research that has been
done on project management is insufficient to address all the problems that are
encountered in this field [165]. Especially as project management concepts are applied
to new areas, new problems specific to these areas arise. C/O SWD is one of these
areas [106, 108, 120]. Currently, the research in C/O SWD consists of either pragmatic
findings without empirical bases or position papers by consultants in the field. The
literature lacks empirical research that will contribute to the theoretical foundations of
C/O SWD management.

Ciap-2: The literature does not offer an empirically defined conceptual framework
on how to manage C/O SWD projects

Rationale: In the literature, it is argued that using a project management framework
enhances the success of projects [11, 15, 98, 164]. However, frameworks that have
been introduced have not been tested in a broad variety of project settings. As the
internal and external factors that define the unique conditions with each project
change, the approach to managing these projects needs to be adapted as well. C/O
SWD projects present a unique set of conditions that have not been researched much
to date. The literature is scarce in studies that identify the components of a conceptual
C/O SWD management framework. Moreover, there does not exist research that looks
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into how important conceptual framework components are and how they are
interconnected.

Ciap-3: Empirical research on CSFs for C/O SWD projects is extremely scarce in
the literature

Rationale: CSFs are the characteristics, conditions, or variables that, when properly
sustained, maintained, or managed, can have a significant impact on the success of the
project [1,15, 43, 71, 97, 110]. In different project settings, researchers have looked at
CSFs. Literature on C/O SWD CSFs have been reviewed and it is found that empirical
studies in this area are extremely scarce. This gap is established in section 2.6.

Gap-4: The literature does not have any research on how to deploy C/O SWD
CSFs

Rationale: Even if CSFs are defined and well-known, it may not always be possible to
deploy them [146]. This may become especially important in C/O SWD settings,
where traditional organizational ranks are not observed. C/O SWD project managers
may find themselves with responsibilities that are well beyond their authority. This is
similar to the case with matrix organizations [107]. No literature corresponding to this
subject has been found during this literature review. This is believed to be an
important gap in the literature.
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3. Research Design and Implementation
This section presents the steps followed for
undertaking the research. The figure on the right is
identical to the portion of Figure 1-1 that focuses on
the research stage. This chapter describes how these

Research
Finalize CSR Protocol
Select Cases
Conduct Case Studies
Within-case Analysis

tasks have been undertaken. First, the reason CSR is
Cross-case Analysis

proposed as the research methodology will be

Modify Theory

revisited. Next, the finalized CSR protocol will be provided. Following this step, case
selection, case studies and the associated analysis will be discussed.

3.1. Research Methodology
There were two possible research methodology alternatives for this research: Survey
and CSR. However, CSR was identified as the more appropriate methodology. Table
3-1 presents a list of the differences between the two methodologies derived from
literature. Five reasons for favoring CSR methodology will be provided below using
some of the items in this table.
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Survey
Relies on existing literature / prior empirical
evidence
Data points
Focuses more on what / how many
Random sampling, stratified sampling
No adjustments during data collection
Not effective in identifying relations
Captures whatever necessary
Ability to assess the importance of relations
(e.g. Regression analysis)
Relatively more control on resources
Equal weight to all data points

Case Study Research
Relies little on existing literature / prior
empirical evidence
Stories
Focuses more on why / how
Theoretical sampling
Adjustments allowed
Adequate and effective in identifying
relations
Overwhelming amount of data / lacks
simplicity of overall perspective
Risk of being narrow and idiosyncratic
Labor intensive / little control over money
and time issues
Possible elite bias

Table 3-1 Differences between Survey and Case Study Research

Reason 1 - Limited existing literature: The focus area of this research has been studied
very little before. There does not exist an extensive literature or any empirical study on
this subject. This is the foremost reason CSR methodology is preferred.
Reason 2 - Available data: Another important reason for selecting CSR was that C/O
SWD is a phenomenon that started to gain importance recently. A survey research
requires a large sample to draw conclusions. Even if there were enough in the
literature to frame hypotheses, finding a big enough sample would be a major problem
for this research. With a CSR approach, validity of results are ensured through means
other than a large data sample.
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Reason 3 - Focus on "How"s and "Why"s: The main objective of this research was to
establish a framework for the successful management of cross-organizational software
projects. In order to accomplish this, it is important to understand the causal
relationship between different factors that are important. Another way to put it is, the
focus of this research is on "How"s and "Why"s rather than "Whaf's and "How
many"s. CSR is the appropriate methodology to accomplish this. "How" and "why"
questions are more explanatory and they deal with operational links that need to be
traced over time. [ 182]
Reason 4 - No existing framework to test: A survey research requires a predetermined
framework upfront and it is an instrument to empirically test the validity of this
framework. In this case, there does not exist a prior framework to empirically test.
CSR is a means to discover knowledge from data.
Reason 5 - Effectiveness: Survey research is claimed to be not effective since it may
not be possible to discover the additional insights a researcher may obtain through
field studies [182]. The trade-off, however, is that the researcher may end up
collecting an overwhelming amount of data and lose the overall perspective the survey
method provides. Proposed remedies for this concern will be presented in this section.
As mentioned in section 2.7.1, four tests are important to consider for high quality
research. These tests are construct validity (establishing correct operational measures
for the concepts being studied), internal validity (can the theory be explained by an
alternative set of hypotheses?), external validity (establishing the domain to which a
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study's findings can be generalized) and reliability (the degree that the operations of a
study can be repeated with the same results).
In, Figure 3-1 tactics to address validity and reliability issues per CSR stages in this
study are presented. More details will be provided in the subsequent sections as to how
these tactics will be put into use.

Select Cases

ConductCase
Studies
•Use multiple
sources of
evidence

Construct
Validity

Reliability

Research
Results
•Application of
the results on new
cases

•Pattern matching
•Explanation
building

Internal Validity

External Validity

Data Analysis

•Application of
the results on new
cases
•Application of
the results on new
cases

•Use replication
logic
•Use a protocol
•Develop case
study database

Figure 3-1 Validity and Reliability Strategy (Derived from Table 2-21)
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3.2. CSR Protocol Finalization
The case study protocol includes an overview of the research, field procedures, case
study questions and a guide for the case study report [182]. Table 3-2 provides the
numbers of the sections of this proposal that correspond to different components of the
case study protocol. Some of these components have already been presented. In this
section, the missing components will be presented.

Case Study Protocol Component

Corresponding Section in this Document

Overview of the research

3.2.2.1, 3.2.2.2

Field procedures

3.2.1

Case study questions

3.2.2.4

Guide for the CSR report

3.5, 3.6

Table 3-2 Case Study Protocol Components

Box 1 explains the importance of using a case study protocol to improve reliability.

Research Quality Assurance Tactic
Reliability: A case study protocol helps establish reliability by demonstrating the
methods and tools used. Other researchers should be able obtain the same results
using the same protocol.
Box 1 Using Case Study Protocol to Improve Reliability

Case study questions are an important part of the protocol. Next, the steps that link the
problem statement to the interview questions will be provided.
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3.2.1. Data Sources
C/O SWD projects that were finished prior to data collection were used in this
research. This provided a better judgment of the success of the project. The main data
source was semi-structured interviews with multiple informants for each case
(project). Another valuable data source was the observation of the project environment
which provided valuable insight into cultural and organizational make up of the
projects. Table 3-3 summarizes these data sources.

Data Source

Details

Semi-structured
interview

40 to 48 interviews with executives, project managers, project
participants and customers with 8 target companies. Saturation
is generally reached somewhere between 4 to 10 cases [57].

Observation

Observation of the project environment in Portland area. This
provides additional insight into the intangible aspects of the
projects.
Table 3-3 Data Sources

More information about the interviews will be provided in the next section. Box 2 and
Box 3 explain the tactics that were used at this stage to improve construct validity and
reliability.
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Research Quality Assurance Tactic
Construct Validity: Using multiple sources of evidence to triangulate emerging
information is one of the tactics to ensure construct validity. Triangulation helps
establish correct operational measures for the concepts under focus. This research
used the following types of triangulation:
1) Through different data sources: This type of triangulation was established using
the two data sources listed in Table 3-3.
2) Through different evaluators: This type of triangulation was partially used. In a
selected few interviews, multiple interviewers were present. However, the
transcriptions of the interviews were made available to the dissertation committee
to verify the deductions made from the available evidence.
3) Through different perspectives: This type of triangulation was fully utilized
through interviews with multiple stakeholders.
4) Through alternative methods: In addition to qualitative focus of the interviews,
Likert-scale based questions were asked to the informants during the interviews to
capture the importance of concepts numerically. This data provided an alternative
method to assess the importance and relevance of the information gathered.
Box 2 Using Multiple Sources of Evidence to Improve Construct Validity
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Research Quality Assurance Tactic
Reliability: In order to ensure reliability, a case study database was used to
organize and document the data collected. Interview transcriptions were the major
data source for this research. They were organized, analyzed and coded for
supporting chain of evidence rule tactic will be discussed in the data analysis
section. The time, place and other circumstances regarding the interviews were
recorded and made available in this dissertation to the extent it is permitted by
Portland State University's Human Subjects Research Review Committee.
Box 3 Using a Case Study Database to Improve Reliability

3.2.2. Case Study Questions
3.2.2.1. Statement of the Problem
The literature reports an increasing trend in C/O projects in SWD [33, 106,108, 120].
The reasons for this include gaining access to foreign markets, the integration of
groups from acquisitions and alliances, cutting down cost by outsourcing and
increasing efficiency by focusing more on core competencies. C/O SWD projects are
becoming the new competitive weapon [108]. Such a development has brought further
complications into software development projects which traditionally have low
success rates. Estimates suggest as high as 60% of all collaborative efforts (C/O SWD
and otherwise) result in failure [56]. C/O SWD projects with a team size of 12 or more
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are reported to have a 67% failure rate [89]. The failure rate increases to 75% for
projects of 25 or more people [89]. Some of the reasons for failure are lack of
understanding of factors that drive C/O SWD productivity [144] and managerial and
financial trouble within the first 2 years of partnership formation [56].
As presented in section 2.9., there are gaps in the literature and the issues regarding
C/O SWD projects have not been fully explored. The objectives of this research are
derived from the gaps found in the literature as presented in Figure 2-2 and duplicated
in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2 Derivation of the Research Objectives

The first research objective is as follows:

O-l: To develop a systematic conceptual framework for successful
implementation of C/O SWD projects
Rationale: Gap 1 and Gap 2 presented in section 2.9. suggest that a conceptual
framework for C/O SWD projects is not offered in the literature. The first objective of
this research is to establish the theoretical foundations of such a framework.
The second research objective is as follows:
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0-2: To identify the determinants of success of C/0 SWD projects within the
framework
Rationale: Gap 3 and Gap 4 presented in section 2.9. suggest that CSFs have not been
established for C/0 SWD projects. The findings for the first objective, namely the
conceptual framework for the management of C/0 SWD projects, present a platform
to identify critical factors for success.
The first research objective aims to identify the main "components" or "issues" related
to the conceptual C/0 SWD project management framework. They are conceptual.
The second research objective aims to identify lower level factors that affect the
success of the upper level components or issues. These factors are tangible.
3.2.2.2. Research Questions
The two research objectives lead to the research questions. There are three research
questions that support the first research objective.

0-1: To develop a systematic conceptual framework for a successful
implementation of C/0 SWD projects
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R-l: What are the elements of the conceptual framework?
R-2: How are the elements of the conceptual framework linked?
R-3: How does the conceptual framework for C/O SWD projects differ from those
in the literature about in-house SWD projects?
The second research objective is also supported by three research questions.

0-2: To identify the determinants of success of C/O SWD projects within the
framework

R-4: What are the success factors in C/O SWD projects?
R-5: How are they different from that of in-house SWD projects?
R-6: How can these factors be effectively implemented?
3.2.2.3. Guiding Propositions
As mentioned in the literature review, after the researcher formulates the research
problem, it may help with data collection and analysis to specify potentially important
variables (propositions, concepts, constructs) with references to existing literature.
However, this should not interfere with data collection and data analysis steps. The
following are the guiding propositions that were derived from the literature review and
they shaped the initial structure of the research.
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GP-1: Selection of projects strategically and establishment of an explicit project
implementation strategy will impact C/O SWD project success positively.
Rationale: As mentioned in the literature review section, strategy has an important
impact on projects [1, 41, 54, 91, 112,149, 160, 166]. The impact of effectively
establishing and implementing strategy has not been researched for C/O SWD
projects. However, such an effort is likely to have a positive impact on the outcome of
the project. As explained in the case study research literature review, this proposition
(as well as others) was tested during the research.

GP-2: Establishing a project organization that fits the complexity and other
characteristics of the project will have a positive influence on C/O SWD
project success.
Rationale: Organization has been defined as one of the most important components of
project management environment [11,48, 92, 107, 164, 171]. It provides the agility to
respond to the challenges of the project environment [92, 171]. The effect of
organization in C/O SWD projects has not been researched empirically.

GP-3: Having a documented process will influence the success of C/O SWD
projects positively.
Rationale: Process is defined as another component of the project management
framework by Shenhar et al [149]. Different researchers have identified it as an
important factor to manage for different project management settings [2,36, 98,171].
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GP-4: The selection and systematic usage of project management tools will
positively influence C/O SWD project success.
Rationale: Tools are crucial for managing projects [1, 91, 98,131,145,146]. While
they are tailored towards making project management process more effective in most
areas, in SWD projects they focus on more efficient and reliable code generation [21,
60,68,130,162].

GP-5: The use of project metrics will positively influence C/O SWD project
success.
Rationale: Shenhar et al [149] defined metrics as an important component of project
management as well as other researchers [93, 133, 164, 178].

GP-6: The establishment of a performance oriented project culture will positively
influence C/O SWD project success.
Rationale: Culture in C/O SWD projects is proposed to be significant. In general
project management literature, it has been researched to a certain level [78, 79, 157,
160]. In cross-cultural environments like C/O SWD, establishment and management
of culture is expected to be of significant importance.
3.2.2.4. Interview Guide
As mentioned before, interviews were the main data source for this research. These
interviews were semi-structured. Four separate interview guides that consisted of
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open-ended questions were used to capture as much as possible from each different
type of informant. The open-ended interview guides allowed informants to freely
communicate important issues from their perspective without steering away from the
interview focus.
Boynton and Zmud [28] list two guidelines - among others - for success on a research
like this: i) identifying and cultivating a senior-level manager to champion the
research and ii) talking with multiple levels of the organizational hierarchy. After the
identification of executives who support undertaking this research at their
organization, interviews were performed with them early in each case study. With
their support, access to other stakeholders (project managers, team members and
customers) were obtained. Table 3-4 gives information on different informant
categories. Some of the questions that the informants were asked were the same. These
questions were generally about the background of the project. Other questions that
were different in each type of interview guide focused on the individual perspectives
of the informants.

Ill

Project
Managers

Executives

Participants

Customers

Perspective

Projects as
strategic
vehicles

Project
dynamics

Project
environment

Participation,
project output

Number per
project

1

1

2 (from different
sites)

1-2

Interview
focus

Strategy,
culture,
leadership

Processes,
tools, metrics,
leadership

Processes,
tools, metrics

Involvement
level, outcome

Table 3-4 Comparison of Informant Groups

The common questions that were asked to all informants were as follows:
•

Please describe, in short, the nature (location of the parties, nature of the
collaboration, division of the tasks, etc.) of typical C/O SWD projects you have
been involved in.

•

How many C/O SWD projects have you been involved in?

•

How do you define success for C/O SWD projects?

•

Can you tell us about the success rate of the projects you have been involved in?

These questions provided a basis for comparing and contrasting the information
received from the informants. Based on these questions and the theoretical sampling
dimensions that will be presented in Table 3-6, the data that was gathered was
classified. The focus was on the differences between successful and less successful
projects.
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After this step, depending on whom the informant was, customized questions were
asked. The guidelines for this customization are summarized in Table 3-5.

Guide segment
Executives

Focus of the guide
<»
•

Mostly open-ended questions
Stories on the generic issues / business / project
management strategy alignment

Project managers

i

Successful vs. unsuccessful alignments

»

Some Likert-scale based questions

«»
»

Mostly open-ended questions
Stories on process establishment, tools used, metrics
used, leadership

>

Issues pertinent to successful / unsuccessful project
management experience

»
Project members

«»
»

Some likert-scale based questions
Mostly open-ended questions
Experiences related with successful / unsuccessful
projects

Customers

»

Perceptions of what is important for success

»

Some likert-scale based questions

«•

Mostly open-ended questions

>

Level and nature of communication with the project team

>

Satisfaction with the product

Table 3-5 Interview Guide Focus

Below are example interview questions for each informant category and focus areas,
as identified in Table 3-5.
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Executives: Executives have an overall view of the dynamics within the organization.
From their perspective, C/O SWD projects are tools that they use to be successful in
the market. They generally do not have detailed information about the dynamics of the
project environment. Following is an outline of questions that they were asked.

R-l:

What are the elements of the conceptual framework?

Q-01: Please describe the elements that are important in C/O SWD projects from
the perspective of your business strategy.

R-2:

How are the elements linked?

Q-02: How do these elements impact C/O SWD?
Q-03: How do these elements relate to each other?
Q-04: Why do these elements interact that way?

R-3:

How does the conceptual framework for C/O SWD projects differ from
those in the literature about in-house SWD projects?

Q-05: How are these elements different from in-house C/O SWD projects?
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R-4:

What are the success factors in C/O SWD projects?

Q-06: Please describe how success can be achieved in C/O SWD projects from a
strategic perspective.
Q-07: Why is CSF x important for success?

R-5:

How are they different from that of in-house SWD proj ects?

Q-08: Why is CSF x more important in C/O SWD projects?

R-6:

How can these factors be effectively implemented?

Q-09: How can you make CSF x work / happen?

Project Managers: Project managers that were interviewed were actively managing
C/O SWD projects. They had knowledge on all aspects of the internal C/O SWD
dynamics. Following are a set of representative questions that were asked.

R-1:

What are the elements of the conceptual framework?
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Q-10: Please describe the elements that are important in C/O SWD projects from
an operational perspective.

R-2:

How are the elements linked?

Q-02: How do these elements impact C/O SWD?
Q-03: How do these elements relate to each other?
Q-04: Why do these elements interact that way?

R-3:

How does the conceptual framework for C/O SWD projects differ from
those in the literature about in-house SWD projects?

Q-05: How are these elements different from in-house C/O SWD projects?

R-4:

What are the success factors in C/O SWD projects?

Q-l 1: Please describe how success can be achieved in C/O SWD projects from an
operational perspective.
Q-07: Why is CSF x important for success?
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R-5:

How are they different from that of in-house SWD projects?

Q-08: How is CSF x more important in C/O SWD projects?

R-6:

How can these factors be effectively implemented?

Q-09: How can you make CSF x work / happen?

Project Participants: Following were some of the questions that were asked.

R-1:

What are the elements of the conceptual framework

Q-12: Please describe the elements that are important in C/O SWD projects from
your perspective.

R-2:

How are the elements linked?

Q-02: How do these elements impact C/O SWD?
Q-03: How do these elements relate to each other?
Q-04: Why do these elements interact that way?
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R-3:

How does the conceptual framework for C/O SWD projects differ from
those in the literature about in-house SWD projects?

Q-05: How are these elements different from in-house C/O SWD projects?

R-4:

What are the success factors in C/O SWD projects?

Q-13: Please describe how success can be achieved in C/O SWD projects.
Q-07: Why is CSF x important for success?

R-5:

How are they different from that of in-house SWD projects?

Q-08: How is CSF x more important in C/O SWD projects?

R-6:

How can these factors be effectively implemented?

Q-09: How can you make CSF x work / happen?
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Customers: Customers were asked questions on how involved they were during the
project and how satisfied they were with the outcome of the project. Example
questions include the following:
•

Please describe the communication modes you used with the project team.

•

How often did you use communication mode x?

•

Please describe how well what you have communicated was translated into the end
product?

•

How satisfied were you with the end product?

In order to avoid the potential influence of interviewer's personal views, probing
questions were only be asked if the interview stalled. Probing questions were derived
from the guiding propositions and they are as follows:
•

Please describe your strategy. Is strategy important for C/O SWD projects?
Compared to SWD or C/O projects? How is it different?

•

Is organization important for C/O SWD projects? What kind of a project
organization do you have? How is it more / less important compared to SWD or
C/O projects? How is it different? How do you establish organization?
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•

Do you have a defined process? Do you manage the project life-cycle? Do you
manage risks? Do you use SW-CMM? Is process important for C/O SWD
projects? Compared to SWD or C/O projects? How is it different? How do you
establish the process?

•

What tools do you use? Are tools important for C/O SWD projects? Compared to
SWD or C/O projects? How is it different?

•

What metrics do you use? Are metrics important for C/O SWD projects?
Compared to SWD or C/O projects? How is it different?

•

Is culture important for C/O SWD projects? Compared to SWD or C/O projects?
How is it different? How do you establish the project culture?

Only relevant probing questions were asked to each informant per Table 3-4. For
example, strategy related questions were only be asked to the executives.
Another type of question that was asked was to numerically capture the importance of
issues. The informants were asked to quantify the importance of the issues they
identify. Example questions are:
•

How important is using tools from a scale of 1 to 10, 10 being the most important

•

How important is having a strategy from a scale of 1 to 10, 10 being the most
important
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During the interviews, why and how questions followed most questions listed. The
objective was to identify the causal relationship between the identified issues and the
outcome of the project.
Interviews were held on-site in order to ensure that the informants felt like they were
in their own domain. If it was not possible to have in-person meetings due to
geographical reasons, then phone interviews were conducted.
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3.3. Case Selection Strategy
The unit of analysis for this research is the C/O SWD project system. The focus is on
projects that are undertaken jointly by two or more companies. Each project was
treated as a separate case.
Cases were selected based on the two criteria summarized in Table 3-6. For each case,
as mentioned before, one executive, one project manager, two project participants and
one project customer were interviewed. In some projects, one informant played
multiple roles so fewer interviews were conducted. However, all the identified
questions were asked. 6 cases were studied in total. Saturation was reached after the
5th case but an additional case was studied for additional validity.

Criterion

Description

Impact

Geographical
location

All parties may be located in the
same country or some of them may
be overseas

May introduce
communication issues. Both
cases need to be studied

Outcome of the
project

Whether the project was successful
or not

It provides an opportunity to
see what was done
differently.

Table 3-6 Theoretical Sampling Criteria

An outline of the distribution of the cases along these two dimensions is provided in
Table 3-7.
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Geographical Location

Outcome

Different
Countries

Succ.

Case 1

X

X

Case 2

X

Case #

Same Country

Case 3

Unsucc.

X

X

X

Case 4

X
X

Case 5
Case 6

X

X

X
Table 3-7 Case Selection Criteria

Box 4 discusses how replication logic was used to improve external validity.
Research Quality Assurance Tactic
External Validity: External validity must be ensured in this stage. Cases were
selected to cover the different combinations of the selected dimensions. This was
to ensure that generalizations were drawn from a data set that was representative of
the whole domain.
Box 4 Using a Diverse Array of Cases to Improve External Validity
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3.4. Strategy Used for Carrying Out Case Studies
The interview guide described above was used for the interviews. Interviews took
place on site if the informants were in Oregon. This is a recommended method so that
the informants do not feel that they were not in their own domain. Long distance
interviews were conducted over the phone. All interviews were audio recorded and
transcribed. Right after the interview, the researcher typed his notes as well as
additional details that were missed since they are fresh right after the interview. These
steps helped ensure a chain of evidence which is important for improving construct
validity as explained in Box 5.

Research Quality Assurance Tactic
Construct Validity: "Chain of evidence" is established to ensure construct validity.
Construct validity aims to ensure that the label given to the construct is accurate
and the measurements obtained really measure what the construct definition
delineates. In addition to triangulation, having a chain of evidence helps ensure
this. With the chain of evidence available, the steps followed by the researcher to
reach conclusions can be traced by others. As mentioned above, in this research,
the interviews were taped and transcribed. In order to establish the chain of
evidence, referrals to what the informants said and to other sources of evidence
were made in the dissertation.

Box 5 Using Chain of Evidence to Improve Construct Validity
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3.5. Data Analysis Strategy
3.5.1. Content Analysis
Each interview yielded a five to fifteen page transcription. These transcriptions were
condensed to a manageable size. Content analysis was be used for condensation.
Content analysis is a systematic, repeatable technique for condensing large amounts of
data into fewer content categories based on explicit rules of coding [175]. The guiding
propositions listed in section 3.2.2.3 were be used as the a priori content categories in
this research. Revisions were made to these categories as necessary until mutual
exclusivity and exhaustiveness were maximized along the lines of a priori
categorization [175].
A three step condensation (similar to the method Gersick [64] used) was performed.
At the first step, issues identified by the informants were highlighted and checked to
see if they fit into the a priori categories. At the second step, tree diagrams were
formed with the identified issues, placing them in content categories or subcategories
under the content categories. Finally, if there were any other issues that were not
already in a category, they were studied to see if a revision in categories needed to be
made.

3.5.2. Pattern-Matching
This mode of analysis compares an empirically observed pattern to a predicted one.
This prediction was compared against the actual behavior of the cases. An agreement
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between these helps strengthen the internal validity. A conflict provides the
opportunity to question and rephrase guiding propositions.

3.5.3. Explanation Building
As the title suggests, each case was used to build a set of causal relationships about the
phenomenon that is studied. This was a gradual process building on the previous
findings in the data analysis process and a guiding principal for data collection per
theoretical sampling guidelines. A set of possible rival explanations were formed and
refined until only one possible explanation was left.

3.5.4. Cross-case Analysis
Cross-case analysis overlapped highly with the within case analysis. As different cases
were being studied individually, categories or dimensions that are present in all cases
were identified. Cases were compared pair by pair so as to be able to define
similarities and differences and understand the causal relationships. Box 6 reiterates
how internal validity was improved through using different methods.

Research Quality Assurance Tactic
Internal Validity: Pattern matching, explanation building and cross-case analysis
were used to strengthen internal validity.
Box 6 Using Pattern Matching to Improve Internal Validity
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3.6. Closure
The stopping rule for the addition of new cases and analysis of the data was reaching
saturation. As new cases started to provide no further insight, and as the explanation
built became comprehensive and general, the researcher stopped adding cases and
iterating between the data and knowledge creation. This point was reached at 5 cases
but data on 1 additional case was collected and data collection was stopped. The
findings are presented in the subsequent sections.
As each case was studied and causal links were built regarding these cases, individual
case study reports were prepared. These reports were the basis for the preparation of
this document. Box 7 summarizes the tactic used to ensure construct validity.
Additionally literature was incorporated in order to improve external validity (Box 8).

Research Quality Assurance Tactic
Construct Validity: The dissertation advisor reviewed and validated the first 4 case
study reports to help establish construct validity.

Box 7 Consulting Key Informants to Improve Construct Validity
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Research Quality Assurance Tactic
External Validity: Incorporation of the literature to the findings help to
demonstrate that the results are not idiosyncratic. While similar findings in the
literature reinforce the external validity of the theory, contradictory findings can
provide insights that may lead to more fundamental theories.

Box 8 Incorporating the Literature to Improve External Validity
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4. Results: Case Descriptions
In this section, an overview of each case will be provided. Additionally, case
characteristics will be summarized in tables. These tables will be in the following
format:

Project

Project name

Start Date

Project start date

Duration

Duration of the project

Budget

Budget of the project if available
Project Characteristics

Product
Novelty

This may be classified as one of the following three categories, ordered
in increasing complexity:
1 - Derivative (Improvement)
2 - Platform (A new generation in an existing product line)
3 - Breakthrough (A new-to-the-world-product)

Technological
Uncertainty

This may be classified as one of the following four categories, ordered
in increasing complexity:
1 - Low-Tech (No new technology)
2 -Medium-Tech (Some new technology)
3 -High-Tech (All or mostly new but existing technologies)
4 -Super High-Tech (Project used non-existing technologies at project
initiation.)

System Scope

This may be classified as one of the following three categories, ordered
in increasing complexity:
1 - Assembly (A subsystem - Performing a single function)
2 - System (A collection of subsystems - Performing multiple functions)
3 - Array (A widely dispersed collection of systems with a common
mission)

Pace

This may be classified as one of the following three categories, ordered
in increasing complexity:
1 - Regular (Delays not critical)
2 - Fast-Competitive (Time to market is a competitive advantage)
3 - Blitz- Critical (Time is critical to success, crisis project)

Business Goal

This may be classified as one of the following two categories:
1 - Operational (Extension of existing business)
2 - Strategic (Creating a new business)
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Customer

This may be classified as one of the following two categories:
1 - External (External contract or consumers)
2 - Internal (Internal users or another department)

Strategic Goal

This may be classified as one of the following five categories:
1 - Extension (Improving, upgrading an existing product)
2 - Strategic (Prime - Creating strategic positions in markets and
businesses)
3 - Problem Solving (Get hold - New technology, new capability)
4 - Utility (Keep the lights on - Acquiring and installing new equipment
or software, implementing new methods or new processes,
reorganization, re-engineering)
5 - Research and Development (Study - Exploring future ideas, no
specific product in mind)
Interviews

Position (code)

Location

Date

Interview
Duration

Interview
Type

Title of the
participants and
the code used in
the test to refer
to them

Where the
informant is
located

Date of the
interview

Length of the
interview

In person or
telephone
interview

Success Survey Scores (Averages)
Project Efficiency
Impact on the Customer/User
Direct Commercial and Organizational Success
Preparing for the Future
Team Leadership and Spirit

Average
scores
calculated
from surveys
filled out by
the informants

Overall Success
Table 4-1 Format of the Summary Case Characteristics Tables

4.1. General Information About Cases
4.1.1. Case 1
4.1.1.1. Overview

Company 1, with a headcount of about 740, produces software - compilers,
performance tools and performance libraries. In recent years, Company 1 started to
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feel the need to deliver its technology as a product to its external users. To address this
need, Company 1 formed a new department, which will be referred as REI. REI
provides automation tools and some common services like installation services,
product validation services and coordination of events for releases by Company 1.
4.1.1.2. Project Organization
REI has 50 employees. They are mostly in the U.S. and Russia and a small portion is
in China.
4.1.1.3. Product
Product 1, the end product, was first conceptualized by another department that is
under Company 1. Product 1 is "an automation framework for the release that is going
out the door". It helps track information regarding the release process, software
failures, production bottlenecks, etc. It allows different kinds of users with different
privileges to log in and do their work and then pass on to the next phase which
otherwise would be done manually and would be more error prone. Product 1 helps all
the departments under Company 1 streamline their release processes. Additionally,
Product 1 stores historical data regarding release cycles of previous products, which
can be accessed for analysis. This case study focuses on release 4.5 of Product 1.
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4.1.1.4. Case Characteristics at a Glance

Project

SF Release 4.5

Start Date

Mid 2003

Duration

3 months

Budget

N/A
Project Characteristics

Product Novelty

Derivative

Technological
Uncertainty

Medium-Tech

System Scope

System

Pace

Fast-Competitive

Business Goal

Operational

Customer

Internal

Strategic Goal

Extension - Problem solving
Interviews

Position (code)

Location

Date

Interview
Duration

Interview
Type

Team member
(LTM)

Portland

4/7/2004

51m

Face to face

Project manager
(PM)

Portland

4/7/2004

78m

Face to face

Dev lead (RTL)

Russia

4/7/2004

45m

Telephone

Team
member (RTM)

Russia

4/7/2004

40m

Telephone

Product manager
(PrM)

Texas

4/8/2004

52m

Telephone

Executive (Exe)

Portland

4/9/2004

67m

Face to face

Dev lead (LTL)

Portland

4/13/2004

56m

Telephone

Success Survey Scores (Averages)
Project Efficiency

4

Impact on the Customer/User

4.6

Direct Commercial and Organizational Success

3.7

Preparing for the Future

4

Team Leadership and Spirit

4.5

Overall Success

4.5

Table 4-2 Case 1 Characteristics
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4.1.2. Case 2
4.1.2.1. Overview
BG will be the code to represent the department that undertook the project in this case.
BG's parent organization, Company 2, manufactures development platforms for the IT
industry. Company 2 partners with various software vendors before the commercial
release of the development platforms to give them an opportunity to fine tune their
products before the platform is on the market. For this reason, it is crucial to track the
distributed platforms. The scope of this project was the creation of a tracking system
for these platforms.
4.1.2.2. Project Organization
At the beginning, another department was tasked with developing this product.
Although this department started developing Product 2, they soon realized that it
would require more effort than they had first anticipated. As a result, BG, took over
this project. The project manager was brought in and BG outsourced this project to
another department within Company 2. However, this organizational set-up was not
very productive due to the high turnover of the resources allocated for this project.
Finally, the executive formed a team with permanent members located in India for this
project.
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4.1.2.3. Product
The product was a system where the information on the distributed systems was stored
in a database and made available to distributed users through a web interface.
Historically, distributed platforms were tracked using spreadsheets. However, more
complex needs arose over time. The particular need that prompted this project was the
need to track the platforms throughout their lifecycles on a very detailed level.
Example aspects of these platforms that needed tracking were the components, the
upgrade needs of the distributed platforms based on the version of the prototype and
the complexity of the needs of the software developers. The end product was scoped to
address all these needs.
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4.1.2.4. Case Characteristics at a Glance

Project

DVMS

Start Date

June of 1999, Summer of 2001 transferred to this group

Duration

2+ years

Budget

$150K/quarter
Project Characteristics

Product Novelty

Platform

Technological
Uncertainty

Medium-Tech

System Scope

System

Pace

Blitz Critical

Business Goal

Operational

Customer

Internal

Strategic Goal

Problem Solving
Interviews

Position (code)

Location

Date

Interview
Duration

Interview
Type

Project manager
(PM)

Portland

4/29/2004

72m

Face to face

Customer (Cust)

Colorado

5/3/2004

16m

Phone

Team member
(RTM)

Bangalore

5/3/2004

41m

Phone

Executive (Exe)

Portland

5/21/2004

79m

Face to face

Success Survey Scores (Averages)
Project Efficiency
Impact on the Customer/User
Direct Commercial and Organizational Success
Preparing for the Future
Team Leadership and Spirit
Overall Success

Table 4-3 Case 2 Characteristics
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1.3
2.8
2.3
3.9
3.7
2.3

4.1.3. Case 3
4.1.3.1. Overview
Company 3 is a global provider of advanced embedded hardware/software bundle
solutions for various commercial, enterprise, and service provider systems markets.
Company 3's product offerings include board-level computers, blade servers,
embedded motherboards, network interfaces, packet processing engines, software,
integrated platforms and turnkey systems. One of Company 3's existing customers
required a complete system that did not exist at the time the project was incepted.
Company 3 decided to build this system from scratch and initiated this project.
4.1.3.2. Project Organization
The president of Company 3 left the company with several other key people to start
another company as release 2 of Product 3 was gaining speed and was attracting more
attention from the customer. Company 3 brought in Exe and a few other key
individuals around this time to help this project. For the most part, the changes
affected the project positively, but they led to a few personal clashes as well.
Before Product 3, Company 3 had not had much experience in systems development.
Their expertise was in developing individual boards that could generally be developed
by small teams.
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4.1.3.3. Product
Product 3 is a hardware platform with custom developed system software running on
it. It is a platform on which telecommunications applications can be developed.
Company 3 committed considerable amount of resources to develop the systems
software for this platform. A considerable amount of 3 r party software was integrated
to the systems software as well.
Product 3 was a complete system product that required integration of individual pieces
as opposed to a collection of projects where parts could be independently developed
and bundled at the end of the project. The first release of Product 3 was a real struggle
and a learning experience for Company 3. The second release is studied in this case.
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4.1.3.4. Case Characteristics at a Glance
Project

FS Release 2

Start Date

March 2003

Duration

15 months

Budget

$5-6M
Project Characteristics

Product Novelty

Breakthrough

Technological
Uncertainty

High-Tech

System Scope

Array

Pace

Blitz-Critical

Business Goal

Strategic

Customer

External

Strategic Goal

Strategic
Interviews
Location

Date

Interview
Duration

Interview
Type

Executive (Exe)

Hillsboro

9/10/2004

52m

Face to face

SW Engineer
(LTL)

Hillsboro

9/17/2004

76m

Face to face

SW Engineer
(RTL)

Des Moines

10/15/2004

60m

Phone

Proj. Mgr. (PM)

Hillsboro

9/29/2004

69m

Face to face

Customer
Interface (Cust)

Hillsboro

10/20/2004

8m

Face to face

Position

Success Survey Scores (Averages)
Project Efficiency

2.6

Impact on the Customer/User

4.3

Direct Commercial and Organizational Success

4.1

Preparing for the Future

4.7

Team Leadership and Spirit

4.1

Overall Success

3.7

Table 4-4 Case 3 Characteristics
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4.1.4. Case 4
4.1.4.1. Overview
Company 4 develops graphical design tools. One of the products in Company 4's
portfolio is a graphical tool that allows for designing wiring harnesses. This tool has
been significantly viewed as a lower quality product compared to some of the other
products that Company 4 develops. This is due to the complex nature of the product
which makes it challenging to run comprehensive regression tests as new functionality
is added to it. Historically, some of the older bugs that the team thought they had fixed
reappeared in new releases. Company 4 decided to address this problem by automating
regression testing.
4.1.4.2. Project Organization
Company 4's quality assurance (QA) department was the customer for this product.
The QA team was so busy with trying to finish the manual QA tests that they could
not spare any resources to automate regression testing. When the executive of
Company 4 was tasked with setting up an India division for their operations, he used
this opportunity to kick off this project. As the India team was getting trained on the
graphical design product, they also started to work on this tool.
4.1.4.3. Product
The objective was to write an automated regression testing suite that would test the
front-end of the graphical design tool. A regression testing automation suite would
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allow for re-running previously run tests for each new release of the tools and
checking whether previously fixed faults have reemerged. Through running this
regression suite, Company 4 planned to increase the quality of the commercially
available product.
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4.1.4.4. Case Characteristics at a Glance

Project

Regression testing automation

Start Date

March 2004

Duration

2 months

Budget

N/A
Project Characteristics

Product Novelty

Breakthrough

Technological
Uncertainty

Medium-Tech

System Scope

Array

Pace

Fast

Business Goal

Operational

Customer

Internal

Strategic Goal

Problem solving

'

Interviews
Location

Date

Interview
Duration

Interview
Type

Remote Team
Lead (RTLa)

India

7/29/2004

65m

Phone

India technical
center engineer
manager (RTLb)

India

8/8/2004

45m

Phone

Project Manager
(PM)

UK

9/9/2004

73m

Phone

Team member
(RTM)

India

9/17/2004

40m

Phone

Executive (Exe)

UK

9/20/2004

61m

Phone

Position

Success Survey Scores (Averages)
Project Efficiency

4.2

Impact on the Customer/User

3.9

Direct Commercial and Organizational Success

4.2

Preparing for the Future

3.7

Team Leadership and Spirit

4

Overall Success

4
Table 4-5 Case 4 Characteristics
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4.1.5. Case 5
4.1.5.1. Overview
Company 5 develops and manufactures laser systems for micro-engineering
applications. The department that undertook this project, which will be referred to as
ES, develops software products that support the hardware products that Company 5
sells. Additionally, ES offers custom enhancements to these products for customers.
Simultaneous product support and active development of new products has been one
of the challenges for ES.
4.1.5.2. Project Organization
Previous to this project, ES always worked with a small number of outside
consultants. However, these consultants were U.S. based and they worked on site as
temporary employees. The year before this project, ES did one pilot project with an
offshore company but they decided not to pursue it any further due to the off shore
company's low performance. In their second attempt, ES used a more formal
qualification approach. They spent 6 months to research and qualify partners. They
hired a consultant to do a survey of all the companies in India that had the type of
experience that they were looking for. They started with 75 companies that were later
reduced to 5. They interviewed these 5 companies on site in India and reduced the list
to 2. Small test projects were done with both companies and then ES selected 1, the
company to which they outsourced the project.
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4.1.5.3. Product
This project aimed to port a machine vision product, Product 5, that runs on the Unix
operating system to the Windows operating system. Product 5 composed of several
layers. The lowest level is the core image processing with the machine vision
algorithms, which is intellectual property of Company 5. ES outsourced the
development of the new software aside from the lowest level.
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4.1.5.4. Case Characteristics at a Glance

Project

CB

Start Date

March 2004

Duration

10 months

Budget

N/A
Project Characteristics

Product
Novelty

Derivative

Technological
Uncertainty

Low-Tech

System Scope

Assembly

Pace

Fast-competitive

Business Goal

Strategic

Customer

External

Strategic Goal

Extension
Interviews

Position

Location

Date

Interview
Duration

Interview
Type

Program
Manager (PrM)

Portland

11/18/2004

42m

Face to
face

Project
Manager (PM)

Portland

5/2/2004

46m

Face to
face

India

11/25/2004

51m

Phone

On site
Coordinator
(RTL)

Success Survey Scores (Averages)
Project Efficiency

3.5

Impact on the Customer/User

3.8

Direct Commercial and Organizational Success

2.7

Preparing for the Future

3.7

Team Leadership and Spirit

4

Overall Success

4
Table 4-6 Case 5 Characteristics
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4.1.6. Case 6
4.1.6.1. Overview
Company 6 services mortgage accounts. Due to a downturn in the housing market,
loan workout department (LWO) of Company 6 started to see an exponential increase
in the number of accounts that were referred to them. LWO creates loan referrals and
follows the life of a loan referral through the loan workout life cycle. The method of
creating and tracking the loan referral through the life cycle is manual, making it
difficult to understand the volume of loans in any given point of the loan workout life
cycle as well as how long it takes a loan referral from the point of creation through to
completion (closing or failure).
4.1.6.2. Project Organization
Company 6's application development department has a headcount of 30 people in
Portland and 10 in India. For this particular project, the project manager, business
analyst and the executive were located in Beaverton and the developers were located
in India. The Indian technical lead was in Portland when the project first started. He
met with the project stakeholders to learn about the process, participated in
requirements gathering sessions, built a prototype, presented it and got direct
feedback.
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4.1.6.3. Product
The purpose of this project was to create an application which would track the work
flow of a loan workout referral from start to finish and allow management to run
reports on the work flow data.
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4.1.6.4. Case Characteristics at a Glance

Project

LWO

Start Date

September 2007

Duration

5 months

Budget

N/A
Project Characteristics

Product
Novelty

Derivative

Technological
Uncertainty

Low-Tech

System Scope

System

Pace

Fast-competitive

Business Goal

Operational

Customer

Internal

Strategic Goal

Utility
interviews

Position

Location

Date

Interview
Duration

Interview
Type

Executive (Exe)

Portland

01/29/08

55m

Face to
face

Project
Manager (PM)

Portland

01/15/08

47m

Face to
face

India

01/22/08

49m

Phone

Software
Developer
(RTM)

Success Survey Scores (Averages)
Project Efficiency

3.75

Impact on the Customer/User

5

Direct Commercial and Organizational Success

3

Preparing for the Future

4

Team Leadership and Spirit

4.67
4

Overall Success

Table 4-7 Case 6 Characteristics
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4.2. Within Case Analysis
Within Case Analysis was performed on each case individually. Audio recordings
from each case were transcribed. Selected quotes in the transcribed interviews were
marked and coded to reflect what components of the theorized framework they
support. Framework components were modified as necessary. Using these coded
quotes, case studies were prepared with direct references to the transcriptions. This
helped preserve the chain of evidence.
In this section, summaries of the case studies are provided. In order to demonstrate
how the chain of evidence was preserved, references to key quotes from informants
(which can be found in Appendix A) are made. References to the quotes will be in the
following format: [lPrM5]. In this format, " 1 " refers to the case number, "PrM"
identifies the informant code (as identified in Table 4-2 through Table 4-7) and finally
"5" refers to the page number of the quoted text within the transcription for each
particular interview.
For each case, a summary matrix is provided. In these matrices, the following are
presented:
a) Critical evaluation of the project per each of the 6 theorized framework
components. A distinction between the alignment of the project with the
business strategy and maturity of project execution strategy is made in this
section. Strategy component is broken into Strategy - Alignment and Strategy
- Project Execution components. Strategy - Alignment dimension shows how
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well the project supports the organization's strategy. This is really not under
the project management team's control but it has a big bearing on project
effectiveness.
b) Subjective scores that evaluate the strategic alignment and the implementation
success of each of the 6 theorized conceptual framework components: What
these scores mean can be found below in Table 4-8.
c) Scores that the informants provided that appraise the success of the project:
Project Efficiency and scores from the previous section will be combined into
a summary score named "Project Efficiency". Similarly, "Impact on the
Customer/User", "Direct Commercial and Organizational Success", "Preparing
for the Future" and "Team Leadership and Spirit" scores from the previous
section will be summarized as "Project Effectiveness".
The scoring system that was described above that will be used for the framework
components is as follows:

Score
1
2
3

4
5

Explanation
Not defined, utilized or managed.
Defined or managed minimally within the realm of the project without integration
with the parent organization. Used in an ad hoc manner.
Parent organization's resources and methods used on an ad hoc basis with
variations across the project team. No or little improvement over the lifetime of
the project.
Parent organization's resources and methods used and standardization enforced
across the project. Some improvement over the lifetime of the project.
Customized for the project needs and standardized across the project. Full
integration into the project management system of the project. Continuous
improvement.
Table 4-8 Scoring System for the Framework Components
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A similar scoring system was used for the level of strategic alignment:

Score
1
2
3

4

5

Explanation
The project was not based on a clearly identified business need. Additionally, there
was no effort to clearly define the output of the project.
The project indirectly supports a business need. No clearly documented project
outputs that were expected as a result of successful project execution..
The business need that triggered the project was clear. The output of the project or
how exactly this output would support the business need was not clarified,
documented or reviewed.
The business need that triggered the project was clear. The output of the project
was documented but it was not rigorously reviewed and validated. How the output
would support the business need was clear.
The business need that initiated the project was very clear. The output of the
project was well defined, documented, reviewed and understood. How the project
output would support the business need was very clear to all stakeholders.
Table 4-9 Scoring System for Strategic Alignment

4.2.1. Case 1
4.2.1.1. Project Strategy
In this project, the product was clearly defined and requirements were documented.
All the stakeholders had a good understanding of the scope of the product. The
integrated nature of strategy in this project was due to its project management team
that was aware of a well defined and executed strategy's contribution to a project's
success. [lPrM5] The project management team made adjustments to the other
framework components in order to ensure efficiency. Examples are: Switching to a
"rapid release" model, giving more responsibility to remote teams as their skill sets
improve and substituting proxies for hard to quantify customer impact metrics.
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4.2.1.2. Project Organization
The project organization was a contributing factor to this project's success. Before the
particular release that was studied for this research, the project organization went
through some changes. [lExe3, lExell, lPrM3, 1PM6] Some additional individuals
were inserted into critical roles. By this release, roles and responsibilities were defined
clearly and all the team members knew other team member's roles. [1LTM3] Top
management was involved in the project. [lExe3, lExe5, lExe6, lExel 1] At the
requirements gathering, and planning phase, produced documents are approved by the
upper management. Finally, during the testing phase, the upper management is
updated regularly by using the dashboard. REI did not experience any major
organizational problems in this release since they were all addressed in the previous
releases.
4.2.1.3. Project Process
The project team used parent organization's defined product life cycle. This product
lifecycle was first created as a hardware development process but it got modified for
software. [1PM1] It defined different types of documents, different types of
management forms and different types of approvals that are required right from the
concept through end of life of the project as the project manager explained. The team
members observed dramatic improvements from the earlier releases. [lPrM5] This
was attributed to the software development process that was put in place.
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Project management processes were successfully executed as well. Communications
were timely and frequent. [1LTM5, 1LTM6, 1PM2, lPrM9] Risk was managed.
[1LTM8,1PM10] Scope was kept under control through frequent and well defined
releases. [lExe4]
4.2.1.4. Project Tools
The elevated importance of tools in cross-organizational projects was well understood
in this project. [1PM12] This project benefited from careful selection and appropriate
usage of project management tools. [1LTM1, lPrM6] Both standard and custom
developed tools were utilized. [lPrM6,1LTM5, 1PM11] Tools were standardized
across the different sites, which made it possible to mitigate the effects of separation.
[1LTM1, lPrM7]
4.2.1.5. Project Metrics
Project efficiency metrics were heavily used in this project. [1LTM6, 1PM12] The
project manager relied on metrics to keep the remote team's performance under
scrutiny. The metrics were carefully selected to alert the project management team to
deviations from the plan. [1PM12] Additionally, proxies were used to measure
customer impact. [1PM4, lPrM8] The program manager as well as the executive kept
communication channels open to do frequent informal surveys.
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4.2.1.6. Project Culture
The organizational culture within the parent organization was very results driven. "If
one cannot demonstrate success, one is considered to have accomplished nothing" said
the executive. [lExe2] This shaped the project culture to a great extent. One clash
between the organizational culture and the remote team's ethnic culture was the
remote team members' reluctance for constructive confrontation, which was an
important part of the project culture. [lExe5] The project management team did a
good job overall managing cultural differences and using these differences for the
benefit of the project as much as possible. [1PM15, 1LTL8, 1LTM4]
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4.2.1.7. Summary

Score
Inputs
Strategy Alignment
StrategyProject
Execution
Organization
Process
Tools
Metrics

Culture

The end product of this project was an important one and
Company 1 really needed this product.
Over the various releases of the project, the project team
perfected the project execution strategy as well.

5

Over the previous releases, the project organization went
through changes that were all beneficial to the project.
The process was optimized for this project and standardized
over all the project sites.
Tools played a critical role in the project's success. They were
modified for the needs of this project and standardized across
sites.
Metrics were effectively defined and used. However, they were
not an integral part of the project. There was room for
improvement in this component.
Cultural differences were recognized and proactively managed.

5

5

5
5

4

5

Outputs
Project
Efficiency
Project
Effectiveness

This score was calculated from the success surveys filled out by
the informants. The average score indicates that project
efficiency was fairly high.
This score was calculated from the success surveys filled out by
the informants. The project was fairly effective.

4

4.2

Table 4-10 Case 1 Assessment

4.2.1.8. Case 1 Within Case Analysis Results

Framework components were well established and well managed in this project. The
importance of each individual component was well understood and components were
used in a fashion that they enforced each other.

The process was not well documented and it was ad-hoc. But it was well established
and standardized.
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The team had frequent communications during certain critical stages of the
development lifecycle. This contributed to the successful execution of the
development process.
Management by projects, as it was seen in this case, provides many benefits. It helps
prioritize requirements, define releases with succinct scopes, and deliver results
rapidly. This approach coupled with a long term vision of how the product needs to
evolve, can satisfy the diverse requirements of all the stakeholders.

4.2.2. Case 2
4.2.2.1. Project Strategy
This project started without a proper project and product definition. Since there was no
well defined and accepted business objective, scope or stakeholder identification;
deliverables changed significantly without any control [2PrM2]. Some of the other
symptoms of no project definition were lack of staffing and lack of sufficient budget
[2PrM4]. The project management team did not do any modifications in the process,
organization or tools to better address the needs of this project.
4.2.2.2. Project Organization
BG was not in control of establishing the organization in this project [2PrM7]. Initially
the project resources were provided by another department and the project
management team had no control over the selection or management of these resources
[2PrM8]. Additionally, these resources were primarily contractors who were hired for
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limited durations which led to a high turnover [2Cust2]. The chain of command was
also very weak [2PrM5].
Some of the critical roles like business analysis and technical leadership were missing
in this project [20TL1]. The customer indicated that "the development team did not
understand enterprise level applications". The gap between how they understand the
product and the real complexity of it was never closed [2Cust2]. Additionally, the
level of project management experience in this project team appeared to be more
theoretical than hands-on experience.
4.2.2.3. Project Process
As mentioned before, the scope of this project was loosely defined at the beginning
[2PrM10]. The effects of this propagated through subsequent phases of the project:
Requirements analysis got invalidated due to scope changes which in turn caused
deliverables to change. Project management processes that would bring the constant
change under control were not in place [2Cust2]. The executive indicated: "What
would have really benefited this project is if it had gone through the checks and
balances of the [product life cycle] process that we already had in place for everything
else." [2Exe6]. The process that existed was not modified in any way to meet the
unique needs of this project [20TL6].
In general, communication channels were not very effective in this project [2PrM6,
2Custl]. The project manager had issues communicating with the upper management.
Certain messages he tried to get across either did not get processed in a timely manner
,
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or were not heard at all. As a result, the schedule overrun got worse. Between the offsite team and the Portland team, communication channels were kept open. However,
the time difference between sites decreased the effectiveness of communication.
4.2.2.4. Project Tools
A scheduling tool was used by the team. Additionally, a lot of documentation was
generated but these did not follow predefined templates [2Cust3]. No particular
attention was paid to the deployment of tools.
4.2.2.5. Project Metrics
Efficiency metrics were not clearly identified, tracked or shared for this project
[2PrM13,2Cust3, 20TL6]. Customers were not made a part of the process which led
to lack of customer impact metrics.
4.2.2.6. Project Culture
The team was trained on cultural differences. During this training, the team members
observed some differences that could potentially lead to frustrations on either side.
However, they were prepared to deal with these differences [2PrMl 3].
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4.2.2.7. Summary

Score
Inputs
Strategy Alignment

Why the product was needed was clear. However, what exactly
the product would be and how it would support the business
need was not known at initiation.

3

Strategy Project
Execution

Project execution strategy was not defined in this project. The
management team went into execution with minimal planning.

2

Organization

The organization was established in an ad-hoc manner and the
project management team did not do much to improve it. Some
key people were either lost due to Company 2 policy or they
were not there to start with. Not having the right organizational
structure triggered some of the problems related with the
process component.

3

Process

The process was not explicitly defined either. Having started a
new relationship with the off site team, which was not familiar
with Company 2 processes, created some problems

2

Tools

Tools were minimally used.

Metrics

Metrics were also minimally used.

Culture

The project management team arranged for training on crosscultural issues. But this component was not in any way
leveraged to contribute to project success.

2
1
3

Outputs
Project
Efficiency

This score was calculated from the success surveys filled out
by the informants. The low score is indicative of the huge
schedule slip the project experienced.

1.3

Project
Effectiveness

This score was calculated from the success surveys filled out
by the informants. Although the execution strategy was fairly
unsuccessful, the score is above average due to he well
identified business need.

3.18

Table 4-11 Case 2 Assessment

4.2.2.8. Case 2 Within Case Analysis Results
This project could have benefited from more frequent and smaller releases. This would
have helped with some of the problems, like scope creep, schedule delays and losing
people before a release was released.
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Project management experience was missing in this project. With a more experienced
project manager, the project could have been more successful.

4.2.3. Case 3
4.2.3.1. Project Strategy
The project had a well defined business objective and the management clearly
communicated the importance of this project, what it means in terms of revenues and
for the future of the organization [3RTL4]. However, the end product was very loosely
defined at the beginning of the project. The project team did not have a clear
understanding of the deliverables [3PM6]. The project management team did not
spend any effort to identify the unique needs of the project. There was no
customization of the project management effort in order to meet the particular
demands of the project type. By release 2, Exe was brought in, and she had a much
better understanding of the big picture. [3LTL3]
No technology analysis was done for this product upfront but since this was the
second release, most of the technological uncertainty was addressed. [3LTL1, 3LTL7]
There was no formal project policy that was linked to the overall company strategy
[3Exe6]. When the project started to run late, a guideline for resource allocation
decisions was put in place. This was to make sure that the schedule requirements were
met.
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4.2.3.2. Project Organization
Company 3 operated in a matrix setting. When the project team was put together, roles
and responsibilities were not well defined initially, mainly due to an unclear product
definition [3Exe4, 3PM6]. After Exe joined the team, the management team did a
good job doing minor modifications and resource additions, bringing the individuals
together as a team [3PM3, 3LTL14, 3PM5] and getting the most productivity out of
the team [3Exe7, 3Exe8].
The importance of having a chain of command was recognized in this project. LTL
mentioned that chain of command was well established in this project.
In general, Company 3 did not invest in training. In terms of project management,
most senior people in the Product 3 team (like PM) had a lot of experience. At the
time of the interviews for this case study, more people at the management level were
getting trained in project management [3Exe8, 3PM9]. Neither technical training nor
cross-cultural communication training were offered to the project participants. [3Exe8,
3RTL5] However, subject matter experts traveled across sites or did video
conferences, or as the project team called them, "brain dumps". [3RTL5]
Exe recognized the need to create an awareness of the bigger picture, where the small
tasks fit within the overall project. [3Exe4] Moreover, team members in different sites
traveled to the other sites for face to face meetings [3 LTL 14].
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4.2.3.3. Project Process
Milestones were set and known at the beginning of the project for Product 3.
However, these were high level and loosely defined since Company 3 had a product
development lifecycle that was streamlined far less complicated products than Product
3. Most of the development was done without the presence of formal agreements.
[3RTL4] When the management changed, more formal agreements were made with
the customer. [3RTL2] Additionally more direction was provided to the team to break
the upper level tasks into sub-tasks. A WBS was created and it had about five levels of
details.
Communication between sites was not sufficient at first. Moreover, since the customer
was extremely far away, communication was somewhat dampened. This caused a
schedule slip. It was not until later in the project that the team started to communicate
with a customer of the customer and clarified certain requirements. Management
change also marks the point in time where things started to go smoother. The new
executive was very involved. She tried to understand the causes of the problem rather
than trying to solve the symptoms of it. She spent time at all sites giving the message
to the remote site that they were valued and gave the team the opportunity to address
any problems that might arise.
4.2.3.4. Project Tools
Both project management and software development support tools were utilized to a
great extent in this project. Company 3 used templates for presentations and for
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reporting progress to the customer [3Exe7]. Other tools used were e-mail messages for
communication [3Exe7], spreadsheets and later Microsoft Project for work breakdown
and schedule planning [3LTL10] and Microsoft Word for meeting minutes [3PM4].
Company 3 heavily used software development management tools for this project. An
organization wide standard was put in place for distributed software development
during this project. Multi-site versions of Clear Case and Clear Quest software were
used for all distributed software development. [3LTL9, 3LTL14] Implementation of
this standard was one of the enablers of success. [3RTL2]
4.2.3.5. Project Metrics
In this project, Company 3 spent a lot of time at the beginning to bring the hardware
component of Product 3 to a near completion level. Project efficiency metrics were
minimally used or not used at all for the hardware component. Around the same time
the software component was being developed, the project management team was
being restructured. For the software component of Product 3, metrics were used more
selectively. [3LTL14, 3PM11]

Future preparation metrics were not used for this project. Selection of the project was
a strategic decision, as mentioned before, that would allow Company 3 to enter into
the server market.
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4.2.3.6. Project Culture
Organizational culture was different between the two sites. [3Exe3] The remote team
was very process oriented and they were not open to a project culture where
modifications in the approach could be made [3PM7]. Lack of this mindset hurt the
project at the beginning since with the high uncertainty associated with the project,
modifications to the approach were critical. Exe worked diligently to open channels of
communication and establish the idea of being on the same team [3Exe3].
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4.2.3.7. Summary
Score
Inputs
Strategy Alignment

The project was a direct contributor to the revenue stream of
the project and an enabler for other future projects. This
product would help Company 3 secure its position in the
market.

5

Strategy Project
Execution

Project execution strategy for Product 3 was not very clear
upfront. As a result, not enough upfront planning was made.
The company brought in extra resources later in the project
which helped with delivering the right product but there was a
schedule slip.
After the organizational change took place, the project
organization aspect of this project started to be managed
better than before. The project structure was effective and the
project management team put considerable amount of effort
into making all project participants contributing team members.

3

Organization

3

Process

Some aspects of the process were managed very successfully.
The soft aspects of the process such as communication and
conflict resolution received a lot of attention. However, other
aspects of the project management and the product
management issues were not well planned for upfront and the
team assumed that they could manage this project as they did
their previous smaller scale projects. This lead to conflict and
schedule slips.

Tools

Tools were used for Product 3 and they contributed to the
4
success of the project. Product management tools were used
effectively. However, there was room for improvement on the
usage of the project management tools. WBS was not directly
tied to a schedule. Time management could have benefited
from better utilization of tools.
Metrics were not used for the hardware component of this
3
project. They were more conscientiously used for the software
component but on a limited basis.
The management was aware of the impact of culture on project 2
success. They retroactively addressed any potential issues.
However, incompatible cultures hurt the project at the
beginning.

Metrics

Culture

3

Outputs
Project
Efficiency
Project
Effectiveness

This score was calculated from the success surveys filled out
by the informants.
This score was calculated from the success surveys filled out
by the informants.
Table 4-12 Case 3 Assessment
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2.6
4.3

4.2.3.8. Case 3 Within Case Analysis Results
This project could have benefited greatly from defining and following project lifecycle
stages. Due to the lack of clear definition of specifications, the team spent a lot of
effort building a product that was not what the customer wanted. An upfront time
investment in the definition of the product would have saved the project time.
Company 3 has a great opportunity to improve the success rate of their projects by
having a clearly defined and followed lifecycle stages document.
Another area that could potentially improve the efficiency of the project is a clear
definition of project stakeholders' responsibilities. Well established and accepted
responsibilities (preferably with the aid of tools like a responsibility matrix) would
prevent unnecessary loss of time.

4.2.4. Case 4
4.2.4.1. Project Strategy
This project was aligned with Company 4's business objectives. [4PM2] However,
there was no documentation on how the project would support the business objectives.
Customer involvement during product definition was limited. Exe stated that
Company 4 could have had a lot more input from marketing and customer support.
The product was defined by the QA lead and engineering team representatives.
The executive team of Company 4 employed a very clever strategy to execute this
project successfully. Organization, process and culture components of the framework
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were leveraged to reinforce each other to achieve well identified project objectives.
The project manager prepared the initial project definition document. This document
included the initial task list and the schedule. There was no formal sign off process on
the proj ect definition. [4PM3, 4PM10]
Competitive advantage was the primary reason this project was initiated. Through this
project, Company 4 improved its ability to deliver higher quality versions of one of its
products. [4PM5]
4.2.4.2. Project Organization
Exe and PM resided in the UK. Exe was a strong supporter of this project and the
project definitely benefited from having an influential advocate who could knock
down barriers and push the project forward.
The technical team was in India. Exe wanted to give the Indian team a high level of
autonomy in order to promote ownership. This approach worked really well. The
technical team delivered a high quality product. Exe and PM leveraged their
understanding of the Indian culture to keep the Indian team motivated.
Company 4 trained its new Indian employees on the product through a 2 week training
program. The scope of the project was to provide test scripts that essentially
automatically replicated the operations performed in this training program. The Indian
team was made aware of this from the beginning.
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One of the important necessary roles was not fulfilled in this project: The customer,
the QA department, did not actively get involved. However, the project manager had
previously been doing QA work for the company and he had a good understanding of
the requirements. So this did not pose a problem.
4.2.4.3. Project Process
The "Rational Unified Process" was used as a lifecycle for this effort. This is rooted in
the spiral model developed by Barry Boehm. It is an iterative development approach
where the process includes inception, elaboration, construction and transition phases.
For the elaboration phase, RTL and PM came together and prepared the project plan.
[4PM3, 4PM8] Exe and PM reviewed these tasks before TL took the work back to
India. The construction phase was completely undertaken by the Indian team. [4PM3]
Two releases were released. The project plan was openly available to everybody and
was communicated to everyone. Time and cost aspects of this project were not
negotiable. Language barrier was an issue but it was addressed effectively through
WebX conferences and asynchronous modes of communication. [4PM10] TL and PM
were in constant communication through e-mail. Risk identification and assignment of
the management of risks to individuals was a part of the weekly meetings. The team
monitored risk each week much the same way that they monitored issues.
Transition phase was executed through hands-on training. Knowledge management
was not handled very well on this project. There were no formal materials to train the
users of the product. [4PM9]
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4.2.4.4. Project Tools
Project management tools were utilized to a limited extent in this project. [4PM11]
The UK team treated the Indian team as a black-box software development shop and
did not request very detailed visibility into their processes. The high level status
reporting was accomplished through weekly reports. A standard template was used to
generate this report. The project manager indicated he used MS Project but he did not
really track the time. The remote team lead used MS Project to track time. [4PM10]
This tool, however, was not shared by other team members.
Software development management tools were effectively used and contributed to the
success of distributed development. Clear Case was used to hold the code for the
product with version control. Clear Quest was used for bug tracking. The team used
different categories for defects: Critical, high, medium, and low. Critical meant that
the software does not work without the defect being fixed.
4.2.4.5. Project Metrics
Time was loosely tracked for the project. However, quality metrics were tracked
diligently. Software defects were recorded and a criticality was assigned to them. This
drove the priority these defects were addressed. The readiness of the project was
determined based on these metrics.
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4.2.4.6. Project Culture
The project management team took advantage of a unique characteristic of the Indian
culture to make this project successful: The project manager explained that the pride
that the Indians have over the things that they are going to be judged on gives them a
higher personal drive to be successful than maybe their western counterparts. As a
result, the project management team gave the Indian team complete development
tasks. The Indian team worked diligently and worked extra hours for a long period of
time to deliver the product. Taking the ethnic culture into account contributed to the
success of the proj ect.
PM indicated that this project developed a culture different from the other projects
undertaken by Company 4 in the sense that the enthusiasm level was higher. The
Indian team was very eager to deliver a good product. However, they were new to the
organization and they had not had any experience with the product. The UK team
worked closely with the Indian team to provide them with any information that they
needed to keep moving forward. This brought the team together more than usual. PM
stressed the importance of "having the right people on board, with the right skills and
enthusiasm—enthusiasm to deliver" Exe said that he deliberately picked people with a
strong development background to work on this project. As a result, the team was able
to "think out of the box and come up with their own ideas" [4PM4]
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4.2.4.7. Summary

Score

I

Inputs
Strategy Alignment

The business need that triggered the project was clear. The
output of the project or how exactly this output would support
the business need was not clarified, documented or reviewed.

3

Strategy Project
Execution

The management team executed a successfully crafted strategy
that mitigated risk and took advantage of the opportunities. They
modified their approach as different circumstances unveiled.

5

Organization

The organization component was managed very successfully.
The effectiveness of the team was very high.

5

Process

The team used Company 1's development process successfully.

4

Tools

The usage of project management tools in this project was very
limited.

4

Metrics

Schedule metrics were not used very extensively in this project.
However, great attention was paid to quality metrics. The
metrics that were produced by the defect tracking system
guided the development effort considerably.

4

Culture

The project team was mindful of the cultural differences
between the sites and this influenced the project culture
effectively. The environment was conducive to the creation of a
performing team.

5

Outputs
Project
Efficiency

This score was calculated from the success surveys filled out by
the informants.

4.2

Project
Effectiveness

This score was calculated from the success surveys filled out by
the informants.

3.95

Table 4-13 Case 4 Assessment

4.2.4.8. Case 4 Within Case Analysis Results
Overall, the project results were successful even though some of the framework
components were not managed very successfully. The reason for this was the low
product complexity and minimal dependencies between the sites. Additionally, Exe
and PM crafted and executed a very successful strategy that mitigated risk and took
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advantage of opportunities. The project organization was appropriate. Project culture
was conducive to creation of a performing team.
The usage of project management tools and metrics in this project was very limited.
As Company 4 takes on more complicated projects with more dependencies among
project tasks, the execution of the development processes are unlikely to be as smooth.

4.2.5. Case 5
4.2.5.1. Project Strategy
The end product was very well defined since it already existed on another operating
system. Company 5 wanted to port this existing commercial product to the Windows
environment. A specification document was developed together with the customer and
shared with the Indian team. Company 5 gave the Indian team a two week period to
come back with a plan as to how they would approach this project. [5Exe4]
This project was a necessary strategic move on Company 5's part to keep their
customer base.
Company 5's strategic focus was on not going over on time and budget. There were
not many guidelines. However, it as made clear that the team was not to exceed the
identified timelines. This was a guideline for the decisions made.
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4.2.5.2. Project Organization
Company 5 selected the partner organization very carefully. They wanted to work with
an organization with domain knowledge and development experience and their choice
proved to be effective for the success of the project. Additionally, in order to
coordinate the work that the Indian team needed to do, an on-site coordinator (OC)
from India came to the Portland office and worked from there for the duration of the
project. [5Exe2] OC's familiarity with both cultures and fluency in both languages
made things a lot easier. OC was also a senior developer so he was able to effectively
communicate with the developers from both sites. OC sat with the team and created a
customer requirements document and obtained sign offs. Then he coordinated the
work with the Indian team. [5PM1]
There were no team building activities between the two sites. However, the U.S. team
did spend time with the onsite coordinator and the onsite coordinator got to know the
U.S. team members well. [5Exe6]
Limited training was offered during this project. PM stated that "the onsite coordinator
provided a great deal of training as to what documentation would be required and what
the procedure was or how things would be done." The offsite organization had a more
mature software development process, so providing this training to the U.S. team
contributed to the success of the project. Additionally, PM received training on how to
manage engineers. However, this was not very extensive.
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Task assignments were very clear due to the limited number of team members on the
U.S. side. OC did the task assignment for the Indian team and he was very clear with
these assignments. [5PM2]
4.2.5.3. Project Process
Project management processes were not defined very well in this project. They were
developed on an as needed basis. The Indian company was a CMM level 5 and they
had a well defined software development process. The Indian company made some
changes in their process to accommodate Company 5's needs and capabilities. [5Exe3,
5PM1] At the beginning of the project, Company 5 had a loose architecture of what
the modules to be developed were. PM verbally communicated them to OC. OC
documented requirements, got approval from PM, identified the work packages and
sent them off shore. [5PM2] Frequent releases were provided by the Indian team for
quick approvals by Company 5. [5PM2]
Resources for this project were well defined within the U.S. team. The offshore team
provided the necessary level of resources based on the timing requirements. In this
project, schedule was not negotiable.
Conflicts that arose during the project were not managed very well. Some people from
the Indian team had to leave the project because they did not get along well with the
U.S. team members. [5PM7]
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In addition to these, on site coordinator had daily conference calls with his off shore
team and very frequent e-mail exchanges. PM had weekly conference calls with the
offshore team. Exe pointed out that communication with the offshore team was
challenging sometimes due to the 13 hour time difference.
Risk was not identified or managed for this project.
4.2.5.4. Project Tools
The U.S. team did not use project management tools very extensively. On the other
hand, the offshore team did utilize project management tools more broadly. This
contributed to the success of the project.
The onsite coordinator heavily used project management templates to document the
project requirements and got sign offs for these before he passed them on to the Indian
team. The onsite coordinator and the Indian team relied heavily on conference calls
and e-mail to facilitate communication.
Almost all the tools used by the U.S. team to manage this project were specifically
developed for this project. A simple Excel sheet was utilized to capture the project
requirements. To expand on these high level requirements, the team generated
specifications in MS Word with performance requirements. Tools were not a big part
of the project management process for the U.S. team. [5Exe7]
PM explained that the off shore team used Visual Source Safe, Dev Studio and various
debugging programs for development.
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4.2.5.5. Project Metrics
PM stated: "The metrics were simply did we make the deliveries on time, was the
customer happy... No real formal metrics." Although this was the case with the U.S.
team, the offshore team used a variety of metrics, all of which were project efficiency
metrics.
4.2.5.6. Project Culture
Cultural difference between the two sites was not an issue since the interaction
between the Indian team and the U.S. team took place through the on site coordinator.
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4.2.5.7. Summary

Score
Inputs
Strategy Alignment

The end product of this project was identified and initiated as a
means to increase market share. The strategic alignment was
established.

5

Strategy Project
Execution

Project execution was handled well. This was mainly due to the
successful selection of the offsite partner.

5

Organization

Organization of the project team was effective and it contributed
to the success of the project. The challenges of having two
geographically, culturally, linguistically and temporally separated
teams were minimized by having an on site coordinator. In
addition to the effective structure, the team members had the
right skill set for a successful project as well.

4

Process

Company 5 does not have a well defined process for software
development projects. However, for this project, Company 5
made sure that some critical tasks got done. Some of these
tasks were doing the upfront work to identify requirements,
making the customer a part of this effort and picking the right
partner. However, if the project was more complex or if
uncertainty was higher or changes were required during the
project lifecycle, Company 5 would probably not have been able
to address these effectively.

3

Tools

The U.S. team minimally used project management tools. In a
project of larger size this would cause performance issues.
However, the off shore team used tools very effectively during
the development phase and the U.S. team did a good job of
gathering requirements. As a result, the negative impact of not
using PM tools effectively was minimal.

3

Metrics

Metrics were used on a very limited basis for this project. Project
efficiency was the main category of the used metrics. Inherent in
the project selection was customer impact, business success
and future preparation considerations. Although success in
these categories was not measured explicitly, Company 5
definitely strove for success in those aspects as well.

2

Culture

Culture components of this project will be evaluated as a 5
because having an onsite coordinator who was very aware of
cultural differences contributed to project success.

5

Outputs
Project
Efficiency

This score was calculated from the success surveys filled out by
the informants.

3.5

Project
Effectiveness

This score was calculated from the success surveys filled out by
the informants.

3.55

Table 4-14 Case 5 Assessment
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4.2.5.8. Case 5 Within Case Analysis Results
The cross organizational software project management framework components were
partially used for this project. The systematic effect of collectively using these
components, such that they start to improve the effect of each other, was not observed.
The success of the project was due to low complexity. Were the complexity and
uncertainty higher, time / cost / quality would probably be impacted severely.
Customer impact, business success and future preparation aspects of this project were
addressed effectively since this was porting of an existing product to the Windows
environment. However, this project was a necessity for the organization. It is not clear
if Company 5 takes these considerations into account during the selection of its project
portfolio.

4.2.6. Case 6
4.2.6.1. Project Strategy
This project was initiated due to the need to streamline processes in a particular
department. The objective was to increase productivity. The scope of the project was
defined at the beginning but it changed quite a bit, which led to a schedule slip.
Over time, PM made modifications in the way he managed the project. As the Indian
team became more proficient in Company 6's development lifecycle, PM started to
give more responsibility to the developers [6PM3]. PM understood the importance of
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modifying the execution approach to projects as the project circumstances change
[6PM4].
4.2.6.2. Project Organization
The development team was located in India while the customer, PM and the business
analyst were located in the US [6PM1]. Company 6 made a choice to bring one of the
key developers to the US and have him interact with the customers directly during the
requirements gathering phase [6PM1, 6RTM1].
Chain of command was established in this project through having a lead in India who
fielded the questions locally and made decisions as necessary in order to not lose time
due to the time differences between sites [6PM2]. Since he knew the requirements and
the business processes fairly well, he was able to field most of the questions. This
minimized the negative impact of having a long time difference between the two sites.
4.2.6.3. Project Process
Company 6 had a well defined software development lifecycle. PM did use this
lifecycle to a certain degree but he made decisions to alter some steps in order to meet
the requirements of the project. [6PM1] Some of these changes resulted in rework. For
example, because the team did go through the effort of creating Company 6's standard
requirements documents, some programming got changed [6PM3]. PM was aware of
the tradeoffs that were being made, he tried to address them proactively [6PM2]
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4.2.6.4. Project Tools
Company 6 utilized software development tools that enabled them to effectively do
collaborative development. All the developers were India but the developed code was
stored on Portland servers. [6PM3, 6RTM5]
Project management tools were used to a certain level on this project. [6RTM2] PM
kept track of the status through daily meetings. Senior management had visibility into
the project through status reports that went our every other week. [6RTM4] These
standard reports were prepared by PM.
4.2.6.5. Project Metrics
Project efficiency metrics were used minimally for this project. Time was tracked at a
very high level through the weekly status reports. A schedule to measure the progress
of the project against was not used. Quality was tracked through looking at the
software test results. [6RTM6]
Effectiveness metrics were also not explicitly defined but PM requested and received
feedback on the product from the users after it was deployed. [6PM5]
4.2.6.6. Project Culture
Cultural differences caused minor issues in this project at the beginning. [6PM4]
However, PM was able to effectively address them. PM also did a good job of
establishing a project culture where the team members were very driven to succeed.
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[6PM5] PM accomplished this through ensuring that the team understood the
importance of the project and holding the team members accountable.
4.2.6.7. Summary

Score
Inputs
Strategy Alignment

The business need that triggered the project was clear. The
output of the project was documented. How the output would
support the business need was clear.

5

Strategy Project
Execution

PM had a good understanding of the contingency approach to
project management and made some changes to elevate the
effectiveness of the other framework components.

4

Organization

PM was a good technical lead but he was not an experienced
project manager. Additionally, the Indian team did not consist of
experienced programmers The project did not have the best
resources that were available in the company. PM did effectively
address the shortcomings of the project organization.

4

Process

The process that was identified by the parent organization was
used for this project. However, there was no indication that PM
made the modifications to the process with an overall
understanding of what their impacts would be.

4

Tools

Software development tools were effectively used but project
management tools were not. All the tools that were used were
from the standard Company 6 toolbox.

3

Metrics

Metrics were used minimally for this project.

2

Culture

Significant cultural differences were effectively addressed by PM
to establish a performing project culture.

4

Outputs
Project
Efficiency

This score was calculated from the success surveys filled out by
the informants.

3.8

Project
Effectiveness

This score was calculated from the success surveys filled out by
the informants.

4.2

Table 4-15 Case 6 Assessment

4.2.6.8. Case 6 Within Case Analysis Results
Strategy, organization, process and culture were effectively used for this project. Tools
and metrics were not. Project efficiency could have been much higher if the project
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manager was more effective in using project management tools. Because these tools
were not utilized, scope creep and the consequent schedule slip were attributed to
inefficient project management.
Customer impact, business success and future preparation aspects of this project were
addressed effectively since the product was identified as a response to an important
business need. Higher effectiveness score reflects this.

4.3. Cross-case Analysis
As it was reviewed in section 1, cross-case analysis entails looking at the cases pair by
pair so as to be able to define similarities and differences and be able to better
understand the causal relationships. The idea behind cross-case analysis is to go
beyond initial impressions. In this section, the relationship between project success
and the maturity of Conceptual Framework components will be the focus.
Tables that provideside by side comparisons of the pairs of cases can be found in
Appendix B - Cross Case Comparisons.

4.3.1. Comparison of Case 1 with Case 2
Please refer to Table 9-1 (in Appendix B - Cross Case Comparisons) for a side by side
comparison of the scores assigned to different aspects of Cases 1 and 2.
Case 1, having a better strategic fit, scored better in terms of project effectiveness.
This was expected.
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In terms of the deployment of the various components, these two cases represent the
opposite ends of the spectrum. Case 1 scored better in every aspect. The team in Case
2 failed to execute the project successfully.
The uncertainty associated with Case 2 was higher. However, a dedicated and organic
project organization was not available. Additionally, the project manager was not very
strong and several key individuals were lost over the course of the project.
Communication channels between stakeholders that would have addressed some of the
uncertainty were not open early in the lifecycle. For example, frequent customer
involvement upfront to define the end product or communication channels that would
help the remote sites understand the requirements were not observed in this case.
The pace of Case 2 was faster as well. However, there was no modification to the
process or organization to address the needs. If the project is not set on the correct
course at the beginning, by the end of the project, the point reached can be
considerably different from the objective. The effects of the errors made at the
beginning are compounded by the time the project reaches its conclusion. This was the
situation in Case 2.

4.3.2. Comparison of Case 1 with Case 3
Please refer to Table 9-2 for a side by side comparison of the scores assigned to
different aspects of Cases 1 and 3.
The two projects were both strategically well aligned and they received good
effectiveness scores.
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Case 3 was a harder project to manage from all aspects: Uncertainty (product novelty
and technological uncertainty), complexity (system scope) and pace. This required
implementing all the framework components successfully. Case 1 being the better
managed project, a higher score in project efficiency was expected.
Case 3 project effectiveness seems to be slightly better than Case 1. This is primarily
due to the fact that Project 3 played a very significant role in Company 3's business
viability. The high effectiveness score signifies the good fit between this project and
the overall business strategy.
The high complexity in Case 3 was due to multiple and concurrent moving parts. The
management team could have benefited from the usage of tools and metrics. Were
they defined and made available to team members early in the project, they could have
helped with effectively communicating what is important and keeping all parties on
the same page.

4.3.3. Comparison of Case 1 with Case 4
Please refer to Table 9-3 for a side by side comparison of the scores assigned to
different aspects of Cases 1 and 4.
This comparison endorses the importance of well executed framework components on
project success. The two cases were very similar in nature and they were both run
successfully. Good project efficiency scores reflect the success of project execution.
The project that was strategically better aligned received a better effectiveness score.
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4.3.4. Comparison of Case 1 with Case 5
Please refer to Table 9-4 for a side by side comparison of the scores assigned to
different aspects of Gases 1 and 5.
These two cases are very similar to each other in terms of project characteristics.
Overall, Case 1 collectively deployed the framework components more successfully
than Case 5, which impacted the project efficiency scores. It is generally the case that
framework components increase the effectiveness of each other when they are
collectively deployed.
Project effectiveness score of Case 1 is higher reflecting the better strategic alignment
of the project.

4.3.5. Comparison of Case 1 with Case 6
Please refer to Table 9-5 for a side by side comparison of the scores assigned to
different aspects of Cases 1 and 6.
Case 1 and Case 6 were fairly similar in terms of the nature of the projects. Case 1 was
managed slightly better and the project efficiency score it received from the
informants is slightly higher. The efficiency scores are fairly close as expected.
Strategic alignment and project effectiveness scores are exactly the same between
these two projects.
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4.3.6. Comparison of Case 2 with Case 3
Please refer to Table 9-6 for a side by side comparison of the scores assigned to
different aspects of Cases 2 and 3.
Case 3 was a harder project to manage based on the characteristics of the project.
Uncertainty and complexity were higher. Due to the fact that tools and metrics were
deployed more effectively in Case 3, multiple moving parts within the project were
addressed better, which improved the efficiency score. Were the process and
organization components more effective, the discrepancy between the efficiency score
would likely be considerably higher.
A correlation between strategic alignment and project effectiveness scores can also be
observed between these two projects.

4.3.7. Comparison of Case 2 with Case 4
Please refer to Table 9-7 for a side by side comparison of the scores assigned to
different aspects of Cases 2 and 4.
The biggest difference between these 2 projects is the considerably faster pace of the
first project. Case 4 exemplifies a more mature setting in terms of the framework
components in general and this is clearly reflected in the efficiency scores. In Case 4,
the management team did a much better job of minimizing the dependency among
tasks assigned to geographically separated teams. As the dependency between sites
was reduced, the impact of communication challenges were also minimized.
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These two projects had the same level of strategic alignment. Project effectiveness is
better in Case 4. This is likely due to the fact that Case 4 was much more visible than
Case 2.

4.3.8. Comparison of Case 2 with Case 5
Please refer to Table 9-8 for a side by side comparison of the scores assigned to
different aspects of Cases 2 and 5.
All comparisons of Case 2 with the other cases demonstrate the importance of well
deployed framework components. Comparison of Cases 2 and 5 demonstrates this as
well. In both of these cases, development was exclusively done at the remote site.
However, in Case 5, an on-site coordinator who was a liaison to the remote team who
present. This person knew the remote team very well and he had excellent technical
skills. This made a big difference in the efficiency score. Neither project was very
strong with process, tools and metrics components but in case 5 the impact of these
deficiency were observed less due to the easier nature of it.
Another factor that improved efficiency in case 5 is the well defined execution
strategy and the performance focused project culture. The agility needs of the fastcompetitive pace of the project were addressed by these qualities that enabled the
project team to be agile.
Strategic alignment and project effectiveness are correlated as expected.
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4.3.9. Comparison of Case 2 with Case 6
Please refer to Table 9-9 for a side by side comparison of the scores assigned to
different aspects of Cases 2 and 6.
This comparison of these two cases provides another example of how well deployed
framework components can help with project efficiency. Project effectiveness and
strategic alignment are also correlated as expected.

4.3.10. Comparison of Case 3 with Case 4
Please refer to Table 9-10 for a side by side comparison of the scores assigned to
different aspects of Cases 3 and 4.
These two cases demonstrate a critical aspect of how stakeholders perceive the
efficiency and effectiveness of projects. Case 3 received a lower efficiency score but
its effectiveness was higher. Interestingly, strategic alignment score is the only score
that is higher among all the framework component scores when the two cases are
compared. This is due to the fact that strategic alignment is much more important in
the determination of effectiveness rather than how well the project is executed.

4.3.11. Comparison of Case 3 with Case 5
Please refer to Table 9-11 for a side by side comparison of the scores assigned to
different aspects of Cases 3 and 5.
Case 3 had a better strategic alignment which is reflected in the project effectiveness
score. Also, product 3 was a significant source of income for company 3, which
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increased the importance of made stressed the importance of the project. Case 5
received a higher efficiency score although its tools and metrics scores were lower
than Case 3. This can be attributed to the fact that this project was an easier one to
manage. The management team did not need to do really well on all components to
receive a higher efficiency score.

4.3.12. Comparison of Case 3 with Case 6
Please refer to Table 9-12 for a side by side comparison of the scores assigned to
different aspects of Cases 3 and 6.
Strategic alignment and project effectiveness scores of the two projects are close.
Comparison of these two projects further demonstrate the relationship between the
characteristics of the project, how mature the framework components are and the
efficiency outcome of the project. Case 6 was more efficient because most of its
components were better managed and it was a simpler project. Low scores associated
with tools and metrics not as critical due to the fewer number of moving parts in the
project.

4.3.13. Comparison of Case 4 with Case 5
Please refer to Table 9-13 for a side by side comparison of the scores assigned to
different aspects of Cases 4 and 5.
Although Case 4 has a lower strategic alignment score, its effectiveness score is
higher. However, this is an exception rather than the norm.
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The most important deduction that can be made comparing these 2 cases is the
importance of organization, process, tools and metrics in complex projects. Despite
being similar in other aspects, Case 4 was a more complex project with more
uncertainty. Having deployed these mentioned framework components well, Case 4's
efficiency was higher than Case 5. These were the biggest contributors to success.

4.3.14. Comparison of Case 4 with Case 6
Please refer to Table 9-14 for a side by side comparison of the scores assigned to
different aspects of Cases 4 and 6.
Being the better strategically aligned project, Case 6 had a higher effectiveness score.
The two projects were very similar in nature. Case 4 leveraged all framework
components better than Case 6 and the results can be seen in the project efficiency
score. Case 4 addressed the uncertainty associated with the project through a well
established organization which improved the much required communication in this
project.

4.3.15. Comparison of Case 5 with Case 6
Please refer to Table 9-15 for a side by side comparison of the scores assigned to
different aspects of Cases 5 and 6.
Case 6 had a better strategic alignment and its effectiveness score was better as
expected. All other scores were close between the two projects, which supports the
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validity of the theorized relationships between efficiency and the framework
components.
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5. Results: Theoretical Synthesis - The Conceptual
Framework for Managing Cross Organizational
Software Projects
The goal of this chapter is to address research questions 1 through 3:

R-l: What are the elements of the conceptual framework?
R-2: How are the elements of the conceptual framework linked?
R-3: How does the conceptual framework for C/O SWD projects differ from those
in the literature about in-house SWD projects?
In the previous chapter, the findings from individual and comparative analysis of the
cases were presented. These findings reflected certain patterns that started to emerge
from this research. In this chapter, these patterns are stated in more formal terms and
are labeled as propositions. The propositions are presented in section 5.1 and serve to
answer research question 1.
Section 5.2 answers research question 2 by bringing the propositions together into a
comprehensive conceptual framework (CF). When deployed successfully, the CF
should help organizations to improve the probability of success in C/O SWD projects.
Success factors for deploying the CF are discussed later, in Chapter 6.
Section 5.2 also addresses research question 3.
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Section 5.3 focuses on the validation of the CF. Two different methods have been
utilized to ensure that the CF can be generalized to all C/O SWD projects.

5.1. Conceptual Framework Propositions
In this section, 8 propositions will be presented. These propositions collectively
suggest that based on the nature of the C/O SWD project (uncertainty level,
complexity level and pace) and the degree of separation (geographical, temporal,
lingual, cultural and technological), the project management team should selectively
focus on the management of different aspects of the project environment (execution
strategy, culture, process, organization, tools and metrics). Through focusing on the
most influential aspects of the project environment, project efficiency can be
improved. Project effectiveness, on the other hand, has a bigger dependency on the
alignment of the project with the business strategy. A project does not need to be
efficient to be effective or vice versa.

5.1.1. Project Uncertainty and Project Success
5.1.1.1. Proj ect Organization
Previous research indicates that as the uncertainty around the end product increases, a
project organization that is conducive to frequent and rich communication through
multiple channels is required. Additionally, reducing dependence between sites,
increasing customer involvement and aligning personal objectives contribute to the
success of the project on high uncertainty situations. Table 5-1 is a summary of the
contingency theory literature with a focus on organization.
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Author(s)

Findings

Andres and Zmud [10]

As task interdependence between group members increase,
organic coordination contributes to success more than
mechanistic coordination.

Birkinshaw et al [22]

As the individual sites' knowledge becomes more tacit and
system embedded, the level of autonomy increases and the need
for inter-unit integration decreases.

Davila [51]

Customer involvement is required more intensively as the market
uncertainty increases.

Gupta and
Govindarajan [70]

Effective management of higher interdependence between sites
requires the usage of more integrated organizational settings as
well as more intense communication.

Herbsleb et al [74]

Rather than using particular mechanisms, tools and practices,
problems that arise due to the distributed nature of a team can be
reduced by increasing the ability to find experts on remote sites,
communicating clearly and increasing informal communication.

lacono and Weisband
[82]

Trust development in temporary teams is more about doing than
relating. Continuous interaction among team members fosters
trust and predicts team performance but quality of the messages
is the determinant rather than the quantity.

Levitt etal [115]

Organizations with multiple sub-teams are more likely to include
participants with incongruent goals which compound the
coordination workload.

Sarkeretal[155]

An individual can establish himself/herself as a leader in a virtual
team in the initial stages of the project, if s/he is from a culture
with a relatively higher power distance, has high cultural and
communication ability, is highly trusted by other team members
and is co-located with the client. In the later stages, the
individual's performance becomes critical for being accepted as a
leader.

Table 5-1 References to Project Uncertainty, Project Organization and Project Success in the

Literature

The findings of this research do not disagree with the literature. However, this
research identifies that when uncertainty is high, the importance of the project
organization is greater than previously recognized. In C/0 environments, effectively
addressing high uncertainty requires a focus on where the team members are located
and how the authority is distributed. In formal terms:
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Proposition 1: The negative impacts of high project uncertainty on C/O SWD
project efficiency can be mitigated by establishing a project organization that
facilitates swift decision making, communication and coordination.

Having an organization with empowered decision makers available at all locations
significantly improves the probability of success. These decision makers have a good
understanding of the vision of the organization and they provide direction to the
members of distributed teams. Since the sense of direction may be less clear in high
uncertainty projects, it is possible for the distributed team members to divert from the
project objectives. With a chain of command in place, critical decisions can be made
in a timely manner and loss of critical time can be minimized. The project team in case
3, which was classified as high-tech, did not implement this idea as well as they could
have. The project was late. Case 2 and case 4, both medium-tech projects, better show
the impact of whether or not local decision makers are available. In case 4, the remote
team lead spent time with the management team and played an active role in
developing the project plan. Since he knew a lot about the requirements, the scope and
how the project management team planned to execute the project, he was able to
quickly make critical decisions without having to wait for the management team,
which saved the remote team considerable amount of time. In case 2, on the other
hand, the development team had a constant turnover and had very little information
about the product other than what the requirements specified. Case 2 was not
successful while case 4 was.
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The management team can manipulate the organizational setting to minimize the
effects of the geographical separation. For instance, creation of product requirements
by team members who are located on the same site with the customer, or having
individuals who travel between sites and facilitate communication are two examples
that can help high uncertainty projects. When detrimental factors related to the C/O
setting are effectively addressed, especially under uncertainty, project teams have a
better opportunity to process information effectively and navigate towards a successful
product.
Continuity in organizations is especially important when it comes to high uncertainty
projects. For instance, such projects require a collective understanding of different
alternatives that have been tried before and the reasons behind why they did not work.
If that kind of tacit information lost, the project can be significantly delayed.
Table 5-2 provides references from the case studies undertaken for this research.
These references support Proposition 1.
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Case

Project
Uncertainty

Quotes About Project Organization

Outcome

Case 1

Low-Tech
(1/4)

"[The local lead in the remote office] understands
some of the higher-level vision, the strategy, he
understands some of those things which help him
answer questions locally." - PM
"[PM] talks with people rather than just making a
decision. He keeps everybody in the loop." - LTM
"We have various presentations, milestones, in the
[requirements gathering and design] phases,
where [we get end-user] buyoff. So it is critical
there. Then, we don't have much interaction if any
at all through the development phase. But you
start to do this at the very earliest opportunity
where it is possible we have been in relationship
with our customers where I can sit down and say
'Hey, we have just wrapped the second
development build. It is here on the development
server. 95% of it is broken but here is 5% that is
functional. Can you just have a quick look at it
whenever you get a chance and give me your
input, thoughts, what you think?'" - LTL

Schedule /
cost / quality
objectives
met

Case 2

MediumTech (2/4)

"I do think that we could have been more
successful had it been managed better from the
middle guys. I think that we would have had some
better opportunities for success had that
management been in place." - PrM
"As a Program Manager... That is the exciting part
of the job and it is the most frustrating part of the
job. [...] You don't have control over people." PrM
"But the biggest issue was that working with an
off-shore team. It created a huge communication
gap. They didn't have any interaction with the
customers anymore and they couldn't because the
customers work in different time zones and at
different times than they do." - PrM"
"There has been a lot of team turnover for pretty
much all portions of the team - all of the different
functions of the team. So, [they] are in a continual
phase of getting somebody new, having to ramp
them up." - Cust

Behind
schedule,
over budget
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Case

Project
Uncertainty

Quotes About Project Organization

Outcome

Case 3

High-Tech
(3/4)

"When you have a federation of groups that are
essentially independent, working independently,
there has to be recognition of who ultimately is in
charge for determining such things as whether we
will attempt to meet that milestone or not. [...] Who
is in charge of you name it - all these different
areas of work. To some degree we did that, but
I'm not sure if it was as clear as it could have
been." - LTL
"When [the customer was] here last time [...], I
arranged a meeting for them to the whole team.
[...] I mean they send e-mails back and forth, but
you don't see them or much talk to them because
of the time difference. It makes a difference when
you see somebody face to face and are one on
one talking to them versus through impersonal emails." - Exe

Quality
objectives
met, behind
schedule,
over budget

Case 4

MediumTech (2/4)

"I think [due to] the fact that [LTL was] there with
them, there was literally no delay. I mean the
release would be there, and then somebody would
be trying it and somebody would be feeding back
straight away. So I think from that point of view, it
was good to have the whole team over there,
myself and Exe here." - PM
"And we deliberately picked people with a strong
development background to work on this - people
who could think out of the box and come up with
their own ideas." - PM

Schedule /
cost / quality
objectives
met

Case 5

Low-Tech
(1/4)

"The benefit of having a chain of command is
someone is held responsible for what is going on.
The disadvantages are that you run the risk of the
offshore development group falling into a mode
where they do only what they are told." - PM
"Essentially we had a loose architecture of what
the modules were. And I described them, just
verbally, to our onsite coordinator. And the onsite
coordinator actually wrote the documentation that
we shipped offshore." - PM

Schedule /
cost / quality
objectives
met
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Case
Case 6

Project
Uncertainty
Low-Tech
(1/4)

Quotes About Project Organization

Outcome

"What we do is we rotate our developers from
India once a year for 3 months. When the project
started they were actually here. I was able to take
advantage of that and have them meet with the
business people and learn the processes first
hand. I made them do demonstrations, I made
them do pretty much everything. They got to meet
the end users and visualize how the end product
was going to be used." - PM
"You need continuous business support and
commitment to the project. Here the business
needs the project right away then they try to put
the least amount of time in the requirements and
then they think that they will wait until the project is
over. You need to have a dedicated or 50%
dedicated person throughout the project." - PM

Schedule /
cost / quality
objectives
met

Table 5-2 References to Project Uncertainty, Project Organization and Project Success in the
Cases

5.1.1.2. Software Development Process
In the literature, process has also been identified as a controllable aspect of the project
management system that can be used to address project uncertainty. Uncertainty is
generally associated with coordination challenges and increasing the process formality
level to address increased coordination challenges is recommended. Table 5-3 is a
summary of the contingency theory literature with a focus on process.
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Author(s)

Findings

Herbsleb and Mockus
[75]

Tools facilitate information disbursement in high uncertainty C/O
environments.

Kobylinski et al [102]

Formal communication enforces coordination, while informal
communication helps deal with uncertainties.

Kraut and Streeter [104]

Software projects are high in uncertainty and coordination
problems in such projects can be addressed using formal
mechanisms, like requirements review meetings, design review
meetings and opportunities for customers to test software.

Levitt et al [115]

In high uncertainty environments, process flexibility required for
coming up with innovative solutions adds to coordination
workload.

MacCormack and
Verganti [119]

Projects facing higher uncertainty, investments in architectural
design, early technical feedback and early market feedback have
a stronger association with performance.

Rocha [120]

C/O SWD process challenges that are due to uncertainty can be
addressed via support for heterogeneous development
environments, concurrent and collaborative activities,
configuration management, documentation of the dynamically
evolving software system and a recording mechanism for
decisions, questions and comments.
Table 5-3 References to Project Uncertainty, Software Development Process and Project Success
in the Literature

In addition to what was discussed in the literature, this research indicates that as the
project uncertainty increases, a more iterative approach needs to be adopted and the
development lifecycle stages may need to be tailored for the specific project situation.
Doing so, the management team can increase the value added from the process and
ensure that the project is heading in the right direction. In formal terms:

Proposition 2: The negative impacts of high project uncertainty on C/O SWD
project efficiency can be mitigated by deploying a more iterative software
development process with a customized set of development lifecycle stages.
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A well defined process is important in getting a high quality product out the door,
within schedule and budget. The findings in this research indicate that in projects with
high uncertainty, the definition of the process, deliverables and the milestones
becomes more significant for project success. Cases 1, 5 and 6 were all successful
although they had varying levels of focus on a well defined and standardized process.
In projects with higher uncertainty, teams that did not customize their processes were
less successful than others. The reason behind this appears to be the need for
validating the product frequently. With more iterative processes, intermediary versions
of the product are released and made available for the customer to review. This acts as
a synchronization mechanism for the project team. When uncertainty is high, this
mechanism helps the team stay on the right course.
Customization of the lifecycle stages refers to making changes to the process so that
the sources of uncertainty are addressed. For example, in one of the projects, the team
decided to prepare test cases before the start of product development. This allowed the
developers to get a better understanding of the functionality that the customer
expected from the product. In another project, the remote team modified their process
to match with the parent organization. This way, the team was able to put together
intermediate versions of the product more frequently.
Table 5-4 provides references from the case studies undertaken for this research.
These references support Proposition 2.
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Case

Project
Uncertainty

Quotes About SWD Process

Outcome

Case 1

Low-Tech
(1/4)

"We have [...] phases defined that we go through.
In general we have a whole development process
model provided by [our parent organization]. We
follow that model. Depending on [the project
situation] sometimes we overlook a few things and
bypass a few phases but in general we follow that
model." - PM
"What we figured out was that the key is
communication; how frequently you can talk to
your team members especially who are not sitting
in the same building. That is very important, you
have to communicate as much as you can." - LTM

Schedule /
Cost /
Quality
objectives
met

Case 2

MediumTech (2/4)

"We really want to focus on developing [our] CMM
capability. A certain level of competence. We are
shooting for CMM level 3 by the end of the year.
That's a pretty aggressive target. My project itself
was more working on a, we had more of an
extreme programming approach. We worked a lot
in teams, because we are a small team, we
worked a lot as a group. Solving problems,
attacking things, defining things, designing things,
as a group, small group. Then we break apart,
take on responsibilities. It was a little bit of an ad
hoc process." - PrM
"Actually, India owns the schedule. The technical
team owns [the schedule]. We bring the
requirements, and then the design is created, and
then they define the resources that are needed
and how long it's going to take. They do the
estimating." - PrM

Behind
schedule,
over budget
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Case

Project
Uncertainty

Quotes About SWD Process

Outcome

Case 3

High-Tech
(3/4)

"Within release 2 there were probably about 7 or
8, maybe about 8 different deliveries of... You
know, there was the initial prototype of each
hardware delayed, and then there was delivery of
software that enhanced the capabilities of that
blade and for an existing blade that already
existed, there was about 5 deliveries maybe 4
deliveries for that. I guess it's closer to about 10
different deliveries." - LTL
"Had we focused more on completing the spec,
which had got two-thirds done ignoring the
features that the organization in California didn't
need, we could have much more closely followed
the classical approach of specify, create
verification plans, then start development, design
development, then going to testing earlier." - LTL

Quality
objectives
met, behind
schedule,
over budget

Case 4

MediumTech (2/4)

"We actually split into phases, so they could
deliver to us in certain phases. [...] We followed
the Rational Unified Process cycle. So we split
into phases. You know, the inception, elaboration,
construction and then execute phases... Then we
reviewed the milestones, they were set at the start,
of the project. And the reviews we do weekly." PM

Schedule /
Cost/
Quality
objectives
met

Case 5

Low-Tech
(1/4)

"I think the only hiccups we had earlier were the
fact that the [offshore] company we chose was a
CMM level 5 company and [we are] not CMM
certified so there was a little bit of mismatch
between the level of maturity in ours and what the
expectations in terms of formality and documents
as to what we could provide." - Exe
"Once they understood that we were doing a little
bit of a, kind of a quasi-iterative process, they
decided that they would be flexible with their
development lifecycle. They also adjusted their
development lifecycle to be an iterative process."
- Exe

Schedule/
Cost/
Quality
objectives
met

Case 6

Low-Tech
(1/4)

"Because there is a process, we can continue
working. For example, the requirements document
gives us most of the answers. So we don't have to
wait. - PM"

Schedule /
Cost/
Quality
objectives
met

Table 5-4 References to Project Uncertainty, Software Development Process and Project Success
in the Cases
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5.1.2. Project Complexity and Project Success
5.1.2.1. Project Management and Software Development Tools

In the literature, knowledge management and communication tools have been the main
focus as a way to address the increased communication needs in complex projects.
One exception is the survey done by Iewwongcharoen [83] which identifies an
increase in the number of project management tools and techniques used as the
complexity of the project increases. Table 5-5 is a summary of the contingency theory
literature with a focus on tools.

Author(s)
Desouza and Evaristo
[53]

Ganesan et al [62]

Iewwongcharoen [83]

Maruping and Agarwal
[124]

Maznevski and
Chudoba [126]

Findings
As the projects get more complex, tools that are used to manage
knowledge should support both the need to centrally house
information from and about the project and the need to exchange
knowledge in the project using a person to person approach.
In complex new product development projects, virtual teams can
match or exceed the process and product knowledge transfer
capacity of face-to-face communication through using
communication tools if strong relational ties can be established.
As the project scope, duration and complexity increase, project
managers use more project management tools and techniques to
cope with additional management challenges.
Matching feedback, symbol variety and parallelism aspects of
information and communication technologies to specific tasks will
enable virtual teams to achieve greater levels of effectiveness.
Furthermore, the temporal stage of team development will
temper the effectiveness of a team's chosen communication
medium.
In effective global teams, more complex tasks and teams that
have diverse backgrounds or that are geographically diverse
require more communication tools and communication media that
are richer.

Table 5-5 References to Project Complexity, Project Tools and Project Success in the Literature

In addition to what was discussed in the literature, this research identifies that the
dependency on the usage of project tools becomes more evident when the project
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complexity is higher. Additionally, the type of efficiency focus the management team
has determines the tools that are used. In formal terms:

Proposition 3: The negative impacts of high project complexity on C/O SWD
project efficiency can be mitigated by the selection and systematic usage of a
project management and software development toolbox that addresses the specific
needs of the project.

As it can be observed in the cases that have been studied, the complexity of projects is
determined by the extent of dependencies among multiple moving components on
each other. For example, in case 3, the project was classified as an array and there
were dependencies between multiple hardware development sub-teams as well as the
software development team. Tools were used to a certain degree but a systemic and
comprehensive toolbox was not in place. This would have helped with the
coordination of multiple streams of development efforts. In case 5 on the other hand,
the management team did not use project management tools to coordinate the efforts
between sites. However, since the complexity of the project was low, it did not impact
the efficiency of the project. The outcomes of the other cases support this proposition
as well.
Another point to stress is the kind of tools to use. In projects where meeting the
schedule was of great importance, teams used scheduling tools more. When the
functionality and the quality of the end product were of greater importance, teams
used tools to support this. Again, in case 3, scheduling tools were not used very
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consistently, but a variety of tools were used for product specification and defect
tracking aligned with the project needs a lot better. As a result, the end product
received a much higher success rating.
Table 5-6 provides references from the case studies undertaken for this research.
These references support Proposition 3.

Case

Project
Complexity

Quotes About Project Tools

Case 1

System (2/3)

"So there is a [...] development investment
approval [process], and they come in and say
'We've got this idea and here's the type of
features we're going to put in this release, here's
the type of feedback we hear from the customers,
and our tentative schedule.' And then they come
in with an [...] implementation plan approval. So
they say here is my plan for implementing it, how
many resources it is going to take, exactly what
features ended up staying in after we did more
analysis and here is the dates that we are going to
deliver it. And then we track those plan of record
dates quite closely." - Exe
"We use templates a whole lot. And it saves, it
saves re-inventing the wheel, so it saves time but
also you build on it each time and make fewer
mistakes each time because you already have
everything that you thought of for all the releases
before." - PrM
"And another thing that is going to help [...] is
some sort of a checklist. For different phases,
sometimes basically people... [...] Sometimes
what happens is you say, 'OK, you are the lead,
and you have your responsibilities.' There is some
document that kind of documents your roles and
responsibilities. But sometimes they will miss.
They had these 10 things to do, they missed a
couple of things. Then all of a sudden, the
allocated time is over, and you missed these 2
things, now you need more time to do this stuff.
So we are devising more and more checklists, to
make sure that things don't get missed." - PM
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Outcome
Schedule /
Cost /
Quality
objectives
met

Case

Project
Complexity

Quotes About Project Tools

Outcome

Case 2

System (2/3)

"Our group starts off using MS Project in one way
and then a fellow project team over here, you
know, a fellow program manager, they are using
MS Project too but they are not doing the same
thing that we're doing. They using the same tool,
but not in the same manner—they don't lay it out.
So that's what we really have to formalize. So the
scheduling tool of choice is MS Project, or
somebody lays something out on an Excel spread
sheet or something." - PrM
"We're just establishing [a tool to track our
budget]. When we first started, I think our focus
was more on the application and getting pieces of
the application done as opposed to focusing on
our efficiency and how well we're doing the work. I
know when we first started, we literally blew
budgets." PrM

Behind
schedule,
over budget

Case 3

Array (3/3)

"We used PowerPoint slides to report status to
customers when they came to visit and e-mail to
report progress. We made a shift to use Microsoft
Project to do the detailed planning and resource
usage planning for the project, which was
important as we grew to have some tool that the
manager using it was comfortable with and that
was what he chose to use. Then we'd often, later
on especially, share those Microsoft Project plans
with our customer and with ourselves to show our
progress." - LTL
"Defect tracking and activity tracking [was] done
in Clear Quest. [It] manages and tracks defects
through software development and it also ties into
Clear Case, the configuration, management
system as well." - RTL

Quality
objectives
met, behind
schedule,
over budget
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Case

Project
Complexity

Quotes About Project Tools

Case 4

System (2/3)

"The project lead in India would have to produce a
weekly report saying what items they've done this
week, and what items they're going to work on the
following week. We use the traffic light system as
well to say whether something is going OK,
slightly at risk or very at risk with green or red.
That would be on the report as well, so the overall
status would be indicated with a color code
system. That was produced weekly." - PM
"In the end, everything came into Clear Case. And
it was all under source control. [...]A QA person
would take delivery of the latest version, they'd
install it, they'd try it. If they would find a defect,
they would raise it in Clear Quest." - PM
"The project leader in India [tracked schedule] and
the only thing that he used was Microsoft Project.
Cost was the cost for project members." - PM

Schedule /
Cost /
Quality
objectives
met

Case 5

Assembly
(1/3)

"The offshore team primarily used MS Project.
That was a project management tool that we
maintained schedules. We unfortunately on our
site did not use much of any project management
and that is one of the things that I was mentioning
is a weakness on our side. We ended up just
estimating what the times would be but we never
tracked the time. So I would say that definitely a
weakness on our side." - Exe
"[If this project were bigger] we would need to
have a much more formal [usage of project
management tools] because even today we have
few weeks late on our deliverables but it is only a
few weeks, not months but it is a very small scale
project compared to some of the other ones that
we have done. [...] This would have definitely hurt
us in a larger scale project." - Exe

Schedule /
Cost /
Quality
objectives
met

Case 6

System (2/3)

"The tools you use to do development
concurrently in US and India, you need to have
policies that you can enforce on the development
team. How to write code, coding standards. Check
in / check out process. Before you check a file in
without telling why you checkout out the file.
Infrastructure should support it. Because of
accountability, reliability. You want to trust your
system." - PM

Schedule /
Cost /
Quality
objectives
met

Outcome

Table 5-6 References to Project Complexity, Project Tools and Project Success in the Cases
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5.1.2.2. Project Metrics
In the literature, project metrics have been associated with better control over the
project. Within the context of contingency theory, the focus in the literature is on the
type of metrics (or control mechanisms) that are used on different project situations.
Table 5-7 is a summary of the contingency theory literature with a focus on metrics.

Author(s)
Davila [51]
Gupta and
Govindarajan [70]
Lynn and Reilly [117]

Martinsons et al [123]

Findings
Management control systems are used more intensively as
project scope increases..
As the performance evaluation of the remote offices become
harder, the focus shifts from the outcome to behavior control.
In new product development projects, recording, viewing and
filing information is critical for success because they facilitate
learning. Setting goals facilitates learning as well.
Metrics for IT cannot only focus on simple measures like return
on investment, net present value or internal rate of return. Metrics
should reflect cause and effect relationships, include sufficient
performance drivers and provide linkages to financial measures;
similar to what Kaplan and Norton [90] have proposed.

Table 5-7 References to Project Complexity, Project Metrics and Project Success in the
Literature

Findings of this research indicate that metrics provide a mechanism for consolidation
of efforts and communication in C/O settings. Careful and deliberate identification of
metrics helps teams stay on the same page as to what the objectives of the project are.
As the project complexity increases, this becomes more important in order to keep the
project under control. In formal terms:
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Proposition 4: The negative impacts of high project complexity on C/O SWD
project efficiency can be effectively addressed by the conscious selection and
systemic deployment of metrics that focus on the critical areas in the project.

Table 5-8 provides references from the case studies undertaken for this research.
These references support Proposition 4. In cases with higher complexity, the usage of
metrics played an important role in meeting efficiency objectives. This can be
explained by team members' focus on doing well in areas that are being measured. In
case 5, the parent organization did not put too much stress on metrics; however the
project was still successful. This is in line with proposition 4 since this project was
lower in complexity. In other projects, the levels of success in different areas are in
line with the types of metrics used. Metrics were not used effectively in case 2, which
seems to have contributed to low level of efficiency in this project.
In addition to providing the team members with a clear idea of what is important,
metrics act as a synchronization mechanism. Cost and time related metrics associated
with different lifecycle deliverables provide C/O teams with a clear understanding of
what exactly they need to be working on. In cases 1 and 4, metrics that focused on
such intermediary deliverables were devised and these projects were successful in
terms of efficiency measures. These metrics were not shared among the team in case 5
but being a less complex project; it did not impact the project's efficiency.
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Case

Project
Complexity

Quotes About Project Metrics

Case 1

System (2/3)

"For every project, our division has devised this
performance to commitment metric. And what the
performance to commitment does is basically it
says "how many weeks did you originally say in
your implementation plan that you are going to
take, how many people did you say you are going
to take, how many features did you say you were
going to implement and at the end of the project
we do another approval, product readiness
approval, PRA. At the PRA you have to say "Oh, I
said I was going to take 17 weeks, and I ended up
taking 19" and then give some explanation for why
that happened." -PM
"We have a dashboard which kind of gives you the
view of the activity and the team in one slide." PM
"If there is any testing going on, then you also start
showing some charts which show bug trends, that
show like submissions and closures and all that
and the bugs and some testing related metrics." PM

Schedule /
Cost /
Quality
objectives
met

Case 2

System (2/3)

"Actually, we do have metrics in place, but we
don't have access to that because it's again at a
high level where it's tracked... I know that we have
metrics in place, but how they're arrived; I don't
know much information on that" - OTL

Behind
schedule,
over budget
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Outcome

Case

Project
Complexity

Quotes About Project Metrics

Outcome

Case 3

Array (3/3)

"So first was function—trying to measure the right
function points. The second area when we got into
this really stabilizing the code and getting to a
point where we had an entry candidate, we
measured more on the defect find and fix rate. So
if we were fixing 10 defects a day, finding 10a
day... And you know we were fixing 3 a week.
Obviously we had a long ways to go. So that was
the software. And then the systems test area measuring progress there was very simple: Test
run, estimated number of tests needed to be run in
this amount of time, and then also watching how
many defects we were finding at that point. So that
one was fairly easy." - PM
"We blew the cost out of the water essentially
because when the project was scoped... There
were several schedule slips. [... ] The only way to
hold a schedule and ensure quality was to add a
lot more resources to it in terms of people and
equipment. So internally, we were measured on
costs." - PM

Quality
objectives
met, behind
schedule,
over budget

Case 4

System (2/3)

"We had a very detailed schedule and we kept a
close eye on the target dates. The focus was on
getting the product completed [on time and with all
the functionality]. You know, we had very clear
objectives for the product to achieve. We ensured
that all of those points were covered, the
functionality addressed all of those." - RTL

Schedule /
Cost /
Quality
objectives
met

Case 5

Assembly
(1/3)

"[Being a CMM4 organization], the offshore team
tracked budget, cost, schedules, [...] number of
defects, [... ] defect overruns, defect fixing
efficiencies, stuff like that" - PM

Schedule /
Cost /
Quality
objectives
met

Case 6

System (2/3)

"We send a status update every 2 weeks. In this
report, we have color codes for schedule. We
communicated the changes in schedule through
this report. This helped [the stakeholders] realize
that when they change things schedule is
affected." - RTM

Schedule /
Cost /
Quality
objectives
met

Table 5-8 References to Project Complexity, Project Metrics and Project Success in the Cases
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5.1.3. Project Pace and Project Success
5.1.3.1. Project Execution Strategy

Various solutions to sustain high pace projects in C/O environments have been
recommended. These solutions were not always labeled as project execution strategy
but the common theme among them is an initial planning of how the endeavor is going
to be undertaken and the modifications the management team makes to reverse the
effects of meet efficiency targets. Table 5-9 is a summary of the contingency theory
literature with a focus on strategy.

Authors)
Cooper and
Kleinschmidt [43]
Eisenhardt [58]

Lengnick-Hall and Wolf
[111]

Setamanit et al [161]

Findings
In new product development, the success of the product is
closely related with a well defined project execution protocol as
well as the proficiency of predevelopment analysis and planning.
Speed of strategic decision making can be increased by using
real time information, considering multiple alternatives
simultaneously and using experienced counselors. As the speed
of strategic decision making increases, performance in high
velocity environments increase as well.
In all 3 distinct strategy research streams (capability logic,
guerilla logic and complexity logic) causal links between action
and performance are defined but the stage they are defined and
the level of precision vary.
In global software development, different task allocation
strategies result in varying project durations. The performance of
these task allocation strategies may further be impacted by
factors like distance, culture, language, trust and time zones.

Table 5-9 References to Project Pace, Project Execution Strategy and Project Success in the
Literature

A good execution strategy empowers the management team to find a balance between
standardizing and deploying different conceptual framework components and making
modifications in the way these components are deployed. With a successful execution
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strategy, the team can find ways to meet the aggressive timelines that are implicated
by faster project pace. In formal terms:

Proposition 5: The negative impacts of last project pace on C/O SWD project
success can be mitigated by an agile project execution strategy.

Project execution strategy is different from the other framework components in the
sense that it focuses on how the other components can be modified. Organizations
may have a predefined set of tools, process lifecycles stages, metrics or established
organizational structures and organizational cultures. However, project execution
strategy may dictate that changes be made regarding these components in order to
meet the specific needs of the project. This is extremely important in high paced
projects, due to the fact that a well defined execution strategy minimizes any waste of
time during execution. A well defined strategy includes various components including
product requirements and product definition, available and dedicated resources and
their roles, cost / schedule estimates, work breakdown structure, risk assessments, etc.
If problems arise during execution, execution strategy provides the management team
with enough information to quickly devise alternatives.

Another reason is, as discussed above, in order to be able to address any issues that
arise in the fast paced projects, the project management team must be equipped with
the authority to make swift decisions. For example, case 1 was moderately fast paced
project and the project team modified numerous aspects of the way the project was
managed. As a result, the project was completed on time. Case 2 is a great example
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where the project manager was neither authorized nor experienced enough to modify
the execution strategy. As a result, the project continued to have the same problems
during its lifecycle. Cases 4, 5 and 6 were also moderately fast paced and they are
great examples of how the management team prioritized deliverables, customized
process steps or changed the order of steps and modified the organization to meet the
specific project needs.
Table 5-10 provides references from the case studies undertaken for this research.
These references support Proposition 5.
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Case

Project
Pace

Quotes About Execution Strategy

Case 1

FastCompetitive
(2/3)

"They have also done a little more with
storyboarding some of the features before they
implement so we not only do the design but kind
of talk about how is the interface going to look and
start getting some feedback from the customers" Exe
"You write a test case, and it's to satisfy a
function, some piece of functionality. But in the
process of writing the test case ahead of time, it is
forcing that engineer to understand what the
purpose of the thing is in the first place. They can't
do with one without the other. So I think the big
problem with cross geo development like this, we
have teams across distributed geographies, there
is something lost in the translation and by having
them write the test cases I think that really helped
mitigate that." - LTL
"There is a small window in the development cycle
that it is imperative that someone with a solid
understanding of the project be face to face with
the engineering. And that period is not writing the
test plans, not gathering the requirements, not
writing design, it is right at the tail end of low level
design and right at the outset of development." LTL
"[We had to demonstrate success quickly] so we
switched the model around last year to more
frequent releases. So our releases are small,
usually like, no more than a quarter." - PM
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Outcome
Schedule /
Cost /
Quality
objectives
met

Case

Project
Pace

Quotes About Execution Strategy

Outcome

Case 2

Blitz Critical
(3/3)

"So processes were in place, but key people
maybe were missing. We also had lots of
changes. [...] Once we got established with the
development team and were sort of moving, into
the development cycle and things like that, we all
of a sudden started to see a new process that
nobody understood and nobody had every used
before—things like that. We had a process of
changes to the process that were sort of thrown
in." - Cust
"Basically, we have two types of releases. One is
a functionality delivery release and one is a
sustaining release, which is a bug fixer. So
basically, what this is, we can say it's a very minor
like maybe a small change or like maybe one
small minor code change. [...] So basically,
following the process for that small thing, I think
takes unnecessarily too much time." - OTL

Behind
schedule,
over budget

Case 3

Fast (1/3)

Case 4

Fastcompetitive
(2/3)

Quality
objectives
met, behind
schedule,
over budget
"We were actually constrained to a finish date on
this project. So we weren't really given the project
and told, 'We want to achieve all this. Tell me
when it's going to finish.' It was more of a case of,
'We want to achieve all of this, and this is when
you need to finish it by.' The initial planning of it
went such a way that you know things dropped
off."-PM
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Schedule/
Cost/
Quality
objectives
met

Case
Case 5

Project
Pace
Fastcompetitive
(2/3)

Quotes About Execution Strategy
"In most cases what we notice is when we went
into the agreement with the customer with 3
milestones; there was a very clear understanding
that any acceptance of the milestones had to be
done by the customer and we had less than 3
weeks after the release was done to fix any issues
that otherwise there would be penalties associated
with the payment. So it was a big driver for us to
make sure that there were no overruns when we
deliver and any bugs that were reported were
minor ones and we could fix very quickly. So
having the formality upfront saved us a lot of time
down the stream" - Exe
"We had to re-set expectations on both sides as to
how much formality we could have on this project
and processes that we could follow versus what
they are used to doing. So we had to kind of
change the development model a little bit, but
maybe if that was discussed a little earlier on it
would have been a little bit smoother. But we go
through the hiccup and we didn't really have any
problems beyond that." - Exe
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Outcome
Schedule /
Cost/
Quality
objectives
met

Case
Case 6

Project
Pace
Fastcompetitive
(2/3)

Quotes About Execution Strategy
"With this project, since it was so high visibility, we
skipped many steps. I knew that it needed to be
done right away so we skipped steps. The culture
in this company is they want everything yesterday,
In this culture you have to be very strong about
following the process. If you don't, you miss critical
steps. In order to meet deadlines, we started
design and requirements at the same time. We
thought we could design some pieces w/o
requirements. It was a good idea at the time but
you cannot complete design w/o requirements.
We ended up doing some pieces twice. We still
saved some time doing that though." - PM
"Just because you've got a scope document and
everybody's signed it or you've added even more
people to review the thing and sign it, that
inherently doesn't mean that you're gonna have a
successful project because of the scope can
evolve or you can run into problems that weren't
envisioned. [...] You've got commitments from
people that resources are going to be available.
[...] That itself doesn't mean anything either. I may
agree to have a business analysis or a QA person
available based on a schedule that's been
provided to me by a project manager, but if that
schedule is created nine months before that phase
of the project is going to be derived or until or
when we reach that point of the project, all bets
may very well be off because something else has
changed; people have left the company; other
priority projects have come through or somebody
else that was scheduled met their schedule and
their project's available to be worked on and
because yours was late, resource isn't available
any longer. So that doesn't in and of itself
guarantee it's gonna be successful but it's more a
matter of perhaps, uh, showing that you've got the
appropriate budget and there's appropriate
cushion in that budget to provide for those types of
things. Because if a resource isn't available,
maybe you've got an option to go contract for a
QA person by example, if there's a contingency in
the budget that's available to be used for
something like that." - Exe

Outcome
Schedule /
Cost /
Quality
objectives
met

Table 5-10 References to Project Pace, Project Execution Strategy and Project Success in the
Cases
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5.1.3.2. Project Culture
The impact of culture on organizational success has been studied in the literature.
Culture is identified as an important determinant in the success of various project
management practices. This implicates that project managers need to forge and or
manage the project culture so that the needs of the project are met. Table 5-11 is a
summary of the contingency theory literature with a focus on strategy.

Author(s)

Findings

Aaker and Maheswaran
[8]

Cultural orientation has a systematic influence on persuasion.
Collectivist cultures have a much higher dependency on
consensus building compared to individualistic cultures.
In global teams, the greater the cultural and professional
differences among team members, the more complex the team's
messages will be; which dictates what communication
mechanisms to use.
Possible variations of how different cultures are characterized in
terms of their relationship to the environment, time orientation,
perception of the nature of people, orientation to activity, focus on
responsibility and space orientation forge different ways for
exercising project management practices.
A critical prerequisite for successfully pursuing a strategy is the
compatibility between the strategy and the corporate culture.

Maznevski and
Chudoba [126]

Milosevic [132]

Schwartz and Davis
[160]

Table 5-11 References to Project Pace, Project Culture and Project Success in the Literature

The literature focuses on the types of issues the project manager can address by
manipulating the culture. However, no explicit links between project culture and
project pace have been identified. This research proposes that in addition to a well
defined execution strategy, a project culture that supports the execution strategy is
critical for success in C/O projects. In formal terms:
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Proposition 6: The negative impacts of fast project pace on C-/0 S WD project
success can be mitigated by establishing a performance oriented project culture.

Project execution strategy may require a certain type of culture within the project
team. Culture is defined as "a collective mindset", "previously tested and working set
of responses", "a set of values, beliefs and metaphors", etc., all of which refer to tacit
principles that are shared by the team members. As discussed in the literature, unless
what the strategy calls for is in alignment with the culture within the project team, the
management team is not likely to implement it successfully.
Another aspect of how culture is a determinant of success of a fast paced project lies
in the team members' attitudes towards getting the necessary work done. In all the fast
paced projects studied for this research, the informants talked about certain traits
present in the team, like "hardworking", "can do attitude" and "enthusiasm". This can
be explained by the fact that, in addition to having a clear sense of direction, the team
members must be willing to buy into the sense of urgency that is set by the project
management team.
Table 5-12 provides references to some of the quotes that support this component.
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Case
Case 1

Project
Pace
FastCompetitive
(2/3)

Quotes About Project Culture
"I don't know how it is for the rest of the company.
But the fact that I make myself available at 11
o'clock at night on a daily basis during the
development cycle, is a necessity I thought and it
is not something that everyone does I don't think.
But it worked out. And I think that was critical." LTL
"[We look at] some basic English, the right
technical skills, and [...] this whole notion of
attitude, the person has to have a certain type of
'can do' type of attitude." - PM

Outcome
Schedule /
Cost/
Quality

objectives
met

Case 2

Blitz Critical
(3/3)

Case 3

Fast (1/3)

Case 4

Fastcompetitive
(2/3)

"I think one of the key things for me was that we
knew people, this sounds daft, but we knew
people were very keen to get a good job done. [...
It is important to] have the right people on board,
with the right skills. Enthusiasm - enthusiasm to
deliver." - PM

Schedule/
Cost/
Quality
objectives
met

Case 5

Fastcompetitive
(2/3)

"The people who work at the ODCs are very
diligent hardworking people and they crank out
code really fast. And it is good solid code. But it is
precisely what you ask for. There is not a lot of
ownership in the... Doing things that don't make
sense. Where as if you are an employee with a
company, someone tells you to write something
that you know is going to be inappropriate or not
work well, you say something, you talk to them,
discuss the design and work things out. With the
ODC it is just kind of 'here is a block, do it'" - PM

Schedule /
Cost/
Quality
objectives
met

"We do have some people there now who come
from the U.S., have lived here for a while, and who
are a lot more culturally similar, and it has
improved it somewhat, but it hasn't improved it to
the extent that you would hope." - Cust

Behind
schedule,
over budget

Behind
schedule,
over budget
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Case
Case 6

Project
Pace
Fastcompetitive
(2/3)

Quotes About Project Culture
"So in a cross-organizational structure, each
organization that's involved, really, unless they
have a long relationship of projects together,
which normally isn't the case, then clearly each
organization knows nothing of the other
organization. So you don't know how to navigate
each person's waters. It's like being in a sailboat
out amongst a bunch of islands with coral reefs
and submerged rocks everywhere and you don't
have a map and you don't have a depth sounder
and you don't have radar, so how are you gonna
make your way through that without sinking your
boat? Your odds of doing it are not very good." Exe

Outcome
Schedule /
Cost/
Quality
objectives
met

Table 5-12 References to Project Pace, Project Culture and Project Success in the Cases

5.1.4. Modes of Separation and Project Success
Different project management conceptual frameworks (as reviewed in chapter 2) and
the conceptual framework developed through this research have overlaps. These
overlaps can be explained by the fact that C/O SWD projects are still SWD projects.
However, "C/O project" is a recent phenomenon which has become more common
with the advances in communication and coordination technologies. Although the
tools and technologies that are available today provide the basic mechanisms for C/O
teams to work together, five types of separation that are frequently observed linguistic, temporal, geographical, cultural and technological separation -create other
challenges that did not exist before.

Technological separation refers to the cross site technological incompatibility. Cost,
availability and capacity of different technologies and technological infrastructure
generally vary across sites, especially when sites are located at different countries.
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Telecommunications infrastructure is the most prominent example. In cases 1, 2 and 4,
availability and speed of Internet connection was mentioned as a roadblock.
Geographical separation results in increased difficulties in coordination, a decline in
the frequency and richness of communication. As a program manager explained: "I
can look at you and get some sense of your responses to what I'm saying just by your
body language. And when you're on the phone with someone and they're invisible
except for their voice, it's a lot more difficult to read the things that they might not
say." Another example is specific to coordination of geographically separated teams.
A project manager explained: "[If it were a co-located team,] I could just print a memo
out, and make five copies and just drop it off. This is your charter for this quarter. It
could be handwritten, too. But for a global team, I cannot do that."
Temporal separation leads to a limited overlap between the working hours at different
team locations. The most obvious consequence of this is a reliance on asynchronous
communication modes. This communication mode that lacks the richness of
information may lead to issues dragging on which otherwise would be settled by a
quick conversation.
Linguistic separation is another factor that hampers communication and coordination
between sites. In C/O settings where native languages of the team members are
different, selection of the communication media becomes critical. In the cases studied
for this research, non-native speakers of English generally preferred asynchronous
modes of communication. This gave them extra time to process the information
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provided to them and to formulate how to express their thoughts. However, as
mentioned above, the delays associated with asynchronous communication makes it a
less than ideal mode of communication, especially when the project pace is fast and
uncertainty is high. Regardless of the mode of communication, linguistic separation
increases the risk of miscommunication, which in turn leads to project delays and
other problems.
Cultural separation refers to the differences in ethnic culture and differences in
organizational culture. Cultural differences prevent people from benefiting from
similar ways of thinking, similar organizational/ethnic context, cultural metaphors that
map problems at hand to a shared mental programming, etc. Articulation of complex
concepts becomes increasingly challenging when this mode of separation exists. As a
result, it becomes harder for individuals to come together as a functioning team.
During this research, no silver bullet was identified to mitigate all risks, address all
issues and ensure success for all possible kinds of C/O SWD projects. Instead, it was
repeatedly observed that successful C/O SWD projects are those that deploy CF
components in such a way that the effects of these modes of separation are minimized.
The following proposition expresses this more formally:

Proposition 7: The negative impacts of the five modes of separation (lingual,
cultural, temporal, technological and geographical) in C/O SWD projects can be
mitigated by collectively deploying the project framework components.
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The support for this proposition comes from the cross case analysis done in section
4.3. Through comparing each possible pair of cases, it was seen that better
implementation of the framework components increases the probability of success.
This is attributed to the fact that the conceptual framework components collectively
mitigate the effects of being separated.
The biggest challenges in C/O teams can be classified as communication and
coordination challenges. These are caused by the different types of separation. Table
5-13 provides the details of how different modes of separation cause these challenges.

Separation Mode
Linguistic
Temporal

Geographical

Communication Challenges
Miscommunication.
Reduced overlap between the
shifts worked by different teams,
less opportunities for
communication.
Decreased richness in
communication. Lack of informal
communication.

Cultural

Coordination Challenges
Miscommunication.
Limited opportunities to clarify
issues and get direction,

Limited opportunities to clarify
issues and get direction due to
reduced opportunities for
informal communication
Cultural influencing the way
team members communicate.
Unavailability of coordination
tools in every site,

Cultural influences acting as a
filter on communication.
Technological
Unavailability of communication
tools or a reliable communication
infrastructure in every site.
Table 5-13 How Separation Modes Create Communication and Coordination Challenges

Table 5-14 shows examples of explanations provided by the informants on how the CF
components address communication and coordination challenges.
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Framework
Component

Supporting Statement

Execution
Strategy

"The fact that [we decided to have QA over there] was good as well because
there was no time lag between releases." - Case 4, PM
"If you are working on a product simultaneously on both ends and trying to
keep the coordination up on both sides, I have seen that being a challenge.
Everything is in synch, trying to make sure that everybody is working on the
same thing at the same time. On our project the reason why it worked is we
carved out the pieces of the project that we were not going to work on, the
GUI and the communication and we just offshored it to them." - Case 5, Exe

Organization

"[Building this project organization] was a conscience effort on the behalf of
our management here. Exe was key in actually setting up the India technical
center, so he knew the skills of the people who he'd been interviewing and
who he was employing. And we deliberately picked people with a strong
development background to work on this—people who could think out of the
box and come up with their own ideas." - Case 4, PM

Process

"The way that we work doesn't matter. We have a complete process and the
tools to support that process and we have half of our engineering team in
Russia, half over here, and our management is across different sites, but it
works pretty well." - Case 1, LTM
"I can see the difference between our teams on our first release, on our
second release versus 4.5. Just pretty dramatic and it is because of the
processes that we put in place. And organization has grown, the individuals
have grown. That helped tremendously too, but if all the same people we
are still doing it without the processes, I don't think it would have been
nearly as successful." - Case 1, PrM
"Well it goes back to setting expectations and driving a team towards a
common goal. So, for instance, sub-system integration: The first time you
bring pieces together in a system, you have components for software that
are in one site, you have components for hardware that are in another,
maybe the chassis and the back plank come from a third party provider.
How do you bring all those pieces together? And how do you make sure all
the interfaces and the hooks are there between sites. One way you do that
is by identifying process and procedures and milestones that ensure that
those processes and procedures are met." - Case 3, PM
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Framework
Component
Tools

Supporting Statement
"Because imagine especially with a global team. Otherwise I could just print
a memo out, and make 5 copies and just drop it off. This is your charter for
this quarter. It could be handwritten, too. But for a global team, I cannot do
that. I can but it is just harder. I can't drop it off, have to fax it over to them
and make sure that they've received it and a pile of paper basically. Tools in
that was are basically more important." - Case 1, PM
"Yeah, tools are for, and for the more people and the more engineers that
are working on a single software project, or if it gets done in multiple
locations, the tools become extremely important because how does
everybody look at whatever the current version is, Where's the committed
code, where's the latest greatest stuff, how do we get it from one location to
another, and all of that stuff." - Case 3, RTL
"[We had] specific milestones [due by] the end of the first iteration, the first
construction iteration. And then we had to see the milestones for all the
modified functions by the end of the second iteration. [...] They were stored
in the project plan. And the project plan was openly available to everybody
and was communicated to everyone" - Case 4, PM

Metrics

"We have actually lived without metrics and we got burned. When you are
just hearing things, you are just hearing guesses, This is fine, we are on
track. Everything is looking good'. And everything is all of a sudden not
good. And it is really bad. It is not just mildly not good, really bad. But we
have gone through that time that we haven't tracked any of the stuff. And it
was really hard and we were more vulnerable. Big slips, more unknowns.
With metrics, now we know exactly what are the right things to look at at the
right time." - Case 1, PM

Culture

"One thing is one should do this right up front, consider cross-team and get
this idea in people's mind and treat...Everybody realizes who the other
members are, how they work together. This should be brought up right up
front rather than trying to fix it On the go. People have to start realizing how
they work together, how they value what each other group does right from
the beginning. And that culture, I think, needs to be built in right from the
beginning." - Case 3, Exe
"They wanted to learn the software; they wanted to learn how we worked as
a company and what we did. And I think them actually having to be forced
into the deep end and actually use a piece of software straight from the
word go, they were enthusiastic enough to do the project, and then near the
end of it when they actually come to complete a project, they were
enthusiastic enough to get off the project because they were having another
project dangled in front of them which was of even more importance" - Case
4, PM
Table 5-14 Statements About Conceptual Framework Components Mitigating the Effects of
Separation

In addition to these references, Table 5-15 provides a summary of how the CF
components address the communication and coordination challenges as observed in
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the studied cases. This table can be seen as a list of the first order effects the CF
components have on the challenges associated with C/O settings. Second order effects
are related to the integrated nature of the CF components. These components can be
used in such a way that they support each other to be more effective. As a result,
combined usage of the CF components address the challenges that arise from C/O
settings more effectively. The way these components support each other is
summarized in Table 5-16.
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Ensuring face-to-face communication at certain
lifecycle stages.
Recruiting team members who fit well with the
intended project culture.
Emphasis on tools that support asynchronous
communication

Organization

Tools

Culture

Identifying metrics that measure what the team is
expected to focus on so as to align efforts

Standardization of tools so that all team members are
aware of what outputs they are expected to produce

Establishing a chain of command so that all team
members can get quick resolution to issues that may
arise.

Include many synchronization points in the process
where the intermediary outputs can be reviewed
Having a process that has minimal dependencies
among sites

Ensuring that all team members are on the same
page in terms of the project objectives so that team
members' efforts can be aligned.

Coordination Challenges

Table 5-15 How Framework Components Mitigate Communication and Coordination Challenges

Providing a framework as to what the steps that the
team will follow are with specific milestones and
deliverables.

Process

Metrics

Ensuring that all team members are on the same
page in terms of the project objectives so that team
members' efforts can be aligned.

Communication Challenges

Strategy

Framework
Component

to

o

CF
Tools

Metrics

Culture

Strategy cannot
be successful if it
is not aligned
with the culture

Metrics

Culture

The cultural
make-up of the
C/O team may
have implications
on the execution
strategy

Metrics provide
information about
the execution
strategy success

Tools

Organization

Pick project team
members who
are more aligned
with the project
culture

Table 5-16 How CF Components Support Each Other

Tools support
processes

The right project
team is critical to
make the
process
successful
Tools can be
used to present
performance
indicators

The cultural
make-up of the
C/O team may
have implications
on the project
culture that is
established

Process dictates
the types of tools
that are needed

Organization

Process

Process

Based on the project execution strategy, the management team may make changes to the
components to make them more effective

Strategy

CF Components that are Supported

Strategy

Components
that Provide
Support

5.1.5. Alignment of Projects with Business Objectives and Project
Success
The connection between project selection and project success has been studied in the
literature. In order for the organizations to be successful, resources need to be
allocated to activities that are well aligned with the overall business strategy. Table
5-17 is a summary of the literature that talks about the necessity to align business
strategy and projects for the success of the organization.

Author(s)

Findings

Artto and Dietrich [12]

Linking projects and business strategy increases the top
management's ability to manage the organization, communicate
the organization's intended strategy and allocate resources to the
"strategically right" activities.

Cleland [35]

Projects do not stand alone in the organization; they have to
support larger organizational plans.

Srivannaboon [173]

An alignment process is crucial for any organization to
consistently achieve business goals through project
management.
Table 5-17 References to Project Selection Strategy and Project Success in the Literature

The findings of this research are in complete agreement with the literature. What was
thoroughly discussed in the literature has been verified from a different perspective in
this research: While the literature mainly focuses on the alignment between the
organizational strategy and portfolio of projects, this research focuses on the
assessment of project success given its alignment with the business strategy. It is
proposed that projects are deemed more effective as the level of alignment increases.
In formal terms:
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Proposition 8: Project effectiveness can be achieved through the alignment of the
project with the business objectives.
A summary of the project alignment scores, project efficiency scores and project
effectiveness scores from chapter 4 have been provided in Table 5-18. The data has
been ordered by the decreasing values of project effectiveness score. It can be
observed in this table that there is a correlation between the project alignment score
and project effectiveness score. However, this does not appear to be the complete
picture. Project efficiency score seems to play a role in the effectiveness as well. For
example, case 4 has a higher project effectiveness score compared to cases 5 and 2
although its project alignment score is equal to or lower than these cases. However,
the efficiency of the case 4 was the highest among all the cases studied while the
efficiency of the case 2 was the lowest. It has been observed that, as long as the
efficiency of the project is acceptable, project alignment becomes a significant
indicator for project effectiveness. However, very low project efficiency may become
detrimental to project effectiveness. This is the case when the project takes so long
that the opportunity has been lost or the cost of the project has made the financial
gains less significant than originally predicted.
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Case

Project Alignment

Project Efficiency

Project Effectiveness

Score

Score

Score

Case 3

5

2.6

4.35

Casel

5

4

4.2

Case 6

5

3.8

4.2

Case 4

3

4.2

3.95

Case 5

4

3,5

3.55

Case 2

3
1.3
3.18
Table 5-18 Summary of Alignment, Efficiency and Effectiveness Scores

5.2. The Conceptual Framework
A visual representation of the conceptual model developed in this research can be
found in Figure 5-1.
Cooper [42] contends that the quality of the output in new product development
projects is dependent upon the "completeness, consistency and quality of execution"
of the lifecycle stages. Since SWD projects deliver new products, the same principle
applies. One point that the focus of this research diverges from new product
development is the C/O aspect. C/O settings, as studied in this research, add a new
layer of challenge to projects in addition to the existing challenges that exist in new
product development projects.
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The following discussion may help better explain what the CF prescribes for different
types of projects.
If a project scores low on all of the uncertainty, complexity and pace dimensions, there
is no need to focus on any aspects of the framework in particular. However, in order to
address the effects of separation, the project management team would need to
selectively deploy the framework components. For example, if language will be a
barrier in communication with the remote team members, an organizational setting
where more face to face communication is possible may have to be adopted.
Additionally, communication tools that emphasize asynchronous modes of
communication, metrics that clarify what is important, and a process with many
synchronization points may need to be used.
If a project scores high in one of the uncertainty, complexity and pace dimensions, the
framework identifies the most important two components that need to be focused on.
However, the remaining components cannot be neglected. In order to make the most
important components work, the management team needs to ensure that these
components are sufficiently supported by the other components. For example, if the
project uncertainty is high, organization and process will need to be emphasized.
However, the project team will probably also need to support the processes with the
right tools, identify metrics that will provide an understanding of the status of the
project, focus on a project culture that does well in high uncertainty situations and
define a strategy that will enable the successful implementation of the process.
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The conceptual framework developed in this research provides a mechanism to
increase completeness, consistency and quality of execution. This is done through the
identification of the controllable aspects of the project system that the management
team can adjust in order to address varying levels of uncertainty, complexity, pace and
separation. Additionally, the CF suggests that leveraging the effectiveness of
individual framework components by using other CF components, the management
team can mitigate the negative effects of separation.
Several components within the conceptual framework ensure the "completeness" of
the execution of the lifecycle stages. The process component dictates the different
steps that need to be followed during the project. An established process that has been
used in other projects contributes to completeness. With an established toolbox, the
project team knows what kinds of outputs need to be generated to be successful.
Metrics ensure that the right areas in the project are looked at. A high performance
project culture sets the right mindset through the team that thoroughness is required in
execution.
"Consistency" is also improved via multiple components. A well defined process
contributes to consistency. Tools support processes. With a well defined toolbox that
is deployed successfully, team members, even if dispersed, can deliver outputs that are
consistent across the team.
"Quality" of execution is supported through a well planned execution strategy.
Strategy ensures that the unique circumstances of the project are addressed. Having
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the right people on the project organization is another factor that supports the quality
of execution. With the right skill set available to the project, the likelihood of
achieving objectives is significantly improved. If a quality oriented project culture is
established within the team, this further supports the quality of execution. Metrics
enable the team to monitor the quality of execution.
As discussed in the previous sections, the components within the framework support
each other. The findings of this research suggest that the increased project challenges
due to the various modes of separation can be affectively addressed by leveraging this
aspect of the conceptual framework.
While all these components are major contributors to success in time / cost / quality
objectives of the project, the contribution to the effectiveness of the project are
limited. Even if the project if executed as well as it can be, if the end product is not
aligned with the business objectives of the parent organization, then effectiveness
cannot be guaranteed.

5.3. Validation
The conceptual model developed was validated using two methods. The first method
was though meeting with a senior technical project manager to discuss two completed
projects and apply the conceptual framework to these projects to predict their success.
The second method was through the application of the model to existing case studies
to see if the proposed relationships hold. The details of these two approaches will be
explained in the next sections.
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5.3.1. Validation through Application to New Cases
An interview with a senior project manager was held to talk about 2 recent C/0 SWD
projects. The following 2 tables summarize the findings from the interview. The first
project had a higher level of uncertainty which was addressed by a well established
process and organization. Complexity was also high. This was addressed via
successful usage of tools and metrics. Strategy and culture were less well established
but it did not create any problems since the pace was low. The outcome of this project
would be predicted to be efficient based on the conceptual model. It would also be
predicted to be effective since the alignment score was high. Actual results fit the
estimates.
The second project had a medium level of complexity and uncertainty. The pace was
medium as well. The components were very poorly managed. The outcome of this
project would be predicted to be not efficient based on the conceptual model. A high
alignment score is a predictor for high effectiveness. However, the informant
explained that the project was most likely going to be terminated due to the repeated
failures on the vendor side. This is in line with the conceptual model since low
efficiency may lead to low effectiveness.
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Score
Characteristics
Product
Novelty

3/3

Technological
Uncertainty

These scores are from the project classification surveys filled
out by the informants.

3/4

3/3
1/3

System Scope
Pace
Inputs
Strategy Alignment

This was a strategically well aligned project. It enabled the
organization to securely and selectively share customer data
with vendors. This was a prerequisite for outsourcing certain
operations.

Strategy Project
Execution

There was not a particularly well established project execution
strategy that planned for contingencies.

Organization

The project was taken by teams in Portland and New York. The
PM, who was located in Portland, spent time with the New York
team. There was very frequent and direct communication
between the team members. Chain of command was clear.

Process

The organization's well established process followed. The
remote team used their own processes. Interfaces between the
programming components were well defined so the process
was not standardized.

Tools

Considerable amount of documentation based on templates
was produced and shared between teams. Other tools for
schedule and quality were also utilized.

Metrics

Weekly status updates that tracked defined performance
objectives were shared with the stakeholders. During testing, a
set of metrics that tracked bugs were used.

Culture

The team members were hardworking individuals. However,
there was no separately established project culture that
focused on performance.
Outputs

Project
Efficiency
Project
Effectiveness

4
These scores are from the project,success surveys filled out by
the informants.
Table 5-19 External Vendor Secure Web Access Project Profile
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4

Score
Characteristics
Product
Novelty
Technological
Uncertainty

2/3
These scores are from the project classification surveys filled
out by the informants.

2/4

System Scope

2/3

Pace

2/3
Inputs

Strategy Alignment

The project was a strategically well aligned. Outsourcing
certain operations would allow the organization better focus on
its core competencies.

Strategy Project
Execution

The vendor was selected without any proper analysis and the
project was kicked off without any upfront planning.

Organization

The project was undertaken by 2 development teams who
worked for different companies. The vendor was not doing well
financially so they had limited resources. Moreover, several
departments from the vendor participated in development but
there was no coordination or communication among them.

Process

The organization had a well defined process but the vendor did
not. They followed a code and fix approach which cost the
teams a lot of time as the project progressed.

Tools

Project management tools were used by the organization but
not by the vendor.

2

Metrics

The organization tracked defined performance objectives and
shared them with the stakeholders. The vendor did not use any
metrics. During testing, a set of metrics that tracked bugs were
used.

2

Culture

A performance focused project culture was established. Team
members worked many extra hours.
Outputs

Project
Efficiency
Project
Effectiveness

1.3
These scores are from the project success surveys filled out by
the informants.

Table 5-20 Customer Service Outsourcing Project Profile
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1.9

5.3.2. Validation through Existing Case Studies
268 case studies have been obtained from Dr. Aaron J. Shenhar, who is a respected
scholar in the project management field and a professor of project, technology, and
program management at Rutgers Business School. These case studies were prepared
by students of Dr. Shenhar's Advanced Project Management classes at Stevens
Institute of Technology. In these reports, various projects were evaluated using
different frameworks, including frameworks that evaluate the project type and project
success.
Out of the 268 case studies, 32 that were C/O SWD projects and that had sufficient
information on various CF components were identified. These case studies ranged
from 15 to 50 pages. The projects that the case studies looked at were C/O projects
that were undertaken in telecommunications, information technology and software
industries. Within each case study, scores regarding the uncertainty, the complexity
and the pace of the projects as well as efficiency and effectiveness evaluations were
provided by the authors. Additionally, detailed discussion on the strategy,
organization, process, tools, metrics and culture components were included. A score
was assigned to these components using the same criteria identified earlier in this
chapter. The following results were observed:
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w

The "expected efficiency" column is calculated using the following logic: If
uncertainty, complexity or pace is scored as low, their corresponding CF components
(organization and process for uncertainty; tools and metrics for complexity; strategy
and culture for pace) do not have an effect on success. If uncertainty, complexity or
pace is scored as medium, their corresponding CF components must average a
minimum score of 2.5. A score lower than that will cause the project to be
unsuccessful. Project will be successful if the average score is greater than 3.25.
Anything in between is likely to be less then completely successful and are assigned a
medium expected efficiency.
As can be seen in Table 5-21, expected outcomes highly overlap with the actual
outcomes: 29 of the 32 predictions are accurate. This suggests that by applying the
theory developed in this research, practitioners can expect to see improvements in
project efficiency.
In the literature, it is suggested that observations that cannot be explained by the newly
developed theory may provide additional insights and opportunities for theory
improvement. However, a review of the 3 outcomes that were inaccurately predicted
did not reveal uncommon results. The outcomes of project #67 and project #124 were
predicted to be less efficient than the actual results. However, the difference is not
significant. The efficiency of project #113 was predicted to be low although the
project was successful. Revisiting this case study did not provide any additional
insights either. The authors use the following language when they are discussing
project efficiency: "The perception for this project was that of a successful one, even
244

though there were some obstacles to overcome." It is possible to speculate that there
may not have been clearly defined efficiency target to begin with. As a result, the
perception of efficiency may have been high, although the project was actually not
very successful from a time / cost / quality perspective.
Table 5-22 provides the expected and actual effectiveness scores. In this table,
"expected efficiency" column is calculated using the following logic: If alignment is 4
or higher, expected effectiveness is high. If alignment is 2 or lower, expected
effectiveness is low. If alignment is 3, expected effectiveness is equal to the efficiency
score.
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Table 5-22 also shows a good level of overlap between the expected and actual
effectiveness of project: 23 out of 31 predictions are accurate (1 of the case studies,
#226, does not provide information on project effectiveness so the sample size is 1 less
than the previous table). Additionally, 4 projects that have been terminated were
predicted to have low effectiveness.
The 4 remaining project effectiveness scores that were different were from projects
#66, #101, #102 and #174. The actual outcomes of projects #101 and #102 were
slightly different than the predicted ones. A review of these case studies did not reveal
any additional insights. The difference is attributed to the expected variance in results,
given that the CF is not 100% accurate. Project #66 was predicted to have high
effectiveness but it was terminated. This was due to very low project efficiency. The
authors attributed this low efficiency to a lack of leadership involvement,
communication and an understanding of the process. In this project, the efficiency was
so low that the project got cancelled, which prevented the long term benefits from ever
being realized. This possibility is accounted for in the CF. Project #174 was predicted
to have low effectiveness but it actually had high effectiveness. The mismatch is
primarily due to the formula used to predict effectiveness. The formula suggests that
because the alignment score was 3, the efficiency score is determinant of the
effectiveness score. This simplistic formula did not hold in this particular case which
generated the difference. In actuality, although the project was not well aligned, it still
supported the organization's business.
Here are a few selected case studies to provide additional support for the CF.
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Project #95 was evaluated as a low uncertainty, low pace but medium complexity
project. The possible negative effects of complexity were reduced by excellent usage
of tools and metrics. The other components of the framework were not deployed as
effectively but this did not cause any issues due to low uncertainty and pace. Good
alignment ensured high project effectiveness.

Score
Characteristics

1/3

Product
Novelty
Technological
Uncertainty

These scores are provided in the case study.

1/4

System Scope

2/3

Pace

1/3
Inputs

StrategyAlignment

The project was a strategically well aligned. The product
definition was exactly what the end users wanted.

5

Strategy Project
Execution

The project manager was a good manager of tasks but she was
not an experienced project manager. The project management
team did not make many changes over the way project was
managed.

2

Organization

Some resource shortages. Partial involvement from the
customer. "Lack of people skills".

3

Process

Organization's process was used in an ad-hoc manner.

3

Tools

Various project management tools were utilized to keep the
project under control. These were standardized across the
project.

5

Metrics

Metrics were defined upfront and were used by the project
management team to track the project status.

4

Culture

Although performance focus was established later in the
project, it was not a in place at the beginning.

2

Outputs
Project
Efficiency
Project
Effectiveness

High
These scores are estimated from the information provided in the
case study.

Table 5-23 Summary Information on Project #95
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High

Project #178 had a moderately high uncertainty and complexity but slow pace.
Execution strategy and culture scores are high but since the pace was not a concern,
they did not contribute to project efficiency. Process, tools and metrics were deployed
with limited success, project organization however was excellent. Uncertainty and
complexity were addressed partially. The efficiency outcome of the project is medium,
as expected. High alignment score correlates with the effectiveness score.
Score
Characteristics
Product
Novelty
Technological
Uncertainty

2/3

These scores are provided in the case study.

2/4

2/3
1/3

System Scope
Pace
Inputs
StrategyAlignment

The product was fairly well defined. Product definition was
updated during the project to account for details not captured.

4

Strategy Project
Execution

The project manager was very experienced and made some
changes to the other components to address problems.

4

Organization

The project organization was established so that needs of the
project and the skill set matched. Communication within the
team was fairly good. Some problems arose but were handled.

4

Process

Parent organization's process was utilized without any
changes. The vendor did not use the same process.

3

Tools

Parent organization's tools were used with a limited level of
standardization.

3

Metrics

A limited number of metrics were used by the project team to
track progress.

3

Culture

The team members were very performance focused. Especially
towards the end of the project, they put in a lot of extra effort.

4

Outputs
Project
Efficiency
Project
Effectiveness

Med.
These scores are estimated from the information provided in
the case study.
Table 5-24 Summary Information on Project #178
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High

Project #228 was a fast paced project that had low complexity and low to medium
uncertainty (low product novelty, medium-high technological uncertainty). If the pace
of the project did not have to be fast, it would have been a lot more successful. The
scores given to most components are favorable. However, execution strategy and
culture were not well established, as a result, the project suffered from it.

Score
Characteristics
Product
Novelty
Technological
Uncertainty

1/3

These scores are provided in the case study.

3/4

1/3
3/3

System Scope
Pace
Inputs
Strategy Alignment

The product was well defined and the expected benefits were
known.

4

Strategy Project
Execution

Fairly inexperienced project manager with little authority.
Minimal changes were made to the other components.

2

Organization

Fairly good communication within the team, all necessary
players available. Chain of command exists but the PM is not in
charge of the team.

Process

The parent organization had a process in place and this was
utilized. Minimal or no customization to the process.

Tools

3

Metrics

The project manager used a formal system to collect
monitoring information and presented these to the senior
management on a weekly basis.

Culture

Very functional unit oriented culture, no performance focus.

4

Outputs
Project
Efficiency
Project
Effectiveness

Low
These scores are estimated from the information provided in
the case study.
Table 5-25 Summary Information on Project #228
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High

5.4. Discussion
The conceptual framework that was presented in this chapter is a theoretical model
that can help to improve the probability of C/O SWD success. Similar to other
theoretical models, it possesses 5 features that Dubin [55] identifies, as discussed in
section 2.8. Table 5-26 provides an overview of these features.

Characteristics of a Theoretical
Model per Dubin
Variables or Units of Analysis

Corresponding Features of the Conceptual
Framework
Nature of the project
Framework component implementation success
Project outcome

The laws of interaction

Nature of the project determines which framework
components need to be focused on. A good fit
between these two and alignment with business
objectives increase the probability of success.
C/O SWD projects
Varying levels of uncertainty / complexity / pace;
varying maturity levels of strategy, organization,
process, tools, metrics, culture; project outcome
Propositions as listed on section 5.15.1

Boundaries
System states

Propositions

Table 5-26 Features of the Conceptual Framework

The proposed conceptual framework suggests that based on the uncertainty,
complexity and the pace of the project, the project management team must focus on
particular aspects of the project management system in order to increase the
probability of success. Additionally, since this conceptual framework focuses on C/O
SWD projects, a mechanism to cope with the additional challenges that are associated
with this environment is presented: Utilizing the integrated nature of the framework to
address the effects of various modes of separation.
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The proposed conceptual framework shares some similarities with the existing
literature, as can be seen in the literature reference tables. For instance, to a certain
degree, each individual component has been studied in the literature as a means to
increase project success. References to various articles in the literature have been
made in the preceding sections. On the other hand, a comprehensive framework using
a contingency approach to address C/O SWD project challenges has not been
investigated before. The proposed conceptual framework is expected to help
organizations fine tune their project management approach for C/O SWD projects.
Consequently, this is expected to result in an increased level of success.
The framework is contingent. It provides a contingency approach for managing C/O
SWD projects based on different project situations. The proposed conceptual
framework is empirically established and validated: case study research was used
using multiple companies and cases and real-world data. The theory development
process utilized within-case and cross-case analyses. Propositions were developed and
used to develop a comprehensive framework. The strengths of the framework include
its generalizability across different types and sizes of projects, and different levels of
project complexities. Its limitation is the relatively small number of cases used to
develop the framework. However, Eisenhardt [57] argues that four to ten cases are
sufficient for analytic generalization.
Various points of view were integrated in all cases. This minimizes bias. The
conceptual framework was then applied to 2 additional cases through an interview
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with a project manager for validation. Additionally, 68 case studies from the literature
were studied to further demonstrate the validity of the framework.
The framework is new to the literature and is expected to fulfill Research Objective 1:
To develop a systematic conceptual framework for successful implementation of C/O
SWD projects.
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6. Results: The Success Factors for Cross
Organizational Software Development Projects
The goal of this chapter is to address research questions 4 through 6:

R-4: What are the success factors in C/O SWD projects?
R-5: How are they different from that of in-house SWD projects?
R-6: How can these factors be effectively implemented?
Critical success factors (CSFs) are the activities that must be executed in order for the
project to be successful. CSFs are not optional.
Enabling practices (EPs) support CSFs. They represent efficient ways of fulfilling the
CSFs as recommended by the informants of this research. A significant difference
between CSFs and EPs is that EPs are merely recommendations, whereas CSFs are
crucial for success.
In the next sections, CSFs that are associated with strategy, tools, metrics, process,
organization and culture will be discussed. For each CSF, EPs that were mentioned by
the informants will also be provided.
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6.1. Strategy Related CSFs and EPs
6.1.1. CSF01: Incorporate the Voice of the Customer into the
Product
In the majority of unsuccessful projects, the participants indicated that the reason for
failure was inaccurate product requirements. In the successful projects, on the other
hand, informants repeatedly stressed the importance of this success factor. Unless the
customer's needs are the driving force behind the product, the chances of success are
significantly reduced.
EP: Inspect Requirements. A program manager said: "[One of the] lessons learned
[for us] was to never underestimate the power of inspecting requirements. I think
when requirements aren't understood assumptions are made." An executive said: "We
are trying to use the product requirements gathering methodologies that [our
organization uses] to be very very specific about what these requirements are. Are
they measurable? Are they specific? And cross-checking that with the customer to
make sure that we're really clear about what it is they intend. [...] Now there is an
audit that is done on it to make sure that the requirements are specific and
measurable." Another informant said: "The requirements deserved probably more face
to face scrutiny." Having specific and measurable requirements, having the
development team go over the requirements and discuss any question marks with the
customer and ensuring that all parties are on the same page can help with the
successful incorporation of the voice of the customer to the product..
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6.1.2. CSF02: Establish Clear Project Objectives and Success
Criteria
An executive said: "When we first created [the requirements], they were so large in
scope that they could be interpreted many ways. And I think that is what happened
with the [remote] team. They started executing on the parts of what they thought were
the most important and that did not necessarily match the parts that our customers
thought were most important". Project Charter defines the expected output from the
project. However, how this outcome translates into more specific objectives may not
be obvious to the team members. With a lack of specific, measurable, attainable,
relevant and timely objectives, team members may lose their sense of direction,
morale may be negatively impacted and valuable effort may be wasted. The project
management team must identify and clearly communicate the project objectives and
criteria or measures that must be met to be deemed successful.

6.1.3. CSF03: Identify Clear Guidelines for Project Management
In order to enable the team meet the project objectives, the project management team
must have clear directives as to what trade-offs can be made during execution versus
what is not negotiable. For example, if time is of the essence, fast tracking, crashing
the schedule, scope reduction, etc. may be options. A clear prioritization of competing
objectives enables the management team to make adjustments to meet the most
important ones.
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6.1.4. CSF04: Document Communications and Share Information
A program manager explained: "[A key point on C/O projects is] good documentation
of decisions, action points, closed actions, risks, closed risks, issues, closed issues and
so you keep a good trail of.. .Lots of times groups will make decisions and then three
weeks later they will revisit them because people have forgotten or there, you know,
you don't have the water cooler advantage when you have remote teams." As is briefly
mentioned in the quote, the most effective way of distributing information in C/O
teams is documenting the information and making it available for reference. The
project management team may consider different options for information sharing in
order to keep all the stakeholders posted.
EP: Create Shared Document Repositories. Leveraging technology to create shared
document repositories is a method that is widely used in the industry. All sites must
have access to these shared repositories for reference. A program manager indicated
that their organization strived for making all reference materials available
electronically. This is a "pull" approach where information retrieval is initiated by the
stakeholders. "Push" approach should also be used to complement information sharing
where the management team publishes status reports, minutes, issue logs, action items,
etc. and sends these out to the stakeholders. In all of the successful projects, the
management teams indicated that they have a process in place to publish these articles.

6.1.5. Cases and Strategy CSFs
Table 6-1 provides a list of Strategy CSFs deployed in each case.
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Cases

Strategy
Component
Score

Casel

. 5

CSR)1

CSFQ2

V

Case 2

2

Case 3

3

Case 4

5

Case 5
Case 6

5
4

V

CSR,3

V

CSF(J4

•

>/
V

V

V •
V

. V

V
V
V
V
Table 6-1 Cases and Strategy CSFs that were Deployed

V
V

6.2. Process Related CSFs and EPs
6.2.1. CSF05: Deploy Small and Frequent Releases
In all the successful projects that were studied for this research, the informants
stressed the importance of breaking large scope projects into smaller, more
manageable releases. This enables the project team to deliver functionality quickly and
keep the customer involved through frequent communication, requirements gathering
and testing. Additionally, every release gives the customer to "see what is being
developed, and if it is not being developed in a way in which they envisaged it". The
informants indicated that trying to deliver everything at once "slows the project down
and prevents the delivery of results quickly enough". Dividing the project into smaller
releases and "having the customer identify and prioritize the features that go into a
release" increase the chances of success considerably. An executive stated: "When we
switched to a rapid release model, it has enabled us to be constantly going back to the
customer and have this conversation about 'what do you really need' and 'here we got
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the latest one, try this out and let's prioritize the whole list again'". This approach
enables the project to align itself with the evolving needs of the customers.
EP: Use a Pipeline. The management of a successful project with multiple releases
used a pipeline and a set of criteria to prioritize which new features in the pipeline
would be added to the product next. In this project, whenever the management updated
the roadmap, the reprioritized all features in the pipeline using these criteria with
weights associated with each criterion.
EP: Implement Zero Based Project Selection. Zero Based Project Selection
approach is successfully used by some of the organizations. This approach, rooted in
the Zero Based Budgeting technique, is explained by a project manager as follows:
"Because you only have x number of people, [...] based on the priorities, if you
ordered them properly in prioritization, you can draw a line, and say 'these features
will not be able to be administered this quarter.' So once that is done, this goes
through review within the management team. [...] This is [how I] plan my quarter."
This best practice also supports the key success factor where the team delivers small
and frequent releases.

6.2.2. CSF06: Build a Set of Relatively Standardized but Flexible
Project Management Activities
Project management activities make up processes. Standardization of the project
management activities across the team provides consistency, which is more crucial in
C/O teams compared to in-house teams. Through standardization, the project
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management team can provide a shared understanding of exactly what deliverables are
expected from the team members.
While standardization is vital, flexibility is also important in order for the project team
to accommodate the unique needs of a C/O setting. "Relatively Standardized but
Flexible" refers to a controlled process with well defined stages, milestones, tools and
metrics so that the project team can benefit from a certain level of predictability.
However, as the unique situations present themselves, the process must be agile
enough to respond. For example, a team lead explained what he did to increase the
developers' knowledge of the software they were developing: "We focused on writing
the test cases ahead of time. [...] One thing I did was I set aside time prior to
development. And it was right after design. [...]Then [during] the actual testing
process, I had the engineers rotated, [so that they would] understand [the software] as
a whole..."

6.2.3. CSF07: Establish Effective Communication among
Stakeholders
The biggest hurdle that C/O settings introduce to project settings is the hampered
communications that stem from the various types of separation between sites. With
effective tools and methods, some management teams were able to alleviate the effects
of these separations. Only when this challenge is addressed can the teams function
together and produce successful products/
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EP: Emphasize Written Communication. An executive said: "We tend to emphasize
a lot written communication. So, there is lots of room for misunderstandings and there
is room for language issues to come up and we emphasize creating some opportunities
for face to face discussions. You have to actively work to build a relationship, and to
make sure you've got a good team and communication going." In this statement, she
provides three recommendations: Increase written communication, create
opportunities for face to face discussions and build a relationship.
EP: Designate and Block Regular Communication Times. In some of the cases
studied for this research, distributed teams designated a certain time slot that was
blocked on everybody's calendars for communication. An executive explained: "What
we decided is that we will block out [time]. Currently it's from 8:00 am to 11:00 am
PST. [...] For any potential meetings you might schedule with the India development
team, that's the time frame that is blocked out on both sides of the world. So, it's later
in the evening for them, 8:30 to 11:30 at night, but if we need to set up any kind of
stand-in meetings or one-in two weeks time, we'll flip that. So, in two weeks, the U.S.
team will be meeting 8:00 or 8:30 in the evening till 11:30 at night. It doesn't mean
that every night this is happening, but it's just that that's the agreed upon time, and so
we try and honor that as best we can. [...] But that's one thing that has been
essentially a best known method for us that we have arrived at."
EP: Identify Communication Guidelines. A project manager explained: "Of course
the work hours are very awkward because of the time zone difference.[...] So, there
were some struggles there and there were just some communication, you know, where
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we needed to be more.. .we needed actually to codify some communication guidelines
to make sure that the teams were staying in sync." These guidelines specified the
situations where the team members could be contacted outside the identified work
hours.

6.2.4. CSF08: Plan for and Control Project Management Activities
and Manage Risk and Change
Dwight D. Eisenhower is reputed to have said "In preparing for battle, I have always
found that plans are useless, but planning is indispensable". Similarly, going into the
project, with signed-off project and product scopes, the project management team
must come up with the schedule, cost and quality plans. These become the baselines
that the project is measured against throughout its lifecycle. The project management
must control any deviations from these plans and take corrective actions as necessary.
If scope change requests are made by the customer, or the project team needs to make
changes in the scope / cost estimates or the schedule, this change must be managed
and communicated to all stakeholders. A program manager stated: "[If] there is no
process for change management, if there is no process for updating the requirements
and updating your test plan and updating your designs based on those findings that
happened [...] and no tool to capture it then you have problems. And those problems
[...] multiply, for sure, if it is cross site."
EP: Establish Risk Accountability. An informant said: "In addition to calling out
risks and sorting risk factors by probability and impact, in some projects risk factors
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were assigned to individuals. This enabled the team to keep a closer eye on the risk
factors and manage them more effectively."

6.2.5. CSF09: Build Flexible Software Development Processes
Similar to the project management processes, software development processes should
be standardized but flexible. An example of how standardization can help is in the
following statement: "We have a well defined [implementation plan] form. [...] It has
a fixed format. [...] We can circulate this among the team members, including the
remote ones, and receive everyone's input. Additionally, it helps me keep the team
focused on where we are headed." However, flexibility is also important. As quoted
before, a project manager said "depending on the size of the team, you can apply [our
software development lifecycle] to a five hundred person project, you can apply to a
five person project. But you have to scale."

6.2.6. CSF10: Match the Formality Level to Project Characteristics
Formality level refers to the amount of artifacts required by the development lifecycle
and how consistently the project management team is tracking them. As the formality
level in a project increases, the overhead associated with creation and review of the
artifacts increase as well. However, this may be beneficial for bigger projects. As the
number of project stakeholders increases, the number of communication channels
exponentially increases as well. As a result, capturing and distributing the project
information effectively may require higher formality levels. However, if the project is
small in size and if the project team needs to move forward very quickly, then the
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formality level may need to be adjusted to meet that requirement. A project manager
said, "[An important factor is] focusing on the processes that are in place and ensuring
that you do have processes in place and that also just making sure that you actually
adhere to them or that when you don't, you know that you're not... You make some
conscious decisions to bypass a step to speed a project up, but understanding that
you're picking up some additional risks with doing that. So those are some of the
things that we've done."

6.2.7. Cases and Process CSFs
Table 6-2 provides a list of Process CSFs deployed in each case.

Cases

Process
Ponent
Score

Com

Case 1

5

Case 2

2

Case 3

3

Case 4

4

Case 5

3

Case 6

4

CSF05

CSF06

V

V
V
V

V
CSF09

CSF08
Case 1

5

Case 2

2

Case 3

3

Case 4

4

Case 5

3

Case 6

4

CSF07

CSF10

V

V
V

Table 6-2 Cases and Process CSFs that were Deployed
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6.3. CSF11: Tools Related CSFs and EPs
6.3.1. Customize and Standardize the Project Management Toolbox
Project management tools support the production of managerial deliverables. These
tools can be manual as well as in software package format. Examples include
scheduling software, status dashboards, templates for development lifecycle
deliverables like marketing requirements, design requirements and status reports.
Customization of tools refers to selecting a set of tools and modifying them so that
they support rather than hinder the project management process. In all the successful
projects that were studied, the team iteratively fine tuned the toolbox so that it was
more in line with the particular needs of the project.
Standardization of the tools is deploying these tools so that the whole project team
uses them and they use the tools consistently across the project team. Here is quote
from the project manager of a project that was late: "Our group starts off using Project
in one way and then the fellow project team over here, they are using Project too but
they are not doing the same thing that we're doing. They using the same tool, but not
in the same manner—they don't lay it out. So that's what we really have to formalize."
EP: Use Simple Tools. Tools must be simple. For example, a project manager
indicated "I can only think of one time in my career that tools have been a detriment,
and it was actually a tool that... We had an architect who was a math wiz, and he
created a risk management tool that was just, it was just hideous. And we had to spend
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lots of time inputting data to it, and it would spit out this gobbledy goock. And we had
to try to make sense of it and it was very difficult."

6.3.2. GSF12: Customize and Deploy the Collaborative Technology
Toolbox
Collaborative technology tools facilitate communication among distributed team
members. Through the deployment of these tools, the project management team can
mitigate the effects of various modes of separation. A team lead that was interviewed
said: "Another aspect [of project success] is proper tools and infrastructure. One of the
main things that was done with this project is [that we were] in the process of
deploying Clear Case across the organization, which is an enterprise based
configuration management system. And had that not been in place, it would have been
insurmountable to keep the software development under control in multiple sites. [...]
We knew Clear Case could solve the multi-site development problem and we had been
pushing that. And it was put into place and this [...] project was primarily one of the
first recipients of that on a large scale. So that was another success factor that came
into play." It is critical for the project management team to pick the tools that will
most effectively address various modes of separation that are impacting the particular
project.
EP: Limit the Number of Tools. In order for the tools to be effective, the project
management team must also limit the number of tools to a predetermined toolbox,
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identify the guidelines on their usage and provide the necessary training to all sites so
that the tools can be effectively used.

6.3.3. CSF13: Address Technological Separation between Sites
C/O SWD relies heavily upon using new technology. This includes telecommunication
technologies as well as collaborative software development tools that require faster
computers to run on. In order for the C/O teams to work together, it is critical to
ensure that all sites have the necessary equipment and infrastructure. One of the
executives stated: "[We] make sure [upfront] that they have all the necessary
equipment that they need. If they are not able to proceed because they are missing
something, [then project will be negatively impacted]."

6.3.4. Cases and Tools CSFs
Table 6-3 provides a list of Tools CSFs deployed in each case.

Tools
Cases

Co

",P°nent
Score

CSF11

Case 1

5

V

Case 2

2

Case 3

4

V

Case 4

4

V

Case 5

3

Case 6

3

CSF12

CSF13

V

V

V
•

V

V

V

V

V

V

V
Table 6-3 Cases and Tools CSFs that were Deployed
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6.4. Metrics Related CSFs and EPs
6.4.1. CSF14: Set Realistic Targets
As far as the project efficiency success goes, setting realistic targets is of utmost
importance. If the time / cost / quality targets are not realistic, no matter how well the
project is executed, they will be missed. In addition to this obvious aspect of setting
achievable time / cost / quality targets, it is also important to ensure that all
stakeholders are on the same page on what these targets are. This may be hard to
accomplish. A program manager explained: "When you are tracking programs
according to budget, time and content, you are tracking those programs according to
their definition. You cannot track programs on something undefined. Sometimes
people have expectations. Sometimes they think, 'I thought this product could also
provide solutions for A, B, C , even though it was never defined as a part of the
program. This is where the frustration starts."
EP: Formalize Scope Definition. Adding formality to the process as the scope of the
project is being identified and getting sign offs from all stakeholders have been
mentioned as an EP by several different project management professionals.

6.4.2. CSF15: Manage Stakeholder Expectations
In addition to setting realistic time / cost / quality targets, managing stakeholder
expectations is also very important. This is in alignment with the under-commit overdelivery rule of management. One of the project managers indicated: "One big factor
on people's perception on success is what they expect. Something that needs to always
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be managed is customer's expectations. If they are expecting something up here
because you told them 'we can do anything and can do it on time' then they'll expect
that. Any screw up and they are upset. All of a sudden there is no way you can be
successful. But if you setting with them realistic expectations that you are continuing
to update along the way [...] and their expectations are based on reality, then they are
going to be reasonably happy as long as you've done your job."
EP: Use Meetings to Disseminate Information. One of the enablers for this success
factor is using every meeting as an opportunity to disseminate information. A team
member said: "In the weekly meetings, we get an update on the project status.
Everything on track, or not. If it is not then what should we do kind of stuff. Is
documentation on track, test planning on track, all of that stuff, this is a tracking
meeting basically. We also use that meeting to disseminate information to remote the
remote team. The remote team lead then would take that information to her team."
Additionally, in projects that the stakeholder expectations were managed well, the
project management team spent extra effort communicating with the stakeholders. A
project manager explained: "Much of my time, well probably some of my best spent
time, has been just educating our customers on what's really happening and then
actually having them meet with the developers, because they, you know, they read
things in the paper and they hear the water cool kind of discussions, and it's really
easy for these things to kind of spiral out of control and all out of any semblance of
any kind of accuracy. So, that was just a good thing that we've done and we've
continued to manage."
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6.4.3. CSF16: Use Metrics as a Communication Mechanism
Metrics can be leveraged to address the C/O project issues caused by different modes
of separation. A senior program manager explained: "People will deal with what they
are measured on. That's the big thing. Measurements are good. Metrics are good
because people's common behavior is 'I am being measured, I will make that
measurement good'. If you want to emphasize something, measure it." Through using
metrics, the management team can make it clear for team members, local and remote
alike, what objectives need to be accomplished. Another benefit of using metrics is
that they can be used to communicate the status of the project to the other
stakeholders, especially the customer and the sponsor of the project. Metrics can make
potential problems visible quickly and help initiate escalation processes in a timely
manner.
EP: Utilize Metrics to Instill a Performance Focused Culture. In some projects, the
management team used metrics to not only facilitate communication but also to infuse
a high performance project culture. A project manager explained: "In fact there is
another indicator that I gave, the one that leads get basically is during testing every
day we will send out a mail saying this person has these many showstoppers, these
many highs, these many mediums, these many lows to address. That mail goes out
every day basically out to people so they can see [...] this other guy has only five, I
have got ten. So some of these things help with people's motivation and commitment."
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6.4.4. CSF17: Demonstrate Product's Benefits
Especially in C/O SWD projects with an end product that is for the organization's
internal use, it is critical to demonstrate the benefits of the product. A project manager
said: "Even though we had support from two levels up from [my boss], we did not
have support from the customers. This particular project had a very hard time during
the first year and a half. It also looked like somebody was imposing a new tool, new
process on them. And then second year, we realized that we need to have some sort of
marketing, some sort of direct customer contact. So we started showing some indicator
that the software was being used. We also started quantifying how well it was
performing, how much benefit we got out of it. And people started seeing some
value." In conjunction with other key success factors like delivering frequent releases,
demonstrating the benefits of the product is crucial to secure the ongoing support from
the customer.

6.4.5. Cases and Metrics CSFs
Table 6-4 provides a list of Metrics CSFs deployed in each case.

Cases

Metrics
Component

CSF14

CSF15

CSF16

CSF17

V

V

V

Score
Case 1

4

V

Case 2

1

Case 3

3

Case 4

4

Case 5

2

Case 6

2

V
V

V
V

Table 6-4 Cases and Metrics CSFs that were Deployed
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6.5. Organization Related CSFs and EPs
6.5.1. CSF18: Define Roles and Responsibilities Clearly
A project manager indicated that "defining [roles and responsibilities] helps improve
coordination of team members." An example of what may go wrong when roles and
responsibilities are not crystal clear came from a program manager: "There was an
assumption by [the system group] that the compliance [team] just got their own
equipment, put it together, made sure their scripts ran, and it was not their
responsibility to support them., Yet the system team had all the expertise. So the
compliance team obviously fell down because they did not prepare nor did they think
that they had to support their own script development. [...] So we had a disconnect
and a misunderstanding about roles and responsibilities." Definition and
communication of roles and responsibilities help generate a synergy so that the team
may produce results greater than the sum of what the individual contributions might
have amounted to.
EP: Use Tools for Support. Some teams used tools like the Responsibility Matrix to
clarify roles and responsibilities upfront.

6.5.2. CSF19: Have a Chain of Command
The decision making style within the project can be anywhere within the spectrum of
absolute collaborative decision making and absolute centralized authority. Regardless
of this, chain of command, a succession of individuals from a superior to subordinate,
needs to exist. Chain of command ensures the assignment of the responsibility of
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making and owning decisions. Although decision making part can be delegated, the
ownership or the responsibility should still stay within the right level of the chain.
This helps with conflict resolution and collection and dissemination of information as
well.
The importance of a chain of command is even more important in C/O projects. One
of the executives explained why: "Sometimes the management style, the need for
clarity around the project status and the need for crisp action is not seen or understood
across organizational boundaries." A program manager added: "The first thing [the
remote team] needs [is] a clear communication path. And that is communicating
escalations, communicating status, and basically the required interaction to ensure that
expectations are being met and set appropriately." Another informant, a team lead,
supported this: "Recognition of who ultimately is in charge in settings where there are
federation of groups is critical for the success of C/O projects."
EP: Designate On-site Leaders. Ensuring that the remote teams have a person who is
in charge locally worked well in various projects. In one of the successful projects that
were studied, the executive explained the setting as follows: "The local lead or
manager is the one sitting in front of the developers during their daytime, he provides
local support. So he understands some of the higher-level vision, the strategy, he
understands some of those things which help him answer questions locally.
Additionally, he is a local leader that they can look up to. They don't have to look up
to me basically or whoever the US counterpart is."
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EP: Train and Empower On-site Leaders. Ensuring that the remote on-site leader is
up to speed on different aspects of the project helps with this CSF. An executive said:
"One of the other things that I was really keen on doing was making sure that the
development team, in particular, the development managers and some of the technical
leads, really understood the business that they were supporting. So, I've really insisted
that they all spend time and have one-on-ones with the stakeholders that they are
developing applications for so that they have a better understanding of what it is
they're doing and why they're doing it."
EP: Plan for Independent Software Modules. Another best practice is to plan for
relatively independent software modules. When the software developers are not
collocated, reducing the dependency between separated development teams through
assigning them relatively independent software modules is a tactic that some of the
teams have used. Since the communication and coordination needs are reduced when
this method is used, some of the negative effects of separation are minimized. A
prerequisite for this tactic is well defined interfaces between the modules so that
integration of the modules later in the project is not time consuming.

6.5.3. CSF20: Align Project Organization with the Process
The best organizational structure for projects would be where all stakeholders are
collocated. This would allow for excellent communication opportunities and address
most of the separation issues that exist within C/O teams. However, since this is not an
option in C/O teams, minimizing the distance between the stakeholders that need to
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communicate the most contributes to the success of the project. For example, an
executive explained: "We started with the US resources doing the requirements
gathering for the [product] and that was really important, I think, to accomplish
because most of our key customers are here in the US. When you look across [our
organization], there is a lot of activity in Russia but it tends to be more focused around
testing, some of the simpler coding, lots of testing. And if you look at where the
decisions are being made about products, what is going to happen to them, whether
something is ready to be released, whether it still has bugs that are blocking it from
going out the door—all these decisions are happening in the US. And the people who
are making those decisions are the ones who are going to be using [the product]."

6.5.4. CSF21: Provide True C/O Team Leadership
Building a functioning team in C/O environments can be challenging since team
members have very limited or no opportunities to interact with their remote
colleagues. As the opportunities for interaction become scarcer, it becomes harder for
the management team to inspire, motivate and control. Project success is greatly a
function of how well the project management team leads the C/O team. With limited
capability to lead and a project team that is not acting as a cohesive unit, success may
be threatened. An executive observed: "It is easy for the remote team members to feel
left out" The following supporting statement came from a program manager: "The
cohesion of a team is huge. In other words, that all sites feel like a team and they're
working together to build something rather than throwing something over a wall to
another group. And that synergy helps you. For instance, if this site has a resource and
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another site is suffering if the expertise crosses over, if you can offer that, you have
optimized, right? And that's a huge advantage."
EP: Have Executives Visit Remote Sites. One of the executives explained: "I went
and spent time quite a bit in these locations to make sure that they considered others as
part of the team and not a team that's just out there". This gave the message that all the
sites are valued equally.
EP: Recognize Accomplishments. "Recognition of the work done by all sites helps
establish the perception of being a team of equal members" as explained by one of the
informants.
EP: Have Face-to-face Meetings. Among all team building activities, the informants
indicated that face-to-face meetings with remote team members is the most effective.
A program manager said: "The biggest [setback] is that it is very hard to understand
people when you have not seen them face to face. That always stays the biggest
problem. If you see them face to face, meet with them a day, two days basically, a lot
of these problems go away." A project manager indicated: "I was able to arrange when
the customer makes a visit once in a while. When they were here last time in February
or March, I arranged a meeting of them to the whole team, so they understood who
their.. .1 mean they send e-mails back and forth, but you don't see them or much talk
to them because of the time difference. It makes a difference when you see somebody
face to face and are one on one talking to them versus through impersonal e-mails."
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EP: Know the Available Skill Set. Another EP is gathering a good understanding of
the available skill set within the team in order to better determine what the team is
capable of. Again, this may be harder in C/O environments. Explained an executive:
"When [you] have to do a C/O project, [you] may not be knowledgeable in the other
skills available to you, how best to distribute the work so that you maximize people's
strengths. That's something that you learn not when you come in new but...See, the
next project that I'm doing I have a lot better understanding of what strength I'm
going to apply to which area of the project. So it's easier once you know the people
and you don't know cross-sites, you don't know who that person is and what their
skills are for sure you don't have too much luxury in making those decisions in the
beginning."

6.5.5. CSF22: Use All Communication Channels at All Times
The aforementioned five modes of separation constitute great challenges for
communication in C/O teams. As a result, it is of great importance to use as many
communication channels as possible,
EP: Have a Designated Travelling Diplomat. In a number of projects, having onsite
representation was identified as an EP, even if it is not the management team. Here is
how a program manager explained this approach: "And one way you remediate
[communication challenges] is by having a diplomat who travels on-site to whatever
those remote locations are and have interpersonal skills to be able to establish as well
as technical and organizational skills to be able to determine what is the culture there
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and what are they saying, periodically. That diplomat can tie together then the people
who need to be able to communicate and help to translate. Not on a language basis but
[also on a] cultural basis."

6.5.6. CSF23: Cultivate Ownership
One of the challenges in C/O teams is getting the buy-in of all the team members. It is
easier for the C/O team members to feel detached from the project. The project
manager of a project that was failing but got turned around provided the following
example: "QA were the customers of this project. Basically, we were providing
resources to kick start this automation project before they brought on their automation
team. [...] We had a change in QA managers half-way through the project, and the
new QA manager didn't really feel a sense of ownership over it even though his tester
was actively involved in it. So by the time that we had finished the work and
transitioned it to QA fully, we really didn't have full buy-in." Without the team
members feeling a strong ownership for the project, success is unlikely.
EP: Clarify Individual Contributions. One of the ways the project management
team can cultivate ownership by motivating team members through communicating
the team the big picture and how what they are doing contributes to it. An executive
explained: "[It is necessary to show all team members] how their tasks and what they
own relate to the whole. In order to understand that you have to have an architectural
view of the system you are building. Whatever kind of system it is, it does not matter.
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Everybody has to have, at some level, granularity, a picture of the whole. And that's
why I mentioned architecture as a key element."
EP: Align Careers. Alignment of the career objectives of the team members with the
objectives of the project is another EP to get the necessary buy-in from the team
members. A project manager explained: "Understanding your team, their capabilities,
understanding where each of those guys want to take their career to, giving them
opportunities so that you can get the most productivity out of the team. I mean, if I
don't strategize internal usage of resources, I could be making assignments within the
team that will not be as productive."

6.5.7. CSF24: Build a Relationship with the Customer
In addition to having the right organizational setting, working closely with the
customer and making the customer a part of the process every step of the way is a key
success factor. A team member stated: "We have had people spend time in New
Hampshire, for example, and on the other side to look at the stakeholders, and just
building up that relationship. I think this is the key thing to making sure that you are
understanding their requirements and people are telling you promptly when they see
something going wrong instead of waiting for the product to come out and just not
using it."

6.5.8. CSF25: Get the Best Resources Available to the Project
This is one of the more obvious key success factors. With resources who fulfill the
necessary roles effectively, success becomes more likely. However, this research
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indicated that there is a slight variation in the range of criteria C/O teams should
consider. Here is an example as explained by a project manager: "If it is a Russian
person, we do look at their English skills. They should be able to communicate. They
should definitely know English at a certain level. And then they improve. When they
come into [our organization], there is [an office] in Russia, they have some training
courses, language training courses. Some basic English, the right technical skills, and
[our organization] has this whole notion of attitude, the person has to have a certain
type of 'can do' type of attitude. They may be technically good, they may have very
good English speaking skills, but if they don't exhibit that can do type attitude, then
we will overlook it only if the interviewers saw a sign that you can kind of ignite this
in this person. If you can't see that, like a very negative person basically, it does affect
the interviewers"
In all the projects that were studied, a critical observation that was made was the
parallels between the project management skills and the efficiency of the project.
Although, the importance of her was not explicitly stated, the project manager is very
critical to the success of the project.

6.5.9. Cases and Organization CSFs
Table 6-5 provides a list of Organization CSFs deployed in each case.
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Cases

Organization
Component
Score

CSF18

5

Case 2

3

Case 3

3

Case 4

5

V

Case 5

4

V .

Case 6

4

5

Case 2

3

Case 3

3

Case 4

5

Case 5

4

Case 6

4

V

V

Case 1

Case 1

CSFig

CSF2()

V

CSF21

V

V

V
V
V
V

V
V
V

CSF22

CSF23

CSF24

CSF25

V
V

V

V

V

V

V
V

V

V
V

V
V
V

V
V

Table 6-5 Cases and Organization CSFs that were Deployed

6.6. Culture Related CSFs and EPs
6.6.1. CSF26: Build a Menu of Culturally Responsive Strategies
In order to be able to have the cultural diversity awareness work to the benefit of the
project team, it is key to develop a menu of culturally responsive strategies to foresee
and avert potential problems. In one of the projects, the project manager observed:
"[Remote team members] will never say no. You could keep giving them more and
they will never say no. So a lot of things you have to learn and adjust to get the best
out of those guys." As it is the case in this scenario, using the facets of variety of
cultures within the project team to gain efficiencies may come with a cost. The project
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manager continued: " You can use it to the advantage. They will never say no. You
could give then twice the work and they will not say no. They will try to do it. But I
don't know what impression they will build of you at the end of the day, at the end of
the year."
EP: Provide Training in Different Cultures. One of the EPs for deploying this CSF
is giving team members training on the cultures of other team members.

6.6.2. CSF27: Hire Team Members whose Personalities are
Compatible with the Organizational Culture
For C/O project team members, in addition to the technical skills, experience level,
educational background, etc., having the right attitude is critical. Although this may
seem obvious, in a cross cultural team environment, selection of the team members
based on their ability to fit into the parent organization's culture is an aspect that gets
attention in in-house projects. An executive indicated: "Constructive confrontation is
expected in our company and it may be hard to teach [our remote team members]. So
we chose our applicant along those lines." In this project, there was little or no conflict
between the team members due to intercultural issues.
EP: Utilize Personality Tests. Some companies used personality tests to determine
the fit between the organizational culture and the personality of the applicants.
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6.6.3. CSF28: Find Effective Ways of Carving a Project Culture
Establishing a project culture is not easy. Project team members tend to choose
patterns of behavior that they have been programmed to display. However, in order to
create a team, the management team needs to carve a culture and do this quickly.
Finding effective ways of carving a project culture is critical.
EP: Promote Favorable Behavior. One of the project managers used the term "cross
pollination" to describe how he influenced his team to acquire desirable cultural traits.
Here is how he described it: "You can take one person as an example that you like or a
certain behavior in a person that you like and you try to showcase that to other people.
Kind of [trying] to create a viral type of thing. Good behavior and good attitude is [...]
seen as being rewarded. And others say, 'Well, this is good'. You will develop some
sort of culture in the team, whether you try it or not... You will develop some sort of a
culture."
EP: Listen. Here is what another project manager explained: "They were able to
realize 'I don't have to be like a typical Russian, I can be this way'. [I think it helps] if
you [listen to] their ideas. Then they say 'Somebody does hear our ideas and does like
them and does promote them'. Then the next time they will know that within this
group of people, at least, I can voice my ideas, voice my concerns. So it does change
basically. They do realize that the culture in this team is different. It is just how you
build it basically. If you don't listen to their ideas, they will never bring up ideas. If
you do, then they will, they will be more creative. It all depends on what you want
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them to be." Given that is hard to change culture, this EP may be effective on the long
run.

6.6.4. Cases and Culture CSFs
Table 6-5 provides a list of Culture CSFs deployed in each case.

Cases

Culture
Component

CSF26

CSF27

CSF28

Score
Case 1

5

V

Case 2

3

Case 3

2

Case 4

5

Case 5

5

Case 6

4

V

V

A/
V
V

V

\/

V

V

V

V

Table 6-6 Cases and Culture CSFs that were Deployed

6.7. Discussion
The objective of this chapter was to address research questions 4 through 6. For each
of the components in the framework, CSFs that ensures the success of these
components were provided. Furthermore, some of the enabling practices that were
mentioned in the data gathering interviews were provided for each CSF. These
enabling activities help organizations implement the CSFs.
Research question 5 focuses on the differences between CSFs that are identified in this
research and that of in-house SWD projects. The identified CSFs are common to in
house and C/O projects for the most part. Exceptions to this are CSFs that only make
sense in C/O environments, like "Address Technological Separation between Sites".
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The importance of the CSFs in C/O environments tie back to the discussion provided
in chapter 5: Collective successful implementation of the framework components is
important for any SWD project, however it is more critical in C/O projects. This is due
to the increased challenges in C/O environments and the ability to address these
challenges through using the CF, which is of highly integrated nature.
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7. Conclusion
7.1. Discussion of Results
This research looked at a particular project type; namely C/O projects that focus on
SWD. These projects are especially interesting to research due to the increasing
amount of SWD work that is being outsourced, coupled with historically low success
rates associated with such projects. Moreover, various researchers have prescribed
tactics to improve the success rate in projects, including C/O SWD projects. However,
these tactics typically do not take the project situation into account and do not ensure
success consistently.
The primary research result is the conceptual framework which uses five dimensions
to categorize projects, six project management components that can be selectively
deployed to address project specific challenges, and two project outcome metrics. The
five dimensions to categorize C/O SWD projects are uncertainty, complexity and pace
of the project; degree of separation between project team members; and extent of the
project's alignment with business strategy. The six project management components
are process, organization, tools, metrics, execution strategy and project culture.
Finally, the two project outcome metrics are project efficiency and project
effectiveness.
Projects with high uncertainty have an end product that is new to the world or they
utilize new technologies to implement the end product. This research showed that such
projects benefit the most from a project organization and a development process that
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reduce the negative effects of uncertainty on project performance. If the project
organization includes the right resources and supports rich communication between
various stakeholders at critical points during the development lifecycle, then
uncertainty can be minimized. For example, this research showed that if requirements
gathering takes place where the customers reside, if development leaders from
different sites can be collocated during design or if a team member travels regularly
between sites during the project to keep in touch with all parties, project success is
likely to be higher. Similarly, it would help to improve the success of the project if the
team used a development process that allows for an iterative approach where end-user
feedback is regularly incorporated into the product. Producing prototypes to get early
feedback from the end-user would also reduce uncertainty. This concept is not new:
Uncertainty can be minimized by emphasizing the collection and dissemination of
information using a horizontal project organization. The findings of this research
support this approach, which is both reasonable and intuitive.
Projects with high complexity tend to also have a larger scope and more people are
typically involved. As the number of people increases, it becomes necessary to support
processes and the project organization with tools. Tools create a shared mechanism to
collect, process and disseminate information. Tools also often include metrics. For
example, scheduling tools typically reflect the status of the project in terms of time.
Similarly, tools that are used to capture bugs during testing provide useful information
about the quality of the product. These metrics also help the team collectively
understand what needs to be done, what the objectives are, and how the project is
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progressing. Coordination of efforts becomes increasingly hard as the number of
participants increases. Tools and processes provide an increased level of formality to
the process in order to keep all parties synchronized. This aspect of the CF is also
reasonable and intuitive since tools and metrics are often associated with better project
controls in the literature.
High paced projects are only deemed successful if critical timelines are met. In a
project where the pace is fast, the ability of the project management team to address
issues that arise and make necessary trade-offs in order to meet the aggressive
timelines become very critical. A good execution strategy allows for swiftly making
adjustments to other framework components. When the pace is fast, it is also
important for the project team to be highly motivated and to have a strong focus on
performance. Such team members tend to put in the extra effort needed to make the
project successful.
As the various locations that are participating in the project become more separated,
the challenges with managing the project increases. For instance, a project that is
undertaken by two organizations that are in the same city would be far less
challenging to manage than a project that is undertaken by two locations that do not
speak the same language, are many time zones away from each other and are
influenced by different ethnic cultures. As the separation between the projects
increases, it becomes necessary to deploy the CF components so that the effectiveness
of the individual components that are critical can be leveraged through the deployment
of other supporting components.
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A project can meet all the efficiency requirements and still may be considered
unsuccessful. It is also possible that a project can be late and over budget or the end
product may not be what was planned, yet is considered successful. In the long run,
what determines if a project is successful or not is the contribution realized from the
end product. The contribution may be a positive impact on the customers, commercial
success, or preparing the organization for the future. If the end product aligns well
with the business strategy of the organization, it is more likely that these contributions
be realized. Attaining this alignment requires organizations to be more deliberate with
their project selection. If an organization has well defined strategic objectives, a
roadmap to achieve these objectives, and a project portfolio to support the roadmap;
then that organization is more likely to reap the benefits from its project portfolio than
an organization which selects projects in an ad-hoc manner.
Are long term success considerations immune to efficiency considerations? The
answer is no. If the project performs so poorly that a critical time window is missed, or
if the additional cost incurred by the project exceeds the financial benefits, then
effectiveness of the project is negatively impacted as well.
This research also provides recommendations on how to most effectively deploy the
project management components. There are CSFs that support each project
management component. These CSFs help practitioners address the project specific
challenges in an effective way.
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7.2. Research Contribution
7.2.1. New Theory
Propositions 1,2, 3 and 4 were previously researched and recommended as
mechanisms to improve project success. Propositions 5, 6, 7 and 8, on the other hand,
have received less focus and represent a significant theoretical contribution.

7.2.2. Unification of Existing and New Theory
There is no prior research that looks at the eight propositions of this research
collectively. This unification of theory enables a contingency approach to deploying
the project management components. Contingent upon the project situation,
practitioners can prioritize and selectively deploy the critical components.

7.2.3. Empirical Support for Existing and New Theory
A major strength of this research is its empirical roots. C/O SWD project management
literature is predominantly based on personal experience. By using a case study
research methodology, this research established an empirical basis for the proposed
conceptual model and a foundation for future research that will be done in this field.

7.2.4. A Tool that Practitioners can Utilize
By combining the conceptual framework with critical success factors and enabling
practices, this research provides a comprehensive tool for practitioners. Starting with
an evaluation of the nature of the project, a C/O SWD project manager now can
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determine where to apply the limited resources available to the project in order to
improve the chances of success.

7.3. Potential Research Limitations
The following is a list of potential research limitations, which have been partially
addressed during validation.

7.3.1. Project Situation Variety Limitations
The basis for the theoretical sampling was limited to C/O SWD situations that vary on
the following two dimensions: Geographical location of the parties, and the outcome
of the project. Generalization beyond these factors is a limitation of this study.

7.3.2. Cultural Diversity Limitations
There was a sampling bias towards C/O SWD projects with at least one US site. Given
that culture is an important factor that impacts the success of the project,
generalizibility beyond projects with the project management team residing in a US
site should be made with caution.

7.3.3. Company Size Limitations
There was a sampling bias towards bigger companies. Bigger companies are more
commonly engaged in C/O SWD projects; as a result, primarily projects undertaken by
such companies were studied.
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7.3.4. Sample Size Limitations
Six cases were studied to establish the CF. This limitation is not believed to be a
critical one since in the literature four to ten cases are deemed sufficient for
exploratory development.

7.4. Future Work
7.4.1. A Survey Research
For researchers, the findings of this research create new theoretical basis for further
analysis. The relative importance of the CF components in various project situations,
the interaction between these factors and how they support each other are potential
future research areas. Since a conceptual framework is established in this study, a
large sample study that determines the statistical significance of various elements can
be undertaken. Such a study would address the majority of the study limitations
expressed in this section.

7.4.2. Enhancing Theory
Due to the limited amount of data available, certain aspects of the project environment
were consolidated and studied as one construct. For example, project efficiency,
project effectiveness, complexity and uncertainty are all constructs that can be further
broken down, suggesting multiple avenues for future research.
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9. Appendices
9.1. Appendix A - Selected Quotes
In chapter 3, 6 high level determinants of success (also known as propositions, concepts or constructs)
were developed as a starting point. Existing literature was used to develop these propositions. These
propositions were:
P-l:
Selection of projects strategically and establishment of an explicit project implementation
strategy will impact C/O SWD project success positively.
P-2:
Establishing a project organization thatfitsthe complexity and other characteristics of the
project will have a positive influence on C/O SWD project success.
P-3:
Having a documented process will influence the success of C/O SWD projects positively.
P-4:
The selection and systematic usage of project management tools will positively influence C/O
SWD project success.
P-5:
The use of project metrics will positively influence C/O SWD project success.
P-6:
The establishment of a performance oriented project culture will positively influence C/O
SWD project success.
In this section, selected quotes from the 6 case studies will be provided as evidence of the validity of
these propositions.

9.1.1. Selected Quotes from Case 1
9.1.1.1. Quotes Supporting P-l (Strategy)
[lPrM5] Without that strategy, you could, you could release very good software product still without
the strategy but it might not be the right product.
[lPrM5] A:
Let me ask you this. If you didn't have a good strategy at the beginning, would a good
process compensate for it? You keep gathering requirements and the come up with new features. I: It
might. You would likely end up with some wasted effort. Significant amount of wasted effort. Because
you would, you'd figure out, you put something together and you'd go "well, nobody really used that"
or "nobody cares about that". And people are still yelling at us about this other thing that they do really
care about. OK, we have a good process, we gather data, we figure it out, OK, we know what to do
now. So it could, but in the meantime, the big picture is changing, like things are always changing. In
any environment probably, definitely in Company 1. And while we have actually experienced it, in 1 or
2 cases, where we were working really hard, nose to the grindstone, to do what the customers said they
wanted last month, and by the time we release it, they have changed their minds. They don't need that
anymore. And we were all... That's pretty anti-climactic. And so, strategy can kind of help in those
because you start thinking about, "OK, what is our biggest return on investment, what kinds of things
are not going to change that we can really focus our energy on...
[1PM3] The product existed and it also had a roadmap. What we do is basically we, myself and the
program manager maintain the roadmap for this product. And so based on the prioritization... And we
update the roadmap twice a quarter. Two times every quarter we update the roadmap. And the roadmap
is based on customer. We keep in touch with basically some key stakeholders. That is how we get our
information. So the roadmap told us this is what needs to be done in this release. And we automatically
know that, that is already prioritized above some of the other features basically that are on the roadmap.
[1PM7] So, at the very high level we have product road maps, some strategy in the beginning of the
year... That's very high level, that does not mean any task for anyone, right? Then every quarter, there
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is a quarterly planning cycle. The quarterly planning cycle, you go very specific. You gather a list of
projects that are potential candidates for the quarter to be done. And the sources could be various. So
there is like 5 or 6 sources for projects that you may want to start in the quarter. There is a satisfaction
survey that we get from the customers, there is the roadmap which might say that yes we promised
these features in this quarter. If we had lots of database issues last quarter maybe like the database lead
is going to say like, well we should do something or the other with the database. Like the deployment
project basically that we had to do something because the deployment is taking 6, 7 hours. So we gather
the projects, I list all the projects, prioritize them, try to figure out the sizing, right? All the projects that
are on the list, we will figure out who can work on it, who is the right person to work on it, and how
much time will it take. So, there is an Excel sheet basically, very detailed, projects on rows, people by
month in columns basically. And you put, well, half a person, half of Sasha, you need 1 of him in May
and then none in June basically. You do all of that stuff, you add all of that stuff up, and it looks like
you need 20 people to do this and you only have 13 people right? Then you do the ZBP process. The
Zero Based Project. Because you only have x number of people... So based on the priorities, if you
ordered them properly in prioritization, you can draw a line, and say "These projects will not be able to
be administered this quarter." So one that is done, this goes through review within the management
team, so I take, for my team, I take, this is what my plan in this quarter to so is and we usually get some
guidance, some feedback basically. Once that is set, and this is done one month before the quarter starts,
in December it will be for Ql, once this is set basically, that spreadsheet is for the high level chart for
the people on like which month you are doing what. So on that basically, there is a 0.25 in April, that
means like one week in April you are working on this project. So at that level, they get the
understanding. So they usually print that out and put on their wall. This is my overall chart for the
quarter. They may be working on 3 different projects in the quarter, but that is how they get the high
level. But each one of the projects, then usually we will go ahead and do some documentation. We will
always do a requirements document, we will always do a design document and we will always do this
plan. Plan approval document which will have a detailed schedule.
[lPrMl] So, the product itself, Product 1, the need for that came about because we were just defining
what our release process should look like and we had the concept of a lot of different people owning
individual parts of a release, like for our compilers, tool performance analyzer. And a process that they
would also, drew in, subject to a lot of manual steps and a lot of... Which is error prone... And when
we would try as an organization to focus on a metric, it was really difficult to gather metrics because
there was no centralized data store. So that is 2 of the big things that Product 1 was trying to address.
One was automation. We have this process defined as automated. We are doing it the same every time,
we are used to it, fewer manual steps, and we have this great data store. Everything that ever happened,
any product during its release cycle is there. We can look at how long things are taking, how often they
are happening, who owns what, all kinds of things like that. That's the reason for Product 1, the product
itself.
[ 1 PrM 1 ] OK. So, as far as the motivation, was it clear... Yeah, we do a bi-annual, twice a year,
customer satisfaction survey. And we had also just recently surveyed our specifically our Product 1
customers, about the previous release 4.0. So we had a lot of good data.
[lPrM2] When we put this version into production, we want to make sure we don't any service
disruptions to our existing customer base. That's a success criterion. We also put a feature in place that
would enable the customers to update some things on their own. No, I have got that backwards. We get
requests when some customers when they have made a mistake or some thing has been associated
improperly and we would have to go and clean the database. Because we want to make sure... And so
we... One of the goals for one of our features was to reduce our support load. Reduce the request for
data hot fixes. That was a way to measure that things have been associated properly, we helped them
with their problem. So we are basically looking at a problem that our customers have, and saying that
we are going to reduce it by 75%. Also, we worked with what they were needing to do in certain
scenarios. We had success criteria saying that we would eliminate that.
[lExe2] I think what we did right by coming up with this concept of an automation framework. And so,
the idea was that Product 1 is sort of a backbone that different pieces of automation can be plugged into
and that manages information flow between groups and of actual software bits. And so that created a
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pretty flexible structure that we since have been able to leverage for expanding how much impact the
Product 1 has, how many different parts of the process it touches, and what we are able to put on top of
it. And I think that's been a real successful thing.
[lExel3] Well this is a wonderful interview. You are very focused oh the strategic part. Value, value,
value, value which others, commonly lower, may not see. And this of course is very important to us.
Can I ask you just one more question? Your boss is conveying a package which is developed
somewhere out there, which is a value contribution. Which mechanism do you use to really align your
projects with that strategy? You get involved in planning, you include that dashboard... I: We do a
number of things. I would say a lot of these are more incoming to me than outgoing. So we do SPD has
a documented strategy, and [my manager] does an SPD update once a quarter to all the different sites.
He talks about what is the strategy, what are we doing for it and so forth. And then each of the product
lines also have a strategy. And then I tend to take those and try to align REI with them. And I do, what I
call, "High Level Quarterly Guidance to REI" and I put down what changes I see in the environment,
what things I think are important for us to achieve in the next quarter to if I see any longer term
directional changes. And I present that to my staff about halfway through the quarter. Then they will
take that high level guidance, go off to their teams and work on a bottoms up plan and come back to me
about 3 weeks later with "These are the projects we actually think we should do to line up with that"
And then we do a ZBB session, zero responsibility about what we do, and out of that come a series of
key results and some of those key results are called SPD level 2 results, that feed into 5 to 10 SPD level
Is that I give to [my boss] and say this is what I am committing to this quarter. I don't know, maybe 30
that are internal to REI. So these high level guidances I review with my boss so that he knows what we
are doing. He can see the alignment. And the key results gets to be the ones that are attracted to my
boss' level, loosely. But that's about the extent of the involvement. Like I said, it tends to be more me
taking it and internalizing it. I think REI, because we are in the supporting role to the other product
lines, the attitude tends to be kind of "no news is good news". So as long as everything is going
smoothly, my boss is very happy not to know the details.
[lExe6] And so our first step was we wanted to create a market requirements document for the product.
The RMs actually went out, they interviewed bunch of the stakeholders, people that we call component
owners within the different development teams, talked amongst themselves and drafted up this market
requirements document. And then did a series of formal reviews of the document.
[1PM10] I can't recall having called out that risk for this project; I don't in any of the releases.
[1LTM8] Was there a formal risk definition and risk management process? I:
It is part of our project
approval plan. We go through, we have a project approval that we get before we start on the project. A:
What kind of risks do you consider? I:
Like what if this requirement doesn't get
fulfilled... A:
Technical? I:
Technically or risks associated with other things. Mostly technical.
A:
And how do you manage them? I: We have to provide a backup plan. We have to provide a
mitigation plan for every risk.
[1LTL8] OK. So what happens is during the design process we address known risks, and we have for
each listed risk, we have a mitigation plan...
[1LTL8] We say "Here is a risk", you give it a probability and you give it an impact level. And based
on that you multiply those together and it gives you like a result~a number of somekind. You address
the highest numbered risk, you know you address all the high number risks and then you establish some
kind of threshold that says "you know, look, here is the risks that we are going to address. These other
risks are either... The probabilities not great enough to warrant concern or it may very well happen but
it is simply not something that is going to be an impact. And for each of the ones that we identify as
being above that threshold, it is required, absolutely mandatory that a mitigation plan... A mitigation
plan is an identified and a contingency plan... So the mitigation plan would be "What can we do to
minimize this risk?", what we can do and what will happen hopefully, and then if does happen, what is
the plan if it does.
[1PM10] One of the aspects of this Implementation Plan Approval for a particular project is actually to
call out the risks and what the probability of the risk is, how will you manage the risk, and who owns
the risk basically.
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[1LTM1] So when we start we have to make sure that we set up 1 requirement gathering team and we
get all the requirementsfromboth geographies.
[1LTM2] So before starting any project we have this requirement gathering phase. So depending on the
resources, different people work on requirement gathering. So we talk to the user, we talk to the clients
and of course we don't talk to everyone but the users who are directly involved with those
requirements. Usually what we do is we will get few users here, and others in Russia, and talk to them
and have some requirement gathering sessions with them individually.
[1LTM3] That is a major point that when we talk to the customers, whoever is gathering the
requirements, should have some background of the whole system. It is not like hire someone new and
throw him to the customers. They will not appreciate that. Someone who has some background, who
has some history, who knows what we have been doing. So that person is the ideal candidate for being
the team lead.
[1LTM3] Then technically we can divide our system like we have a database portion, we have a web
part, we have middle tier, and then we have different utilities. Some of them are on Linux. We have to
get the right resources. Who have the background. We have some requirements for the Linux tool, then
someone with a Linux background is the right person to do that. So the technical background and also
the history. For example, we have a reporting module. And we have two developers who had been
writing code for that. So for every release, we plan like that day should befreeto do the changes or to
do the new features for that module. It is not like someone who has no idea will just get into that one.
And startfromthe beginning.
[lPMl]There is some requirementsfromthe roadmap, there is some of the requirementsfromthe
customer feedback, there is some of the requirementsfromour defect database.
[1PM3] So we do a customer satisfaction survey twice a year and we have an e-mail alias for this
particular product that people can send e-mail to if they have any issues. So we keep gathering input
from customers on an ongoing basis.
[lPrM8] So sometimes, I would say we do more, asidefromthe very formal customer satisfaction
survey that is already in place, our surveys are more often informal. And we have done few very formal.
One usability study that was just a general... You know, we had interviews with people and said "Talk
to me about what works for you and what doesn't work for you with this system" and we got some
good ideas there. Then one was a formal survey that set responses of very specific questions that I had
asked about a particular area of the tool. And we also have a customer feedback link on the website.
People can send us just thoughts, ideas, problems kind of thing. They think they ran into a bug and they
need help they contact our customer support desk, and we hear about that, too. And we have been
looking at...
[lExe4] I think number one lesson learned on the Product 1 is... I would say two. One is how important
the requirements gathering stage is.
[lExe4] Well, I think it is all about the relationships. And so we have had people spend time in New
Hampshire, for example, and on the other side to look at the stakeholders, and just building up that
relationship. I think this is the key thing to making sure that you are understanding their requirements
and people are telling you promptly when they see something going wrong instead of waiting for the
product to come out and just not using it.
[1LTL1] So we spent quite a bit of time with the end users gathering requirements and then getting their
buyoff on those requirements. Throughout the requirements cycle and also through preliminary design.
[1LTM3] Once we get the requirements, we do some initial analysis of the effort, how much effort it is
going to take.
[lPrM2] We have requirements very carefully documented and the team got started on it right away
[1LTL8] You know, so management will come down and say "We really need... Customers have asked
for this." Maybe we have a bucket of 15-20 things that you need to get done. Features that need to get
done. Or maybe there is a new application. I will talk in perspective of this release because this is what
we are talking about. So this release, there was a bucket of 8 things that you wanted to get done. So
what we would do is we gather the requirements for those 8 things. Gather the requirements then draft
them like HLDs for each and based on the HLD we could roughly estimate how long each of those
would take. And then the management, myself and the team lead, PM, we'd sit down and I am sure he
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got input from [our division head] saying "We should have a release by the end of the quarter" or
something to that effect. So what was in the release would not be dictated by the management but it
would be dictated by the customers and priority order in how long they took and so PM and I would sit
down and would look at those 8 and PM would filter down to 5 that were prioritized
[1LTM2] Yeah, the motivation was to come up with new features. And some cases we were enhancing
the current features. So that means we redesigned those portions. And, of course, we had new
requirements. Those requirements were, the initial of the requirements were that kind that we had to
redesign some portions right from scratch.
[lExel] All right. Well, it is always easier to start with what you did wrong. Maybe that is the
Company 1 culture. We tend to jump quickly... Ready for improvement. So... Product 1... Initially I
think we bit off too large a chunk. Then when we first sat about figuring out what Product 1 was going
to be... It was going to, you know, solve world peace, end world hunger, practically speaking, in the
world of releases. So I think we got too big a chunk trying to make it everything for everyone in SPD.
And that really slowed us down from delivering something quickly enough.
[1PM4] Even though we had support from that level, two levels up from [my boss], that we need to do
this project, support from the customers was not there. This particular project had a very hard time
during the first year, first year and a half basically. Because not everybody had bought into the idea.
They wanted to see the thing work and reap some benefits basically before they could... And then again
it also looked like somebody imposing a new tool, new process on them. It is always the challenge of
the service organization that... I don't have a marketing organization. There is nobody marketing for
this particular product. Nobody is selling the tool, showing its benefits. The first year, neither me nor
the program manager basically played any sort of marketing role. We had that hole and we just left that
hole uncovered. And then second year, we realized that this is not good. We need to have some sort of
marketing, some sort of direct customer contact. We started doing a little bit more of that, we started
showing some indicator that how the software was being used. Because it was being used.
[lExe5] so the whole thing here is that this is an automation framework to help us get products out the
door. I talked a lot about our needs, not have the technology sit on the shelf but be delivered to our
customers. And you have to think about all the software that Company 1 produces as being an enabling
move; that we produce the software in order to make our core products more attractive and for people to
buy more Company 1 systems. And so to have the ability to get the products out to the customers
promptly is a key part. It is a market issue, it is a productivity issue...
[1PM4] Even though we had support from that level, two levels up from my boss, that we need to do
this project, support from the customers was not there. This particular project had a very hard time
during the first year, first year and a half basically. Because not everybody had bought into the idea.
They wanted to see the thing work and reap some benefits basically before they could... And then again
it also looked like somebody imposing a new tool, new process on them. It is always the challenge of
the service organization that... I don't have a marketing organization. There is nobody marketing for
this particular product. Nobody is selling the tool, showing its benefits. The first year, neither me nor
the program manager basically played any sort of marketing role. We had that hole and we just left that
hole uncovered. And then second year, we realized that this is not good. We need to have some sort of
marketing, some sort of direct customer contact. We started doing a little bit more of that, we started
showing some indicator that how the software was being used. Because it was being used.
[1LTM3] Once we get the requirements, we do some initial analysis of the effort, how much effort it is
going to take.
[1LTM4] But once you freeze you requirements, it doesn't get changed later... I:
No.
[lExe4] The second is not taking all of those requirements and turning them into a large project that is
going to stretch out a couple of years but rather we switched to a rapid release model. We have a release
once or twice a quarter. And that has really worked for us. It has enabled us to be constantly going back
to the customer and say, "look we have got one or two of your requirements. Coming up soon there is
more. Let's reprioritize which features you really need." We constantly are having this conversation
about "what do you really need" and "here we got the latest one, try this out and let's prioritize the
whole list again".
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[1LTM7] And the time and budget for each task, were they determined by managers? I: No, the
developers
[1PM1] So, one of those was planning. One of the key approval pieces required by PLC is something
called IPA, implementation plan approval. Some people in some companies call it like Project
Implementation Plan also, PIP. Ours is called an IPA and that approval basically sets the POR for the
release that we are talking about. While we are building this IPA, there are 3 main things in the IPA
basically: There is features, who is going to be working on it and when are you going to be delivering.
[1PM7] So, at the very high level we have product road maps, some strategy in the beginning of the
year... That's very high level, that does not mean any task for anyone, right? Then every quarter, there
is a quarterly planning cycle. The quarterly planning cycle, you go very specific. You gather a list of
projects that are potential candidates for the quarter to be done. And the sources could be various. So
there is like 5 or 6 sources for projects that you may want to start in the quarter. There is a satisfaction
survey that we get from the customers, there is the roadmap which might say that yes we promised
these features in this quarter. If we had lots of database issues last quarter maybe like the database lead
is going to say like, well we should do something or the other with the database. Like the deployment
project basically that we had to do something because the deployment is taking 6, 7 hours. So we gather
the projects, I list all the projects, prioritize them, try to figure out the sizing, right? All the projects that
are on the list, we will figure out who can work on it, who is the right person to work on it, and how
much time will it take. So, there is an Excel sheet basically, very detailed, projects on rows, people by
month in columns basically. And you put, well, half a person, half of Sasha, you need 1 of him in May
and then none in June basically. You do all of that stuff, you add all of that stuff up, and it looks like
you need 20 people to do this and you only have 13 people right? Then you do the ZBP process. The
Zero Based Project. Because you only have x number of people... So based on the priorities, if you
ordered them properly in prioritization, you can draw a line, and say "These projects will not be able to
be administered this quarter." So one that is done, this goes through review within the management
team, so I take, for my team, I take, this is what my plan in this quarter to so is and we usually get some
guidance, some feedback basically. Once that is set, and this is done one month before the quarter starts,
in December it will be for Ql, once this is set basically, that spreadsheet is for the high level chart for
the people on like which month you are doing what. So on that basically, there is a 6.25 in April, that
means like one week in April you are working on this project. So at that level, they get the
understanding. So they usually print that out and put on their wall. This is my overall chart for the
quarter. They may be working on 3 different projects in the quarter, but that is how they get the high
level. But each one of the projects, then usually we will go ahead and do some documentation. We will
always do a requirements document, we will always do a design document and we will always do this
plan. Plan approval document which will have a detailed schedule.
[lPrM4] So, at a high level we have, sort of roles and responsibilities associated. We know who is
responsible for high level tasks. Who maintains the schedule? Who does the IPA and who does the PRA
and we have figured out basically the feature this person is going to own. So PM and I decide at a really
high level and then we figure out who the lead will be and it is based on just what we know their
expertise is, how they work together, what their strengths and weaknesses are. We kind of build the
team in our heads and then we start working with the lead. Then the lead looks at the features and...
Either the requirements are already handed to the lead or the lead has to go out and initiate gathering
requirements. But one way or the other, with the requirements he can then start to outline the detailed
tasks that are no more than a week long. Details those and that's how we get our actual schedule. Before
that, it is really just a projected... "We usually take this long for development, we take about this long
for testing... You know, it is all big estimates that could change by weeks as we fine tune it. The
ones... And the lead again, we have kind of figured out, that the lead has to figure out who is going to
do build, how are we going to do the testing... Because of resource constraints we do not have a
functional test person. We are actually working on that. We may have one by May. But we didn't for
Del Rio so the developers themselves had to go and test. We had this little matrix of, the developer
should not be testing his own code, what things can this person test, and how long will that take and this
person has time to do 2 small features and... So there has to be this matrix. And then based on what
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their development tests were and again their expertise, their knowledge. Their location, all of those
things have to be taken into consideration.
[1PM11] By the time we are doing this IPA, we have already designed the whole system. There could
be issues when you start developing. There could be issues. What we do is, usually we, actually I can't
recall having called out that risk for this project; I don't in any of the releases. What we usually do is if
it is a harder design, more complex design, we schedule appropriately for it. We will give them
basically a little bigger buffer. Because they know that I am not all that familiar with this technology,
when I go in there I could face issues... Because you know really that has worked well for us. I mean,
calling out that risk, and saying, "if we hit a roadblock, we will ask for more time" is not like a
mitigation. The best bet is to come up with a... So the goal for this whole idea is that you have to have a
very high confidence schedule laid down. 99% confidence schedule, if not 100% scheduling resource.
These people will work on these features and will deliver it on this date. Then, all of the risks associated
with technology and design are incorporated into schedule. And you base it on people. You say, "this
person is new". Sometimes what we do is, let's say we get a new person in Russia and he has not as
much experience in the technology. He will be ramping up. We will not count him as one person. We
will count him as half a person for a particular release. We will just say, "Name only knows half of
what is available" so I am giving him 10 days, somebody could have done it in like 5. We put that all in
the schedule.
[1PM11] Quarterly planning stuff was one example. We call it like bottoms up planning. All the
projects, all the people, how much time is it going to take basically.
[1PM15] Yes. You have to... And a lot of cross pollination also. You can take one person as an
example that you like or a certain behavior in a person that you like basically. And you try to basically
showcase that to other people. Sort of kind of try to create a viral type of thing. Good behavior and
good attitude is kind of like seen as being rewarded. And other say, "Well, this is good" basically. You
will develop some sort of culture in the team basically. Whether you try it or not... You will develop
some sort of a culture.
[lExelO] And so when PM became the manager of the team in May 2002,1 felt like he needed to make
a transition in the types of things he was looking at to, you know, come out of the more technical
details, focus on higher level, how to develop team, how to especially grow the people in Russia to
make them partners, not just a contract team but partners of the process and how to form right type of
relationships with the customers. And so we talked a lot about those kind of expectations.
[lExel2] One of the things I talk to PM a lot about is being able to demonstrate success. That it is not
enough to be successful, you have to be demonstrably successful. To me that means that you have got
something that you deliver pretty much every quarter, that is basically demonstrating the value.
[lExel3] We have some travel guidelines so I mean saying how often a year you should travel not for
other teams. So, for example, I go to Russia 2 to 3 times a year, I expect my staff to go at least 1 time a
year, which we do in the fall, and then we have... Each team is supposed to have 2 to 3 individual
contributors travel one way or the other each year. Each quarter, sorry, each quarter.

9.1.1.2. Quotes Supporting P-2 (Organization)
[1RTM7] What was the top management involvement in this project? I: They don't talk to the
individual resources. They talk to the program manager or the technical manager. But they have thenweekly meetings. They track the progress. They kind of know what is going on and if the project is on
schedule or not.
[1PM6] Did having a lead in Russia help improve the success? I:
Yes. Because what this person
was able to do is... Because initially, the way Company 1 works is most groups in Company 1 who
have global counterparts, the way they work is, it is functionally, so I am the functional manager for all
the mission tools, right? And I am the people manager for the people in US. But I am not the people
manager for the people in Russia. But I am responsible for all the deliverables. So when I do my
planning, every quarter basically, I plan for my people here and the people in Russia as if they were just
one team basically. So the local lead over there are in some cases not in my group and in some cases
they are local managers also. And so the local lead or manager is responsible for, you know, he is the
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one sitting in front of the developers during their daytime, he provides local support. So he understands
some of the higher-level vision, the strategy, he understands some of those things which help him
answer questions locally. And then, they have a local leader that they can look up to. They don't have to
look up to me basically or whoever the US counterpart is. And that works fine but having the lead over
there is a lot better. Having a lead I should say who understands English very well is better probably
because he can translate whatever we are saying in Russian over there to those guys. He understands
them very very well. When they ask a question, sometimes we don't understand the real motivation
behind the question because they are translating from their language to English. And we just take it
literally. And there might be some other underlying thing that they are trying to really point out. You
won't catch it but the leader there will catch it. He will translate the question to us in a form that we'll
get the right answer basically.
[lPrM3] Sure. Let me... So we had 3 people in the US, LTL, LTM and PM. And we had more people
in Russia, [...]. And me in Texas. And we had [...] in Seattle. And we did also have high school interns
in Oregon working on the Project. They were doing some of the documentation.
[1RTM3] We have 3 managers. One is the technical manager. You can say that he is the owner. He is
the owner of the whole project. And his duty is to make sure that everything is running smoothly. His
duty is to come up with the overall schedule. He is responsible for making the schedule and making
sure that we are on schedule. Then we have one program manager or the release manager. She is in
Texas. Her duty is... She talks to our customers. Because our customers, they are different product
teams. Like they are Company 1 compiler, they are other performance tuning software team, so they are
our customers. So our duty is to talk to them and make sure that our release date... First of all she
makes sure that we are getting the right requirements. And then she has to make sure that when we are
releasing, our release dates are not conflicting with their schedule. So down the road, they are our
customers, they are our clients. We are making this for them. We have to make sure that we are not
releasing software when they are in their crunch time. Because, they get something new and they have
some work to evaluate and they have this new thing. So it is the responsibility of the program manager
to oversee this whole thing. You can say that this is our team, and we have a manager who is managing
our team. But in the big picture, there are other teams in Company 1 who are our clients. So this
program manager has to make sure that our interaction with them is smooth. So that's our program
manager in Texas. And then we have a QA manager in Seattle. She is responsible for validating the
requirements. She makes sure that we are getting the right requirements. So one more head to see that
we are doing the right thing. Once we have the requirements, she starts working on the test cases. And
then she also uses different resources in making those test cases. Once the development is completed,
then she is in charge of the testing phase. She assigns all the roles and makes sure that testing and bug
fixing is being done in the proper way, all the processes. And then once we are done with our bug
fixing, then we go to the validation phase. OK, now we fixed everything and we have the code freeze.
Now before deployment, we go through one extra phase of QA just to validate the whole thing. So that
is also under her ownership. Once we have gone through validation, then we can deploy. So, they are
the 3 managers. So the manager here, he is the overall, he is the main guy who looks after everything.
So he is in Oregon, program manager in Texas, there is a QA manager in Seattle, and them we have a
team lead who works under the manager. He is more like the lead of the developers. So PM is here,
PrM is our program manager.
[1PM8] So that tells them in more detail what it is for this project that I have to do and by when. And
there is a chain of, obviously, if they have questions, this is all set and they are in execution mode and
developing basically, they have questions, they go to their lead. The lead is able to, the lead understands
the whole project, the overall picture, everything. He should be able to answer questions. If he does not
know, he will go talk to the right people. Talk to the lead, if the lead does not know, he will come to
me, for technical type of questions, for program type of questions will go to the program manager or
sometimes they will come to both of us. There is sort of a hierarchy in which they can get any questions
addressed.
[1LTM7] Did you use any outside help for this project? Like a team of experts? I:
For the
database. And we concerned some other team experts. It wasn't like a major help but like some tips to
resolve that issue.
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[1LTM5] Once a quarter, we do a face to face. People from different geographies, they come here and
we will get together and we have a face to face session. We go like 3 to 4 hours, we have different
presentations, we talk to each other, it is more like a team building session. We have that in a
departmental level, not at a project level.
[lExe8] So, at the REI level we do a twice a year face to face with people who are in the US, and we
bring the site manager from Russia in but not all the Russian team, not a whole giant team, just the top
managers basically. We do a teambuilding at that level twice a year. And within PM's team, the AE
team, I know that he does sort of more casual stuff. He tends to do like Friday night basketball or
something along those lines with his team. Across the Russia and US team, I don't know if he has done
anything explicit that would be called team building I guess. Certainly we've done things like we had
Alex, the lead of the AE team in Russia come to the US for rotation for 3 months, you know, to just to
build the relationships between people and increase the skill set in technologies. And Chris from the US
team go over 2 or 3 times now, for a couple of weeks each time so we put some travel in place to help
with that. Company 1 has got some new ideas now, that I have seen, the virtual team webpage. I haven't
tried out yet, about virtual team building. They have some of these team building games, that you can
try to play cross site. I haven't tried them yet but people have been talking about them.
[1LTM3] The very first criterion in our whole team is to see who are the resources available. In general,
we have a lot of projects going on. It is not like when you start a project you have a whole bunch of
resources who are available. It is very tight.
[1LTM3] That is a major point that when we talk to the customers, whoever is gathering the
requirements, should have some background of the whole system. It is not like hire someone new and
throw him to the customers. They will not appreciate that. Someone who has some background, who
has some history, who knows what we have been doing. So that person is the ideal candidate for being
the team lead.
[1PM6] What we look at is what as a team is missing, where the need is. If we need to grow, we really
want Linux. If we don't have a Linux expert we have to go find a Linux expert. Or ,we don't care about
Linux, we have a lot of .Net work, and we need to get more .Net person basically.
[1PM7] Technical capabilities of the person, somewhat, if it is a Russian person, we do look at thenEnglish skills. They should be able to communicate. They should definitely know English at a certain
level. And then they improve. When they come into Company 1, there is Company 1 in Russia, they
have some training courses, language training courses. Some basic English, the right technical skills,
and Company 1 has this whole notion of attitude, the person has to have a certain type of "can do" type
of attitude. They may be technically good, they may have very good English speaking skills, but if they
don't exhibit that can do type attitude, then we will overlook it only if the interviewers saw a sign that
you can kind of ignite this in this person. If you can't see that, like a very negative person basically, it
does affect the interviewers.
[lPrM2] Well, the people that we had to work with, especially one portion of REI, which is the
automation engineering team, as far as the developers that was our pool of resources for that. I became
involved... The way they were hired for it is projects. Each one came on, they didn't come on all at the
same time, each one came on, they were interviewed and hired specifically to work on this team, to
work on Product 1.1 was one of the people who wrote the requirements for the tool Product 1. So I
went from writing the requirements to just helping with the releases, to becoming program manager. So
I kind of grew into that role.
[lPrM3] Definitely technical, we needed people with database knowledge, background. We needed
people with specific language skills, computer language skills, but also I think we looked at people who
had some experience with working with team members in other places I think we looked for. People
who had some experience with just some software experience in the past. Working on larger projects.
Working on projects here people were actually using what you were producing. We didn't get that with
everyone, some people we had hired just brand new. We needed to make sure that in the mix we had
people who had some seniority. And that has grown tremendously in the past 2 years. Now we have, on
our engineering team we have developers, who have taken on a lot of the, well you call them a dev lead.
And the dev leads now have a tremendous amount of responsibility for tracking the project. That has
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allowed me take a little bit higher level and manage more projects. We have a lot of projects going on at
once now.
[lExe3] Then the next step was we brought in some of the guys that you actually interviewed: PM,
LTM and LTL. LTL was actually already there. PM and LTM were actually later additions to the
engineering team after we had done the first phase of requirements gathering. And so they came in and
they had stronger engineering skills, I think than we... We had more sort of requirements focused
people on it before and tried to put engineering in Russia. Then we brought in LTM and PM, we
brought in a stronger set of engineering skills. PM especially more of an architecture level way of
thinking about the problems. And so with PM, he was then able to come up with this whole framework
idea and figure out what architecture was going to be used in the project. And to spawn off more small
project based efforts in Russia. And that was much more successful for us. We got, you know, I think
then a good leg on between the requirements and the architecture and we became much more successful
with the efforts in Russia. Now, over time, I see the Russian team is becoming much stronger and I
think some of the idea is... M:
Stronger in what sense? I: Engineering sense. Some of that is that
we hired in more people and we kind of expanded the skill set over there. And I think some of that is
from working with stronger engineering resources in the US. But being in a position such that the US
engineering resources really couldn't do all the work, they had to find ways to share their knowledge
and get good cross communication going I guess. And now we are actually starting to see in the last 6
months I would say some solid leadership efforts coming out of Russia.
[lExe5] And we actually ended up bringing in a lot of different people since there was a quite a bit of a
need for different skill sets. And so when we started hiring people in Russia, we were just looking for
general engineering skills I would say. Trying to get the highest level of engineering, software
experience that we could.
[lExe5] OK, let's at least get people who can learn whose English skills are good so that we can get
communication going with them, and who look like they will fit into the Company 1 culture.
[1LTM4] But at Company 1 we get training on every site. Here we take a class, what we call "Working
with Russia". It is a simple class but we get to learn about the history of that land, the people over there
and then their working habits, their cultural habits, and stuff like that. So we are not like total strangers.
[lExel 1] I know that training happens between the US and the Russian team in terms of teaching about
the database structure, for example, how to support the products. I know some training has happened
along those lines. I don't think the guys in Russia have gone to any specific classes. M: But no
training in Project Management, right? I:
No, not really. And mostly because we have the program
manager and the engineering manager already here. We are pretty strong on that.
[1LTM7] Who allocated the tasks and responsibilities? I:
The management. The 3 managers and
the team lead. So it is more of the technical manager's task. He can decide who is doing what. Of
course, he consults other managers too.
[1LTM7] Of course, when they are deciding they talk to the other people and keep them in the loop
what they are deciding or what they are planning. The manager often talks one to one with the people if
they have a problem or if there are any conflicts with other assignments from other projects or if they
have any holiday plans. Kind of he knows and he talks with people more than just making a decision.
He keeps everybody in the loop.
[1LTM7] It is quite important cause in our case, in this department, it is not like I am working on one
project. I have other roles too. People have some roles, they are doing some support work, and they are
working on some other projects. So it is very important for anyone to consult with me before making
any plans, before assigning any projects.
[1PM1] So we were able to, because of this construct basically, we were able to fill information in this
by rotating this and circulating this through people easily. There is a fixed format. You have to have
some high level description to features, you got to have the resources and you have to have timelines,
high level timelines. So we were basically able to rotate this through the team, and the team was here
and in Russia to give their pieces into it.
[1PM1] Other thing is defining the roles and responsibilities. So we define basically, development lead,
test lead, deployment lead, who are the developers who are going to be working on it, who's going to be
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doing documentation for it. Who is responsible for all of these basically. Defining that also helps
coordinating things with people.
[lPrM4] So, at a high level we have, sort of roles and responsibilities associated. We know who is
responsible for high level tasks. Who maintains the schedule? Who does the IPA and who does the PRA
and we have figured out basically the feature this person is going to own. So PM and I decide at a really
high level and then we figure out who the lead will be and it is based on just what we know their
expertise is, how they work together, what their strengths and weaknesses are. We kind of build the
team in our heads and then we start working with the lead. Then the lead looks at the features and...
Either the requirements are already handed to the lead or the lead has to go out and initiate gathering
requirements. But one way or the other, with the requirements he can then start to outline the detailed
tasks that are no more than a week long. Details those and that's how we get our actual schedule. Before
that, it is really just a projected... "We usually take this long for development, we take about this long
for testing... You know, it is all big estimates that could change by weeks as we fine tune it. The
ones... And the lead again, we have kind of figured out, that the lead has to figure out who is going to
do build, how are we going to do the testing... Because of resource constraints we do not have a
functional test person. We are actually working on that. We may have one by May. But we didn't for
Del Rio so the developers themselves had to go and test. We had this little matrix of, the developer
should not be testing his own code, what things can this person test, and how long will that take and this
person has time to do 2 small features and... So there has to be this matrix. And then based on what
their development tests were and again their expertise, their knowledge. Their location, all of those
things have to be taken into consideration.
[lPrM4] The dev lead can track the low level schedules. The dev lead looks at the features and the
requirements... They should have the design complete before we fine tune schedules. So, you know, at
a pretty low level, what is going to be involved. Then he starts making his list of detailed tasks, they are
no more than a week long, and then works with the individual owners of those tasks. This is how long I
have allocated for you for this task and this and this and this... We do this carefully, if the person says,
obviously there is things like "Oh, it is a holiday in Russia that week" or "I am going on vacation" or "I
don't really have much expertise in this, I am a little nervous, I think I am going to need more time to
ramp up. It is going to take me longer". Or, "I am an expert in this, I can tell you that your estimate is
not very good. It is going to take me twice as longer, half as long because of this thing you didn't
know". So we definitely get the dev leads work with the individual who is actually going to be doing
the test and get their buyoff. And we have gotten good... Good scores on that, good reports on that
focus on the team in our post-project reviews, ones coming in recently actually said, we have improved
on that. Practically it was one of the big things we did better in 4.5. We've tried to make the schedule
very realistic. Tried to make sure that we weren't overloading everybody. Making them panic at the
end.

9.1.1.3. Quotes Supporting P-3 (Process)
[1LTM1] The way that we work doesn't matter. We have a complete process and the tools to support
that process and we have half of our engineering team in Russia, half over here, and our management is
across different sites, but it works pretty well.
[lPrM5] I can see the difference between our teams on our first release, on our second release versus
4.5. Just pretty dramatic and it is because of the processes that we put in place. And organization has
grown, the individuals have grown. That helped tremendously too, but if all the same people we are still
doing it without the processes, I don't think it would have been nearly as successful.
[1PM1] So, one of those was planning. One of the key approval pieces required by PLC is something
called IPA, implementation plan approval. Some people in some companies call it like Project
Implementation Plan also, PIP. Ours is called an IPA and that approval basically sets the POR for the
release that we are talking about. While we are building this IPA, there are 3 main things in the IPA
basically: There is features, who is going to be working on it and when are you going to be delivering.
[lPrM3] But one way or the other, with the requirements he can then start to outline the detailed tasks
that are no more than a week long. Details those and that's how we get our actual schedule.
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[lExel 1] Would you say that the tasks that were assigned were independent? I: I think PM very much
tries to make them independent.
[1PM1] So, one of those was planning. One of the key approval pieces required by PLC is something
called IPA, implementation plan approval. Some people in some companies call it like Project
Implementation Plan also, PIP. Ours is called an IPA and that approval basically sets the POR for the
release that we are talking about. While we are building this IPA, there are 3 main things in the IPA
basically: There is features, who is going to be working on it and when are you going to be delivering.
[1PM7] Yes. For Del Rio, we will do a requirements document for each one of those features, we will
do a design, we will do a schedule, we will do the IPA
[1PM14] Yes. So, they are the same basically. We know. We will out that information on the dashboard
but we also have like, during testing we will have like daily bug scrubs. So we will scrub the bugs daily.
And that will give us an indicator to say "Oh my God, we got 50 more bugs yesterday". We are going to
do basically, we had planned for only 3 days of bug fixing, this will take at least 5 days of bug fixing.
So that happens. And then we have to adjust basically. What we have to do is, different plans have
worked basically. We look at who has the most number of bugs and maybe take his testing task.
[lExe6] Company 1 has a pretty well defined product life cycle methodology that start out with you
create a, what you call, market requirements document, product requirements document, and design
documents and so on down the road.
[lExe6] So there is a DIA which is a development investment approval, and they come in and say
"We've got this idea and here's the type of features we're going to put in this release, here's the type of
feedback we hear from the customers, and our tentative schedule. And then they come in with an IPA
which is implementation plan approval. So they say here is my plan for implementing it, how many
resources it is going to take, exactly what features ended up staying in after we did more analysis and
here is the dates that we are going to deliver it. And then we track those POR (plan of record) dates
quite closely.
[lExelO] Company 1 has a pretty well defined "local process" we call it, which is our performance
management process. And we have two large milestones a year, basically February through April is
when we do each person's review, Rank and Ready, and then in July August, somewhere in that
timeframe we do an update of that. So there are two formal milestones there.
[lExel 1] Sure, they were definitely tensions within the team. Initially, you know I told you the release
managers doing the bunch of their requirements driving and they kind of brought in the engineering
team and there were some conflicts between PM and [the manager of the release manager team]. [He]
wanted to be kind of hands on with the engineering staff. He wanted it to be his baby and there were
some conflicts there. A: How did you solve these conflicts? I:
We spent a while, you know,
kind of working through them, trying to get [him] more comfortable with a level of obstruction from the
engineering as long as PM needs to be more comfortable with sharing you know what is happening,
what are some of the risks that you are seeing, what are the contingency plans you put in place to make
the release manager less concerned. So we worked it out for a while. We made some progress but they
still were not working great together and what we started to see was when we had a bunch of the release
managers including [our release manager], pulled into the process, it was taking a lot of their time. And
it was sort of creating a middle man between the stakeholders we had in the SPD customer base, the
release managers and the engineering team, they end up being this middle man between. And so having
the requirements be filtered across, that seemed to be working as well. And so we could be more
effective with the release managers just focusing on what they do and what the engineering people can
do too.
[1PM2] During the development, we get a weekly update on the project status. Everything going on
track, or not. If it is not then what should we do kind of stuff. Is documentation on track, test planning
on track, all of that stuff, this is a tracking meeting basically.
[1PM9] And Microsoft Project will say like this person starts this date and finishes at that date. Every
week, what the lead does basically is the lead rolls up everybody's data into the project, and at the PDP
meeting, the weekly PDP meeting basically he will give us update, the management. He will say, "well,
my project is like off by one day" Usually it is not by one week.
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[1PM13] For slipping basically, the easy way is to put some more resources into it. Sometimes you
have that option, sometimes you do not have that option. Sometimes you have a resource that is not
doing something very critical and this other project is very critical, if you want to you can ramp up and
help in testing or help in bug fixing, whatever. So if you are slipping, you can expedite, sometimes by
putting more resources, other times you can more carefully look at the task and say "This particular
task, what if we didn't do this? It could be a task, it could be a feature, you can chop off... Depending
on how important the deadline is. And there is always an option of to slip basically.
[1PM13] We want to see progress, not just hear about progress. Because the person tells the lead "Yes,
I am done with this feature" Are you really done? And sometimes when you start testing, you will see
that basically the feature is not done, or the feature is done in a different way. And that's a cause of slip.
If somebody thinks that they are done and it is not done. Sometimes, they will come up and say that "I
am not done" basically, "I will need more time". That you can help it, this other ones basically causes
bigger slips. So we devised some feature previews that we do. As you are developing the features, you
want to see them. "Come present it to us" basically. We figure out ways to kind of like catching it
sooner but...
[1PM14] This we had to do very often actually. We haven't been able to get away from this. You do
figure out your critical path. And you have to help that guy out. You figure out that this is the longfold.
Either this guy's development is a little bit slower or the quality of his code was a little bit poorer. And
it is taking him the longest. Or he has a maximum number of bugs. And you try to solve that problem.
[lExelO] Your schedule for example. How many activities did you have on your schedule for example.
I:
There is a bunch of different levels of the schedule. So for example the schedule that they put
in the IPA tends to be fairly high level. I would say there is between 10 to 15 activities. And it tends to
say, "develop, test, validate, deploy". You know, that level. And then the team has a much more
detailed project file of the actual tasks within those.
[1RTM1] we have team meetings, we use tools like NetMeeting, and we schedule conference calls and
everything.
[1LTM4] There are always conflicts and the conflicts we faced in that one are interfacing between
different modules... They were like interfacing parameters or database schema. To solve them we have
frequent design discussions between different developers. Especially developers who are in different
geographies. So they say, I am working on some scheduling but I am doing the backend part and the
team member in Russia is doing the front end part and we need to have frequent discussions. That's
what we did. We often had conflicts, we had some design conflicts and we resolved them by talking
more frequently.
[1LTM5] We do early hour meetings here to accommodate our team in Russia because it is for them
late in the evening. We know that we are going to be working in different hours. If I have some
question, I need to make sure that I e-mail that question before I go. It is not like I can wait for 1 day.
Then we could lose more time.
[1LTM5] We used the MS messenger. Sometimes it is easier than exchanging e-mails back and forth.
For discussion threads we used messenger and chat. Phone is always there. We don't hesitate to pick up
the phone and call other person if he or she is free.
[1LTM5] We have when we start testing. We arrange meetings every day. We call them standard
meetings. In those standards we meet every day, the whole group. Of course we are meeting over a
conference call. There we see where we are today. What is the bug situation? Who is fixing what, how
we are progressing and everything...
[1LTM6] As a matter of fact, what we figured out was that the key is communication; how frequently
you can talk to your team members especially who are not sitting in the same building. That is very
important, you have to communicate as much as you can. Sometimes the other person you are talking
to, English is not his first language. So you have to make sure that you communicate very well. After
every meeting, you have to make sure that you send the minutes of that meeting right away. That helps
like that is what we talked about and that is what we discussed. That's really important. I can say that
this is what we are doing in our team which is pretty much the same in Company 1. All the teams have
this constraint. Working with people on other sites.
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[1LTM6] Once a month we have a department meeting. People for different geographies come to them.
Then we have video conferencing. We can see each other. Not all the time but still... We have the bug
meetings and then we have the quarterly events. Also people are visiting back and forth between sites.
[1PM1] So we were able to, because of this construct basically, we were able to fill information in this
by rotating this and circulating this through people easily. There is a fixed format. You have to have
some high level description to features, you got to have the resources and you have to have timelines,
high level timelines. So we were basically able to rotate this through the team, and the team was here
and in Russia to give their pieces into it.
[1PM2] We have two weekly meetings basically. One is an engineering meeting so that is attended by
the whole engineering team so everyone working on the project, if multiple releases are going, all the
people come. Sort of like the global staff. That meeting is very important to keep people in the loop.
And then we have a second meeting which is more of a project management team type of meeting
where the lead sort of varies. We usually work on multiple projects simultaneously, right. What I am
calling the project management team is actually called the PDT, project development team, product
development team. So you talk to the program managers you refer to them as PDT. The PDT has a
weekly meeting but the lead from Russia will come over here and the leads from the US will come to
these meetings. And it is essentially for tracking. The program manager wants to make sure in that
meeting that all the different things are happening.
[1PM2] Other tools that we use is e-mail, obviously, extensively. But e-mail has a 1 day lag. A Russian
person is going to send us an e-mail, we are going to read it next morning, by the time we send back the
reply, we wasted 1 day on that. We use instant messenger quite a bit, I don't know if Vaqas metioned it
or not. There is a Microsoft tool just like MSN messenger, exchange instant messenger. Which is some
version of MSN messenger. We use that very heavily. It is installed on all of our laptops, and desktops.
It will show you who is online and who is not. Obviously during the day we do not expect the Russian
team to be online but a lot of times they are online.
[1PM4] The biggest one is that it is very hard to understand people when you have not seen them face
to face. That always stays the biggest problem. If you see them face to face, meet with them a day, 2
days basically, a lot of these problems go away.
[1PM16] So in US it is very common, right, if I have an issue, I will just send an e-mail. I will not even
think twice. I send out a 100 e-mails a day basically. You don't think twice. In Russia, because of the
language barrier, they don't know the language that well, it is very hard for them to actually type up an
e-mail. Hard in the sense that, you know, it takes most of them a lot of courage to open up and type up
an e-mail. We used to see very very few e-mails in the beginning. Now we see a lot more basically. We
encourage that a lot. But instant messenger basically, they have no problems with that. They will open
and start typing. Because they do not have to worry about their English... While I was there, in Russia,
and Alex was here for 2-3 months basically last year, we talked to him, "why is it this way?" And that's
when we figured out. E-mail is not the best option. If they have an issue, they will not just open an email and type it to you. So I said, "Well, so what if I send them an e-mail everyday and saying do you
have any issues?" So it is easier to hit the reply button and type one sentence or two sentences. Even
that they will not do basically. So the tools that I work to elicit more issues and problems is the
meetings, the weekly meetings. I spend half the meeting probably just talking about problems like
"what do you have to say, what do you have to say, what do you have to say" That could either be
project related problems or they will be like site related problems, there is a big holiday coming, there
will be vacations, personal reason type of problems, some questions. So meetings they will do on
Instant messenger, e-mails they will not do so much for problems.
[1PM4] And some of our customers are remote as well. And we had issues with some of our customers
over the phone, or on e-mail, you don't talk to them face to face basically. So that is one of the basic
problems and it helps...
[lPrM9] During the planning phase, I talk with PM several times a week. Getting all that in place,
talking with the dev lead several times a week. Just making sure that we have a really tight plan. After
development kicks off, it is more on a weekly basis or as needed. So if they ran into an issue, and it gets
escalated to me, I probably get e-mail from them several times a week. There is definitely e-mail
communication on a regular basis. Either e-mail or Instant Messenger, several times a week. Actually,
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talking to each other, we have a product development team meeting that I chair, and all the dev leads
come there and give an official status. There are probably some weeks of development where I don't
hear much. Everything is just going smoothly, I find out at the PDP that everything is going smoothly...
But it is not too unusual for PM to... We don't necessarily have a meeting. Now, we get closer to the
end, we get into functional test, they hold daily meetings. I don't always come to them but I try on a
regular basis to show up to them. Because that's where they are all talking about any issues that have
come up. Especially very important with the cross site. So we have that every morning. It is after the
end of the day in Russia, beginning of the day in the US. It is really like a handing off of the torch. This
is how testing went, these are the issues, this is what we really need you to resolve before we come in
tomorrow... And it is good for me to be there. The dev lead has come to really own that more so than
me or PM. But it is good for us to be there because we have a bigger picture sometimes. We might
understand how something will impact that the dev lead does not see.
[lExe3] We had just one or two people in Russia originally and we had a lot of trouble with getting
them to have a clear understanding what the requirements were and everybody focused on going the
same direction. There was kind of, I think that the people in Russia, they had some different ideas about
what they wanted to see. I think that the people in the U.S., you could kind of see them going off in left
field and saying, "I have this whole thing that I did". We are like "Wait a minute. That is not even
something we talked about." So that was a real struggle at first.
[lExe7] One of the releases, team implemented a matrix feature, a customizable matrix and it was
implemented by one of the guys in Russia. So, it is a little bit my impression looking in from the
outside. The matrix came in to the final testing, and just were not ready. They found a lot of issues with,
they didn't I think, have as good a common understanding what was needed as they thought until we
ended up calling that matrix out of that release and following up with a dot release afterwards. It was a
4.0 release and we did a 4.1 follow up maybe a month or so later to release the matrix. So I think that
has been an example of the type of challenge that we see where you think that you've got good, that the
requirements are understood the same and if you are not really careful with checking these assumptions
all the way along, you can get surprised at the end.
[lExe8] I think language wise, they are continuing, language and time zone continue to be challenges
for us that we struggle with more than the cultural problem.
[lExel3] OK. So when we do, as we've done globalization over the years, I guess we have come up
with some BKMs that we tend to emphasize a lot written communication. So, there is lots of room for
misunderstandings and there is room for language issues to come up and we emphasize creating some
opportunities for face to face discussions. You have to actively work to build a relationship, and to
make sure you've got a good team and communication going.
[1LTL3] There is a small window in the development cycle that it is imperative that someone with a
solid understanding of the project be face to face with the engineering. And that period is not writing
the test plans, not gathering the requirements, not writing design, it is right at the tail end of low level
design and right at the outset of development.
[1LTL7] Another tool that was critical that I didn't mention is Messenger. We used IM all the time. I
used it all the time. One thing about this job is, it is definitely not like a 9 to 5. You know, practically
every night through the development cycle, and testing cycle I get on for half hour, an hour at night,
check up on e-mails, talk with the guys in Russia... I basically talk with them every day. Either on the
phone or with IM. You know, it is flexible.
[1LTM8] We have to provide a backup plan. We have to provide a mitigation plan for every risk.
[1PM10] One of the aspects of this Implementation Plan Approval for a particular project is actually to
call out the risks and what the probability of the risk is, how will you manage the risk, and who owns
the risk basically.
[1LTM2] So before starting any project we have this requirement gathering phase. So depending on the
resources, different people work on requirement gathering. So we talk to the user, we talk to the clients
and of course we don't talk to everyone but the users who are directly involved with those
requirements. Usually what we do is we will get few users here, and others in Russia, and talk to them
and have some requirement gathering sessions with them individually. Come up with some prototype.
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And once we have the prototype, we do all the analysis on it, and once we have something we get back
to them and we present those requirements at what we call Design Review Meetings.
[1LTM5] We have those phases defined that we go through. In general we have a whole development
process model provided by Company 1. We follow that model. Depending on our time then sometimes
we overlook a few things and bypass a few phases but in general we follow that model.
[1LTM5] It is pretty much the software development lifecycle. You go through requirement gathering,
and then you do design phase, design analysis, you go through development, and testing, and in testing
we have one separate phase we call validation where we do the final validation before deployment.
Then we have the deployment phase. They are pretty much the same we have in any software
development cycle.
[1LTM7] Of course, all of those phases, we have to go through them. But a delay in one would delay
the whole thing. Sometimes we have to see if we have to take some drastic measures. But we didn't
need that in that project.
[1PM1] So at Company 1 basically, Company 1 has product life cycle process defined, right, it is called
PLC, IPLC, Company 1 PLC, product life cycle and it started off as a hardware process, as a hardware
project management process and but it was eventually modified for software, maybe 7, 8 years ago and
our team basically decided that we are going to follow that process. So the process basically defines
different types of documents, different types of management forms, different type of approvals that are
required right from the concept that you get the idea and right through end of life of the project. So that
was decision basically we made that we are going to follow the PLC. By the time this particular project
that we are talking about came, we had a good mature implementation of this PLC process in our group,
in a global group. We are people in the US and in Russia. Just to set the context, basically, we had a
reasonably mature implementation of the PLC process. So you can do depending on the size of the
team, you can apply to a 500 person project, you can apply to a 5 person project. But you have to scale.
5 person project probably cannot do all the steps in there and all the... By this time we had managed to
scale the project.
[1PM1] So, one of those was planning. One of the key approval pieces required by PLC is something
called IPA, implementation plan approval. Some people in some companies call it like Project
Implementation Plan also, PIP. Ours is called an IPA and that approval basically sets the POR for the
release that we are talking about. While we are building this IPA, there are 3 main things in the IPA
basically: There is features, who is going to be working on it and when are you going to be delivering.
[lExe6] We took the same life cycle management that we use for the software products and applied it to
us.
[1RTL1] You know we did all the standard things. You know in engineering that we would do, the
requirements design then development, unit testing, functional testing and validation.
[1LTL2] You know, we focused on writing the test cases ahead of time. And I actually dedicated time
when I was creating the schedule with management. One thing I did was I set aside time prior to
development. And it was right after design. So when the design was complete what we did was about a
week and a half and engineers themselves after I allocated tasks to heads based on skill sets and you
know what they're most familiar with. After I figured out, based on the design with what the engineers
were going to be doing, I had each of the engineers basically draft up a set of tests, or the sub-system or
their components that they were going to be implementing. So the engineers wrote up their set of tests
than I did kind of like a Chinese fire drill test with these different partially complete tests. Each
individual section put together results in a complete test plan but a lot of these guys weren't familiar
writing test plans, there are a lot of holes in a lot of them, so what I did was I reviewed all of them, sent
them back to the engineers with my comments, you know, addressing holes that I saw in the test plans.
They'd fill those in and then what we did was I assigned a secondary engineer to each major area. So
engineer A is the primary developer for component A. He writes the test plans for component A. Then I
review it, send it back to him, he'd update it then engineer B would come in and be a secondary for
component A and engineer B's responsibility on writing the test plans was to basically review it, look
for holes, make sure he understood the purpose of it and provide updates to it or comments. So, that
release served two purposes. We had really 3 different sets of eyes on the test plans itself. We had the
original engineer, myself and then the secondary engineer. So with two separate review cycles prior to
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going into the development phase, which almost seems excessive but it really wasn?t and it really
worked out well.
[ 1LTL2] Then the actual testing process, the engineers... What I did was I had the engineers... I
rotated. We had a few different test cycles, like 3 or 4 test cycles. Test passes and bug fixes between
each one. And what I did was because the test plans were well enough, that anybody can pick them up,
an reasonably be expected to run through the tests without having their hands held and all the engineers,
you know, how to better understand that as a whole... What I did was I had phase 1, test phase 1, the
primary engineer that implemented the piece of functionality and wrote the test plan, went through their
test cases. Then we collected the results of those, you know, track the bugs and resolve them and bug
fix phase 1 and test phase 2,1 rotated it around. So everybody had a chance to test someone else's...
You know basically everyone tested the entire site. By the end of it, everybody had gone through all the
test cases, sometimes more than once, which was fine, but the whole system was covered and it went
through quite well. The bug count was reduced drastically and over time we met the criteria for
deployment. So that was about it. You know we always plan our deployment very well. Anyway, that
was not something unique to this release but the deployment went really smooth and it was a good
release.
[1LTL4] And then they are involved through, it is kind of strange actually, they are involved through
the late stages of the unit testing, throughout the functional testing, all throughout the functional testing,
and if time allows, schedules are OK, what we do is we have in, like the final, prior to the final bug fix
cycle, I'd like to schedule an actual dry run where the code will hopefully be stable enough at that point
where there is no actual stoppers that are blocking functionality. All the functionality should be there,
t h e only remaining items at this point should be cosmetic, or minor issues that have a workaround.
What I'd like to do right before the final bug fix phase is to do a full dry run with all the key
stakeholders and use the application as if we are going to be deployed by... If there is, find out all the
bugs and then resolve those so that when you actually deploy, that's not the first time your users have
seen it. That they have already seen it, they have addresses any issues and the deployment at that point
is just an exercise. But what we do is, when I say the dry run before the final bug fix cycle, it would be
dry run, bug fix, then final test pass internally and make sure that what we fix was fixed, the we have
what is called a validation phase where we pretty much hand it off to our validation group where
someone goes through our test cases, there is regression testing... You know it is not so much of a
functional test but just make sure that the system is solid but users aren't involved at all during that
phase. And they won't be again until we deploy. Then they will start using it.
[1PM8] Yes. For Del Rio, we will do a requirements document for each one of those features, we will
do a design, we will do a schedule, we will do the IPA.
[1LTM4] Not right from the beginning but, soon after our first week I would say, we lay down the plan
for integration and testing. So what we did, once we had something we started integration testing. This
is the success criteria to pass the integration testing at different points. Just like making sure that we are
passing those criteria. It is not like write it at the end or near the end, like we have this thing for
integration. All of a sudden this is not going to work. Because we were doing something wrong. So the
idea is to define the interfacing between different modules as early as possible. And start doing the
testing for them. Start the integration testing between the modules. So that was our plan and we did that.
[1LTM8] Did the involvement of the customer go beyond the initial feature definition phase? I: Yes.
They give the requirements and then they do approval, they have to give the approval of the high level
design... A:
And then they are also involved at the end? I:
No, then their job is done. Then
we get the product done and we deploy. A: And again, the customer will evaluate the product... I:
Yes
[1PM3] We keep in touch with basically some key stakeholders. That is how we get our information.
We keep in touch with basically some key stakeholders. That is how we get our information. So the
roadmap told us this is what needs to be done in this release. And we automatically know that, that is
already prioritized above some of the other features basically that are on the roadmap.
[lExe4] I think number one lesson learned on the Product 1 is... I would say two. One is how important
the requirements gathering stage is, building relationships with those key stakeholders for the project.
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[lExe7] They have also done a little more with storyboarding some of the features before they
implement so we not only do the design but kind of talk about how is the interface going to look and
start getting some feedback from the customers.
[1LTL13 So we spent quite a bit of time with the end users gathering requirements and then getting their
buyoff on those requirements. Throughout the requirements cycle and also through preliminary design.
[1LTL3] At the very least, user input is, they call it buyoff, the requirements and HLD level
documentation. And our HLD, you there is no official Company 1 HLD. We have various
presentations, milestones, in the design, requirement of design phases, where different levels of
complexity or details for the end users get their buyoff. So it is critical there. Then, we don't have much
interaction if any at all through the development phase. But you start to do this at the very earliest
opportunity where it is possible we have been in relationship with our customers where I can sit down
and say "Hey, we have just wrapped the second development build. It is here on the development
server. 95% of it is broken but here is 5% that is functional. Can you just have a quick look at it
whenever you get a chance and give me your input, thoughts, what you think?" And getting them
involved as early as possible with their understanding that it is not a finalized product, and they are
really great with that. I mean, they ignore all the stuff that is embedded. Getting their involvement,
buyoff as early as possible, even in the unit testing cycle is...

9.1.1.4. Quotes Supporting P-4 (Tools)
[1PM12] Because imagine especially with a global team. Otherwise I could just print a memo out, and
make 5 copies and just drop it off. This is your charter for this quarter. It could be handwritten, too. But
for a global team, I cannot do that. I can but it is just harder. I can't drop it off, have to fax it over to
them and make sure that they've received it and a pile of paper basically. Tools in that was are basically
more important.
[1LTM1] The way that we work doesn't matter. We have a complete process and the tools to support
that process and we have half of our engineering team in Russia, half over here, and our management is
across different sites, but it works pretty well.
[lPrM6] So one thing, templates... We use templates a whole lot. And it saves, it saves re-inventing the
wheel, so it saves time but also you build on it each time and make fewer mistakes each time because
you already have everything that you thought of for all the releases before.
[lPrM7] Oh, I think so. Because, again, if everybody was in the same building, you wouldn't... For
example, the task tracking sheet. I can... If I am not sure how we are doing, I can go over and I can call
at least or PM could even just walk into cubicle and say "Hey Vaqas, how far have you gotten in
testing?" and he could say "Oh, I have covered the first 3 sections and working on number 4 now" He
can't ask that of [...] somebody in Russia. But the test tracking sheet, and the process of updating it, he
goes at the developer central and he has got all the information he needs. He knows how to plan
tomorrow. Whether it is a state of urgency or not, are we at risk, how do I report the status, you know, I
need to know those things. Based on that holding in place and it would be really difficult if we didn't
have that. Likewise the schedule, you know, if you are... Tools definitely... If people need something
to look at, they need it written down so that everybody, from every site is looking at the same thing, it is
kind of the plumb line. Things can get off track just with hallway discussions and such, right? Two guys
are discussing some technical problem that they had, and one says "This is a better way to do it". So...
They might get everybody in that hall in the loop but they only think about, and we ran into this early in
our project life, it does not occur to them that they didn't share that with the folks in Russia who are
implementing something that needs to tie in with it or who will be testing that feature or whatever
reason they needed to know that. There is no process for change management, if there is no process for
updating the requirements and updating your test plan and updating your designs based on those
findings that happened because they do, they always run into some technical constraint if they're doing
something. If there is no process for that, and no tool to capture it then you have problems. And those
problems, they multiply, for sure, if it is cross site. The chances that you didn't share it with them
incidentally, or walk over this, you can tell them just greatly increased.
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[1RTM1] we have team meetings, we use tools like NetMeeting, and we schedule conference calls and
everything.
[1LTM5] We used the MS messenger. Sometimes it is easier than exchanging e-mails back and forth.
For discussion threads we used messenger and chat. Phone is always there. We don't hesitate to pick up
the phone and call other person if he or she is free.
[1LTM5] We use our documentation. We use MS Word, for scheduling and time tracking we use MS
Project
[1PM2] Other tools that we use is e-mail, obviously, extensively. But e-mail has a 1 day lag. A Russian
person is going to send us an e-mail, we are going to read it next morning, by the time we send back the
reply, we wasted 1 day on that. We use instant messenger quite a bit, I don't know if Vaqas metioned it
or not. There is a Microsoft tool just like MSN messenger, exchange instant messenger. Which is some
version of MSN messenger. We use that very heavily. It is installed on all of our laptops, and desktops.
It will show you who is online and who is not. Obviously during the day we do not expect the Russian
team to be online but a lot of times they are online.
[lPrM6] We definitely use Microsoft Project. We maintain our schedules, our detailed schedules there.
We use PowerPoint for a lot of our planning. Everything from the high level strategy to implementation
plan to a specific release. Our designs are in PowerPoint. Also even our requirements are in
PowerPoint.
[ 1PM11 ] So proj ect management, we obviously use... I am just going to give you the names of the
tools: Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Project, obviously Outlook for e-mails, the instant
messenger... Those are pretty much the tools. When you look at Excel and Word, I mean, you could
use Excel in a lot of different... I made the navigation schedule for people in Excel... Let me give you
more tools. With Excel and Word you can have other tools that you build around it. Excel is the basic
tool.
[1LTM5] then we have whole document control system which was developed by one of our teams some
years ago. It is a web based system and we call it developer central. So we use that for managing our
documents. We have one central place where we have all the word documents. Everyone has a view and
they can check in and check out. Stuff like that.
[1LTM6] So in the bug-fixing phase, we submit bugs and every bug has a severity level. Like it could
be a showstopper, high, median or low. One criterion is that we shouldn't deploy anything with a
showstopper bug. Also it shouldn't have any highs. Also not every bug is detected. Depending on how
many known bugs you have in the product, that defines how successful you were.
[1LTM8] We have templates. We have different templates for different documents. They are provided
by a team in Company 1 which evolves the development process. So they are pretty much like used
through all Company 1. So we have to use same templates. A: What are these templates for? I:
They
are all different documentation. They are design documents, requirements definition documents, etc.
[1PM1] So we were able to, because of this construct basically, we were able to fill information in this
by rotating this and circulating this through people easily. There is a fixed format. You have to have
some high level description to features, you got to have the resources and you have to have timelines,
high level timelines. So we were basically able to rotate this through the team, and the team was here
and in Russia to give their pieces into it.
[1PM11] We also use a document storage solution where we can share documents. And that solution is
also written by a... It is a pretty straight forward solution. You go on a web page and you will see
different projects. You click on a project, you see all the folders. It is pretty much like a shared
Explorer. A Web based shared explorer. There are solutions like that that exists in the market but we are
just using an in-house one.
[1PM11] Quarterly planning stuff was one example. We call it like bottoms up planning. All the
projects, all the people, how much time is it going to take basically.
[1PM11] The other one is a roadmap. The backend for the roadmap, the front end for the roadmap is
Power Point. So it is just a picture with boxes and it says, quarters, years, you have a box saying we will
release something over here. That's a roadmap basically in Power Point. But behind the scenes, before
an item shows up in that box, we have like an Excel spreadsheet of all the features that we have heard
from people, categorized in high level categories.
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[1PM11] We have 5 criteria that we figured out. Whenever we update the roadmap, we look over this
stuff, do we need adjustments, are there any new features that we heard, run through our numbers and
then the color codes basically. Green, yellow, red ones... And then we translate that. That's an
important tool that we use.
[1PM12] And there are other things that we do. There are dashboards that we do for tracking, and
indicators that we do for tracking, and status reports, those are... Some things stay at the management
level, if they don't need to go down basically.
[1PM12] Like I was mentioning, this dashboard basically... We have a dashboard which kind of gives
you the view of the activity and the team in one slide. And it has things like, it will show milestones, it
will show green, yellow, red basically on how we are doing on the milestone. If we are slipping, it will
be red, if there is big open issue that we are not resolving, it will be red. If it has a potential of slipping,
it might end up as an issue as yellow... So we have that at a high level that we send out to our
management weekly basically. So it is a high level tool.
[1PM12] During testing, if there is any testing going on, then you also start showing some charts which
show bug trends, that show like submissions and closures and all that and the bugs and some testing
related metrics.
[1PM12] Then at the project management level, for every project, our division has devised this
performance to commitment metric. And what the performance to commitment does is basically it says
"how many weeks did you originally say in your implementation plan that you are going to take, how
many people did you say you are going to take, how many features did you say you were going to
implement and at the end of the project we do another approval, product readiness approval, PRA. At
the PRA you have to say "Oh, I said I was going to take 17 weeks, and I ended up taking 19" and then
give some explanation for why that happened. "I couldn't do all 6 features, I could do 4 features"
[1PM14] And another thing that is going to help, I don't know if you have a question or not, is some
sort of a checklist. For different phases, sometimes basically people... So it is not a metric, but it is
more of a checklist basically. These things need to be done. Sometimes what happens is you say, OK,
"You are the lead, and you have your responsibilities". There is some document that kind of documents
your roles and responsibilities. But sometimes they will miss. They had these 10 things to do basically,
they missed a couple of things. Then all of a sudden, the allocated time is over, and you missed these 2
things, now you need more time to do this stuff. So we are devising more and more checklists, to make
sure that things don't get missed. Because if they get missed, and you are in the end, you are working
extra hard, extra hours or you are slipping basically. We are in the process of translating some of these
checklists into Excel as a tool. Then we could enter dates and all this data and things in red or green and
all of that stuff.
[lPrM2] Success criteria are always a part of the implementation plan. And there is a template for that.
It is a PowerPoint template that we present at our steering committee.
[lPrM6] For that, we use Excel to track our test cases. We have like a test tracking book, an Excel book
and each page is a test pass and it has like every test case and a cell for every test case. And they
highlight it green if it passes and red if it fails and blue if it was blocked and they could not test it. Get a
little visual idea of what is going on.
[lPrM7] we have a process of putting together a schedule. So I just go, I pull up, I have a basic release
schedule template. I don't have to think of it off the top of my head for each new release and forget a
couple of lines, right? I have added to it each time. I pull that up and we know where to go from there.
When I am putting together the implementation plan, there is a template that reminds me... It structures
the process that we go through in our planning. So I don't forget resource questions, I don't forget about
measuring the success criteria, putting that in place at the beginning. Our planning process is structured
into this sideless template. There is also a deployment checklist. They used to use Excel for that, now
they use Project also. And it is detail by detail. It is 2 hours of downtime. The time before it and after it,
there's actually 2 hours of actual server downtime while we upgrade to a new version. And I didn't
even know how many rows, there's 650? There's a lot of rows on this package schedule that details,
minute by minute what every person is supposed to do. And our deployment has become really really
tight. You know, the very first time... Oh, gosh. The first I think time there was a checklist that
somebody scribbled down somewhere. We had like a little postmortem, that was part of the process, we
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built that tool based on that postmortem, right? So there is again, our processes and our tools are
interacting, so... We decided, OK, there is going to be this official checklist, it is going to be posted on
developer central, these are the people who have to review it each time, and after, with each of our
postmortems, we add lines for the things that we missed. And so that tool has become pretty close to
airtight at this point. Between the fact that we have got our share of historical knowledge and it gets
reviewed by the right people made in all the different aspects of it each time.
[lPrM8] We have a metric we are about to put in place. Right now it is just a chart. That's another thing
we use Excel for I guess. We have a row for each issue that is reported by a customer. We were just
keeping track of them to see how many there were. Then we decided that we wanted to start... We
needed to have a root cause analysis of them. So we got some categories of root causes, and we can see
really easily what the trends are. We are going to make a graph or 2 out of that. It will help us to focus.
If all the production issues are user error, you know, not all of them but the majority, then, we might
need to work on training or documentation, if they are all new bugs then we need to look at our testing,
etc.
[lExe9] Yes. We actually have, what we call a "tools dashboard" which is published every 2 weeks by
the program manager, and yes, it has got a whole scorecard that says, you know, "for this product that
the AE team is working on is it agreeing, what is the next milestone, what's up with the OR.
[1RTL5] There is a what we call a product life cycle document with a template of what a test case
should look like.
[1LTL6] There is an application that I wrote a while ago and it is help developer central. It is a web
based content management tool basically, so you can create a project and in that project... So you go to
this website, right? You can create a project, you can add users as contributors with read write access,
you specify some data about the project like this is the project name, here is what it is about, here is
some associations with it, and then the big thing about this tool though is it has got a real nice UI that it
shows you, you can create a folder structure in your project and it shows a folder structure just like
Windows Explorer. You can add files, check in files, check out files, and they even got the nice icons so
if you have like a Microsoft Word document, you get a little Word icon next to the link, and you can
pass the links around, and so we use that tool for everything that is not code basically. So, design
documents, requirements documents, you know, you name it. Test case tracking spreadsheets, that sort
of thing.
[1LTL6] we use basically Excel to track basically test case status. So, you know, we have our test case
documents. We have a spreadsheet format where we have our test cases in spreadsheet and then a color
code per cell for each test case to indicate how it was for that test run. So red has obviously failed, green
is successful, and then blue is blocked. In other words, you can't test it because of a failure that it is
dependent on, and for each non green cell, each non green test case, the tester is required to provide
associated information for that. Why it failed... Then what happens also, another tool we use is a tool
called tracker. Which is a database that provides the ability to submit bugs. So you submit bugs, you
assign priorities to them, severity levels, you can upload files to associate with them, that type of thing.
So, in our test spreadsheet, if there is a red, a failure to the test case, we also enter the tracker number
that is associated with it. And the tracker has the ability to, you know, run specific queries like "show
me only the bugs that are filed against this version"
[1LTL6] Other tools that we use for development... Everyone universally uses Visual Studio .NET as
all our applications are .NET based. We do have some Linux tools and those... What we actually do for
those we just write NCC and Visual Studio .NET compiles it using gnu for the Linux.
[1PM13] So the dashboard is merely used for communicating the issue to outward to the management
basically and other key stakeholders.
[1PM11] For software development we use Visual Studio, and the C/C++ compiler from Microsoft,
.Net framework, for Linux we basically use the TCC compiler, and then there are some 3rd party tool
that we use for Linux also. We use some database tools basically.
[1PM14] so one of the tools that I didn't tell you that we use for development is the defect tracking tool.
We use the CS tracker for defect tracking. And so during testing we are constantly basically, every day,
we are looking at it and scrubbing the bugs. And it shows us charts. And help us figure out...
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[1LTM5] And during the development we use studio. Source control system we use CVS for our source
control. For our bug tracking we use PVCS.
[1LTL5] So what we have is we use CDF, for source control. It is basically a source control
management tool. It maintains your codes, so say you check in a file, you know, you can maintain lock
on a file, you can check it out, check it in, you can pull back a revision from history, like 2 versions ago
in case you did something you didn't want to do.
[1LTL5] Yes. Good question. So, the way we do it, everybody has a local copy of the application. So
the code is on that, and they will test on that... So you can be completely disconnected and do all the
work that you need to do. But we have a central source control repository where once you are done
making a change that you need to make to a specific file, you check it in. And then someone else across
the world might say "hey, I need to work on that piece" You know they will get the very latest from the
central server. And then the way CVS works is, let's say version 1 is in the repository and I make a
modification and, you know, I am working on version 2 and another guy in Russia is also making
modifications on version 1 so neither of us checked it out. But we are both working on version 1 doing
separate things. CVS works really well as far as that goes. If I check my version in, and the Russian guy
goes checking his version in, it will say "Hey look, you are working on an older version, I am going to
merge automatically" and it will show you if it can do that or not. And if it can't merge it will show you
conflicts. So it is really good about not, you know you never really step on someone else's toes, as far
as that goes.

9.1.1.5. Quotes Supporting P-5 (Metrics)
[1PM14] We have actually lived without metrics and we got burned. When you are just hearing things,
you are just hearing guesses, "This is fine, we are on track. Everything is looking good". And
everything is all of a sudden not good. And it is really bad. It is not just mildly not good, really bad. But
we have gone through that time that we haven't tracked any of the stuff. And it was really hard and we
were more vulnerable. Big slips, more unknowns. With metrics, now we know exactly what are the
right things to look at at the right time.
[1LTM6] So in the bug-fixing phase, we submit bugs and every bug has a severity level. Like it could
be a showstopper, high, median or low. One criterion is that we shouldn't deploy anything with a
showstopper bug. Also it shouldn't have any highs. Also not every bug is detected. Depending on how
many known bugs you have in the product, that defines how successful you were.
[lPrM8] We have a metric we are about to put in place. Right now it is just a chart. That's another thing
we use Excel for I guess. We have a row for each issue that is reported by a customer. We were just
keeping track of them to see how many there were. Then we decided that we wanted to start... We
needed to have a root cause analysis of them. So we got some categories of root causes, and we can see
really easily what the trends are. We are going to make a graph or 2 out of that. It will help us to focus.
If all the production issues are user error, you know, not all of them but the majority, then, we might
need to work on training or documentation, if they are all new bugs then we need to look at our testing,
etc.
[1LTM3] And then we define the success criteria. Generally that is our measuring tool at the end of the
project. That was our success criteria and how much have we met. Are we on target or not...
[1LTM4] Not right from the beginning but, soon after our first week I would say, we lay down the plan
for integration and testing. So what we did, once we had something we started integration testing. This
is the success criteria to pass the integration testing at different points. Just like making sure that we are
passing those criteria. It is not like write it at the end or near the end, like we have this thing for
integration. All of a sudden this is not going to work. Because we were doing something wrong. So the
idea is to define the interfacing between different modules as early as possible. And start doing the
testing for them. Start the integration testing between the modules. So that was our plan and we did that.
[1LTM6] So in the bug-fixing phase, we submit bugs and every bug has a severity level. Like it could
be a showstopper, high, median or low. One criterion is that we shouldn't deploy anything with a
showstopper bug. Also it shouldn't have any highs. Also not every bug is detected. Depending on how
many known bugs you have in the product, that defines how successful you were.
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[1LTM6] And of course releasing on time is another success criteria.
[1PM12] Like I was mentioning, this dashboard basically... We have a dashboard which kind of gives
you the view of the activity and the team in one slide. And it has things like, it will show milestones, it
will show green, yellow, red basically on how we are doing on the milestone. If we are slipping, it will
be red, if there is big open issue that we are not resolving, it will be red. If it has a potential of slipping,
it might end up as an issue as yellow... So we have that at a high level that we send out to our
management weekly basically. So it is a high level tool.
[1PM12] During testing, if there is any testing going on, then you also start showing some charts which
show bug trends, that show like submissions and closures and all that and the bugs and some testing
related metrics.
[1PM12] Then at the project management level, for every project, our division has devised this
performance to commitment metric. And what the performance to commitment does is basically it says
"how many weeks did you originally say in your implementation plan that you are going to take, how
many people did you say you are going to take, how many features did you say you were going to
implement and at the end of the project we do another approval, product readiness approval, PRA. At
the PRA you have to say "Oh, I said I was going to take 17 weeks, and I ended up taking 19" and then
give some explanation for why that happened. "I couldn't do all 6 features, I could do 4 features"
[1PM14] In fact there is another indicator that I gave, the one that leads get basically is during testing
every day we will send out a mail saying this person has these many showstoppers, these many highs,
these many mediums, these many lows to address. That mail goes out every day basically out to people
so they can see "Oh my god" like this other guy has only 5,1 have got 10. So some of these things help
with people's motivation and commitment.
[lExe6] I think the area that we are still struggling with with SF is metrics to define the value of SF.
And as before I said, I can tell you the metrics around how the headcount in REI has changed, how the
dollars per release have changed, but I can't tell you what specifically SF contributed to that. And that's
still a frustration for me. I want to see that project be able to better articulate its individual value to
Intel.
[lPrMl] And did you have a list of criteria how success would be assessed? I: Yes, we did. So at
IPA, our implementation plan approval, we always say what our success criteria is, and we have some
liability success criteria, we have a concept called performance to commitment, we commit to a
schedule, we commit to a number of features, and we are measured by that, against that at the end of the
project at PRA. So our goal is to score 90% or better on that, basically saying "we did what we said we
were going to do" Also that we would not introduce any regressions in production issues.
f lPrM2] Success criteria are always a part of the implementation plan. And there is a template for that.
It is a PowerPoint template that we present at our steering committee.
[lPrM6] Yeah bug trend is the main metric that we are looking at during a release.
[lPrM7] So once the testing phase goes in place, one of the metrics we look at is the defect trend. It is
an obvious one, right? You look at the number submitted, the number that are open, it should be
decreasing after the integration, first pass test, second, third, and then validation should be the fewest.
[lPrM7] And if we were to put check beyond that, we should see even fewer from the customer base
reporting on that same code. So that's something that we look at...
[lExe6] My team does quarterly key results and you know, we talk about what we are going to deliver
each quarter in terms of "is it going to be an IPA for this release, is it going to be a product release for
this one". So it quite closely tracked in terms of schedule, and delivery to it.
[lExel4] the key results, do we, execute against them, what percentage of them did we achieve, how
many releases do we do, how many people per release, how many dollars per release and for every
release, is it going out, is it going through our whole process, the release cycle, in less than 10 days, and
with fewer than 3 RC candidates.
[1RTL7] You know, periodically, once every other day, for instance, I would update the project file that
contains all the low level details and milestones. I update that with a percentage of complete, for each
one and that you can generate metrics on, what is successful or not. But there is nothing to generate like
that.
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[1PM4] Once we deployed it, people started using it. But nobody was quantifying how well it was
performing. How much benefit we got out of it. So we started implementing some indicator basically in
the second year. And people started seeing some value.
[lPrM8] We don't for every release but from time to time we will do a survey. We have done an
official post release evaluation
[lPrM8] So sometimes, I would say we do more, aside from the very formal customer satisfaction
survey that is already in place, our surveys are more often informal. And we have done few very formal.
One usability study that was just a general... You know, we had interviews with people and said "Talk
to me about what works for you and what doesn't work for you with this system" and we got some
good ideas there. Then one was a formal survey that set responses of very specific questions that I had
asked about a particular area of the tool. And we also have a customer feedback link on the website.
People can send us just thoughts, ideas, problems kind of thing. They think they ran into a bug and they
need help they contact our customer support desk, and we hear about that, too. And we have been
looking at...
[lExe5] I can't tell you numbers specifically for the Product 1, but we did, Product 1 is part of the
solution that the REI group put in place for SPD to get the products out the door and we went back and
tracked the cost of the REI organization when we first started out per product versus now per product
and we have been able to cut the cost by about 50%. And, you know, much of that is establishing
process, and developing skills and so forth, but the Product 1 factor is definitely a part of that.
[lExe6] I think the area that we are still struggling with with Product 1 is metrics to define the value of
Product 1. And as before I said, I can tell you the metrics around how the headcount in REI has
changed, how the dollars per release have changed, but I can't tell you what specifically Product 1
contributed to that. And that's still a frustration for me. I want to see that project be able to better
articulate its individual value to Company 1.
[lExe9] We initially set up that we wanted to be able to demonstrate reduced delays or packages being
released. And that we wanted to be able to, for example, take the whole release process. So release
process what happens is components get dropped from the engineering team, they get packaged by the
installation team, they get validated by product validation, get released. And so, the whole goal is to be
able to take clean slices and say how much is time is being spent in each one of those, are there sections
between where packages are waiting, where they are not being processed. And to be able to analyze that
data and tell what is happening. That has proved more complicated than we initially thought due to the
variety of release types, the constant changes in order to accommodate the needs of the different
development teams and so forth. And so those are the types of things we hoped to measure initially and
that we are still struggling with.

9.1.1.6. Quotes Supporting P-6 (Culture)
[lExe2] Especially in the world of Company 1, you know, we are very results driven. If you can't
demonstrate your success, then you have not accomplished anything. And so it was a real struggle for
the team.
[lExe5] I mean, constructive confrontation is expected in Company 1, not something that, that can be
hard to teach in Russia.
[1PM2] One of the things they have done is, they work sort of a shifted day. They don't come until 10
or 11 in the morning. It is an 11 hour difference, they are 11 hours ahead. They don't come until about
10 or 11 in the morning and they don't leave there until 8, 9, sometimes 10 o'clock. There are people
who are sitting there until midnight. So 1 o'clock our time in the afternoon, they are still there. So in the
morning hours it is quite likely that we will find people online and working in Russia. Obviously the
times that work best is when you do find an overlap, one way or the other. When you find an overlap,
you can answer the questions instantly. They have a question, you can answer it. So one of the methods
we figured out for this particular release was the lead over here decided to get online for half an hour
one hour every night. When the Russian team is coming in, he will be online and available, right, he can
be doing anything. But, if they started their messenger, they will see him online. If they have a question,
theyjusttypeit.
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[1PM14] In fact there is another indicator that I gave, the one that leads get basically is during testing
every day we will send out a mail saying this person has these many showstoppers, these many highs,
these many mediums, these many lows to address. That mail goes out every day basically out to people
so they can see "Oh my god" like this other guy has only 5,1 have got 10. So some of these things help
with people's motivation and commitment.
[1PM15] Yes. You have to... And a lot of cross pollination also. You can take one person as an
example that you like or a certain behavior in a person that you like basically. And you try to basically
showcase that to other people. Sort of kind of try to create a viral type of thing. Good behavior and
good attitude is kind of like seen as being rewarded. And other say, "Well, this is good" basically. You
will develop some sort of culture in the team basically. Whether you try it or not... You will develop
some sort of a culture.
[1PM15] Yes. They were able to realize that in this project with this set of people basically I don't have
to be like a typical Russian, I can be this way. That's what I think helps where if you hear their ideas
men they say "Somebody does hear our ideas and does like it and does promote them". Then the next
time they will know that within this group of people, at least, I can voice my ideas, voice my concerns.
So it does change basically. They do realize that the culture in this team is different. It is just how you
build it basically. If you don't listen to their ideas, they will never bring up ideas. If you do, then they
will, they will be more creative. It all depends on what you want them to be. If you want them to be
creative, and involved and participating in all the team activities, and everything basically, then you can
do that. If you want them just as outsourcing work, here is your work, just do it, give it back to me.
Then that's the culture. You will never hear their problems.
[1LTL8] I don't know how it is for the rest of the company. But the fact that I make myself available at
11 o'clock at night on a daily basis during the development cycle, is a necessity I thought and it is not
something that everyone does I don't think. But it worked out. And I think that was critical.
[1LTM4] But still I get there are cultural differences, they have a different way of working.
[1PM4] So the lead for this particular project had already been to Russia two times. He had not met
everyone in Russia but he knew the culture well enough, he knew the people and that helped during the
project. Not in this project, but in another project, the lead had not interacted with the Russians so
much. So he was not aware of the culture, how the team worked, and that project did not go as well as
this project.
[1PM15] Yes. The way that Russians look at the American counterparts in their teams is different,
sometimes even weird. Just because of the way their culture is. When they talk to me, it is like I am
their, for most people not for all people, some people over there have been so exposed to the US culture
that they are like, you can call them like... So when you talk to Alex, Alex is like no different from any
American basically. He understands, he worked over here before for a little bit. You can ask him that,
for 6 months or so I think. So he is very familiar with the culture and he knows how to interact with this
culture. So then he is not like a typical Russian. Some typical Russians, they have very different notions
of, you know, "he is the boss" basically. You have to sort of work on that basically. Because sometimes
they just... You will realize why they are thinking what exactly. They think as if I am their president
basically and I am dictating stuff and they have to listen basically. That's one of the biggest problems
with Russia. Probably not so much with India, I think. If you guys are doing most studies with India but
they are very... They don't know the notion, they don't know the notion of brainstorming. They can't
brainstorm with their superior basically. Because they have been in a communist dictator country for so
long that they are just used to people telling them what to do and they just go do it. Sometimes that's
very good basically. Sometimes it is not very good. Sometimes when you just want them to do what
you want them to do, you just tell them and they will do it. And other times when you want them to be
creative and thinking and providing their input, you feel like... So you have to kind of purposefully
throw that kind of culture, tell them... They will never say no basically. You could keep giving them
more and they will never say no. So a lot of things you have to learn and adjust to get the best out of
those guys. You can use it to the advantage. They will never say no. You could give then twice the
work and they will not say no. They will try to do it. But I don't know what impression they will build
of you at the end of the day, at the end of the year. You have to build a good relationship of trust with
them basically. They will just be more productive basically.
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[lExe5] I mean, constructive confrontation is expected in Company 1, not something that, that can be
hard to teach in Russia.
[lExel 1] It is pretty tough. It helps that we try to hire for it in the first place, right? We try to make
clear that that's what people need to do. But it is a real challenge. With the Russians, we encourage
generally is that people are following up in one on one situations to hear their issues beneath the surface
or something they were not comfortable mentioning in the meeting, so forth. And then we do keep
encouraging them, "you got to speak up with your ideas, get them out there". We initially had a lot of
trouble with, you have a meeting, you think things are going a certain way. Somehow, somebody in the
team would have a different idea and they would not know how to sell it. This still tends to happen
actually across the teams. It's still something we're working with. Not too much in the AE team as with
the others. And so the person would not know how to sell their idea. And so they would say, "You
know, I am just going to prototype it". And they prototype their idea and then come back and say "ta
da" You know, "I have mis great thing". And that's not really the most effective way, right? I mean you
want them to be able to talk about what their ideas are and to influence the direction of the whole team
if it is the right idea or to understand why it is the wrong idea and not to spend the time on prototyping
them.

9.1.2. Selected Quotes from Case 2
9.1.2.1. Quotes Supporting P-l (Strategy)
[2PM4] Also the organization didn't understand the business need of the application. And they were
really not willing to throw... They threw a few people at us but they weren't... They say, you know,
"here's a few people, get going". And once that overlapped the course of last year, the business need
became realized. The organization said, "OK, you are right". You do need more resources, you do need
this... Dig down into their pockets deeper. Because this is something we are trying to get done
strategically in the bigger arena.
[2PM4] When the group building the project that were throwing resources at the project, when they
found out there was 20 million dollars a year worth of boxes coming out the door, and we are losing
track of these things, and the value of Company 2 intellectual property that was being exposed, they
realized "Oh, this is more important that we thought it was"
[2PM2] Well, that is an interesting question. It has never been totally finished. We had some major
POR, plan of record, recess. We started to say that the application was going to take us about 18 months
to build, it was going to be x number of features or modules. Early in 2000 we had a major change in
the way we wanted to approach the whole project. We reset the project and included some more
modules, and basically started on the application we are working today. After last year, we hit some
serious progress problems. And we still have not completed what we call generation one in the
application. But we had several major releases building on to each module as we go forward.
[2PM2] Yes. A major piece is planning. But primarily resourcing the project has been the biggest
problem.
[2PM2] The project was under resourced. They had only a couple of people dedicated to getting this
whole project done
[2PM3] The organization really did not have that in their plans to support that dollar amount or the
number of people and so we had to start going under resourced, and that was really our first warning
sign.
[2PM4] So you need to have the organization firmly supporting the vision of the project and willing to
invest the money to get the project done right.
[2PM5] really assess what you have, make sure you really clearly understand what needs to get done,
and then really clearly understand what is it going to take to get it done, especially when it comes down
to people.
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[2PM3] I you have to build, you know, my background is in construction industry, if you are going to
build a house, you don't deal with two guys. You got a handful of people, each one having specialties
getting the job done. You've got the electrician guys, you've got the roofer guys, you've got the guys of
frame, you got the guys who do the carpentry work, and you need to make sure that you have all those
skills. There are some guys who can cross skills, a good roofer may also have a pretty good carpentry
skills, and therefore you can... That's not what we did. We started off with a 3 or 4 people trying to
build a house, some of them fairly experienced in all various elements but when it really comes to an
enterprise application, you really needed to have just plain more people in a certain amount of time.
And you also need some very specific skills. Some architecture skills that we didn't quite have at the
beginning. Very specialized QA skills. Better project management. I was not a technical project
manager, I was more of a business, program manager with a technical understanding. So all these
different specialty skills, when you add it all up, you can start seeing all the holes that were there, that
were in the plan. You say, "OK, we are going to build this", great, what is you plan? First we have to
assemble this team. Well, that was our first problem, we didn't have any team to assemble, we started
going forward.

9.1.2.2. Quotes Supporting P-2 (Organization)
[2PM3] But I do think that we could have been more successful had it been managed better from the
middle guys. I think that we would have had some better opportunities for success had that management
been in place. Would it have been as successful as an on-shore team who we had access to, who if we
needed something we could go to, could work with the customers, and could learn our business process
a lot more? No, it never would have been that effective.
[2PM7] We just added a resource back. We realized... We threw everything over there. That was one of
the problems. Our migration to India was another issue. It just didn't go that smooth. It was still coming
out the tumbling of the plan. It had to be done fast, it couldn't be fully planned out, we couldn't go over
there and do it the way that I think we would have like to do it with more of a 2 or 3 year plan to really
kind of read ourselves in their. We had to ramp up fast. And that ramping up cost us
[2PM10] Also in the US is what I was considering the business champion. Her name is Christie. And
she is the one who started the project that has that technical background. So, she is technically the
customer. But she plays a little bit different role than what most customer champions would be. She has
also been involved in the application development. But we changed her role to be primarily business.
But the team is familiar with her. They respect her. And they say, "OK, we have got a technical
problem so Christie, give us some help here, because you know the business need so well so that's one
of the key people here.
[2PM11] We have two sets of developers. Each project has this set group of developers that are
responsible for the ongoing development of the project. But then we also have a sustaining team which
are basically the bug fixers. Developers create the bugs and then sustaining teams go in there and fix the
developers' mess. Kind of how it goes but it is not how we like to reflect it. So we have 5 or 6,1 don't
remember, we are in the middle of ramping, I think we are targeting 8 or 9, 8 or 10 people in India. But
I think right now we have 6 or 7,1 can't remember what it is. We have 1 person here. For sustaining. So
the primary bulk of the group is sustaining group is in India. But this is the one thing we realize that it is
amazing how useful this person has been. Being here, on our time level. Working on problems.
Especially when we are working on show stoppers where you need to interface with the customer
because we are trying to figure out, triage what is going on. And these customers are primarily
Company 2 people but even then we can't ask other group's people to meet with our India team at 12
o'clock at night to solve their problem. We still need to work in the business day of Company 2 people
here in the US, where most of these customers are at. And it has been extremely valuable to have us,
one of the sustaining people here. Not only fix things... I things need to be fixed that urgent of a basis.
The biggest thing is triage in communication
[2PM4] Basically, the structure goes like this: We have a program manager and actually we have a
technical project manager sitting here, and we have tech lead reporting to him. And our other tech lead,
we have developers. And that's the hierarchy we have implemented here.
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[2PM5] When you say as a Program Manager, means under your control, that is the problem with
program management. You have nobody under you. Technically. Nobody reports to you. You are an
influencer and you are nobody that you control. So the development team, they report to somebody else.
The business groups, the system support team, everybody reports to everybody else. As a Program
Manager... That is the exciting part of the job and it is the most frustrating part of the job. You don't
have any... It sounds like, OK, you get this done and it is going to show up in your yearly reports. You
don't have control over people. You must influence people. And it is a matrixed organization, you work
with different departments. So if the system support team isn't giving you the support you need, you
know, it is an IT group, you are their customer. Your ability to get stuff done is as good as their focus
on the customer in addition to what you need to do to really explain your needs and get your points
across as a vendor. Everything is like a customer vendor relationship. You know, we are all working
within each other. So that is the difficult part of program management. Nothing is under control and you
have to influence everything you need. Lots of times it works smooth. Sometimes it doesn't. We have
worked with an IT group, that had given us some people, right in the middle of some critical point in
time, they just took the person away. Gone. So long. And it totally messed us up. We are in the middle
of a release and the QA person turned his back because IT flex group says, "No, you need to do this
because this is more important." And so, what do you do? You call up that person's manager and go to
their manager and so you have to fid the buttons to push that make the wheels turn.
[2PM4] We have a program manager and actually we have a technical project manager sitting here, and
we have tech lead reporting to him. And our other tech lead, we have developers. And that's the
hierarchy we have implemented here
[2PM6] Basically, as a project perspective, yes, because basically what we feel is a communication
model is like the communications go through a particular chain. Like we have a TTM and a DM and
then from degrees it comes to the developers. So basically, sometimes what happens is the developers
note if anybody else then it goes to the developers. Sometimes what happens is a developer will not be
having a right set of answers to the questions because it takes some time to get communicated to a
developer because of this long chain—like program manager goes to TPM then TPM navigates to TL
then TL comes to developers. Sometimes it is good and sometimes you know it's not good
[2PM7] Understanding roles and responsibilities, how we are going to get those work done, all those
other... They are entirely focused on development over there. We realized we needed 1 or 2 resources
here, to help us with issues that are happening during the day, when they are sleeping at night, we are
working during the day, we have 1 or 2 key people, that are technical people here that we just recently
added back, to help us interface with the team over there. So we have 98% of the development being
done in India and just a couple of percent over here. Give or take 5%.
[2PM7] I was playing that role and another person was playing that role from the US, and so we were
very much in tune with working at the development level. When they started getting managers in, to be
the person now I interface with, I didn't need to be at the development level anymore. I primarily focus
on them but because we have a good working relationship as a team, I interface quite a bit with the
entire group. Sometimes specific developers. But we make sure our lines are clear. I don't go in and tell
developers what to do. I am there as a resource to them. Because they have got a problem, they had
rather work with me direct. They have to go through their manager, their technical project manager
comes to me so all three of us sit in a room and talk about it together. I really like the way our project is
set up. Lines of communication is very clear as far as it is supposed to go but we don't draw the line and
say "This is the only way it is." And everybody works very closely with each other to respect those
lines but then still help also respect breaking the lines when we need to do it.
[2PM3] We did not have the experience to take on
[2PM3] So 1 went out to find an enterprise caliber person. When that person came up, I finally found
one, because I went through 3 people, I finally found somebody who really understood what happened
here. We had started to see this turnover of people already. I finally found a person who really
understood it.
[2PM8] Did you have any control over the selection of the team members in India?
I:
No. I
have had some... Hot and cold. There was a couple of times yes and a couple of times no. But even
when I influenced the decision was already made. And so you are just confirming that this is the person
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you want. And I don't so any selecting. And that was an issue. Like I said, as a Program Manager you
don't control anything. So trying to get some sort of sense of control. In doing that, they have been
more aware in trying to get us in to be an influencer in some decisions. But still technically you have no
control over it
[2Cust2] There has been a lot of team turnover for pretty much all portions of the team—all of the
different functions of the team. So, if we are in a continual phase of getting somebody new, having to
ramp them up, that's been on development, that's been on India's program management, that's been on.
We also didn't have a team lead, a technical team lead in India—that sort of thing. So, having so much
team turnover, it's been difficult to get continuity, and we've lost a lot of knowledge with players
coming in and out.
[2PM1] Basically, what we feel is we don't have a technical person or most technical persons to take
positions at a higher level. Basically, as a working model, as you know, we have... And basically our
bridge, our technical bridge was missing, so there were some points due to the technical bridge being
not available to us which affected the project in some perspective
[2PM2] And out of the initial three contractors working on this project and later two of the contractors
have been absorbed in the company and made permanent. And one contractor discontinued. So, first
person then just working, and then recently, around four months back we got one more developer. And
the criteria is like three of the four contractors there was no criteria set because they had been working
on this project for more than seven months or so. So, since they had proven their technical skills on this
project.
[2Exe6] But, I would say, what's gone well is we've had a program manager around on the project who
has excellent customer orientation and who has been just a really strong customer advocate all along the
way. While a lot of people didn't really understand what this project was all about, you know, the
magnitude and the significance of it. You know, and according to myself as well as my manager and
others, it wasn't like it was this, you know, this little small group of people who just didn't get it. I
mean there were a lot of people who really did not appreciate the complexity of this application and its
importance and value to the company. So, I'd say that was one of the things that went right was we had
someone who was really a good strong customer advocate.
[2Exe9] You know, "all these U.S. jobs are moving overseas, you're taking our jobs, I'm next, I'm on
the chopping block." With our organization, we really haven't been behaving that way. The jobs that we
moved over there were all green badge contractor jobs that we were doing here from a flex perspective.
In fact, a number of the people that were doing work for us here, we hired in India—they were Indian
citizens that were over here doing contract work. So, we ultimately benefited from them being on the
team, because we got them with a year's worth of experience as a green badge and then they already
knew our projects, so we were kind of like
[2RTM6] Basically, as a project team—project team members, we didn't have any team building
activities as such. But as a group, for instance, we did team building
[2Exe8] Another thing that we found was really really important was getting people in the U.S. and also
people in India back and forth. So, first thing we did is we had—and I've traveled over there several
times myself to, we did a lot of interviewing over the phone, but we needed to actually meet people, see
them face to face to help with the hiring process until we actually got a small core team of people over
there that could help with the hiring process—so, getting over there, understanding the lay of the land,
seeing the office configuration, so, just the kind of challenges that they're facing. And then having the
development team meet with their peers, see the data center where all the applications that they put into
production, you know actually meeting the people that helped with that, you know, the guys in IT and
just getting the teams to meet each other so it's not just some disembodied voice over the phone and
making sure that that's part of the ongoing plan. So, we have, every quarter, we have a plan that we've
put in place in terms of figuring out who's going over when and for how long. In fact, one of the folks
who's been working on the BVMS project is right now at the airport picking up three of our Indian—
four Indian developers that are coming over to spend three weeks here.
[2PM9] All areas. How we are going to get the work done to what am I supposed to be doing as a
developer here. Even down to some of the technical levels of the application. You know, you bring a
new developer on, let's make sure that this person is fully versed on what the history of the application,
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the code, the history of how are we getting the work done, the way we architect the application, how we
get the code done, the methods, and everything. Just, bringing somebody on... You know, immigration
somebody into the project. Down to that level and all the way up to training groups of people on
processes. Could be a technology, they are doing the whole .Net training. Because we are trying to
establish some of our applications in .Net so it will be a whole group training. We want to make sure
that all of our developers are at a certain caliber. We are trying to do the cross application training. So
what happens if we have to do shifts in resources and we need more people on this boat versus the
other. So there is lots of that. We are looking at it down to what does each individual person need, and
what does the group need to be successful. So, I would say we are at the 75% success area of that. We
are going to get better. We're only at that because we are early in the game. I think this is the 2-3 year
project myself of really establishing what our training and process needs are. It is a long term thing
[2Cust2] I believe that is part of the issue is that they don't understand that the application is pretty
complex. And they weren't involved in the initial part of the applications—they inherited it. So, I think
that they didn't have the skills that we needed
[2PM3] We have gone through some of the CMM processes and training since our department was
CMM level 2. So, we have been given team training and some of the estimation processes training. A:
And all of the team members went through this? I: Yes, all of the team members
[2Exe9] One of the other things that I was really keen on doing was making sure that the development
team, in particular, the development managers and some of the technical leads, really understood the
business that they were supporting. So, I've really insisted that they all spend time and have one-onones with the stakeholders that they are developing applications for so that they have a better
understanding of what it is they're doing and why they're doing it.
[2PM3] Basically, the distribution of the tasks as such, it depends on the person who comes forward and
takes the task. It's not defined within the... Basically, in some modules we have three persons. There are
around six to seven modules which are there, and the requirements, if the requirements go to any of
them. Basically it is the one who can take that requirement. It's not... You have always the option to
take any of the requirements. But whether we take it like if the particular requirement or
implementation is a model which had worked previously it is better to take that requirement
[2RTM4] Yes, definitely. People are free to pick the tasks. It's not like the dev lead decides or the tech
lead decides assignment of the tasks. Only the team and the tech leads translate the purpose of the
requirements as such

9.1.2.3. Quotes Supporting P-3 (Process)
[2PM11] We have two sets of developers. Each project has this set group of developers that are
responsible for the ongoing development of the project. But then we also have a sustaining team, which
are basically the bug fixers. Developers create the bugs and then sustaining teams go in there and fix the
developers' mess. Kind of how it goes but it is not how we like to reflect it.
[2PM12] We had our own development process set up. But right now what we really gone to is, we
really want to focus on developing CMM capability. A certain level of competence. We are shooting for
CMM level 3 by the end of the year. That's a pretty aggressive target. My project itself was more
working on a, we had more of an extreme programming approach. We worked a lot in teams, because
we are a small team, we worked a lot as a group. Solving problems, attacking things, defining things,
designing things, as a group, small group. Then we break apart, take on responsibilities. It was a little
bit of an ad hoc process. We had some good advantages of that and it had some disadvantages. As our
big group, as we started taking over and realizing that all of our programs are having problems. We
wanted to formulate some sort pf methods, methodology which everybody—conventions that people
followed. And the convention that was brought into play was CMM process. And so about almost a
year ago, we took on charter of using that as our model of development process going forward.
[2PM5] Yes. So, basically, it's all depending on that release and site. And the release and site distinctly
defines for that particular year. So, for a particular year we say that, "OK. There are around four release
cycles or five release cycles for this project. And we have a pre-defined date for that. And once one
cycle finishes, then the requirements come for the next phase or cycle. And above goes like that.
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[2Exel6] How much more to get it done? I: How much more to...? M: Finish completely? I:
Well, it's, there's probably another year or more worth of...It's kind of, you know, they just
keep coming up with some additional.. .They have in their head, this was just again, it was just going to
be this simple thing, and really they didn't quite appreciate the complexity of what they were asking for.
And early on we only had one or two developers on it. Now, we have four dedicated developers on it.
So, you know, a lot of things happened to it along the way. And also the business has changed since
that's kind of the nature of what our group does is that we're basically building the business capabilities
to manager our business. And so as it changes, we have to evolve. So, this project probably has another
twelve months worth of work before we get it into a place where it's in a maintenance mode.
[2PM13] Actually, India owns the schedule. The technical team owns [the schedule]. We bring the
requirements, and then the design is created, and then they define the resources that are needed and how
long it's going to take. They do the estimating. So they own the schedule.
[2PM4] Basically, we follow some of the estimation processes like when on the staff and basically all
the developers in that team gives their own estimations. And then when these estimation processes are
done, we come up at the final estimate.
[2PM6] Communicating up to your management. Personally I had some issues with trying to manage
the show. I thought I was telling the management that this is a problem and they got to a certain point, it
comes down to, "You weren't clear about what was the problem, we are in this position, you should
have been more clear to us. The business customers need to know very clearly what is going on in every
point in time. Communication, timely and accurate communication and managing that matrix is
something that even if we weren't having problems sometimes that overemphasized the problem
because some of that communication was either not timely enough
[2PM11] Primarily telephone. And e-mail. You are looking for that super technology that can make
communicating a lot easier and it just really isn't. There is nothing other than the telephone, e-mail and
going over there in person. There is no substitute for working face to face with somebody. You are here,
talking in person, is a lot easier than if I was talking to you over the phone. It just goes smoother. There
is something about the human interaction that the communication flows when you are talking to
somebody, in person. So you try to replicate that the best you can. So people try videoconferencing
stuff that just never really works. The value is not quite there. You are talking on the phone, you know
how quickly things can go wrong when you are trying to e-mail, when you are trying to make a point.
Somebody reads your e-mail a little bit wrong and the communication actually gets worse than better
[2PM15] I've been there once and then we've had a couple of people come over here, and we have a
few more coming over next quarter. We're trying to do it—every other quarter some of our folks go
over there, and then next quarter some of their folks come over here—kind of managing it through a
budget thing, through a logical thing, trying to manage it to as far as what work is getting done. [For
example,] does it make sense to drag somebody over here when they need to be back over there
working with there team? So we're trying to figure that all out, but I just recently went over there last
month
[2Custl] When we started off-shoring, it was a lot more difficult to maintain good communication. We
worked opposite hours of each other, there were cultural and time and everything else gaps. So,
although we communicated fairly frequently, it wasn't a very effective communication
[2Custl] But the biggest issue was that working with an off-shore team created a huge communication
gap, a lot of time differences. They didn't have any interaction with the customers anymore and they
couldn't because the customers work in different time zones and at different times than they do.
[2Cust4] I think it's just the abstraction levels. You know, they cannot work directly. When I was a
developer and we had our secondary and primary developers and things like that, we could work with
the customers, we could talk with the customers. If we had questions we didn't have to go through two
or three levels of abstraction to find out what we needed to do. We could say or I could go sit with a
customer and say, "How do you do your job?", and somebody didn't have to translate that. So, we had
the accessibility and proximity to the customers and to the business—the people actually doing
business. That you just don't have when you're working twelve hours and half a world away.
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[2PM4] Basically, the communication model we have, we use the e-mail communication model on a
weekly basis or on a need to need basis. But then if there is any particular requirement, which we're not
clear about, we can call him at anytime. There's no issue there.
[2PM4] Actually there are different levels of communications here. The communication model is pretty
set here, and there's like the technical project manager has a weekly meeting with the program
manager, and there's one more meeting—the status meeting. And apart from that, there are normal
meetings. One on one meetings depends like if we have any issues on the model or what we're working
on, and if you feel that there is some clarifications which are a perspective or a technical perspective.
That's on a need basis.
[2PM7] Yes. Basically, the customers get involved with two phases like the initial when we prepared
the release part and that gets reviewed by the customer before starting off each release cycle. And then
once it has been approved by the customers, then they get involved again with this thing which is like
the final jury. Phase when the product is ready and to be positioned for the production state. So these
are the two technical stages where they get involved
[2Exe7] you know of course the work hours are very awkward because of the time zone difference. It's
almost a 12 and a half hour time zone difference. And now it's 13 and a half (vice versa). So, there were
some struggles there and there were just some communication, you know, where we needed to be
more.. .we needed actually to codify some communication guidelines to make sure that the teams were
staying in sync
[2PM5] OK. Basically, as I mentioned, we have a risk process as such, and these requirements which
come to the installation process. And this maps to these requirements and this maps to that or this
process. And so each project plan has a risk factor involved, like, "What are the risks?" and, "What part
of the plan will they develop?" A: OK. It's part of the...I see. And in this life cycle, do you use a life
cycle model? Is that it? I: Yes. We use life cycle
[2RTM2] We have had a high turnover of the project
[2PM10] Now, did we complete that plan? Did we complete the design of what we needed to do? We
lost him halfway through that. We weren't able to transfer that knowledge into somebody. That's why
we are resetting plan again right now. And we are bringing people in. In fact we are even getting that
one person back, for a short period of time. We were half done when we lost him. And that was again
because of a year's contract expired. He was not a full time employee. We didn't have the vision and
the whole thing down on paper when we lost him.
[2Cust2] There has been a lot of team turnover for pretty much all portions of the team—all of the
different functions of the team. So, if we are in a continual phase of getting somebody new, having to
ramp them up, that's been on development, that's been on India's program management, that's been on.
We also didn't have a team lead, a technical team lead in India—that sort of thing. So, having so much
team turnover, it's been difficult to get continuity, and we've lost a lot of knowledge with players
coming in and out.
[2PM1] And basically because what happens is when we have been given this project and we don't
have much—we don't have any documentation as such on those projects, the high level we have, but
the technical documents or related documents we don't have. So the developers who have been working
on this project have taken the task and were not able to get with it. Also, they don't have or got any
input from the previous persons who were working on this project—technically.
[2Cust2] So processes were in place, but key people maybe were missing? I:
Yes. We also had lots
of changes. But, say for instance, once we got established with the development team and were sort of
moving, into the development cycle and things like that, we all of a sudden started to see a new process
that nobody understood and nobody had every used before—things like that. We had a process of
changes to the process that were sort of thrown in, so that's one of the places where we kind of deviated
from the Company 2 software design life cycle...
[2PM5] Yes. So, basically, the life cycle is a bit tailored. Basically, it starts with once we get, actually
from program managers. And that actually is determined by the program managers. And once we get
those then we start with the requirements. Actually, we cannot say that it's... But it's the document
which contains the requirements. And then we release. Before that, initially the project would be online
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before rolling out the project plan. We get our estimations done there. And once they roll out the project
plan, and then we do the development and then depart
[2PM5] Actually, there are two types of releases here. So that goes alternatively. For the first cycle, if
we give our features release—a features release contains new additions, like new model development,
or new model and new requirement. So that is in first phase. And the end product will be as suitable as
applications produce new implementations of new models which are there and they let the customers
use them. And another phase is like a sustaining release where we have bug fixers. And at that
basically, we have a very small build, because it's a bug fix, it does not take very much time.
[2PM6] Basically, as we told, we have two types of releases. One is a deployment release and one is a
sustaining release, which is a bug fixer. So basically, what this is, we can say it's a very minor like
maybe a small change or like maybe one small minor code change. Then we follow the process from
that. So basically, following the process for that small thing, I think takes unnecessarily too much time
[2Exe5] overall PLC, those four are high level kind of departments work very well for us. And with
DVMS, their initial stages, none of that was taken through that whole PLC process. So we had a group,
my team that had learned we had kind of grown up from a small group to a medium sized group and the
complexity of the project that we had been managing had grown substantially. So, we had kind of
experienced some of the things that the DVMS team was experiencing, and we applied this PLC
process to try and kind of shore things up and just make it look cleaner for us. And so there were five or
six people from that other team that came in sent to my team, and I integrated them into Bill Pearson's
Program Management team and we started to apply the Project Life Cycle process to all of the project
that we had inherited as well as everything else. And we have just been fine tuning and iterating and
getting this thing...
[2Exe6] You know, on the other side I think that probably early on, what would have really benefited
this project is if it had gone through the checks and balances of the PLC process that we already had in
place for everything else. I mean, every other project that the organization on the part of.. .we use the
PLC process. And this one, we never used it. It's just a big mistake
[2PM2] It is a big list. A general, a simple answer to that planning is the biggest... We put a lot of
planning ahead when we started the project. And we thought our plans were really complete. But once
we started the project, we realized, you know, when we actually started development. There was about
a year of requirements gathering, 6 months to a year, requirements gathering, really a time to define
what the project was going to be. When we actually started getting into design, and implementation of
the project, we realized that our upfront exploration was not as deep as it should have been
[2Exe7] And also, like some of work that Russ has been helping us with around product requirements
gathering, getting various specifics and measurable product requirements, you know, not clumping a
whole bunch together with some kind of a vague description, was very important for the success of our
projects, especially overseas because we don't have the luxury of meeting with people, kind of
explaining the detail and everything that we're getting at; and then you've just got translating issues and
you've got some marketing person, and it goes through our program management team, and then it gets
to the developer and the interpretation of the request comes out different. So we got into some specifics
of that, how we would do that, and essentially kind of formalized those as part of our development
process. And what we've started to do this year—I'd say we're one third, maybe 48% of the way
through
[2Exel3] Yeah, what we do there is outlined a little bit in the PLC diagram and that's one of the things
that we've finally gotten this project onto using this PLC Milestone process. What we asked the team to
do earlier this year is that we want to see a marketing requirements document for anything on this
project going forward. Up until that point an MIB did not exist and the product requirements document
existed, but not in any kind of rigor that we would have deemed acceptable for any of our other
projects. So it literally has just taken that long, you know, two plus years to get this project integrated
into the process that we use for everything else. And it's almost a bit of an embarrassment to say that
because the other ones moved in really smoothly. But it's just taken a long time. So now what we do is
the customer has already gone through and identified all of the things they want to see happen over the
course of the next, you know, 12 to 18 months. They've just laid that all out. And with our program
management team, they've essentially tried to break that down into some manageable pieces and
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phases. So that's all captured in a marketing requirements document and they come into their PLC
process, the weekly meeting that we have. And they were in several months ago to present their concept
approval which shows these are the things that we want to go do, longer term, and this is what we think
it's going to take. And now at the DEA stage, they have to have that marketing requirements document
completed. And that is essentially complete now. And so they come in with development investment
approval presentation, which again provides that much more detail about what they're doing. And now
we are in the stage of actually getting in the specifics about what does the actual set of phases look like,
what is in each phase of the PRD. And we're trying to use the product requirements gathering
methodologies that Russ and some others from his organization have helped us with to be very very
specific about what these requirements are, are they measurable, are they specific, and cross-checking
that with the customer to make sure that we're really clear about what it is they intend. That's one of the
things on this project that I would say didn't go well, is that where we saved a little bit by the program
manager on it who has a strong customer orientation because there were requests, requirements that
were written up that weren't very specific and the program manager understood what they were getting
at and thought he could work through it but, when it got passed onto developers, they didn't know what
to do with it, you know, or they implemented it incorrectly. So there was a translation issue there that
was occurring there.
[2PM1] Basically, these requirements are defined by the customers and it has been translated to a
certain perspective like at high level definition and then afterwards we did from there and built it up.
[2PM3] I quickly realized that this is not a simple level project. This is an enterprise solution and
enterprise caliber solution. So we need a lot more people than a couple of people to get this project
done. In theory, the group that sponsored and got this kicked off thought they were going to do it with 2
people. And it was going to be existing on a single system sitting in some room some place managing
all the data on one box. Well, when I came on board, my first assessment was this was way under
resourced. The team had a pretty good idea about the requirements, they had no clue... Not no clue but
they did not really foresee how big this project was going to be.
[2PM3] Yes, the requirements were pretty close. You know I said we had to really step back and redo
the requirements but they pretty much had the size of what they needed to get done.
[2PM3] They just didn't realize how big a project this was going to be and how many resources it was
really going to take.
[2Cust2] So we did some initial requirements analysis of the whole project before we began the project
in the first place. But we've also done a lot of requirements analysis and business process analysis, and
that sort of thing in different phases as we've gone along. So they've been involved in a lot of the
requirements analysis—you know that's sort of real-time with development.
[2PM1] the main thing which went right is like, we were able to satisfy the customer requirements
[2PM3] Initially we heard a list of requirements. But then what happened is in some of the requirements
we had to break in a sense due to some constraints. So, sometimes some of the requirements weren't
written in the book or we had decreased the scope of those requirements and implemented them and
gone to the customers. And then later at some point when customers had reported that the scope had
been decreased and they wanted the original scope to be made again. And in that case again, we had to
tailor the requirements. A: OK. So, they did get changed a little based on the requirements of the
customer. I:
Yes, it had been changed. A:
So, because these were changed, how was the
project affected? Did it take a longer time? What were some of the effects of these changes? I:
Yes,
it affected a lot in architecture perspective. If you did an application in one perspective, and you find
that the related part you have a change then sometimes it becomes a very painful task.
[2Exe7] And also, like some of work that [a manager] has been helping us with around product
requirements gathering, getting various specifics and measurable product requirements, you know, not
clumping a whole bunch together with some kind of a vague description, was very important for the
success of our projects, especially overseas because we don't have the luxury of meeting with people,
kind of explaining the detail and everything that we're getting at; and then you've just got translating
issues and you've got some marketing person, and it goes through our program management team, and
then it gets to the developer and the interpretation of the request comes out different. So we got into
some specifics of that, how we would do that, and essentially kind of formalized those as part of our
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development process. And what we've started to do this year—I'd say we're one third, maybe 48% of
the way through.
[2Exel3] Yeah, what we do there is outlined a little bit in the PLC diagram and that's one of the things
that we've finally gotten this project onto using this PLC Milestone process. What we asked the team to
do earlier this year is that we want to see a marketing requirements document for anything on this
project going forward. Up until that point an MIB did not exist and the product requirements document
existed, but not in any kind of rigor that we would have deemed acceptable for any of our other
projects. So it literally has just taken that long, you know, two plus years to get this project integrated
into the process that we use for everything else. And it's almost a bit of an embarrassment to say that
because the other ones moved in really smoothly. But it's just taken a long time. So now what we do is
the customer has already gone through and identified all of the things they want to see happen over the
course of the next, you know, 12 to 18 months. They've just laid that all out. And with our program
management team, they've essentially tried to break that down into some manageable pieces and
phases. So that's all captured in a marketing requirements document and they come into their PLC
process, the weekly meeting that we have. And they were in several months ago to present their concept
approval which shows these are the things that we want to go do, longer term, and this is what we think
it's going to take. And now at the DEA stage, they have to have that marketing requirements document
completed. And that is essentially complete now. And so they come in with development investment
approval presentation, which again provides that much more detail about what they're doing. And now
we are in the stage of actually getting in the specifics about what does the actual set of phases look like,
what is in each phase of the PRD. And we're trying to use the product requirements garnering
methodologies that [one of the managers] and some others from his organization have helped us with to
be very very specific about what these requirements are, are they measurable, are they specific, and
cross-checking that with the customer to make sure that we're really clear about what it is they intend.
That's one of the things on this project that I would say didn't go well, is that where we saved a little bit
by the program manager on it who has a strong customer orientation because there were requests,
requirements that were written up that weren't very specific and the program manager understood what
they were getting at and thought he could work through it but, when it got passed onto developers, they
didn't know what to do with it, you know, or they implemented it incorrectly. So there was a translation
issue there that was occurring there.
[2Cust2] The other big thing is that the developers don't really understand the enterprise application.
And so there is a huge gap in there in that even after a year and a half they really don't understand the
product they're developing for.
[2Cust2] I believe that is part of the issue is that they don't understand that the application is pretty
complex. And they weren't involved in the initial part of the applications—they inherited it. So, I think
that they didn't have the skills that we needed
[2PM2] Basically, we didn't run into any technical aspects. Only, technically we didn't run into any
issues as such
[2Cust2] Yes, to take over the project. And that's been a lot of the issue right there. That's resulted in
things like new features were forced or work ups of things that have fixed something—that have added
a feature, added functionality, but broke something else

9.1.2.4. Quotes Supporting P-4 (Tools)
[2PM12] Our group starts off using Project in one way and then a fellow project team over here, you
know, a fellow program manager, they are using Project too but they are not doing the same thing that
we're doing. They using the same tool, but not in the same manner—they don't lay it out. So that's
what we really have to formalize. So the scheduling tool of choice is Microsoft Project, or somebody
lays something out on an Excel spread sheet or something.
[2Cust3] Mostly things like you know a lot of documentation. It takes tons and tons and tons more
documentation to have an off-shore team than it does to have an on-shore—so, lots and lots of
requirements documents and things like that. But as far as strictly communication tools—phone calls in
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the middle of the night, net meetings, collaboration tools and that perspective, tools in which, like
source things where we checked things in and out or checked documentation in and out.
[2RTM6] And then for the program, and for the project plan, we used Microsoft Project
[2Exel 1] Well, a couple things that we've done, is—again, just having the set work hours from 8:00 till
11:00 as I mentioned earlier is a really good one. I've made sure that everyone on the team both in India
and also in the U.S., made sure that they have the right office set up at home, so got everyone mobile
headsets so that they can wear, so they don't have to have a phone kind of cradled to their hear for diree
hours if they're working on a long call. Making sure that everyone has DSL, cable, modem access.
We'll pay for it, so long as they can actually get it. You know, we'll reimburse them—that was just
a...no question to make sure that that was in place for the folks in India. We had a lot of struggle in the
U.S., getting our finance crew to agree to that because there's been a policy...at one point, Company 2,
you know four years ago or so, had said, "We're going to make DSL an option for people who want to
get it—they can pay for it, or we'll pay for it (Company 2 will pay for it). In fact we'll forfeit the time
in a business update meeting that we have and said, "Yeah, go get it. I encourage you to do so. I think
everyone should have it." And then of course, times got tough and that was just one of the areas they
looked at and cut back. And so, the policy has been for the last four years, "No. Company 2 will not pay
for DSL support for people within the U.S.—basically just kind of period." And so, I really worked on
mat one hard, and finally I've gotten kind of approval for us to provide essentially a voucher of sorts to
our U.S. employees who, you know they have the same issue you know when they're working from
home and we have, we work net meetings quite often where we're sharing files back and forth, and you
need a high band width kind of connection to make this thing work right. So, I'd say, you know, head
sets, DSL, or cable modems, making sure people have the right kind of office set-up. One of the things
that we do, just a simple thing, is we make sure that people know how to get a hold of everybody, and
we have, there's a couple things that we do: We use Instant Messenger—Windows Messenger, actually
internally, so we can see when people are online or offline, even if it's not the official kind of
communication time. If we see someone who's in India, you know it might be 1:00 or 2:00 am in the
morning there, but we can see they're online, and we can just instead of calling them just pop up a little
message, so, just some little office productivity things like that can be very helpful. We also have just
some standard communication guidelines in terms of when we can or will you know kind of rouse
someone out of bed or get them at an off hour on both sides of the ocean. So that, we don't do it very
frequently, but it's defined when we would do that. So those are some...
[2PM6] Basically, for maintaining the code we use visual software—a Microsoft product. And then we
have another tool which tracks networks. And for development, we use Microsoft. Unfortunately, we
didn't use any tools as such.

9.1.2.5. Quotes Supporting P-5 (Metrics)
[2PM13] Let me ask a question about metrics. Did you use any kind of metrics, or did you expect them
to provide any kind of measurements for progress—for India I'm talking about. I:
We're just
establishing that. When we first started, I think our focus was more on the application and getting pieces
of the application done as opposed to focusing on our efficiency and how well we're doing the work. I
know when we first started, we literally blew budgets
[2Cust3] There's actually a lot of metrics in place, but they've sort of changed on those too. They
inherited metrics from another Company 2 team. Initially what we did, we, instead of having resources
who actually belonged to the team. Instead, the way the program management put it. We have another
organization, a third organization that sort of does contracting for other Company 2 employees—they
had some CMM processes in place, and they had CMM metrics, and we started using theirs. And then
we sort of moved away from that somewhat because it was too difficult to just jump into and do. So,
they're still doing some metrics, but they've cut those significantly.
[2PM6] Actually, we do have metrics in place, but we don't have access to that because it's again at a
high level where it's tracked. I know that we have metrics in place, but how they're arrived—I don't
know much information on that
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9.1.2.6. Quotes Supporting P-6 (Culture)
[2PM13] OK. Did you run into any cross-cultural issues with the Indian team? I:
It's funny
because you do in some cases—absolutely you do. And then we've taken cross-cultural training to try
to understand—us understanding Indian, and they've also taken classes on how to understand how to
work with the U.S. How tough could that be? Well, we have our own prejudice views of the world, so
I'm sure we're tough people to deal with, to work with. So you learn about some of the things, some of
the barriers that you are going to be facing—and that helped. But then some of them didn't produce the
way they wanted us. Some of them, it's not that big of an issue, of a deal in so many ways. They get
things in a lot more than in some cases that we were told they're not going to get. But in other cases, for
example, not wanting to commit and respecting the hierarchy of command was something that we
really, sometimes really caused issues at times that we were told, "OK. Be careful, because when you
are in a meeting and they're saying, OK, we need mis by [a certain time]. When is this going to
happen?" They won't give you a set date of in a public form. They want to go away, think about it,
come back, and then give you a response. They won't commit publicly that often. Where in our culture,
when I say our [I mean] Company 2, the way it was defined in the U.S. Lots of time that's expected.
And so we were told be careful about that because it's going to frustrate you, and it did. It did. In a
couple cases where we were going through some problems—we were trying in the middle of a meeting,
we said, "Listen. You've got to tell us when you're going to get." No, they won't. "No. We won't tell
you. We've got to go talk about this. We've got to go meet." And then also making sure that there is a
strong respect for hierarchy, especially when you are meeting with groups of people. We have a
developer there that may have helped us solve a problem but he would not talk to us without their
manager there. You have to make sure that you know who you are addressing, how you address them.
But then when we got over there, when we spent a lot of time with the team and individually and in
small groups, and then especially getting the chance to go over and to chat to them—they're a lot more
like us than we realized. Lots of the things they talk about is just a communication manner which we
communicate with the teams in India. Sometimes they'll say be very careful about humor because it
may not translate. But boy I'll tell you, they've got great senses of humor and it goes both ways. And
sometimes we don't get their jokes and they explain it to them, and then we all have a laugh about it,
and the same thing here. But we're a lot more alike than we think we are, but there are some very strong
differences. So we try to really keep it open and really respect that and really try to find that common
ground because it is a lot of fun. And it is a lot of fun, too, playing with the differences. You know,
getting them on the table and having a little light—you know we've done that in some cases. And you
know, you've got to be careful with that, but even some of those differences are fun to just play with as
a group on both sides.
[2Cust3] That and I guess the cultural understanding thing, too. When you are working with people who
culturally understand things differently than you do, it takes a lot more documentation and a lot more
work to get understanding across. Do you think if an American dev lead were to be relocated there,
would it improve the efficiency? A person who is familiar with American culture and who is very
competent technically, if that kind of a person were to be placed with the off-shore team as dev lead,
would that improve the success of this project? I:
We've added some of those. We do have some
people there now who come from the U.S., have lived here for a while, and who are a lot more
culturally similar, and it has improved it somewhat, but it hasn't improved it to the extent that you
would hope. A: Why is that? I: I think it's just the abstraction levels.
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9.1.3. Selected Quotes from Case 3
9.1.3.1. Quotes Supporting P-1 (Strategy)
[3Exe6] What would you say about the strategy of the project? Was there a clearly shaped strategy right
from the beginning that the upper management, yourself came up with and followed?
I:
See
in this project... First of all, I came in very late. And the strategy—probably a lot of it came from the
customer because it was a custom product.
[3LTL4] I think for us, identifying what are we trying to get out of the project. Ultimately, our goal here
is we're a for profit corporation. We're trying to make money and stay in a position to continue making
money. So how does this project feed into that? Do we make money from NRE? You know, the
company would pay us to develop the project. Do we make the money from individual sales of the
product once it is developed? What factors do we consider as we address which of those two is more
important because there's traces that could lead to each one of those? I think we often had such a,
fixation on recovering the NRE payments that we didn't often realize that the bulk of the profit is going
to actually be in getting the product done and selling hardware boards, which is our main business. So
that's one key to success is identifying how the product fits in.
[3RTL4] There was a lot of interaction with the executive levels. 1 mean they had a lot of video
conferences and such explaining and also some customer meetings were video conferenced to the other
locations you know where the customer told about the importance of the project and what they were
doing. And then just internal meetings with their own executives to some degree just saying what the
content, how important the project is to the company, to the customer, what it means as far as revenues
and basis for future things that were going. So in my opinion, that was very clearly communicated by
Company 3 management
[3Exel] What we do is a platform and the platform is not like an end system that [our customers] will
provide your service provider. But this is a system on which they will build their application. So this
system will have all the basic features in terms of internal, all the hardware. They'll put in enough
software and whatever software will be in the system. Where like this particular system, which we call
our Product 3, it has 2 gigabyte capability and is very compute-intensive if you want it to be. But there
are switching blades plus you have a lot of compute blades that you can put on the different slots. It has
like 14 slots available and then 19 inch—well, the standard telecom product. And then the different
applications can be developed of the compute blades and you can then use that system to develop via
lab database or use it in a storage area network or many different applications. So it's a platform on
which telecommunications applications can be developed and this platform has the same requirement as
you have for any telecom equipment in terms of reliability, availability, and retail ability. So you need
to make sure all of that is done.
[3Exe4] Did they have a clear understanding of what this project would deliver and what kind of
advantages the end product would deliver? I:
No, that has always been a problem. I don't think
it's a question of when I took over or not. It's a more question of since the company wasn't building
systems before and this is the first experience plus I think the customer also was not...I don't know
where the problem was, but the end application: How the system is going to be used, how it will be
tested—those things were not very clear to people and they also don't have—that's one of the things I
tried to do
[3PM6] Oh. I think one of the things that we learned was we didn't have a clear understanding—
probably one of the biggest pain points was we didn't have a clear understanding in some areas as to
what the deliverables were to the customer.
[3LTL3] I guess upper management didn't really recognize that there were some of these struggles
going on and that there needed to be earlier on a re-think of how we were going to do that. But in some
senses that is exactly what happened because politics occurred, political movements happened, and
different people whose voices were strongest essentially got their way as things would have it. Exe
came on board two thirds of the way through my involvement in the project, so she saw the tail end of
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it. She has been orchestrating a really good redesign of the whole system development infrastructure,
recognizing that's something you have to address as a new concept with an organization. That is
happening now. I think things are improving in that sense because we have got a lot of the learning
experiences behind us
[3LTL4] I think for us, identifying what are we trying to get out of the project. Ultimately, our goal here
is we're a for profit corporation. We're trying to make money and stay in a position to continue making
money. So how does this project feed into that? Do we make money from fan older product]? You
know* the company would pay us to develop the project. Do we make the money from individual sales
of the product once it is developed? What factors do we consider as we address which of those two is
more important because there's traces that could lead to each one of those? I think we often had such a
fixation on recovering the [an older product's] payments that we didn't often realize that the bulk of the
profit is going to actually be in getting the product done and selling hardware, which is our main
business. So that's one key to success is identifying how the product fits in.
[3LTL5] Well I think part of that was solved by, you know, it took us a while to find a new CEO, the
president. When we finally did find one, he quickly recognized the need to get a CTO on board and
formulate plans for what is our long term business going to be like. Relatively quickly, they discovered
that our business was to stay viable as an organization, to get out of the lower level part of the food
chain into the higher part of the food chain—from blades to systems. Coincidentally, the project that I
was working on was viewed as a kind of proprietary version of what in the industry was becoming an
accepted, standardized way of developing these server chassis—ATC, I don't know if you're familiar
with the term. So they quickly realized that hey the project that we're doing right now is in fact a hot
bed of gain and that we can learn how to do this. We can re-use the fruits of this product for the
standard market, and I think they did just that. They realized that... Well look around us. What do we
have here? Well let's find a way to make what we have even more valuable than we thought it was
previously. So in that sense they did that.
[3LTL6] Interestingly it happened... There was a team that the CTO had started to kind of look at our
whole product line and figure out what is important going forward. The outgrowth of that we were told,
the whole organization was told, that this team was studying this and that it would be a 6 month project.
Part way through that we started to get some hints of what they were leading up to and it was obvious
that it was let's do more of this—let's do more of this system type thing and use the fruits of this. By
that time it was becoming almost alarming because we realized well this project is almost in trouble for
some technical reasons, some logistical scheduling reasons. I hope if you're planning to use the fruits of
that you're planning that the next project may be late as a result of taking the fruits from this. So it was
communicated kind of back and forth in that respect. I talked with some of the people... They were
hired to start planning the new project, and we talked about things back and forth that way.
[3LTL1] What we had was there was so much project scope changes that occurred very early on.
Initially there was going to be new features added to an existing blade of software plus a new blade of
hardware that was going to be created and that would share many of the same features. Then part way
in to that there was a request to create a new version of the existing blade that would have
enhancements both in hardware and in software. It was immediately obvious that the way to handle this
was that these were 3 variations of the same type of blade, and that the development would best be done
if we considered them with a single set of requirements with variations and that all of the software that
we used would be modified so it could be reused amongst all 3. So a fair amount of time got diverted
very early on to analyzing the new requirements for the new blade, which kind of had an unfortunate hit
on some of our ability to track towards the milestones that we had set
[3LTL3] I don't know. I'm not sure if they could have been avoided. Some of the mistakes were errors
in calculation ofjust how big a task we were facing.
[3PM9] Now the scope of the project was defined based on the requirements analysis. Did the scope
change a lot or did it stay the same?
I:
I would guess that it changed somewhat just
because of the nature of the customer. But again, by the time I came on you know it was at the
beginnings of the systems test cycle. So I don't think the scope of the project changed much. I can't
remember much changing after that
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[3Exe6] Also, were there any guidelines for any kind of behavior and things like that?
I:
No. I
mean they all kind of indirectly knew that they have to deliver the product and they were all mature
people.

9.1.3.2. Quotes Supporting P-2 (Organization)
[3Exe4] Yeah. There were several lessons learned in terms of...I don't think it's a cross-organizational
issue. It's more like some of the planning, some of the things that we should have anticipated—
probably could have done it, should have done it earlier than we did, but it was... with all the
time... You always have a reason why it wasn't done that way. But that's really not a crossorganizational issue. The cross-organizational issue may be is because you didn't know the other teams
were involved. One probably has a difficulty trying to...One thing you find is if somebody is in charge
they feel like they can control their team better and they can work with their team better. So when they
have to do a cross-organization they may not be knowledgeable in the other skills available to you how
best to distribute the work so that you maximize people's strengths. That's something that you learn not
when you come in new but... See, the next project that I'm doing I have a lot better understanding of
what strength I'm going to apply to which area of the project. So it's easier once you know the people
and you don't know cross-sites, you don't know who that person is and what their skills are for sure you
don't have too much luxury in making those decisions in the beginning
[3LTL3] We tried to operate very lean and get by with the few resources we had when we should have
realized earlier on that those weren't sufficient and that needed to really step back and think about how
we were organizing ourselves
[3LTL8] Would you say organizational structure has a big effect on the outcome of the project? I:
Definitely
[3PM8] The senior director actually got, absorbed the software group in Des Moines. I mean in the
middle—just after I got here, the organization was re-organized, and the senior director became head of
the software group, which up until that point had been autonomous. I don't know if they made that great
a difference or not. I don't know. But I don't know that I would have changed the organization after that
change
[3Exe6] So with the Des Moines team being far apart did you—and you spent a lot of time there too—
did you come up with any kind of guidelines or rules to make them act a particular way so that they
delivered what you want? I:
Oh yeah. We will have a...There is a manager there. It's the team
that's the manager. We made sure that the schedules are met and we would have every time we meet
that person, a manager, will be on call over there. So then I mean these were not my managers
managing that site
[3Exe7] No, I have a couple of other—they are managers. Right now I have like 5, 6 managers. A:
Project managers?
I:
No, no. They are technical managers. I have different
groups. A:
Can you tell me a little bit about the organizational structure? I:
Yeah. OK,
my organization... The program management is not part of my organization, except that it's a virtual
member of the organization because how expertise is in doing system level program management and
all system work is in my group. I have a system engineer which does all the content specification and I
have a couple of software groups—one in Des Moines, which is does the infrastructure aspects of
making sure we have this different tracking, making sure some of the porting is done. And what I did
also was one of the managers was responsible for the Product 3. So they kind of project managed it, but
it's kind of matrix because it's huge so I didn't want it to be having reports from two groups when it's
an overall picture of the project it's not... And then there's the system management which was run by
PM until recently. And then I also have.. .1 used to just system integration tests which is now split into
system integration tests for all the new unreleased products.. .was a customer support organization
which is probably release project for enhancements. Like for Product 3 is done by the second group.
And then there is training of the technical pups, tech pups, that PM has that group.
[3Exe8] See when the project was started the organizational setting was all the people in Des Moines
was in one group. That's about what they did. But I've made some changes now in terms of the
functionality of someone who is responsible for that type of function will manage across sites.
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[3Exe8] It's more not...I would say it's not just the organizational setting, but it's who's leading that
can be effective and how...
A:
Management
I:
Management, I think, has a lot
more impact. Because fundamentally, I think, everybody wants to do a good job and stuff like that. So
as long as people realize that it doesn't matter really what level you work, your contributions are
valued...I think that's OK. I mean I've seen...I don't truly...It makes some sense in doing
organizational changes in terms of like grouping things together like all people that work on systems are
in one group—that makes sense. But doing a lot of organizational.. just you're moving people but
unless they don't fit into that type of activity, it's not to me...It's just...Doing re-organization is not
necessarily a solution at all. More destruction than solution. I mean that's not a solution to problems at
least in my mind.
[3LTL8] Well, when you have a federation of groups that are essentially independent, working
independently, there has to be recognition of who ultimately is in charge for determining such things as
whether we will attempt to meet that milestone or not. So a clear chain of command needs to be
identified in that case.
[3RTL3] What we found was that there does need to be the ability for managers being in one location
and the people that are working for them as like team leads or engineers, that there needs to be that
ability and...How to say it? There has to be the willingness for people to do that, and willingness for
somebody may be project supervisor being in another location and then for that supervisor to know that
all their people or most, some key people, members on their team might not be in their own location.
And that's always a challenge, which is a communication challenge. And maybe you might have a
problem with cross-responsibility—who is in charge because almost everybody has like a line
manager—somebody you go to sign your time off sheets or your sick time or your vacation or
whatever. But then, you might be directed by a project manager in a different place. And usually that's
where the sparks start flying is between the responsibilities of these managers who control the resources
and such. So that's where I see can be a non-best practice and which I don't know what would a
solution for that would be. But it's always something that gets in the way is who controls these
resources when they're not just at the local, in the same location
[3RTL4] So other than the fact that the project was understaffed, for example were the authority lines,
were they well defined? For example, you were on an off-site and the management was in Hillsboro, I
believe, communication was obviously a problem and, for example, did you have your local managers
there to provide you with direction if you need it or was it missing? Could you talk a little bit about
that?
I:
Yes. Actually, the local management was very involved and helpful and in fact
actually did buffer a lot of the day to day chaos from the contributing engineers. So that.. .that aspect
was worked out, worked out pretty well
[3Exe2] OK. I was the system director for systems products. As such I was the technical primary~I
mean not an architect but more the interface with senior management both within company and was
interface to the customer and making critical decisions in terms of if you have to make trade offs
between different choices—just making sure that the customer gets the responses they need in time and
making sure the project is going with the necessary milestones met. So overall—technical management,
not program management, but technical management
[3RTL5] Yes. In fact original expertise for the project was in Hillsboro and then when the Des Moines
team came on certain lead engineers were then...They knew nothing about what was going on, worked
with the appropriate individuals that had existing base of knowledge. And then eventually it turned out
that the in the satellite office here that the folks in Des Moines ended up massing more than what the
original people ever gained and ended up taking a lot of the burden and responsibility for certain
components or testing or whatever. So in that aspect it really worked well. And while that was being
done is very good working relationships that I was previously between the individual and contributing
engineers—very good friendships and working relationships had developed because of that
[3Exe7] What kind of criteria did you use while you were hiring new people? I:
Now I'm
using the criteria which I have used always in the past in terms of give a job description and for each
position what it requires, what kind of experience level the person should have, what type of
educational background. A person should have what type of attitude I would expect. Like a person who
was doing the testing would have a different type of skill sets than a person who is doing, let's say,
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software development or hardware development. So and then we go on through interview process. A:
You mentioned attitude and you mentioned culture before too. These are amazing because
people are not very aware of these. Can you talk about how you assess the attitude of the person? I:
It's really hard to do it in a short interview. I agree with that. But a lot of them because of my
years of experience, I kind of can feel it in my... internally. How proactive they are...It's almost
something that you feel internally initially then you will know whether you did a right thing or not.
Second thing is kind of know somebody is a primadonna you can kind of know. And then you have like
4 or 5 people interview that person if everybody felt that way then it's a clear indication there's
differences of opinion and you can talk about that
[3LTL9] I came on board because I had specific skills that were sought at the time. So many features
we were doing required knowledge of the things that I had knowledge of, so it was viewed that I didn't
need to be trained in those areas and that I could just start doing those or help train others to help me do
it.
[3Exe3] We have to give credit to each other and have to really start to listen and break down any
criticism of any site specifically. I mean that to me is very key
[3Exe4] One thing is one should do this right up front, consider cross-team and get this idea in people's
mind and treat.. .Everybody realizes who the other members are, how they work together. This should
be brought up right up front rather than trying to fix it on the go. People have to start realizing how they
work together, how they value what each other group does right from the beginning
[3LTL14] Was there a team building process—formal or informal?
I:
We would have a kick
off meeting to say yes we are in fact doing this project now. Here's everybody. This is roughly what
you'll be doing. That would essentially be it. It wasn't very much in terms of exercises or the classic
kinds of games that people do to build camaraderie and you know teamsmanship—if that's a word
[3LTL14]A:
OK. And was there any traveling back and forth?
I:
Oh yes—good point.
There was visits in both directions between us and our customer. And within our own organization
people would often travel to other sites and face to face meetings and work in labs together
[3PM3] And then, I know this sounds corny, but the cohesion of a team is huge. In other words, that all
sites feel like a team and they're working together to build something rather than throwing something
over a wall to another group
[3PM3] Oh, coordination. Yes, I would. And then the team aspect I think people...it took a while, but I
would say half-way through the project when I came and we really had to start dealing with this in a
systems perspective I felt that we.. .Yeah, I would say that we did
[3PM5] But one of the ways that we kept the synergy and the cohesion we had bi-weekly, we called
them triage meetings to discuss issues and defects. And that was a way that, you know people really
started working in team to solve problems. And then on a lower level with the system test team, weekly
meetings and then you know when we worked weekends we always brought in lunch and ate together.
But that doesn't really address.. .1 think having engineers fly up here from Des Moines and interact with
us and actually sit in on some of the de-bugging... So this project really—building a team—the team
already existed when I got in here, so if I'd talk to you about team building, elements or activities now
it would be for a different project. But I think that is a key success factor
[3PM5] When we ran in, for instance when our systems test group was way behind running system test
scripts our Des Moines team actually stepped up. There were a few people with some free cycles and
wrote some scripts. So there was that sharing which is definitely a team quality where one person can
pick up the slack from another site because he has a few more cycles than another
[3RTL2] And then finally was the trust and the interaction of the individuals is that it takes a, with
remote, with development being done in multiple sites, it was imperative that the working relationships
and the trust relationships with the people were in place and intact. And as people...Because there is a
lot of resistance to like the headquarters letting something, some responsibility go out to a satellite
office and this was very quickly, a thing that was very quickly recognized that us being in a satellite
office here made no difference to the, whether the, how the project was run. We made special
accommodations to ensure that trust and communication was in place so that we didn't have any
impediments on that front. And those issues are the primary factors that I think got the project to the, at
least to the successful conclusion state that it has come through.
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[3RTL2] Looking back on the Product 3 project that we're talking about is all this experience gained is
pushing right forward to a successor project that is using the success of the same model, but also the
people are able to anticipate the failures and the problems that could be in place. So we immediately out
of the gate put more emphasis on the team building and the trying to manage through the domains of the
different responsibilities and the different locations and such and everybody is playing a really active
role to try to try to highlight on the communication, the trust, and the work process that's being used. So
it's a very good training point and validation point to show what works and what doesn't as we take it
to a new level on an even higher scale than we have before.
[3RTL3] You know the trust can quickly develop amongst engineers that are working in different sites.
Maybe they talk to each other every day, but they've not met in person. In some cases, other times, you
know they'll travel and they'll get good working relationships with each other. And I saw that happen
on Flex server and on our current project I see these developing. That's one good side of things. The
bad side of things, I think, are the projects manager or director level people that are responsible to
executive chains is there is perceived interference between different locations and such. And it starts to
become kind of a management problem. I see more conflicts at the manager level than I do at the
individual contributor level
[3Exe8] QK. Did the team get any training in, first of all, project management? I:
No. I think
we are doing it now for some at the management level. But most of the people had enough experience
to do that. Like program managers—Jodi had a tremendous amount of experience. Then the other
managers haven't managed in the past.
A:
And technical kind of training?
I:
Technical training—I wish we had the time to do it. I would have like that. That is a
difficult.. .Many of them had to learn on the fly and that was very hard because with a very time.. .with
a time crunch it's very hard to learn lots of new technologies and new issues
[3LTL9] I received little or no training in terms of how projects were done here. I learned it informally
during the interview process when I was hiring on, and I recognized that this was kind of new territory
for the company—something we were determining as we went along to some extent.
[3PM9] Alright. And did the team get any kind of training? It may be technical or in terms of project
management or from cross-cultural issues, any kind of training?
I:
No. Not that I know of.
[3RTL5] What kind of training did the team get for this project?
I:
There was various
experts that already understood the subject matter. So a lot of this was done by either some initial onsite visits by some experts would travel or else they would do a video conference or something like that.
And it was sort of call the 'brain dumps'. Somebody would come and just do quick overviews and just
to describe the terminology and maybe the mechanisms or the protocols or concepts of the system. I
would say from that experience, I could see now on the newer product, projects Company 3 has, is we
have formal internal university classes where we have a syllabus and some experts come in and or we'd
do these in the systems group is the put together, these are a little bit more formal so when new hires
join or even existing people that might not, existing engineers in the group that might not have a
complete exposure to some things. This has turned out to be so valuable that it's become more
formalized. So you have your very high experts actually doing internal classes for this, describing major
portions of the technology that they're working on or whatever, so people don't have to start out just by
reading product manuals or specifications or whatever.
[3LTL7] Maybe in some cases we didn't do that as well as we could have. Within a federation of
groups, says just within in our own organization, identifying who is in charge of different aspects like:
Who is in charge of finishing the definition requirements that might be unfinished? Who is in charge of
defining the verification plans? Who is in charge of implementing those? Who is in charge of you name
it—all these different areas of work. To some degree we did that, but I'm not sure if it was as clear as it
could have been? A:
And would it have been beneficial if they were more clear
[3LTL7] I think the effect may have been that it made it frustrating for people to not really know who
do I go to when I need an answer that I can count on as an authoritative answer. "Who can I trust?" in
some cases. I've got something that bothers me. Do I trust to bring it up to this person or to that person?
Clearly it's not a good sign if you have any doubt that you could mention it to anybody. It's a variety of
factors
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[3PM3] And understanding roles and responsibilities is another thing that I think is part of the
coordination really
[3PM5] Just that I think it's key when from a program management perspective, it's key that every
person on a team understands what their role and responsibility is. We had an example of our
compliance testing.. .There was an assumption by one group that the compliance just got their own
equipment, put it together, made sure their scripts ran, and it wasn't there responsibility to support
them, but yet the system team had all the expertise. So the compliance team obviously fell down
because they did not prepare nor did they think that they had to support their own script development
because they didn't have any Perl Script expertise. And the precedent had been set in the first release
that this was done by the system test team, so we had a disconnect and a misunderstanding about roles
and responsibilities. So once the system team acknowledged that it was their responsibility to support
the compliance team then we planned and prioritized and owned making sure that that team got systems
that ran and that were stable and when they were running your test, they called our group for support.
So there's an example of two groups that really didn't connect on what their roles and responsibilities
were for certain work breakdown tasks
[3PM5] So how would you make sure that everybody knows their roles and responsibilities?
I:
I think that when you kick off a team that that's something to do right then. That's the first
place is: What is this person's role and responsibility? Sometimes it's very obvious and it seems really
parochial, but other times, sometimes, every now and then I have a person say, "I don't really know
what my role is." And then you feed it, say, "This is what I think your role is." Then they'll feedback,
"Well I don't think that's my role. I don't believe that's my responsibility." So that has to be resolved.
And then later in a project as teams put together their test plans, their specifications, and their
statements of work that's where... That's another lower level of roles and responsibilities that kind of
flushes out and that's where you get the understanding between groups: "Oh, this isn't my role and
responsibility. Ah, I thought that was your role and responsibility." Well, now that I know that, I either
have to absorb that or find another way to get that done. So that's the next level of defining roles and
responsibilities
[3RTL2] But I think that the number one thing is communication, is clear responsibilities of roles of
like what software, in this case, talking about software, it's what software was being developed where
and having the necessary tools and things like that. That was extremely...That was extremely
important.
[3Exe3] They are like recognized and they have their management support and they have visibility to
what's happening in their main site and being recognized and I listen to them and make sure they
understood what was achieved
[3Exe4] I mean that really helps a lot for somebody to feel proud about what they are doing...like I'm
not working on this project that has no future. I mean I'm just being, doing some sort of coding for this
uploading versus this is a product which has this much market capture and this is how the customer
plans to deploy it and it's going to be used in multiple different applications.
[3Exe5] I was able to arrange when the customer makes a visit once in a while. When they were here
last time in February or March, I arranged a meeting of them to the whole team, so they understood who
their...I mean they send e-mails back and forth, but you don't see them or much talk to them because of
the time difference. It makes a difference when you see somebody face to face and are one on one
talking to them versus through impersonal e-mails.

9.1.3.3. Quotes Supporting P-3 (Process)
[3RTL8] Yeah that does. I have some comment on there. I think that software development process is a
key thing because you have to have enough software development process in place so that you can
manage and track the project and keep it going without undue overhead burden. For example, any
software process will have some amount of overhead in it—like if you've got to do specifications and
things like that, well if you look at it at the beginning, that's 100% overhead because you're not really
doing any coding or testing or anything like that. But that's up front work that tends to be 100%
overhead that as the project goes then that all averages out over the length of the project. And if it's
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done right, then what you have is an overall average in the whole project—maybe let's say like 10% or
something like that that is 10% software process that every engineer or project manager or whatever has
to worry about and incur. But what it does is it makes sure that the things come out right. And so what
happens is as the projects get bigger, you have you have more team members or it becomes more
complex or it becomes done at multiple sites then you probably need to up and have a little bit more
process and you incur a little bit more overhead, but the exchange for diat is you're doing a bigger more
complicated project and ultimately getting it faster than if you had a few engineers work on it and in
just one location. So that is an important aspect because the software process—really the quality of
what you end up with in software is going to be a direct reflection to the how well your software
development process that you have in place works
[3LTL10] And then when the management changed, did the assignment of, definition of tasks, ,
assignment of them, checking if they're on time, or the approach to that did it change with the new
person? I:
Yes. It changed partly because we had more people working on it, partly because we
had a different person managing it, and using a different technique of tracking the tasks. It also changed
because early on in switching project management responsibilities, we did a deeper analysis of what
was involved in each of the tasks. And in the process of doing that, we identified what were essentially
in my mind a bunch of sub tasks to complete—initially the tasks were complete this feature, complete
this feature, complete this feature because each one of them was an isolated thing that needed to be met
or at least needed to be verified that we already met it from the software that we got. So what happened,
I believe, is that as we define the tasks more in fine grain—maybe there's an 8 to 1 ratio of more
detailed task compared to the original task. The estimates blossomed because you recognize that what
to do one feature might take X amount of time, but to do 8 sub-features, you can't do one eighth of the
feature in one eighth of the time. You have to estimate at least a whole day to do this, and whole day to
do that, or two days to do this. And so I think part of what happened is we made the mistake of
increasing the amount of what is called in this critical chain methodology, 'project buffering', on a pertask basis rather than on the whole project. So estimates became 90% confidence factors instead of my
preferred 50% confidence factors. So then you lead into Parkinson's Law where work expands to fill
the amount of time allowed. So if you know you have a day to do this, you spend a whole day doing it
and then you fit a couple of other things in as well. So we did go to more detail and that both helped us
to understand what was going on and had that negative effect, I think, of making the schedule seem
even bigger than it really was and thus need more people. And bringing on more people brings in more
communication that has to happen as well as it happened before and more people who need to be
trained on what is it we're trying to do, and it kind of feeds on itself to where I think it's like an
overshoot in electronics where you try to correct the error and you correct it way wildly beyond what
was necessary because it's kind of an overreaction in that respect. The other thing that was difficult was
we defined the task a little more precisely. We didn't really create them so precisely that anybody could
understand them. So as we brought more people on, people would often try to make a good guess as to
what this task meant without necessarily talking with people that had originally written the words down.
So they in some cases misunderstood what was going on, and because they were maybe in a different
state whatever, they didn't check and so sometimes tasks were incompletely done and they'd discover
later on that there was a misunderstanding about what was meant. So it had that unfortunate side effect
as well. When a group is small, you could come find the person and say what do you want, what is done
for this. I mean you could talk about it and they could often do it. Now with a bunch of tasks, some of
which might be handed to 2 or 3 different people, it was anybody's guess whether they would all
together what it had been same as the original person that defined it
[3PM3] The second one I think is coordination of dependencies and deliverables between sites so that
there's a clear understanding of what you're depending on me for and we both agree and acknowledge
that that's the dependency
[3PM4] So how many levels of...Did you have a formal work breakdown structure for this project?
I:
Yes.
A:
And how many levels would you say were there?
I:
Well
there were many facets to the projects, so there were several work breakdown structures, but probably
there might have been one with 5 levels at the most. A:
And how many levels were you involved
in? Or did it work like that? You were, you did this many levels and then those local leaders did... ?
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I:
Yeah. I would say in my role—except for system tests where I was involved down to
the test, I was probably involved only involved in 2 levels down
A:
And then they took it
from there?
I:
Yeah, right. I expected them to have their own schedules
[3RTL4] And when the requirements were defined by the customer and documented by Company 3,
what was the process that converted these requirements into tasks that were assigned to engineers? Who
was involved and what kind of a process was there in place to accomplish this? I:
Well, it was
not very structured. I think a lot of software was being done and hardware was being done without the
presence of formal agreed-to requirements. And there was also a tendency by Company 3 to put more
with the technical leadership, especially on the software side, to put more into... to sort of over specify
for the customer way more things that what was really potentially required or what might be even more
challenging to implement. That is the problem that I had as an implementer, or being a member of the
implementation team, is we were at times even creeping the scope ourselves by saying this is all these
things that are possible, please you can pick from the list, and let's agree on this, and the more you
show the customer—the more they want; and then the more implicit work that you have to do and this
is something that needed to get a balance on
[3RTL5] Yeah. That was done...There was a... The task breakdown was done by the... kind of the
architecture and lead engineers would go through and do that—come up with a very massive work
breakdown. And then as far as assigning the tasks to various engineers, then that is kind of the process
that Company 3 uses is has the responsibility for going basically through the work breakdown and a
project manager will look at that and make sure that resources like equipment or people, expertise, or
training whatever is actually in place and then the engineers will go through and knock those tasks off
and they get logged out through Clear Quest, a tracking database, and then probably folds back into
some management progress database so they know what the percentage completion is on the project
[3Exe4] Yeah. There were several lessons learned in terms of.. .1 don't think it's a cross-organizational
issue. It's more like some of the planning, some of the things that we should have anticipated—
probably could have done it, should have done it earlier than we did, but it was... with all the
time... You always have a reason why it wasn't done that way. But that's really not a crossorganizational issue. The cross-organizational issue may be is because you didn't know the other teams
were involved. One probably has a difficulty trying to.. .One thing you find is if somebody is in charge
they feel like they can control their team better and they can work with their team better. So when they
have to do a cross-organization they may not be knowledgeable in the other skills available to you how
best to distribute the work so that you maximize people's strengths. That's something that you learn not
when you come in new but... See, the next project that I'm doing I have a lot better understanding of
what strength I'm going to apply to which area of the project. So it's easier once you know the people
and you don't know cross-sites, you don't know who that person is and what their skills are for sure you
don't have too much luxury in making those decisions in the beginning.
[3LTL3] There was different ideas about how or whether to do that and it took a while before we had
consensus that that was the thing to do at the blade level test. We had already started automating system
level tests. So one of my initial struggles was trying to get resources on board to help with the
automated test development, and when I got a resource available to do that, that resource was instead
funneled to under the task of helping with feature development rather than infrastructure for automated
testing development. So some things got delayed in ways that I didn't think were for best. So there was
a struggle in terms of what are the real priorities to help get the project better on track as we were trying
to deal with these different issues
[3LTL5] A third success factor then is of course how do you once you understand what you need to do,
how do you create the plans and then stick to them—identifying what resources do we really need to get
the job done and then a way to organize those resources in the most effective way possible. I think we
suffered there because we organized all our resources trying to get release 1 done and kind of made it
difficult for ourselves to plan for release 2.1 felt very often that it was difficult to get people's time
because they had been working many hours overtime trying to get release 1 done, and they really
couldn't afford to spend time talking about release 2. So maybe we should have figured out a different
way to do the planning for that
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[3LTL13] Not everyone was focusing on the release, getting the results, and going back to the next one.
Was that how it was organized?
I:
Well, for the most part... Let's say there's 3 releases just to
summarize. The majority of the people when I came on board was focused on release 1, and just a
couple 100 engineers were already focused on release 2 hardware development, and I focused on
software development. Then gradually people on release 1 came off and started to help to fill in release
2, and while we were on release 2, we were starting to plan release 2.5, probably I should call it. And so
we'd spent a little bit of time planning that. So most of us were then focusing on release 2 features—
maybe different deliverables within that, but release 2 as a whole. And now, everybody is, since we've
completed release 2, everybody is focused on release 2.5 or they've scattered and gone to other projects.
We actually have less work now than we did with release 2. Does that answer your question?
[3RTL4] Yeah. At the beginning of the project, it was extremely understaffed. I mean the deadlines and
dates were approaching without an anticipation that there was going to be a certain staffing level, but
because of other projects the company has the people weren't coming free fast enough because there
wasn't a critical mass of software engineering talent put onto it. So that was, that was a real problem at
the beginning of the project and even the specifications and requirements got into control, it was slow
staffing up to the critical mass. And then when the project went, there was always competition for those
resources as you brought best of those talented people and got them all together to work on this, then
they would do their part, but they would... There was always a pull to take those people off and have
them work on some other project
[3RTL5] Yeah. That was done... There was a...The task breakdown was done by the... kind of the
architecture and lead engineers would go through and do that—come up with a very massive work
breakdown. And then as far as assigning the tasks to various engineers, then that is kind of the process
that Company 3 uses is has the responsibility for going basically through the work breakdown and a
project manager will look at that and make sure that resources like equipment or people, expertise, or
training whatever is actually in place and then the engineers will go through and knock those tasks off
and they get logged out through Clear Quest, a tracking database, and then probably folds back into
some management progress database so they know what the percentage completion is on the project
[3LTL12] You mentioned...You talked about milestones. These milestones, how in advance were they
defined? What were the milestones? Could you talk a little bit about that?
I:
Sure. Most of
our work comes in the form.. .1 should say it this way. Our company has 2 sets of projects—1 that we
do for specific customers. We call them 'perfect fit'. It's a kind of term we don't use anymore, but it's
where we become a virtual division of another company. And so with them, you know they usually
send us a proposal, and we say yes we'll meet the proposal—a request proposal, and we'll send along
an estimated delivery of specifications, of verification plans, of prototype deliveries, of final product
deliveries, of production release, and then several.. .Each one of those, there will be maybe 2 or 3
milestones identified for like there will be sometimes specifications: When do we expect them to
approve them, or get responses back from them on the draft specifications? So those are typically
known at the start of the project. I don't know what we do on the other side where we're developing the
products ourselves for the general customer. I don't know how we do that.
[3PM4] For coordination, and you said it runs together with the definition of roles and responsibilities, I
think. Coordination, defining dependencies, and all of that—what were some of the things that you did
to ensure that? I:
One of the things there was identifying short term milestones to prepare
people. So if we had an interdependent activity that was coming up, or milestone, then you know look
out about 3 or 4 weeks and prepare the team—the cross site team. OK, this activity is happening;
there's a dependency on you
[3PM10] Well in this because this is a customer custom fit, if you will, product the customer had
identified milestones early on [48:14], final specifications approved, final plans approved, and then
component testing completed. And then in the case of the systems, there was a hardware system
milestone, completing tests on the system level for hardware, then there was a software system
milestone, then there was also a milestone for certifications
[3PM10] Did you have any internal milestones for planning and development and validation?
I:
Well yeah. When I came, we were almost done, but in terms of the hardware, those milestones
are very clear here. The process is excellent for hardware. So yes, there were milestones. Tape out is
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one for the hardware. And then first proto build, de-bug, design verification tests—those are the
milestones for the hardware
[3PM11] They are classified. So having a process built and having all these milestones applied, defining
tasks, assigning them, having a defined process, would you say this is more important for crossorganizational projects? I:
Oh absolutely. A:
Could you elaborate a little bit on that?
Why is it more important?
I:
Well it goes back to setting expectations and driving a
team towards a common goal. So, for instance, sub-system integration: The first time you bring pieces
together in a system, you have components for software that are in one site, you have components for
hardware that are in another, maybe the chassis and the back plank come from a third party provider.
How do you bring all those pieces together? And how do you make sure all the interfaces and the hooks
are there between sites. One way you do that is by identifying process and procedures and milestones
that ensure that those processes and procedures are met. So I write a specification for the IPMI
firmware. You're writing a specification for say a shelf manager, some other piece of the system that
has a dependency on how the IPMI firmware is architected. So you have, we have a process, we write a
spec, I write a spec, we each review each other's specification. And then a milestone is that we have
reviewed our specification, we have acknowledged the dependency between us, and now you will
design for my interface, and I will design for yours. And then there might be a separate group that tests
it all and they might be in another place, and they will put together a validation plan and they will have
to have reviewed your specification and my specification also and sign of on it. And then that prepares
them for the test they have to do. And that's why those milestones are so important.
A:
And
synchronization. I:
Yeah
[3RTL7] Yes. A lot of the milestones were actually measured by... We had a... A key for the software
point, there were 2 real key working documents. One was a software functional specification. The other
was a software validation plan. The first set of things were to go, were to track through the milestones
as the functional requirements of the product were implemented. And then the other part of it was the
software verification that we had a whole battery of tests—up to 700 tests on this project that would
have to be run. And what we did is we saw early on that there was going to be a lot of parallel
development and a lot of engineers changing a lot of things pretty fast and we needed some way to
almost fully test the thing and do regression testing every night. So part of the project implemented a
test harness scheme that we augmented with the Clear Case, the Clear Case tool set, so we could do a,
pretty much a full software build every night and then stage that out where we'd just compile
everything, everything from the source code and the flash images, and then a framework to flash it into
the boards under test. And then it would go through a whole battery of functional testing. And we pretty
much tracked the project by how many tests were implemented and what the performance of those tests
were and when they hit the 100% complete point that was pretty much the end. But we could always
tell by on a milestone basis how well...I mean these were like posted on the wall and we have internal
websites that were showing this milestone progress. So it was the same model we're replicating in our
later projects and doing it even on a larger scale with more visibility
[3RTL8] One quick question about milestones: You told me about software functional specific
document. Was this an output of the customer requirement definitions and requirement analysis? I:
Yes, from the customer requirements because they tend to have like a big database or
something or some type of description of what the requirements and what the functional specification is
is sort of ties up all of these requirements into a sort of manifested document that describes, at least for
the software, what the software is doing. How is it configured? What is its major components? What it
does? How to...You know just basic operational aspects of the software
[3RTL8] And what was the output of the architectural specification phase?
I:
The
architectural specification phase would be the software functional specification. A:
Oh, it's still
the same. OK. And then engineering phase would have milestones defined in the validation plan and the
verification plan?
I:
Yes, because typically these are quite large systems so they'll have
a lot of underlying components that are like for various sections of the systems like the Ethernet switch
and the fiber channel switch or just the boot system, the operating system, whatever it might be. And
the software functional specification will have some description of how these things tie together. But
the details of the implementation then would be in ether design documents. And that would be
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something that would be more... would sort of contribute in to the software functional specification
indirectly, but it would be mostly a separate thing that's designing the design and implementation of the
software rather than its functional part that says how it works
[3LTL7] In some cases, the company we're dealing with they were learning as they were going along
too and realizing in some cases that, "Holy smoke! This won't work if issues involving disk drives and
fiber channel and just the practical realities of, 'This particular vendor's device doesn't do this. Well,
now what do we do? Well, we can shift this and increase the number of increase the number of this and
if we had some software here that can help mitigate that problem. Can you do that?'" For a while they
actually thought that we had tacitly said yes we can do that. We thought that we had successfully said
no that's going to be done later on. That was actually one of the misunderstandings. So that led to... In
fact the project that I'm currently working on which is finally completing some of those features that
they'd hoped we could have gotten done earlier.
[3RTL1] And as things were being implemented either in hardware or software, these would change
and they would have downstream implications. So once we fixed a set of requirements and got the
customer to agree this is exactly the requirements and how they're going to be tested and that was
agreed upon then progress could start being made. So that is probably the biggest thing that I have seen
kill any project is when features and requirements and scopes start changing as the project is going on.
There's always a delayed reaction that affects the final delivery time—either the delivery time or the
quality of the result
[3RTL2] At the beginning there was quite frequent scope changing, but once we started getting into
control, I believe it was like the fall of last year and I think that the delivery was in like August of this
year which was that phase. So in that 9 month time frame, the requirements and the delivery dates were
fixed and were or requirements changes were just totally not allowed. So but because the customer was
always given the option if OK something changes you have to move the dates. Are you willing to do
that? And no, it was more important that they were delivered the functionality that they wanted on the
time line than it was to make a change. So managing the customer was an extremely important part of
this project and I would think of any project.
[3Exe3] The other thing I think one needs to be aware of is well because of the time difference and stuff
like that, I don't think we had too much luxury in doing it, but at least making sure you understand
some of the time difference issues and making sure that at least they know that you are aware of that
and about the time zones and do things accordingly
[3Exel 1] Did you face any cross-cultural issues between the Des Moines side and Portland?
I:
Yeah, we did, we did in terms of particularly a couple of personnel in terms of what somebody
considers important or not important or maybe more delving into in terms of software issues where the
problem would be. Yeah, there were some differences of opinions.
A:
How did you solve this
problem?
I:
Well, in some of them... I know at least once or twice I got in there and tried
to understand what each side is saying and try to make sure that we solved a fundamental problem (with
a passing a test for example). I mean the solution not doing something in the software so the test will
pass versus making sure we understand the underlying problem and solving that.
A:
So
you got involved...
I:
Yes, I did
[3LTL2] So I think we got panicky and decided that we would change the managerial structure here. I
don't think it was as well done as it could have been. I think there was unfortunate clashes. There was
some interpersonal clashes in which I was affected by negatively. It was kind of a difficult experience,
and I think the interpersonal difficulties and some politics that developed made it difficult for groups in
here and in Des Moines to work together to kind of figure out how to recover the program and get
things back on track in a way that the customer would be satisfied
[3RTL5] Conflict resolution: A lot of that was...and of course there was, I would say, a lot of conflict
just by schedule stress and everything. There was a lot of traveling where key individuals where certain
project leaders and such would travel to the location and just sit. I know that the director of the division
was very. ..Once she came on it was pretty early in when she came on and she joined while this project
was underway. And one of the things she did was come and spend just some time and work out of this
office just to have the presence here to be on site to be on the opposite end of the phone for any type of
conflicts or meetings or anything like that. So conflict resolution, I'd say at Company 3, in my opinion
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is pretty pro-active, is that people are very much looking out for any type of conflicts that develop and
try to work through them as expeditiously as possible
[3LTL3] We had times when we had to discuss with the customer why we were no longer on track as
we had been and reset the schedule. Eventually some schedules got reset.
[3LTL10] And then when the management changed, did the assignment of, definition of tasks,
assignment of them, checking if they're on time, or the approach to that did it change with the new
person? I:
Yes. It changed partly because we had more people working on it, partly because we
had a different person managing it, and using a different technique of tracking the tasks. It also changed
because early on in switching project management responsibilities, we did a deeper analysis of what
was involved in each of the tasks. And in the process of doing that, we identified what were essentially
in my mind a bunch of sub tasks to complete—initially the tasks were complete this feature, complete
this feature, complete this feature because each one of them was an isolated thing that needed to be met
or at least needed to be verified that we already met it from the software that we got. So what happened,
I believe, is that as we define the tasks more in fine grain—maybe there's an 8 to 1 ratio of more
detailed task compared to the original task. The estimates blossomed because you recognize that what
to do one feature might take X amount of time, but to do 8 sub-features, you can't do one eighth of the
feature in one eighth of the time. You have to estimate at least a whole day to do this, and whole day to
do that, or two days to do this. And so I think part of what happened is we made the mistake of
increasing the amount of what is called in this critical chain methodology, 'project buffering', on a pertask basis rather than on the whole project. So estimates became 90% confidence factors instead of my
preferred 50% confidence factors. So then you lead into Parkinson's Law where work expands to fill
the amount of time allowed. So if you know you have a day to do this, you spend a whole day doing it
and then you fit a couple of other things in as well. So we did go to more detail and that both helped us
to understand what was going on and had that negative effect, I think, of making the schedule seem
even bigger than it really was and thus need more people. And bringing on more people brings in more
communication that has to happen as well as it happened before and more people who need to be
trained on what is it we're trying to do, and it kind of feeds on itself to where I think it's like an
overshoot in electronics where you try to correct the error and you correct it way wildly beyond what
was necessary because it's kind of an overreaction in that respect. The other thing that was difficult was
we defined the task a little more precisely. We didn't really create them so precisely that anybody could
understand them. So as we brought more people on, people would often try to make a good guess as to
what this task meant without necessarily talking with people that had originally written the words down.
So they in some cases misunderstood what was going on, and because they were maybe in a different
state whatever, they didn't check and so sometimes tasks were incompletely done and they'd discover
later on that there was a misunderstanding about what was meant. So it had that unfortunate side effect
as well. When a group is small, you could come find the person and say what do you want, what is done
for this. I mean you could talk about it and they could often do it. Now with a bunch of tasks, some of
which might be handed to 2 or 3 different people, it was anybody's guess whether they would all
together what it had been same as the original person that defined it
[3LTL13] Well unfortunately, one of my first clues that we were in trouble was recognizing that in
some cases we had scheduled some deliveries so close together that if we completed one on time we
had maybe about a week left to complete the next one. So that either met that we were working on them
concurrently, or we'd only had a week to do one that could not possibly be done in a week. So there
was some, I think, snafus that happened in terms of scheduling the milestones to begin with
[3LTL14] Oftentimes the conclusion would be that we are behind so then the solution is either how
many more people do we have to add in and if so, where do we fit them to improve the schedule so that
it no longer looks behind. Or else, what things can we delay or do later, or not do at all to get it to fit
back into the estimated amount of time we have left.
[3RTL2] At the beginning there was quite frequent scope changing, but orice we started getting into
control, I believe it was like the fall of last year and I think that the delivery was in like August of this
year which was that phase. So in that 9 month time frame, the requirements and the delivery dates were
fixed and were or requirements changes were just totally not allowed. So but because the customer was
always given the option if OK something changes you have to move the dates. Are you willing to do
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that? And no, it was more important that they were delivered the functionality that they wanted on the
time line than it was to make a change. So managing the customer was an extremely important part of
this project and I would think of any project.
[3Exe4] I explained what the plan is because I gathered that information and was able to communicate.
And when the people came here for a visit, I arranged it for meetings of the giving presentations to the
rest of the team. So the engineers felt like what they are doing, how does it... I mean the one problem I
saw when I came on board is everybody had one little piece of the task, but the total.. .you know you
don't need to know the complete thing but you at least if you know where the product that you are
working towards.. .the piece, even though you are working on a little piece—how does the whole thing
fit into the bigger picture?
[3Exe5] I was able to arrange when the customer makes a visit once in a while. When they were here
last time in February or March, I arranged a meeting of them to the whole team, so they understood who
their... I mean they send e-mails back and forth, but you don't see them or much talk to them because of
the time difference. It makes a difference when you see somebody face to face and are one on one
talking to them versus through impersonal e-mails.
[3Exe5] Can you tell me a little bit about your communication with PM—how often you
communicated? I:
Oh. We communicate on a constant basis—day and night. You know, we
work every issue a lot together. We work very very closely on many, on every issue we work together.
It's not like... she wasn't just someone who did Microsoft Project. She got involved, she made
decisions, and I would let her make the decisions that she needs to do to get the project going and she
was all over every time there was an issue. And we would work through every potential problem that
would delay our main contingency plans
[3Exe5] Yes. Towards the end I had to give every week a report to the customer and to my senior
management. And then every two weeks... We have had several formal meetings. Every two weeks at
engineering level, between the customer and us and go through the status. Every week we have an
internal meeting before the external meeting of where we are. And then we also, I also had to provide a
week, a status to my senior management on a fairly regular basis. And before we have...there are two
sets of calls—the engineering level and then there was one every month with an executive level call. So
I was participating in both, and Jodi would do the one on the engineering side. The other one I would
provide the reports to senior and before the report is provided we make sure our senior management is
involved. And if there are any jeopardies—anything that we see the customer would be upset about or
some misunderstanding of what they thought the date was, what the date would be—I make sure the
senior management are involved.
[3LTL7] In some cases, the company we're dealing with they were learning as they were going along
too and realizing in some cases that, "Holy smoke! This won't work if issues involving disk drives and
fiber channel and just the practical realities of, 'This particular vendor's device doesn't do this. Well,
now what do we do? Well, we can shift this and increase the number of increase the number of this and
if we had some software here that can help mitigate that problem. Can you do that?'" For a while they
actually thought that we had tacitly said yes we can do that. We thought that we had successfully said
no that's going to be done later on. That was actually one of the misunderstandings. So that led to.. .In
fact the project that I'm currently working on which is finally completing some of those features that
they'd hoped we could have gotten done earlier.
[3LTL7] So the communication that we could have done, perhaps getting our own people together that
really understood things, essentially would have involved freeing them up from the current projects and
forcing them to multi-task with what they're doing and jeopardize the projects that are already on might
not have been any better of a thing than what we did do which is in the absence of additional advice,
let's make the best guess we can. Communication was a...You know the politics that entered into the
communication problem made it difficult in some cases for all of the people involved in projects that
had a clear line of communication to them because there is some, by need or by decision, there was
some need to funnel some information through certain people and it was just difficult to get all the
communication that you'd like to have had in certain cases
[3LTL14] So what kinds of communication mechanisms did you have in place to communicate with off
site team members, for example? I:
Telephone—both landline and cell phone, e-mails. We
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would send prototypes through FedEx. Mainly e-mail and telephone
A:
OK. And was there
any traveling back and forth?
I:
Oh yes—good point. There was visits in both directions
between us and our customer. And within our own organization people would often travel to other sites
and face to face meetings and work in labs together
[3LTL14] Oh, I forgot to mention via teleconferences. We did have some team meetings—especially in
software development because we were multi-sites. Instead of having weekly meetings in one room,
we'd just teleconference in two meeting rooms
[3PM1] Also, I drove a defect meeting where once or twice a week we had a group of technical people
get together and basically disposition defects. So review the defect, verify it that it was in the right order
of severity or it was categorized correctly, make sure it was assigned, and then... that was internally
[3PM1] Also, I drove a defect meeting where once or twice a week we had a group of technical people
get together and basically disposition defects. So review the defect, verify it that it was in the right order
of severity or it was categorized correctly, make sure it was assigned, and then... that was internally
[3PM3] well the first thing they need to do is have a clear communication path. And that is
communicating escalations, communicating status, and basically the required interaction to ensure that
expectations are being met and set appropriately
[3PM3] So now, these are the key success factors. For making communication effective, being able to
communicate expectations—all of that. What are some of the enabling practices that you used to do
this?
I:
Regular meetings—whether they're conference calls, usually conference calls, some
video conferencing. E-mail is very good because it is something that can be very immediate. Some
people even save time.. .You know Yahoo is another one that has Instant Messaging. And then I think
fact to faces like just committing to jump on a plane and go and be face to face at a certain point. We
also... One of the things that we did was we had some of the engineering people come out when it was
time to help with our systems test group and ask them to participate in some of the activities that were
going on and there was kind of a technical transfer, if you will. So I think for communication, that's
key. And then documenting, good documentation of decisions, action points, closed actions, risks,
closed risks, issues, closed issues. And so you keep a good trail of..Lot's of times groups will make
decisions and then 3 weeks later they'll revisit them because people have forgotten or there, you know,
you don't have the water cooler advantage when you have remote teams. So I think that you need to
document things more
[3PM4] Microsoft Word, you know, just minutes like that. And then between us and the customer we
had an actual form that we filled out after, a summary form, after every meeting that we had to fill out
that was kind of... it was more rigid in the topics and everything.
A:
And these meeting
minutes or other documents that had the history of the decisions, were they available to everyone, or
where were they stored? Who had access to them? I:
We have a public drive on one of our
servers where all the minutes of all the meetings are kept. And then I think our customer does the same
thing. We don't have visibility to that
[3PM4] Also, in making sure that off site teams have a go to person for, in instance, in this case we had
that sometimes we had to upgrade because we had to change things. So who is coordinating that? And
then coordinating the defect resolution and managing that. That's another part
[3PM5] But one of the ways that we kept the synergy and the cohesion we had bi-weekly, we called
them triage meetings to discuss issues and defects. And that was a way that, you know people really
started working in team to solve problems. And then on a lower level with the system test team, weekly
meetings and then you know when we worked weekends we always brought in lunch and ate together.
But that doesn't really address...I think having engineers fly up here from Des Moines and interact with
us and actually sit in on some of the de-bugging... So this project really—building a team—the team
already existed when I got in here, so if I'd talk to you about team building, elements or activities now
it would be for a different project. But I think that is a key success factor
[3PM6] Would you say any of these are more important because this was a cross-site project:
Communication, coordination, definition of roles and responsibilities? I:
Yeah. I would say
communication is the most important thing. And sometimes it's the hardest thing because you know
we're sitting here and I can look at you and get some sense of your responses to what I'm saying just by
your body language. And when you're on the phone with someone and they're invisible except for their
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voice, it's a lot more difficult to read the things that they might not say because people aren't always
very open. It's not very often that I'll be on the phone.. .you know you can get on the phone with
someone and they'll say you've made me uncomfortable or upset because you sent that memo out and it
indicated that there's a defect and I feel like that's my fault. People just aren't that open. There are you
know... and so when you aren't able to have that face to face with someone or go off in a room and talk
person to person it's going to be a phone call or an e-mail, it's harder to get direct communication.
People aren't as forthcoming.
A:
So communication is more important when you have a
setting like this. I:
Yeah
[3RTL2] Looking back on the Product 3 project that we're talking about is all this experience gained is
pushing right forward to a successor project that is using the success of the same model, but also the
people are able to anticipate the failures and the problems that could be in place. So we immediately out
of the gate put more emphasis on the team building and the trying to manage through the domains of the
different responsibilities and the different locations and such and everybody is playing a really active
role to try to try to highlight on the communication, the trust, and the work process that's being used. So
it's a very good training point and validation point to show what works and what doesn't as we take it
to a new level on an even higher scale than we have before.
[3RTL6] Yeah. A lot of it was done...Well of course just engineer picking up the phone and calling up
here and in the other location. But for this project there was started out to be a every week video
conference once a week the team of engineers on both the Hillsboro site and the Des Moines site would
have a video conference and it's kind of a big round table through video conference and we did those on
a weekly basis near the beginning of the project and then it dropped off to every 2 weeks because just
the intensity and the dissemination of information was starting to go down. You don't need all of those
people tied up for all that time. So is the primary mechanism. And then Company 3 is using a video, or
I'm sorry, the teleconferences a lot with a conference to get the people on, and when necessary, a video
conference
[3Exe6] Oh yeah. We will have a...There is a manager there. It's the team that's the manager. We made
sure that the schedules are met and we would have every time we meet that person, a manager, will be
on call over there. So then I mean these were not my managers managing that site. So what we would
have is what is the plan for the next 15 days and making sure is there a jeopardy in meeting that. And if
it is how do we recover from that.
[3Exe6] So for example, how did you approach that problem solving a critical, technical issue? What
kind of things did you do? I:
I mean what we did was we always got like a triage of tasks.. .key
people involved... When we came into the system level of testing and Jerry set up this triage meeting
that we would meet on a daily basis for half hour, the one from the software site and one from the
hardware site, one from the system architect, and then go through what the critical bugs are and what
we had to do to fix it and how we are going to resolve and what is the next step to take. So we
monitored that constantly
[3LTL11] Now you mentioned before risk management. You were making plans—how are we going to
address risk? So was there any, I mean, did you deal with risk?
I:
Yes. We had a.. .the
project managers that worked with that organization would get together with the technical people here
and identify and brainstorm what risks there were at various stages, especially early during the planning
but then also continuously after that. We'd number each risk based on how severe it would be if it were
to actualize and also how likely would it actualize. So there, you know, the 2 numbers combined you
could say, "Oh. Holy smoke! This is a severe risk and it's probably going to happen," or, "This is a
minor risk and may not happen." Then you could evaluate things based on which ones do you attend to
first. We'd communicate those with our customer, and we'd update those as the risks either evaporated
or if they occurred or the severity was re-adjusted
[3LTL12] That would usually be if it was like the severity that was a high risk, it would usually be
something that we'd already be having somebody focusing on because we'd know that we have to
address this, so it is high risk—let's do it now or early one. And it was especially so if it was a risk that
had already actualized like we've learned that this vendor wasn't going to come through with this so
then now what do we do? A:
Was it like coming up with alternative plans?
I:
Coming up with alternative plans, identifying.. .Everything could be summarized with coming
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up with alternative plans—yes.
A:
And these alternative plans, were they in somebody's mind
or were they.. .1 mean what, did you have a list of risks and then a proposal to instigate them?
I:
In some cases...I'm trying to based on memory my image of what those disks were written up
as.. .1 think in some cases we identified what we would do, what the contingency plan would be. On
other cases we said, "Well, we really hope we don't hit that risk because it's a show stopper of sorts."
So yeah, I think we did them as early as, identified contingency plans, as early as was practical. A:
When did this take place—risk identification and coming up with risk identification factors?
Was it on a continual basis?
I:
I think so. I believe it happened well before I joined the
company during discussions with this customer, and probably on many other products, I don't know for
sure though because this is really the only set of projects I've been on. But then we continued to do it,
especially during the planning phase, but...and especially during, as you got closer to major milestones.
You know there would often be specific risks that everybody is kind of focusing on saying, "Is it going
to happen or is it not?" So we'd, periodically we would brainstorm again to see is there anything else
we haven't thought of that could be risks. I think 2 or 3 times we did that at just intervals when people
thought, you know it's time to do this again
[3PM9] And you talked about risks, if I'm not wrong, risk identification. So what kind of mechanisms
did you use to identify and mitigate risks? I:
Again, this project.. .1 came in late. But at that
point, the risk planning, a risk plan was fairly incremental. And the only thing that you could do
because the schedule wasn't negotiable, so the only thing really to do was to try to deal with risks in
terms of anything but time. So instead of having a formal risk planning, which I would typically do on
another project, because of where we were and the bandwidth really of the team to participate in that, I
pretty much left.. .There was a list of risks which were managed and kept by one of the hardware
managers. Basically people gave him that input—their input, and then the risk was put into a document
that was sent to the customer. And I believe they were given the impact—a severity and an impact, but
there was no measured...I really don't like it when there's a metric that's high, medium, and low, but it
isn't quantitative. What does that mean? So I think that you have to identify if a risk is high in terms of
its impact, then quantify it. And there's really, it's going to be money and schedule or some very
seldom something technical. You know technical issues high enough that they don't equate to one of
those things. But I can't remember the last time I got to a place where the risk was, the risk is that this
technology will not work at all. But it has happened in companies. So quantifying the impact: Is greater
than 2 weeks a high risk—yes or no? And basically give yourself that metric. If we spend or if it's a
cost or if the risk is that the product doesn't sell, I mean those kinds of things. They're kind of business
risks, program risks, etc. And then quantifying the probability is another thing that you need to do. So
we didn't really have a tool to roll those up into something that said, "Gosh...This program has a high
probability of being something successful and these are X percentage of the risks have a probability of
happening." You know, it's like the Monte Carlo approach to risk management. So you know,
something that rolls it up and you can say looks like we're about 80% sure that we can deliver this
product within this window. So we didn't really have a good risk assessment.
A:
OK. So you
didn't do any risk mitigation?
I:
Oh yes. We absolutely did risk mitigation, but it wasn't.. .1
guess what I'm trying to say is we didn't really have a good way of measuring risks.
A:
So
you said you provided customer with a list of things that might happen. And then who decided what to
do if those actually happened?
I:
We had...I mean that would be a team... architects. And
when we would have a risk, identify a risk, we would meet and talk about a mitigation plan if possible
[3RTL6] Did you have a mechanism to deal with risk in terms of determining what some of the
potential risks are and put alternative ways to address that risk?
I:
Yes, absolutely. And
actually, this is kind of becoming part of the process model is, and when we do development, we had a
triage team that was key individuals, maybe 3 or 4 because the project is so complex, it might be 3 or 4
very senior engineers for hardware systems and software would all get together with the project
managers and it would just be a multi-site effort. And once a week, they would go through a triage list
of what the problems are, what new risks they found, what impact it's going to be to the customer, how
should it be presented to the customer, do we have the resources or knowledge to know what's going
on, what's our plan to fix it. So this is a very pro-active thing is on a very constant basis—at least once
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a week, is to have a formal analysis of risks to tell where the project is and what are the current risk
items as the project is proceeding
[3LTL5] In terms of... Part of the problem for me is I came on mid-stream. I represented a replacement
of somebody who had left to join another organization. So suddenly there was a big part of our
organizational brain ripped out and replaced by me. Tell me what is going on here. What do you want
me to do? 1 kind of had to learn by osmosis to a large degree what was needed because people were
basically frantically busy on other things. So this was sort of an organizational plunge into the deep end
for me—very interesting, but kind of chaotic in that respect. I did the best I could to try to formulate
plans because I was, again, technical and logistical lead, creating schedule plans and estimating can we
meet the milestones. I was later challenged that my way wasn't going to work. We have to do it this
other way. OK, well we'll try the other way too, and hopefully that will work better
[3Exe6] But with this one a lot of the initial requirement was developed for a customer so you kind of
had to do what was required by the customer.
A:
Getting the requirements from the
customer and documenting them and coming up with tasks from the top to the bottom how did that
happen? Was it very formal?
I:
Oh it's very formal. We have to get every spike, every
platter we report to the customer. Every change in the test plan had to be approved by the customer. It's
very very formal. You'll submit a draft and you'll get comments back and you'll respond to comments.
And the customer gave us a great experience, I should say, in making sure that the people learned the
art about what it is to build a system by this experience.
[3LTL1] So I started making some research inquiries into trying to understand the requirements we had
received from our customer. This had been the first organization that I had been at where the product
was not essentially defined within the organization but was coming from requirements passed in from
another company.
[3LTL1] In this case, one of the interesting factors was the company is on the other side of the planet,
speak a different language, so that our common basis is English, but it's broken by 12 hour question
response cycles and by their not having English as their native language. So it was interesting to ask
questions and get responses that didn't in some cases quite answer the question, so you'd have to think
about how to reframe the question to get answers that helped resolve our uncertainty about what they
wanted.
[3LTL1] Initially it was of course just the classical product development cycle going from definition to
prototyping to debugging to releasing of the products.
[3LTL2] Also in some respects there was an interesting additional issue in dealing with the customer in
that our main contacts—official contacts, were with an organization on the other side of the planet. But
one of their main customers... So a customer of our customer was also in their organization but down in
California. So we kind of had a sideways set of meetings, conversations and discussions with them to
try to analyze what their needs were. It turned out they were kind of different in sufficient ways that it
wasn't really clear how best to do this. So we considered them 2 deployments that really had to function
differently in terms of how they booted up, in terms of what features they'd have while they were
booted up—things that contradicted each other, so we'd have to actually make them different. We
initially discovered that it was that customer that needed the prototypes first. So we focused on getting
that done and in the meantime tried to continue to analyze the requirements the main organization
needed, especially those that were least obvious, least certain at the initial investigation.
[3LTL4] Had we focused more on completing the spec, which had got two-thirds done ignoring the
features that the organization in California didn't need, we could have much more closely followed the
classical approach of specify, create verification plans, then start development, design development,
then going to testing earlier.
[3LTL6] One is just to say there is a deadline for stopping additional changes other than those that are
just pure fixing mistakes that we.. .OK, we got that wrong, so let's fix that. We in some respects
allowed the discussion period to extend too long partly because it was difficult to get answers back in
part because we just didn't realize that we should say, "Here's our proposal. Do you accept it or do you
want to change it?" And we probably would have had to have done that several months earlier. That's
probably an understatement to say several months earlier.
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[3LTL6] I guess I frame that question in my mind in terms of how might we have done it differently
given that I know we weren't as effective as we could have been. I think one of the ways we could have
done it much better would be to organize 5 day, 10 day meeting with the main organization that we
were dealing with and have a face to face sit down and let's talk this through till we're done type
meeting. We did that with a group in California and that actually worked really well. We spent 3 days, 2
of us went down there and met with 2 or 3 of them and understood their requirements almost perfectly,
I think. And we didn't do that for the main group, and I think that was probably a mistake. Perhaps it
was viewed as too expensive to go or too difficult to arrange for the time. We just didn't do it for one
reason or another.
[3LTL7] Yes. What we're developing, is actually the scheme of things is a small portion of an overall
umbrella set of products that this other company wanted to build and they outsourced this piece of the
system to us. So there was an overall set of requirements, and what they handed to us was to them a
very detailed set of requirements, to us still a very general set of requirements.Then we further flushed
that out so we felt that we could communicate amongst ourselves and understand what those
requirements were. We wrote Word documents to define the requirements—not my favorite form of
documenting requirements. I'd much rather have things in some kind of database than dealing with
revisions of documents, but that is what we did
[3LTL9] I learned relatively late that there were standards for certain things that we were doing kind of
ad hoc, but those standards were coming from different parts of the organization that we grew by
acquisition, so they may have originated from other sites, so as politics would, kind of moved those into
the core of the organization and we'd have training to try to get everybody to at least agree that yes
these will be our standards and we'll try to start adhering to them.
[3LTL13] Well there are several levels at which we did things in different phases or segments of. There
was the release 1, and you know... Here's the set of requirements. Can you meet for release 1 ? Can you
do release 1? Sure. We'll do that. And here's the release 2 things that we'd like you to add in because it
makes the product more useable to these customers; and then later on, you know, more features that we
missed the first time and within each one of those, at least the second one that I was started on, we did
initial set of specification work and prototyping to be sure that what went into the specification was
realistic. And we deferred some of the specification until later on because we knew that there was some
deliveries of prototypes that we needed. So we deferred things for a couple of reasons and it's sort of
cycled in that respect.
A:
How many releases did you have so far?
I:
Within
release 2 there was probably about 7 or 8, maybe about 8 different deliveries of...You know, there was
the initial prototype of each hardware delayed, and then there was delivery of software that enhanced
the capabilities of that blade and for an existing blade that already existed, there was about 5 deliveries
maybe 4 deliveries for that. I guess it's closer to about 10 different deliveries.
[3PM4] Another way of coordinating the team is through their validation planning or their unit test
planning, reviewing those documents together and you know that's where you'll get a lot of the
interdependencies and "Oh, OK. We need to coordinate this to make sure that we can give you a
software drop for your unit tests."
[3PM6] And then I think another lesson learned was never underestimate the power of inspecting
requirements, and I think that's a case when requirements aren't always understood assumptions are
made. I mean I could talk to you all night about requirements inspecting. But when requirements are
written, a lot of time they're at a very high level. You know: It should run like this, or it should...The
throughput should be you know... You know it's sometimes those things are very subjective and so you
have to interpret the requirements into something that's more like a functional specification. And then
from there, you have to determine how to implement the requirement, and that can change it. It can
have many different ways of implementing it that will change some of the characteristics and then in the
end, once you've produced that product, you might surprise marketing or your customer with the way it
was implemented. So I think that's one of the lessons learned is there were some areas where we.. .there
wasn't clear understanding of requirements. And we actually... the customer said, "Oh. Well we thought
this is how you do that." And we came back and we said, "Well we thought this was how you wanted
it."
[3PM6] The requirements deserved probably more face to face scrutiny
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[3PM6] Would you say having the requirements down, very correct at the beginning is very important
for a project? And is this different for a cross-organizational? I:
No. I think every organization
should treat requirements with the respect due, if you will, because if you interpret a requirement wrong
the time and cost of going back to do it right is very painful. It affects your forecast, your scoping, your
costs
[3PM6] And then I think identifying.. .also reconciling your requirements to scoping—you're seeing
this from a program management perspective—and prioritizing requirements so that later when you
have to make those hard trade-offs, you can actually refer back to your requirements reconciliation, if
you will. And these are A priority, these are B priority, and these are C priority requirements. So as
you're going through defects or area of your code that aren't working properly, and you're running out
of time and or money, you can refer back to that requirements and say, "Wait. This was a C priority
requirement. So a lot of time companies don't like to invest that kind of time up front, but if you do it
right and you do it intelligently it can really help you later in the project by prioritization, trade-offs,
that sort of thing
[3PM7] Did this project suffer from misunderstanding the requirements? Did you place any effort on
implementing something that was not really required?
I:
I know that we missed
something in the requirements that we're right now in the process of adding on because there was an
understanding that... we thought there was an understanding that we weren't going to do something and
the customer thought we were.
A:
And how is it impacting your schedule? Are you, for
example, going to be able to deliver on time still? If so, what did...?
I:
Well we had to split it
out into a separate release. Now we're essentially going back and doing this incremental release to add
this in. A:
So not having done that up front is causing you effort later.
I:
Right.
Exactly
[3PM10] I think they call it the specification phase. And then there's a plan phase, then there's a
validation phase or development phase, validation phase, and then limited production release,
production release, and then end of life
[3RTL1] What I'd do differently is I would definitely have the lead software engineers be involved in
quotation of the R&Q process at the very beginning and not afterwards after the deal is made and
everything is based on hardware costs and all of that stuff. You know, it's to get the software, estimate
the software engineering and scoping done at the beginning of the project rather than after the deal has
been signed
[3RTL1] Well I think the major thing was fixing the customer's requirements because for so long at the
early part of the project, they were not totally fixed on the requirements and features. It was always kind
of moving around
[3RTL7] Yes. It's part of the software development methodology. I mean we have a defined product
life-cycle plan. This is necessary for our customers to have a pretty formalized process plan. And as the
development is done then the gateways as far as reaching milestones and stuff and how incremental
releases and features are done and such. And our model was pretty similar to most of our customers'
models. So that's something that is done very early on is to compare each other's model and see how
formal they are. We're a ISO 9001 certified organization. So this is something that we're, all of us, are
very tuned towards is to making sure that we're following processes and documenting, and especially in
telecom, there's even telecom versions of these standards that are even more rigorous. We're always
having to be aware of this.
A:
Can you name the major development phases of your
development cycle?
I:
Yeah. Major phases of the development cycle of course are start out
with you know customer requirement and definitions—either the customer provides the requirements,
whether the customer is external or is internal like marketing or whatever. And then this is taken to
engineering for cost and resource estimation, and so pretty much give some idea of scoping. And then
moves into later phases of deriving from our formal architectural specifications at a higher level—either
system or component level. And then those go down to engineering for the designs, whether it's
hardware or software. And then it kind of takes an incremental approach there and it's different
depending if it's hardware or software. But then software is pretty much... You know looking at the
delivery time lines and then staging the sort of incremental flow of coming through and adding a set of
features, stabilizing, and then releasing, kind of on a, like a rotating cycle as you get feedback from a
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release and you start adding more features and more stabilization to the software and then it precedes
from there. And we're starting to do more and more in the systems level. Before it was pretty much,
you know with the amount of software that just went onto a production release of a blade or something.
But now that things are getting more complicated, we're having to have more staging of software
featured incremental releases and such
And how long does each release take on average?
I:
Probably about.. .1 think that most of
them are on the order of like a 6 month cycle, not a...We have done some, in some projects we have
done releases on like 6 to 8 week cycles, but the more formal that you have to get as far as
documentation and testing and such, probably the minimum release increments are 6 month phases
[3LTL4] Second would be what are the expectations of the customer? One of the hardest lessons for me
had been coming from other organizations where we define the product ourselves was just dealing with
the fact that this is really a contractual set of obligations to the customer that have a specific set of
needs. Maybe they fully understand those needs and maybe they don't. In the case where they don't,
they're really counting on us to recommend what should be done because they come to us as experts. I
think early on I didn't fully grasp that.
[3LTL4] In any case, one of the success factors is identifying what their expectations are in both in
terms of the product requirements, what are the priorities for delivery.
[3LTL4] There was kind of an aspect to which I always felt that we were restraining ourselves from
asking questions of our customer because we felt through history, experience, that if we asked questions
in certain ways that that would open the door for scope creep of a project—that just a mere aspect of
saying please clarify this, priorities, features, requirements, whatever, would allow them to think
that.. .would make us afraid that they would increase the bar on how high we had to jump just on the
basis of talking more. I think that in some respects, that may have been true, but in many other respects,
it worked against us because we forced ourselves to continue operating in the dark on things that we
probably could have.. .cases where we misunderstood each other and didn't notice it for 3,4, 5, 6
months could have been resolved earlier in some cases.
[3LTL6] I guess I frame that question in my mind in terms of how might we have done it differently
given that I know we weren't as effective as we could have been. I think one of the ways we could have
done it much better would be to organize 5 day, 10 day meeting with the main organization that we
were dealing with and have a face to face sit down and let's talk this through till we're done type
meeting. We did that with a group in California and that actually worked really well. We spent 3 days, 2
of us went down there and met with 2 or 3 of them and understood their requirements almost perfectly,
I think. And we didn't do that for the main group, and I think that was probably a mistake. Perhaps it
was viewed as too expensive to go or too difficult to arrange for the time. We just didn't do it for one
reason or another.

9.1.3.4. Quotes Supporting P-4 (Tools)
[3RTL9] In terms of tools, would you say more or less important in the context of cross-organizational
software projects?
I:
Yeah, tools are for, and for the more people and the more engineers
that are working on a single software project, or if it gets done in multiple locations, the tools become
extremely important because how does everybody look at whatever the current version is, where's the
committed code, where's the latest greatest stuff, how do we get it from one location to another, and all
of that stuff. And a lot of us had experience with this package from IBM rational Clear Case is really in
a class by itself for enterprise level, large team, or distributed team type of development. I mean the
tools are just fantastic. They kind of run by themselves and gives every engineer the ability to really
share their code taking out a lot of the overhead that you would have to have in place to get
configurations right, some people's tools-making sure their tools are in order, making sure the source
code is current, making sure that the changes that get committed get merged together properly, and this
stuff. So I would say tools are a real paramount consideration for multiple site development
[3Exe5] Yes. Towards the end I had to give every week a report to the customer and to my senior
management. And then every two weeks.. .We have had several formal meetings. Every two weeks at
engineering level, between the customer and us and go through the status. Every week we have an
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internal meeting before the external meeting of where we are. And then we also, I also had to provide a
week, a status to my senior management on a fairly regular basis. And before we have.. .there are two
sets of calls—the engineering level and then there was one every month with an executive level call. So
I was participating in both, and Jodi would do the one on the engineering side. The other one I would
provide the reports to senior and before the report is provided we make sure our senior management is
involved. And if there are any jeopardies—anything that we see the customer would be upset about or
some misunderstanding of what they thought the date was, what the date would be^-I make sure the
senior management are involved.
[3Exe7] Did you use any standards in terms of these documents? Do you have for example any
templates?
I:
Yeah, we have some templates that the tech guys have used. A:
Is it
your company templates or did the customer require you to...?
I:
There are some cases
where the customer had like reports. Every week we have to give a report and that's based on customer
template. So we had to fill in the customer template. A:
For the technical development team and
for and yourself, communication, did you use any templates for reporting?
I:
The reports—
yes, we used a template. Mine is mostly e-mails for my communication or presentation material. Which
is really—the presentation material was built on our template, but the reporting had to be done
according to their template.
[3LTL9] I started out using spreadsheets just to identify the work items and the estimates of tasks and to
add up the, essentially add up the time to create an estimate for how many days it would take to
complete and how many days do we have left and determine how close we were at that point
[3LTL10] We used PowerPoint slides to report status to customers when they came to visit and e-mail
to report progress. We made a shift to use Microsoft Project to do the detailed planning and resource
usage planning for the project, which was important as we grew to have some tool that the manager
using it was comfortable with and that was what he chose to use. Then we'd often, later on especially,
share those Microsoft Project plans with our customer and with ourselves to show our progress
[3LTL10] We had weekly teleconferences to report status. So much of it was verbal and supplemented
with e-mail—either PowerPoint or Word documents to list the minutes. And PowerPoint was mainly for
presentations when people were on site at the same place. So it was very informal in that respect. Once
it shifted to another manager, he decided to more formalize it and report status I believe... So then once
we had the new project manager, he made it a bit more formal and started to report status about once a
week and in some cases about once a day once we got into defect—fixing and debugging because our
customer wanted to know how we were doing on resolving defects, especially critical and major ones
[3LTL14] Initially, I used the metrics of how many days do we have left to the next milestone and how
many days do we estimate the tasks will take to complete given the resources that we have, so I used
spreadsheets for that
[3PM4] Microsoft Word, you know, just minutes like that. And then between us and the customer we
had an actual form that we filled out after, a summary form, after every meeting that we had to fill out
that was kind of... it was more rigid in the topics and everything.
A:
And these meeting
minutes or other documents that had the history of the decisions, were they available to everyone, or
where were they stored? Who had access to them?
I:
We have a public drive on one of our
servers where all the minutes of all the meetings are kept. And then I think our customer does the same
thing. We don't have visibility to that
[3PM11] What kind of tools did you use for scheduling and budgeting? You talked about the
documents that you used and Microsoft Project. Can you think of any other tools?
I:
Well
just the usual: Excel spreadsheet, for the project-Microsoft Project, and then Excel spreadsheets
basically for the costing and equipment scheduling. So nothing very sophisticated. And these were, for
example, the Excel sheet, did it have a standard template or was it something that you created for this
project specifically? Parts of it were from a standard template, and parts of it were from, you know, I
created my own. A:
And how widespread was the usage of tools in terms of project
management? Was it at the top level or did it go down below? I:
Oh, pretty wide spread, yeah.
A:
So people did use a lot of tools to keep the project in schedule and within the budget.
I:
Used other tools?
A:
No. Used tools. I:
Oh yes. Absolutely.
Yes.
A:
And having used tools, would you say it impacted the project or was the
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impact... What I'm trying to ask is this actually. This was a cross-organizational project. You used tools
to keep the project within the timeline that you came up with, came up with before. Having used tools,
did it help this more than it would have otherwise if it were an in house project? I:
Absolutely
yes. I can't ever think of a time. Well, I can only think of one time in my career that tools have been a
detriment, and it was actually a tool that... We had an architect who was a math wiz, and he created a
risk management tool that was just, it was just hideous. And we had to spend lots of time inputting data
to it, and it would spit out this gobbledy goock. And we had to try to make sense of it and it was very
difficult. But I would say these tools are a positive.
[3RTL8] Can we talk a little bit about the tools that you used for this project? You told me some of
them, but in terms of project management, in particular, for scheduling and budgeting. What kind of
project management tools did you use?
I:
Well I know that the project manager for this
location would use...He had the work breakdown list put into Microsoft Project. So he could keep track
of the work breakdown there. But then he would use some estimating algorithms that he had developed
over the years that he would, that were like Excel based that would pretty much predict.. .You know
take into account overhead factors like vacations and sick time for people and things like that and try
and predict what the final dates were. And it was pretty much a dynamic thing, so it wasn't fixed. It was
based on progress and going through the work breakdown. It was always a dynamic thing so you could
tell what the new current projected the completion date was. So that was the primary tools that I know
of that was used on the project management side.
A:
For work breakdown structure for
example, did you use any particular... ?
I:
Yeah. I think that was in Microsoft Project. And
then, you know, like defect tracking and activity tracking can be done in Clear Quest. That's another
rational product that manages and tracks defects through software development and it also ties into
Clear Case, the configuration management system as well
[3RTL8] One quick question about milestones: You told me about software functional specific
document. Was this an output of the customer requirement definitions and requirement analysis? I:
Yes, from the customer requirements because they tend to have like a big database or
something or some type of description of what the requirements and what the functional specification is
is sort of ties up all of these requirements into a sort of manifested document that describes, at least for
the software, what the software is doing. How is it configured? What is its major components? What it
does? How to... You know just basic operational aspects of the software
[3PM4] And was the whole thing available to people or how did people...?
I:
Yes. It was up
in the same place as meeting minutes so you could actually refer to that. And then I also had a Word
document with milestones and some of those key progress points, if you will, so that some people are
really Microsoft Project averse. They don't want to go in and look at all of that
[3LTL10] Well, we did a fair amount of home grown pearl scripting. We recognized that we had a set
of things that needed to be done and we could get good mileage on it writing some scripts ourselves and
we decided to continue in that direction, and we still are to this day developing most of that in house. I
happen to believe for one that it can and it does represent the core competency of us in that for us to
own that code and not be dependent on a vendor supplying it to us is actually a good thing because it
allows us to mold it to our needs. So we're doing that—it's home brewed to a large extent. As we bring
new people on, they all come from their own experience of using this or that tool and so each person
brings in a new take on how to do that and in most cases it's usually an improvement when they add to
it
[3LTL9] We started out at the outset using a kind of variety of tools depending on whether it's with
Linux software we were writing it or Windows software and we finally decided to the organization wise
of standardizing Clear Case and use Clear Quest as a defect tracking, issue tracking tool—so Clear Case
and Clear Quest coming from rational IBM
[3LTL14] There'd be a source code repository. Initially, we were using CVS, later Clear Case. And we
use a multi-site version of Clear Case that allows multiple sites to kind of update in synchronization
with each other. A:
That's one of the tools which the team used, which probably made life a lot
easier for you.
I:
Ultimately, yes. We couldn't have done some of the things we're doing now
if we didn't finally migrate to that. I'm very glad that we decided to do that. I was a big champion of it
early on.
A:
So that tool wasn't being used at the beginning?
I:
Oh no. A:
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Wow. I:
We were using patch files initially to represent our changes from the original
vendor's source code and checking in versions of the patch files into CVS. So when there was 1
developer, it was an effective way to do it. That developer had their own tree of source code and made
the changes and checked in the patch file. Once it got more than 1 developer, it was tougher. I
represented the second developer, so it was tough for me to share the code with somebody else that was
doing it that way
[3RTL2] Another aspect is proper tools and infrastructure. One of the main things that was done with
this project is Company 3 was in the process of deploying Clear Case across the organization, which is
an enterprise based configuration management system. And had that not been in place, it would have
been insurmountable ability to keep the software development under control in multiple sites. And
that's an experience and expertise that the development team in Des Moines team had. We knew Clear
Case could solve the multi-site development problem and we had been pushing that. And it was put into
place and this Flex server project was primarily one of the first recipients of that on a large scale. So
that was another success factor that came into play is having those tools and the process involved
necessary to keep things going
[3RTL3] Well one thing best practices as far as work flow and tools, this pretty much comes from the
enterprise model of Clear Case and how that configuration management system works, and that's just
for the tool that's used for the software development and configurations and such
[3RTL5] Yeah. That was done.. .There was a.. .The task breakdown was done by the.. .kind of the
architecture and lead engineers would go through and do that—come up with a very massive work
breakdown. And then as far as assigning the tasks to various engineers, then that is kind of the process
that Company 3 uses is has the responsibility for going basically through the work breakdown and a
project manager will look at that and make sure that resources like equipment or people, expertise, or
training whatever is actually in place and then the engineers will go through and knock those tasks off
and they get logged out through Clear Quest, a tracking database, and then probably folds back into
some management progress database so they know what the percentage completion is on the project

9.1.3.5. Quotes Supporting P-5 (Metrics)
[3Exe5] At the beginning of the project, did you have a list of criteria to assess the success of the
project by?
I:
No. That's one of the.. .Yes and no. The criteria was there, but it was a very
high level criteria like you have to deliver this by this time and this is our milestones. That was the
criteria.
[3ExelO] Now you mentioned that there were some high level metrics at the beginning but as you went
along, how did you measure progress? What kind of metrics did you use?
I:
Well I used
what we had to deliver to the customer on a regular basis. If I wasn't going to be able to deliver them
then... A:
Was it more like a written document that you had... I:
No we have...Yeah,
we have a deliverable list for the customer that they had to check
A:
And this deliverable
list, does it have... Is it one of those documents that the customer had with the template and everything,
or was it more like an e-mail message?
I:
No, it's more like a document that the customer
keeps and we have the same... We shared.
[3LTL14] Initially, I used the metrics of how many days do we have left to the next milestone and how
many days do we estimate the tasks will take to complete given the resources that we have, so I used
spreadsheets for that
[3PM11] Measuring progress: That's always a fun topic. I had hoped to measure progress.. .OK, there
were several levels. The first one was the software. When I came, the hardware was done, so there was
no need to measure progress there. So I would say that the main areas were measuring software
progress, system test progress, and then the overall help and stability of the product through the defect
volume and the severity of the defect. So in terms of defects, that was... you know there's the fixed find
rate. So were we finding a lot of defects and were we fixing them quickly? So that's kind of one aspect
of that. Were the defects we were finding critical defects and were we getting to the point where there
were less of them? Were there more of them? Were we finding all of the defects? That sort of thing. So
that was one way of measuring progress. When you got to the point where you weren't finding this
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many defects, they weren't as difficult—that sort of thing—like we had a big problem with congestion
management. We had a lot of defects for a lot of that. So that was kind of one of those health, you
know, health of the product kind of things that we had to work through. So that was one way of
measuring progress at that aspect of the program. The software was a little bit challenging because of
the way that the software manager constructs and manages progress. He manages progress more in
terms of time instead of function. So if you were supposed to work on something 40 hours that week,
and at the end of that time you worked 40 hours, it would appear that you were finished with the task.
But either... Say the task was underestimated by 2 X. Well you haven't really measured progress.
You've only measured effort. So measuring progress, I think, needs to be a combination of effort versus
function points in software. So you can say S&NP is working. It's code complete—doink, there's a
check. That's a progress point. And then there's another place in software development that's pretty
difficult, and it's the place, it's that strange land between code complete, unit test complete, and the
software is stable enough to release into a system environment or an environment where it can really be
stressed. And that was a difficult, that was difficult to measure. And because it's hard to predict when
are we going to be finished defects. It's a fundamental question that is asked over and over and over.
How long do you estimate it's going to take to fix defects? How stable is your code? So that was a place
that was difficult once we got to code complete, then measuring progress getting from there into a build
candidate for systems test was very difficult. And at at that point...So first was function—trying to
measure the right function points. The second area when we got into this really stabilizing the code and
getting to a point where we had an entry candidate, we measured more on the defect find and fix rate.
So if we were fixing 10 defects a day, finding 10 a day... And you know we were fixing 3 a week.
Obviously we had a long ways to go. So that was the software. And then the systems test area—
measuring progress there was very simple: Test run, estimated number of tests needed to be run in this
amount of time, and then also watching how many defects we were finding at that point. So that one
was fairly easy. Were we running tests? Yes. At the end of two weeks, we should have had 50 tests run.
Did we, yes or no? So that's how I measured progress there.
[3PM12] Did you measure the success of this project in a matter of ways like 'impacting the customer',
'monetary value to the customer', 'future of future businesses? Any thing like that?
I:
Well, I mean, again, it was basically the customer's success was measured in our ability to
deliver the release within their time frame and deliver a high quality release. So those were the two
most important things to be measured on. But for our company, we were also measured on cost and that
was... We blew the cost out of the water essentially because when the project was scoped, there were
several schedule slips, but in order to hold the schedule you have the magic triangle. The only way to
hold a schedule and ensure quality was to add a lot more resources to it in terms of people and
equipment. So internally, we were measured on costs

9.1.3.6. Quotes Supporting P-6 (Culture)
[3Exe3] I think when I came onboard, there was...I found a lot of site issues in terms of... because the
cultures were all initially all from different companies so you see different cultures. It's like "these
people don't know how to do this"—those type of issues
[3Exe3] It was also good because that group came under me. So I was able to kind of say OK we are
one team and we have to do it together. It's not a question of assigning who does... It's more a question
of making sure the knowledge is spread and the credit is given to everybody who is part of it and not be
site specific.
[3Exe3] I went and spent time quite a bit in these locations to make sure that they considered others as
part of the team and not a team that's just out there.
[3Exe3] Well being in a different location is not a cause for not being part of a team. I mean we are all
in this together. We all work for one company. So it's not us versus them. They do this... We all have to
doit
[3LTL15] Yes there were. I can't speak for other people having conflicts with each other. I could a little
bit. I mean some people that have strong personalities one way or the other and people sometimes get a
little bit annoyed at that. And I think they deal with it fairly effectively, professionally. In my case, I
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had a problem with a manager who for some reason we didn't hit it off very well early on and I've
never been fully aware why. I think part of it may have to do with the politics of multi-site
organizations where there's somebody in a satellite position feels a little bit more threatened with
working with headquarters so to speak. And I think there was an element of that and possibly just some
personality type differences. But when that person became my manager through a change in the
organizational structure, it became much more difficult because then I...The person to whom I could
complain about problems there became this person himself. And so it was very frustrating. I
contemplated quitting a number of times, but decided that it would be much more constructive to me to
continue on and see how it turned out and so I stuck with it. I ended up being demoted by 2 levels as it
turned out due to what I believe was a very poor political move a few days before Exe arrived, and it
hurt me very badly and I had a terrible review from my second manager when I had a glowing review
from my first manager. And I didn't feel that I was doing anything particularly differently. So I could
only sense...I could only conclude that there was some politics going on that I didn't fully understand
and I certainly didn't appreciate it. So things are a lot better now...I've got different management. I still
work with the person I had problems with, but there seems to be some degree of professionalism force
on him and me to make sure that we're cool and continue... A:
Forced by whom?
I:
Exe for example is a common manager to us all, and so she won't tolerate shenanigans like
that. And one of our program managers that came on board is helping immensely to make sure
that...you know participating in meetings where during meetings themselves there might be conflict
brewing. You know being there prevents that from happening.
[3PM7] So was there a difference in the cultures between 2 sides?
I:
Oh yes. A:
Did
you need to address that or how did it affect the...? I:
Yes. OK. So this site is homegrown from
the bottom up. I mean the company was founded here. There's a long history. Some people have
worked here since the company was founded. They're deeply entrenched in a culture. It's a hardware
background. It's a manufacturing background. Then you have the group in Des Moines that was
acquired by Radysis: Software company, specific niche. And so right after that, the first disconnect is
software versus hardware. It's just you know the life cycles are different. There is a... Hardware and
software engineers are very different people, which is a gross generalization, but they really are. So you
have that difference, then you have the acquired company who is not part of the mother ship, if you
will. And so there is always that... Gosh you know is the company going to just absorb us and shut us
down? So there is always you know where you have to deal with a little bit of that. Of course I'm a
touchy feely kind of program manager side of it. And just the procedures and the way one site does
things isn't always the way that another site does things or interprets the way things should be done. So
that's something very important to address. A:
And how did you do that with this project? I:
Well the first thing is to understand is to walk in that organization's shoes—you know, really
understand where they come from. And face to face meetings: Go to their site and hold some meetings.
Get to know those people. Understand their perspective. Following up when you sense tension—with a
phone call after a meeting, send an e-mail. Just kind of understanding when you sense points there. And
then the other thing to address is again very clear communication and expectation setting so that there
aren't any surprises and if there's a disconnect in the expectation, resolve it. Don't assume some of the
simplest things are understood. I just had a situation last week where one site called us up and said,
"You're not following the software development cycle." We're not? Oh, what part of it aren't we
following? "Well, you're generating documents that aren't in the life-cycle." Well, OK. There's a clue.
That site is very process, very rigid, and they do things by the book. So you have to prepare them for
the things outside of their process. It comes from agreement. So this week we have a document that we
want to generate. We think it's this. Do you agree that it should exist? "Yes, yes we do." OK. Will you
participate in reviewing it? "Absolutely!" So instead of documents showing up in the mail box and
saying, "Ahh this is ridiculous!" now you've gotten commitment and buy-in because you've set the
expectation, you've gotten commitment. So it's simple things like that really
[3RTL9] Would you say that there were cultural differences between the 2 different sites?
I:
Absolutely, yes. Our site was an acquisition that happened in 2001 so we were always in a
mode that we were very hardworking and trying to justify our existence or our contribution to the
company because we were a software acquisition by a hardware company so we did not know how that
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was going to be. And then there was a culture... We were a small team maybe 30 people maximum
whereas the headquarters was a much larger team that had a longer history with the company and such
and there was definitely at the beginning an manager type of approach from the headquarters. They
certainly did not want some remote, some sand-laid office doing things that they couldn't see, that were
not under their control. But over time the relationships I described earlier developed. They became a
tremendously great working relationship that the individual contributor at the engineer level, at the
manager level to see that this type of organization can really work. Not everybody has to be in one
place. But there are by far big political and cultural differences because of the different areas of the
country they were in or the size of the organization: big sire compared to little site.
A:
What would you say some of the best practices are to make two different sites, two different
groups of people work effectively together? I:
I would say one of the best practices is cross
pollination thing. You have to give these people working with each other, they have to meet each other.
Some key individuals, not everybody but key people have to travel to the locations and get introduced
to people, understand how the other locations work, and start develop those relationships. And as
projects get kicked off and get underway is that the individual contributors... They are allowed to work
together but they are not buffered by management. You don't want to go through management
changing, communications only through managers. You want to let the engineers communicate on a
lower level. Usually by telephone, e-mail or whatever
[3Exe4] One thing is one should do this right up front, consider cross-team and get this idea in people's
mind and treat... Everybody realizes who the other members are, how they work together. This should
be brought up right up front rather than trying to fix it on the go. People have to start realizing how they
work together, how they value what each other group does right from the beginning. And that culture, I
think, needs to be built in right from the beginning

9.1.4. Selected Quotes from Case 4
9.1.4.1. Quotes Supporting P-1 (Strategy)
[4Exe6] Not really. No. I mean when [remote team members] went back to Hyderabad, the only
uncertainty that we had was the depth of their knowledge and what they got out of the training while
they were over here to actually understand the product. In actual fact, both guys, if they didn't
understand how to use designer, they would contact someone immediately. They wouldn't sort of try
and work it out themselves. They would try and find out from someone who was experienced so they
could get the best out of these APIs that they were writing.
[4PM2] I mean the key for it was, for us, was we need to improve what we have on sight for improving
quality. That was a number one goal—to improve quality in the product. And one of the things that
we've seen is you know being key to improving product quality was to actually automate a lot of our
testings and release the people, the humans to test the things that were a bit more out of the ordinary. So
I would guess probably problem solving.
[4PM2] I guess the project came about because we have a lot of manual regression testing of our
software. We generally have 6 months of software development, and that goes into one release one
release every 6 months; and the biggest problem we have is when we release the software usually
problems have regressed and certain areas of the software just don't work anymore. And it's always
down to regression testing the software, and we never seem to have enough resources to do that. But we
have this wonderful piece of software which can automate it and we've had it for many years, but never
really made much use of it. What use we made of it was not really re-useable, so it was mainly for
certain situations. We couldn't re-use it. So the idea was that we would use the robot software. We
would generate these re-useable scripts that actually test every area of functionality within one
particular product that always gives us the most difficulty
[4PM5] Yeah, pretty much so. I mean it was all to do with improving the quality like we said, and that
was thrown into us a lot—that at the end of it we'd be able to produce something that could do many,
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many man hours of testing in literally minutes or overnight or whatever. And we have these files that
we use to import into our system that we can now throw at this software and it will test it. It'll test the
product. And we've got literally hundreds of these files that will literally defy the harness, all called
HTR files. So the idea was that we could just present the robot script with an HTR file and within that
have harvest definition, and that would in turn be interpreted and the robot codes would be generated,
robot script, and it would fire off a designer and actually work as if somebody had keyed it in. So I
think people who knew exactly what the expectations were, what was required at the end of it; and the
success of the project
[4Exe4] I can definitely go through those. We have a bit of a reputation of quality in our designer tool,
and it came to a head some time last year where we were creating more defects than we were fixing.
The main reason was that our designer product because it's graphical—it's a very old product about
150-200 man years of development in the product. You make a change in one area, it's more than likely
going to break something in another area. The code is so tightly coupled that it is a big problem for us.
We would fix a defect but not really understand that we'd gone and broken something closely related
further in the software. So we have identified that we needed to automate the regression testing of this
product because A: It's very problematic, and B: To do the regression testing it was very time
consuming. We needed a good, repeatable process that just click a button, come in the following
morning and say it went successfully. That was the motivation behind doing something. The project
was initiated because we had these available resources and we needed to train them in the designer tool
because they were doing a like for like replacement in the new environment.
[4Exe5] The critical success factors were identified, and the team delivered against the success factors.
What they did was they came up with some great ways of enhancing what they were doing to make it
even more productive in the QA environment, and we hadn't even factored that in as one of our critical
success factors, so they over achieved.
[4Exe5] The critical success factors were identified, and the team delivered against the success factors.
What they did was they came up with some great ways of enhancing what they were doing to make it
even more productive in the QA environment, and we hadn't even factored that in as one of our critical
success factors, so they over achieved.
[4Exe4] Another thing that I would do was it got to a point where QA and engineering were driving the
requirements and obviously the development and the testing. And I think we could have had a lot more
input from marketing and customer support.
[4Exe4] Yes. You know, just double checking that everything was still on track, the work that we were
doing was still important. We got to the point at the end of the project, that's when we demonstrated the
software back to the product marketing manager, and what we should have been able to do is half-way
through the project show him our progress. It got to the point where he was asking us what was
happening. I think we could have got him more involved in the project
[4Exe5] We sat down and we—my develop leader, the QA lead, and my lead in India—we all sat down
and we drew up what the architecture was going to be and what the requirements were. We also did
some analysis on our, this training course and identified all the tasks that a user would perform in our
designer product and listed those and prioritized those with the Indian team or the Indian leader
[4PM10] What kind of things did the project plan have? Was there a template that you used for
preparing this project plan?
I:
It was produced straight from no template; it was just a
clean project plan and project. I don't know whether he had like a resource sheet or anything like that. I
think he just the straight project plan first. A:
Was it the senior management who prepared this?
I:
Well, no, it wasn't, no.
A:
Who prepared it? I:
The initial preparation
was done by the project leader who resided in India. And we just worked with him to set some goals,
set review points, milestones, that sort of thing.
[4PM11] A:
The Microsoft Project file that
you had, was it shared or was it for personal use?
I:
I think it was shared. It was publicly
available on the network. It was just stored on a server.
A:
Did the two teams in two
different sites have access to the same network drive? I:
Yes they do. It is slower from India
though.
[4PM1] I guess it's probably to provide us with a framework to actually go forward from that to
produce the test script; so that with an underlying framework that was produced also they have to
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produce a set of scripts that executed the functions that could re-test our week 1 and week 2 training on
these products. So we have a set training course to import data and to use the products, and the brief
was to actually mimic the input of the data within the products. So as well as providing a framework for
everything going forward, there was a limited number of functions that the product could do. So they
actually wrote scripts for the testing. So obviously, there's another number of functions within the
software that aren't covered in the week 1 and week 2 training courses. That was really the scope of the
project. And then obviously, these scripts would be re-usable then, so we could pick them up and apply
them in any situation
[4PM3] Initially all the project planning was done here with myself and Exe. RTL was the man who did
the project plan for that. We planned it all here based on his resources, and we reviewed it all before
they went away and then took the work back
[4PM5] It was clear cut from the point of view that we always set out to provide scripts to do the design
in week 1 and week 2 training. That was always there.
[4PM9] We did. We were actually constrained to a finish date on this project. So we weren't really
given the project and told, "Right, we want to achieve all this. Tell me when it's going to finish." It was
more of a case of, "We want to achieve all of this, and this is when you need to finish it by." The initial
planning of it went such a way that you know things dropped off and had to horse drag things out. So
certain items just didn't get done
[4PM10] A:
Milestones were set you said, right?
I:
Yes, the specific milestones like
available by this date which was at the end of the first iteration, the first construction iteration. And then
we had to see the milestones for all the modified functions by the end of the second iteration.
A:
Were these milestones written down and communicated to all team members? I:
They
were stored in the project plan. And the project plan was openly available to everybody and was
communicated to everyone
[4Exe5] So the project specification was done as whiteboard writing and Excel. But we didn't sort of
give them any formal requirements

9.1.4.2. Quotes Supporting P-2 (Organization)
[4PM2] The number of people on-sight here—I mean, well we were actually distributed, so there were
two people here. There was myself and Russell, who was a QA person. We were acting as the technical
leads on this. And I guess, strictly speaking, they are on-sight but they were in India. So we had a team
in India who actually wrote the script, and I think there was about 4 or 5 people on that—so in total
about 7.
[4PM3] They went back to India and we didn't really do the project management from here. We were
just helping them really to provide technical expertise at that point. There was a man out in India who
took the plan forward. He planned it with me here. You know we both went through the plans and what
we could get done. And then we used to meet every Wednesday.
[4PM6] No. They were spread. There was one project leader who oversaw it all. I don't think he got
hands on. There was one real lead developer. They were the two that started the project over here. Then
a bit later on because we were actually recruiting people at the same time that the technical center was
still getting some run-in, and it was just an initial project to get the team in too. I think another two, or it
might have been one—one or two, developers come on after that. I think it was one, another developer.
And then I think there were 2 QA people involved in it from that point forward. They had to learn it;
they now own this software that the developers have generated for them.
A:
So 1 project
leader, 1 lead developer, 2 developers, and 2 QA?
I:
No. I think it was 1 other developer.
Well he come on board, probably a month after the project started. But I mean the QA people were the
same. I think there was one about a month after and then maybe another one a couple of months after.
A:
OK, so three developers in total? I:
Yes. If you include the project leader—
yes.
A:
Project leader? I:
Yes, there was the 1 project leader, 2 developers, and 2
QA.
[4PM7] OK. Now going forward, having a structure like this, what do you think the benefits are? I
mean, I can think of one: Having the project definition being done at the site where the customers are
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being with you at this point, and then leveraging the engineering effort somewhere else. But can you
please talk a little bit about the effect of the structure on the outcome of the project?
I:
I
think it was very good, but it was localized to India. I think if we'd had some maybe development
resource over here that may have improved it of course.
[4PM7] The fact that the QA were over there was good as well because there was no time lag between
releases, so typically if we had to take a delivery from somewhere like India there would be a time lag
over of a couple of days before maybe we'd get hold of a release, and we'd installed it, and we'd tested,
and we'd got some feedback to them.
[4PM7] There may be a couple of days delay there. Whereas, I think the fact that they were there with
them, there was literally no delay. I mean the release would be there, and then somebody would be
trying it and somebody would be feeding back straight away. So I think from that point of view, it was
good to have the whole team over there, myself and Russell here, in Orkshingham. I mean it was OK,
but you know providing technical input and answering questions by e-mail is not ideal. I mean that's
probably why we used to meet and actually do web—by web access over the web. But it was still not
100% ideal but it wasn't bad. One good thing about it was that—I guess this probably comes back to
lessons learned as well.
[4Exe3] had my team leader on the development side, 1 person from the QA organization, and the 5
team members in Hyderabad: Two on site, five on remote site—in India.
[4RTLb7] It was basically the Indian team leader that was defining the tasks. He was responsible for the
project plan for his team. He worked with a local QA person to QA the APIs as they were being
developed. He was in absolute control of his team's tasks and then relied on PM to have these review
points once a week.
[4Exe8] I think the approach we've taken with India is we don't expect them to be the extension of a
team based in the UK. So there isn't something like a local project manager that's directing the
development tasks in India. I don't think that's a healthy environment to have. What we're doing with a
lot of our teams in India now, and not just this division but other divisions, is we give them projects to
do on their own, so they do their own development, their own project management, and their own
testing, and they deliver as part of a big release. And that's the only way I see us working with India
and that's the only way we're ever going to be successful if we give India the responsibility of
managing their own projects.
[4Exe3] QA were the customers of this project. Basically, we were providing resources to kick start this
automation project before they brought on their automation team. So the actual ownership of the
project.. .we had a change in QA managers half-way through the project, and the new QA manager
didn't really feel a sense of ownership over it even though his tester was actively involved in it. So by
the time that we had finished the work and transitioned it to QA fully, we really didn't have full buy in.
I think that we could have worked a bit better on making sure that we had full buy in from the new QA
manager.
[4Exe4] I have a number of different responsibilities within the organization, one of which was setting
up India and getting that going as well as being a product manager as well as our process manager. And
I find that I tend to give my team a lot of responsibility, and they tend to manage the projects extremely
well. But one thing that they do... They are leaders and not managers. And for this project, I wish I had
been able to spend more time being involved in the reviews and some of the meetings. Unfortunately,
because of my developing the team out in India—the sort of hiring of the people, I just couldn't get
involved. So I personally would have liked to have been more involved. So that's something I would
definitely do differently.
[4Exe7] I think it was effective. I think the only thing I would change organizationally was that the QA
manager should have been more heavily involved in the project—the new QA manager. The old QA
manager left at mid March and the new QA manager came in and started mid April. We should have
had him more plugged in to the work because he just didn't have any sense of ownership over it.
[4PM3] I think one of the key things for me was that we knew people, this sounds daft, but we knew
people, and they were very keen to get a good job done
[4PM3] Having the right people on board, with the right skills. Enthusiasm—enthusiasm to deliver
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[4PM4] I think it was a conscience effort on the behalf of our management here. Exe was key in
actually setting up the India technical center, so he knew the skills of the people who he'd been
interviewing and who he was employing. And we deliberately picked people with a strong development
background to work on this—people who could think out of the box and come up with their own ideas,
which is what one of them was, you know the lead developer on the.. .1 guess we needed people who
were going to be enthusiastic as well, which is the other point.
[4RTLb4] To keep the enthusiasm up, did you do anything in particular?
I:
Not me
personally, no. I mean, I think with the fact that they were new, they seemed to be really enthusiastic to
get the job done. They wanted to learn the software; they wanted to learn how we worked as a company
and what we did. And I think them actually having to be forced into the deep end and actually use a
piece of software straight from the word go, they were enthusiastic enough to do the project, and then
near the end of it when they actually come to complete a project, they were enthusiastic enough to get
off the project because they were having another project dangled in front of them which was of even
more importance
[4PM8] We talked about the team member selection and you told me about some of the criteria that you
used. Who was the person who selected the team members? Was it the executive?
I:
Initially it was \the development manager. But that was only really when we had the two—we
had the project leader and the lead developer. From that point forward, it was the project leader really
who decided his team and selected the people who were being employed in India there—to say "OK,
this person will be good for my team." So after—how we selected them, I don't know really. I guess
maybe went on their experience and.. .Or whether it was just they were the next person in the door. You
know, "Here's my next head, and this is the project I'm putting him on." I think it was more that case
really. I think it was just a case of here is somebody new who's employed; he's my next person I can
use. Right, there you go—you're on the project. But I don't think they were actually selected based on
their expertise.
[4Exe3] Well I would say hiring the right person. My leader out in Hyderabad, RTL, is an exceptional
guy. I interviewed him because I knew that I would need a very strong team leader for what I was doing
this year. I had first claims on him, so I backed him for my product line. So I think to have a very
strong, very intelligent, and articulate individual to team lead is absolutely essential. For a manager like
myself to have 100% trust that this guy would go off and do what you ask him to do is also very
important.
[4Exe7] So when you were hiring this person, RTL, what kind of things did you look at? For example,
did you look at if he had experience in project management, or did you more focus on his technical
skills? I:
I looked at both. He came from—for most people in India, they don't have our
domain experience. Although he'd worked for a US company that has some domain experience with
our tools. So that was one of the things that I looked for—that he could come in and understand the
anatomy of a harness. The thing that really impressed me when I interviewed him—we were looking at
people who had experience with the rational unified process. And most people come in they'd talk
about well here is in such a phase and this is what goes on in such a phase and here's elaboration, blah,
blah, blah. What RTL did for me, and this proved that he had good project management skills, he
actually spoke about each phase of the unified process in terms of risk mitigation or risk identification
and risk mitigation and proceeded to talk about how he would plan each integration cycle to mitigate
certain risks. So that's why I decided that he was the right person for my product line since my product
line is in the UK and has no experience with the rational unified process and having someone like RTL
who is experienced in the rational unified process definitely helped my team here. That's why I hired
him. I guess I'd say probably more project management than technical.
[4PM3] They came over here, they spent a good 3 to 4 weeks with us, they actually learned how to use
the software, and they sat just virtually just opposite of me and we regularly worked on the regression
scripts—building on the framework really to start with
[4PM13] I:
No, not really—not at all, apart from their weather was better than ours. It was always
raining in Manchester, and it was never raining in India. They spent a good couple of months over here
training with us, and we met up a few times. We met them socially as well, so we got to know them as
people as well as just as somebody in India. From that point of view we got on quite well. A:
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Would you say having that kind of team building period helped the success of the project?
I:
Oh yes, definitely.
[4Exe3] What we did right was for all the Indians after we brought them on board, we brought them
over to the UK for training, and the team leader.. .we hired the Indian teams in batches. We brought two
lots over for training. Having them on site, working closely when we kicked off the project with the QA
guy and my team leader worked really effectively
[4Exe6] Yes. When RTL and Prabala were over here on training, we spent a whole week with them
going through what we wanted them to do, how they were going to document it, how they were going
to prototype work and how they were going to do design reviews all in that week. So it was a sort of
kick off week.
[4ExelO] When RTL and Prabala were over and then when the second lot of guys were over, I took the
teams out for meals, and I invited as many of the UK team as I could who were willing to come out. PM
turned up to all the evening meals that we had with the Indians, and I tend to take my team down to the
pub once a week for a drink that I buy just so that we all sit down and talk to each other about non-work
related issues.. .to the pub as well so that they felt part of the team
[4ExelO] I was just trying to think of any anecdotes. Actually I do. I was just thinking back to sort of
the team thing. One of the things I made sure I did was when... because we're bringing over quite a few
Indians at a time, the first lot of training I put them through, I brought over Ann of the India team.
There's about 30 odd in Hyderabad now. So I hired 2 houses—I rented 2 houses, and one of the things
that was really good was we took the Indian team out for a meal. I think it was there first week they
were here and invited a number of people from the office. As a way of saying "thank you" for our
hospitality, the Indian team cooked a meal at one of the houses and invited the whole office to come in
and sample proper Indian cuisine, not the sort of Indian cuisine we get in this country—tends to be very
Anglofied. A lot of the people went round and had a meal with the Indians at their house and that was a
really nice touch. First of all, for the Indians to sort of show their appreciation for the work that we'd
put in to training them up and the hospitality that we were showing them, but likewise it showed that
they wanted to feel a part of the division. People still to this day talk about how long it took their back
sides to recover from the Indian meal that these guys cooked and what a good evening it was.
[4PM3] They came over here, they spent a good 3 to 4 weeks with us, they actually learned how to use
the software, and they sat just virtually just opposite of me and we regularly worked on the regression
scripts—building on the framework really to start with
[4PM8] Did the team get any training on project management or was anyone beforehand trained in
project management?
I:
Yes. I think the project leader himself had some project
management training. I think that was his background really. So I mean he used—he seems to pretty
much OK when using Mic—Microsoft Project and tracking his plan. So I mean I don't know him that
well, but from just my experience of him, from what he's produced and how he used to track it,
certainly suggested to me that he'd had some project management training
[4Exe6] Yes. When RTL and another remote team member were over here on training, we spent a
whole week with them going through what we wanted them to do, how they were going to document it,
how they were going to prototype work and how they were going to do design reviews all in that week.
So it was a sort of kick off week.
[4Exe6] I don't think we had any critical events. As I said, the only uncertainty we had was the product
knowledge of the team. As we took on the 3 remaining developers, the team lead and the developer
were hired first. Assimilated those individuals the team really well. RTL gave them a clear training
structure to do, to follow. When they'd gone through our training course, he would then give them very
simple tasks to do and then slowly build them up. So I never felt at any part in the project that we
wouldn't hit the first of July date.

9.1.4.3. Quotes Supporting P-3 (Process)
[4PM3] Initially all the project planning was done here with myself and the product manager. RTL was
the man who did the project plan for that. We planned it all here based on his resources, and we
reviewed it all before they went away and then took the work back
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[4PM8] Right. I mean the initial tasks were described by looking at the software they were going to
actually produce the script for. And we mapped each particular function that they were going to write a
script for to a task. So if it was, say they were testing a particular dialogue—maybe one called "insert
bundle", that we would have a task to do the insert bundle command.
[4RTLb7] It was basically the Indian team leader that was defining the tasks. He was responsible for the
project plan for his team. He worked with a local QA person to QA the APIs as they were being
developed. He was in absolute control of his team's tasks and then relied on PM to have these review
points once a week.
[4PM10] A:
Milestones were set you said, right?I:
Yes, the specific milestones like
available by this date which was at the end of the first iteration, the first construction iteration. And then
we had to see the milestones for all the modified functions by the end of the second iteration.
A:
Were these milestones written down and communicated to all team members? I:
They
were stored in the project plan. And the project plan was openly available to everybody and was
communicated to everyone
[4Exe9] Right. RTL created a project plan and he tracked the project plan, and I had access to it as well
so I could monitor progress. We broke the project up into two releases and had milestone dates for each
release, the second one being the first of July. The first one, I think it was mid May to deliver the first
200 APIs. I think there were, from my recollection, I think we were a couple of days over on that first
milestone, but we were able to recover for the final release.
[4RTLa8] OK. I think it's in the next section anyways. So going on... The scope of the project—you
said there were some in terms of how you implemented the scope of the project. Did it stay the same,
or... ? I:
The scope stayed the same. The scope didn't change at all
[4PM10] I:
I didn't really track the time. I guess the project leader in India did and I guess the
only thing that he used was Microsoft Project for checking the time. I don't think cost was tracked.
[4PM1] Yes. And then during it, we had weekly reviews, and I would review what they delivered, what
software they delivered
[4PM3] They went back to India and we didn't really do the project management from here. We were
just helping them really to provide technical expertise at that point. There was a man out in India who
took the plan forward. He planned it with me here. You know we both went through the plans and what
we could get done. And then we used to meet every Wednesday.
[4PM3] We used to have a web X conference where they would show us what they'd delivered and
we'd discuss it and they would ask any questions for the forthcoming development
[4PM3] It was possibly a little bit of a lack of communication at the end of the project into how it
actually had been passed on—because it's moved out of development and now it's gone QA, and I
guess we've not really followed it on as well as we could have done—internally.
[4PM3] Communication. I mean it was difficult with the language barrier as well, I've got to say. But
that was OK. It wasn't too bad
[4PM4] I guess the weekly meetings was one. I mean, even if for some reason we couldn't have the
meeting if for either I wasn't in the office or India wasn't available or whatever, we'd always
reschedule it for either the day before or the day after. And if that didn't happen, we'd e-mail as well.
So we had a back up system for e-mailing the status of the project. I guess that was the main thing
really.
[4RTLb6] I mean we had an initial project kick-off meeting with everybody there, and then we had
regular project meetings. We also have regular team meetings once a week, so information was passed
around during that as well. You know people who were not involved in the project were also
participating in those meetings. So we used to—well, we still do, we actually explain how projects are
going and what's going on. I think the team has got bigger now, so we don't do it as a team, in the
room, but we provide a weekly report, which is a written communication. I think that's actually pushed
through the e-rooms now.
[4PM6] I mean there was a lot of—how could you say it—maybe like parallel development going on
where there would be two or three of us looking at the same mission and maybe getting together in the
afternoon or we'd start looking at it in the morning, we'd get together in the afternoon and bounce ideas
off each other and actually come to a solution. So I think we worked together and we worked together
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in groups and we worked on our own and then I don't know whether that was carried on over in India
and I guess it was.
[4PM7] is that the way that we structured the actual meetings, the weekly meetings, where we reviewed
what they did, what they'd worked on the past week, and we'd also discuss the upcoming work the
following week, and they'd already had a thought about what they were going to do, what they were
looking at. So they prepared questions for us about the functionality they were going to be writing the
scripts for. So that was good that they were getting those questions out of the way before they even
started making the robot scripts for them. I guess that was a good point really. I don't know.
[4RTLa9] And then we would meet and then discuss which ones had been done and which ones they
still had issues with, any ones they had started early. And so it was monitored weekly.
[4PM10] You know it was difficult, but you know mainly if we went back and explained how we
thought what they were trying to say that it would come across slightly differently and then maybe they
would try to understand where they went wrong or they worded it wrong. But apart from that, I don't
think there was much else wrong with the language barrier.
A:
Did you use mostly verbal
communication or synchronous communication such as phone conversations maybe; or did you use a
lot of asynchronous modes like e-mail reporting—things like that?
I:
It was probably about
50 - 50 I would say. I mean the meetings we used to have were quite lengthy—I mean they would go on
for maybe an hour and a half- two hours. I don't require having that much time you know [in] a week
spent responding to e-mails. I would say it was probably about 50 - 50.
[4Exe3] They had weekly meetings as well, where the Indian team would demonstrate what they'd
automated during the week, and they'd go through the design for the next lot of automation.
[4RTLa3] The communication between the two teams was exceptional considering that there's 6,000 "
miles between us.
[4Exe3] I would say that the two guys in the UK found it extremely difficult talking with the team in
India. They found it difficult with the accents. Now the guys that we have hired in Hyderabad have
extremely good English, but on the phone it doesn't come across particularly clear
[4Exe6] I don't remember if you told me. Could you please tell me who participated in the kick off
meeting?
I:
It would have been RTL—he was the Indian technical lead. There was one
of the developers we'd hired at that time. My develop leader and the QA person. And myself
[4PM10] A:
Did you have mechanisms to identify and address risk?
I:
Yes, all issues
used to be raised and dealt with in the weekly meeting and everything used to get communicated
through the project leader so they would be mailed to the relevant people who should be responsible for
resolving those risks. Mainly the risks and issues that have come up, we could resolve ourselves.
Sometimes we have to refer them on to people outside the team. It did work very well.
[4Exe9] Let me ask you one quick question: Risk identification and risk mitigation efforts—could you
talk a little bit about these?
I:
[Changing the tape here] the team than we anticipated. The
only way that the team could mitigate that risk was they worked some extra hours, and therefore
delivered on time.
A:
So you didn't have any technical risks?
I:
No. We had a
tool that was stable, we had an environment which we developed in sort of their automation
environment we'd already developed in, and we had the people doing the regression API were
developers and were highly educated so could turn their hand to Visual Basic even though they came
from a Java environment. So there were no real technical risks
[4Exe9] We assign ownership to whoever is responsible for either finding a mitigation strategy or a
strategy for taking us around the risk or getting rid of the risk completely. We monitor that each week
much the same way that we monitor issues and make sure issues are resolved at the earliest opportunity
or we propagate them up to the right level to be sorted out. So we use this register and keep very
mindful that we need to work on it once a week.
[4PM9] There were a few conflicts. I mean there was one particular conflict with the way the
framework was designed. It wasn't till QA came on board. I mean we were pretty much happy with it
from the development side, and the QA team in India came on board and because they were going to
take ownership of it they were starting to look at it and see how they could take it forward. And there
was a bit of a conflict with the way a certain aspect of the framework was designed. But it was defused
very well because they were quite new to it and they didn't really understand what we were trying to
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get, you know the end goal. And I think once all that was explained to them and why we were doing it a
certain way.. .and also they never actually looked at the framework and they never went into it in great
detail. They just had an initial look at it and just went, "Ann! That looks horrible. I don't like that. I
don't understand that." And they just made a massive conclusion. They just immediately went, "We
don't like it." And once we explained, "Well look, you're going to have to speak to them and arrange a
meeting with them and find out exactly what they think is wrong with it and explain how it's steps will
take them through it. And once they'd done that, they came on board with us. You know they were
actually OK with it in the end. I think they just needed that bit of a handover and a bit of training.
[4PM13] I:
As each function was developed, we have a PowerPoint presentation for each
technical aspect we were doing. So I guess that's also something that goes back to one of your tools that
helped us. I mean that PowerPoint helped us a lot to communicate what we were doing, what we were
developing. It always formed by the technical specification. Each one of them was communicated to the
QA team, so that was a deliverable. And there were sample scripts written as well for every function
that they wrote, every top level function that somebody would interact with, a QA person would interact
with right in the script. Each one of them had a descriptive sample with sample data in it. As far as
training courses go, I don't think anything was actually prepared to do any training courses. I think it
was very much hands-on training before it was handed over. Apart from that, I don't think there was
anything else; no formal training document produced. It was literally just these are the specifications
that come out and these are the samples that we've produced.
[4PM6] There was a lot of prototype work [that] went on. I guess it's almost like 2 or 3 people working
on something at once or bouncing ideas off each other. I guess I'm a little ambivalent to—in a way you
could call it extreme programming, but there was a bit of an element of that went on.
[4PM9] We actually split into phases, so they could deliver to us in certain phases. So they delivered us
all the insert functions in one go. Then they delivered the modified functions in the second phase. We
assigned all people to the first phase because they knew that they were going to get more technical
people on board later on.
[4PM10] We followed a development cycle. So we split into phases. You know, the inception,
elaboration, construction and then execute phases... Then the review is in the milestones, they were set
at the start of the project. And the reviews we do weekly, really
[4PM11] I:
No. The classification is fixed—it's a corporate Clear Quest system, so those four
classifications are fixed. We have no control over them. As for who decided what classification a
certain defect was, it was initially done by the QA person. So they would classify it, or very often—
especially if it was getting near to the end of the project, and I don't know if they did this in India, but
this is typically what we do. We would review the defects with the people who raised them and with the
people who have got interest in the software and the end result of it. Potentially, we would classify
those defects, so we would have some input to it later on. Sometimes when the developer picks up the
defect, they would look at it and go, "Well, actually I don't think that's a critical defect. That should be
maybe a type 2 or a 3, and discuss it with a QA person.
[4Exe3] QA were the customers of this project. Basically, we were providing resources to kick start this
automation project before they brought on their automation team. So the actual ownership of the
project... we had a change in QA managers half-way through the project, and the new QA manager
didn't really feel a sense of ownership over it even though his tester was actively involved in it. So by
the time that we had finished the work and transitioned it to QA fully, we really didn't have full buy in.
I think that we could have worked a bit better on making sure that we had full buy in from the new QA
manager.
[4Exe5] We sat down and we—my develop leader, the QA lead, and my lead in India—we all sat down
and we drew up what the architecture was going to be and what the requirements were. We also did
some analysis on our, this training course and identified all the tasks that a user would perform in our
designer product and listed those and prioritized those with the Indian team or the Indian leader
[4Exe7] Can you talk a little bit more about this rational unified process? Is it like a life cycle model?
I:
It is a life cycle model. It's owned by.. .Have you heard about the 3 amigos?
A:
No.
I:
Grani Bush, Iva Jacobsen, and.. .Oh, I always forget his name—the guy who
invented OMT—Romba. So they basically have a long history of OO methodology, developers. They
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came up with.. .primarily Jacobsen has used case model. This process whereby it's an iterative
development, and they 4 phases. The first phase is inception. This is where you basically decide
whether the project has a business case to go forward. So you develop a business case. If the project
does have a business case, you then go on to elaboration which basically looks at all the high level
software requirements and puts together used cases or used case flows for them. And you go down to a
level where you try and document about 30%-40% of used cases. So you understand the requirements
and the scale of the work. At that point, that's when you could decide the project is far too big to
actually do even though the business case may warrant it. Then you go in to construction, and that
follows sort of mini life cycles where you do design, development, and test. At the end of each iteration
you have a prototype that's slowly built up and you build upon until you get to the point where you
finish your construction phase and you have a product that's ready for release. Then the last phase is
transition, so this is basically where you would put together all the marketing material beta testing, put
together the sales kit, help files—all the stuff that you need in order to support a product when it goes
live. So we follow that cycle, and what it gives us by following it is to cycle. We can mitigate risks
earlier on because the unified process starts out on a premise that you should always expect change. So
always expect that software requirements will change through the life cycle of the development. So
that's why you do iterative releases: Give marketing a chance to see what is being developed, and if it's
not being developed in a way in which they envisaged it, you have got time to make the necessary
corrections. It's a more favored methodology in comparison to the traditional water board approach
where a customer would wait 6 or 8, 6 months, 1 year, 2 years before they got something, and when
they finally got it, it's not what they wanted.

9.1.4.4. Quotes Supporting P-4 (Tools)
[4RTLal 1] So having a cross-site team like yours, would you say tools helped you managing the
project more than they would in an on-site project? I:
No, no differently really—I don't think. I
think it made no difference whatsoever
[4PM3] We used to have a web X conference where they would show us what they'd delivered and
we'd discuss it and they would ask any questions for the forthcoming development
[4PM10] I:
I didn't really track the time. I guess the project leader in India did and I guess the
only thing that he used was Microsoft Project for checking the time.
[4PM14] A:
And the different milestones that you had and you had communication with the Indian
team, but were there any mechanisms of reporting a written report that you required from them in terms
of how they were doing? I:
Yes, only really for the development manager, who takes all the
weekly meetings. So at the time, the project lead in India would have to produce a weekly report saying
what items they've done this week, and what items they're going to work on the following week. We
use the traffic light system as well to say whether something is going OK, slightly at risk or very at risk
with green or red. That would be on the report as well, so the overall status would be indicated with a
color code system. That was produced weekly.
[4PM7] I mean we're using clear case as well for the source control, so all the source control is going
into clear case.
[4PM11] I:
Yes. Well, the actual...I think in the end, everything came into clear case—into
rational clear case. And it was all under source control, and that was concluded in the project plan. I
think we had ownership of that project, but they delivered to the project. So what we have to do is join a
clear case project and re-base, and we got the latest version on our development machine here.
[4PM11 ] I:
We used Clear Quest as well for defect tracking.
A:
OK. For what
tracking? How did that mechanism work? Did you define or you tended the project—you identified
bugs and you communicated them to the team?
[4PM11] I:
A QA person would take delivery of the latest version, they'd install it, they'd try it.
If they would find a defect, they would raise it in Clear Quest. We have rules set up on Clear Quest that
automatically e-mail people once a defect has been raised. So you would get an automatic notification,
but apart from that, I think the way the developers work is that they actually look in Clear Quest for
defects. So the developers would look in Clear Quest, pick up the defects, fix them, and then the actual
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QA person would then get an e-mail notifying them what build that fix was in, so we'd know what to
re-test then.
A:
Did the Indian team have a mechanism in place to identify which bugs were
the most important—were the ones to be addressed first? I:
Yes. Every item we raised in
Clear Quest has I think four different categories—critical, high, medium, and low, with critical being
something that it just doesn't work without this being fixed.

9.1.4.5. Quotes Supporting P-5 (Metrics)
[4PM14] A:
And the different milestones that you had and you had communication with the Indian
team, but were there any mechanisms of reporting a written report that you required from them in terms
of how they were doing? I:
Yes, only really for the development manager, who takes all the
weekly meetings. So at the time, the project lead in India would have to produce a weekly report saying
what items they've done this week, and what items they're going to work on the following week. We
use the traffic light system as well to say whether something is going OK, slightly at risk or very at risk
with green or red. That would be on the report as well, so the overall status would be indicated with a
color code system. That was produced weekly.

9.1.4.6. Quotes Supporting P-6 (Culture)
[4Exe3] What kind of a benefit or advantage does it bring—involving the team members?I:
Well
I always think that you could have it be the coding approach to management where the manager says,
"Go off and do this and then come back and give me the results," or you could try and develop a team
culture where it doesn't matter where die team members are, everybody feels part of the team and
everybody feels ownership over the problems faced and the solution that they're providing. And if
someone does mess up, then it's the team and it isn't the individual. And my approach to management
is'your team is as strong as your weakest member. It's important that the whole team bring forward that
weak team member up to the same level as everybody else. And I feel that it's a sense of ownership and
responsibility within the team to do that. That's what we try to foster in our teams—well, I try to foster
in my team in the UK, and RTL does in his team in Hyderabad. That's key to the success of any project.
[4PM3] Having the right people on board, with the right skills. Enthusiasm—enthusiasm to deliver
[4RTLb4] To keep the enthusiasm up, did you do anything in particular?
I:
Not me
personally, no. I mean, I think with the fact that they were new, they seemed to be really enthusiastic to
get the job done. They wanted to learn the software; they wanted to learn how we worked as a company
and what we did. And I think them actually having to be forced into the deep end and actually use a
piece of software straight from the word go, they were enthusiastic enough to do the project, and then
near the end of it when they actually come to complete a project, they were enthusiastic enough to get
off the project because they were having another project dangled in front of them which was of even
more importance
[4PM6] I think it was very collaborative, I would say.
[4Exe6] OK. Would you say this project developed a specific culture different than other projects? I:
I think it did. I think the, one of the big problems that when I was catching up the Indian team.
One of the things that one of the other operational managers had discussed with me is there is always a
doubt in westerner's minds about the ability of people in India or people that aren't from a Western
background—Europe or America. They always start out with a pessimistic view about how a team is
going to perform. One of the things that came very very clear from my standpoint of the project team
was how well the two guys in the UK worked with RTL and the other remote team member initially and
then the rest of the team. Even though there was this several thousand miles difference between them.
And even internally, engineering and QA are very stove pipe in their organizations. This whole project
brought QA and engineering closer together. The QA person and my development leader, ended up
having a very close working relationship, helping the Indians develop these APIs and being involved in
the review process. So there was a good team culture and I don't think we—if we didn't have that, then
I think we could have suffered a little bit
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[4Exe7] So when you were hiring this person, RTL, what kind of things did you look at? For example,
did you look at if he had experience in project management, or did you more focus on his technical
skills? I:
I looked at both. He came from—for most people in India, they don't have our
domain experience. Although he'd worked for a US company that has some domain experience with
our tools. So that was one of the things that I looked for—that he could come in and understand the
anatomy of a harness. The thing that really impressed me when I interviewed him—we were looking at
people who had experience with the rational unified process. And most people come in they'd talk
about well here is in such a phase and this is what goes on in such a phase and here's elaboration, blah,
blah, blah. What RTL did for me, and this proved that he had good project management skills, he
actually spoke about each phase of the unified process in terms of risk mitigation or risk identification
and risk mitigation and proceeded to talk about how he would plan each integration cycle to mitigate
certain risks. So that's why I decided that he was the right person for my product line since my product
line is in the UK and has no experience with the rational unified process and having someone like RTL
who is experienced in the rational unified process definitely helped my team here. That's why I hired
him. I guess I'd say probably more project management than technical.
[4Exe8] Well first of all there's the sense of ownership. There's a lot more pride if their delivering
something that they are going to be judged on. Like any project team, they are wholly responsible for
what happens to the life cycle of that development. And if they mess up, it's them. They can't push the
blame on to somebody else. So that's a sense of ownership and a sense of pride in doing something
properly, and the Indians are a very proud people, and they feel it personally if they don't deliver to the
high standards that they set themselves. So if you've got a culture like that, then you exploit it by giving
them total ownership of work rather than giving them excuse to sort of say, "Well, I was remotely
project managed by this person over there and it never worked." Another key thing about Indians—they
are very...If you interview any Indian, for a position—it could be a senior position, and if you don't
think that person is senior enough and you offer him a senior sort of job, but at a lower grade, they
won't take it because they're very in to this cast system. They always want to move to the next level. So
they have a higher personal drive to be successful than maybe their western counterparts. I would say
my Indian team leader, RTL, has a lot more professional pride and forward thinking and personal
improvement than my development leader over here who has got 5 years more experience than him. So
if you give the Indians a piece of work, give it to them in its entirety and you'll get a good result.
[4Exe9] I think the only issue was that it was sometimes hard to understand what one of the Indians was
saying because of their accent and being on speaker phone
[4ExelO] I have the 2 same people that started the regression project work on my new project, and we
video conferenced once a week and we have no issues with accents now. One of the things that I was, I
guess, a real cross-cultural benefit was that my team in the UK tend to be 9 to 5 and it's very hard to get
additional work out of them outside of their core hours, and yet the Indian team would be sending emails at 5:00 in the evening, which would be half 9, 10:00 their time, which always surprised my UK
team that these guys would work late without a need to work late
[4Exel0] No. They just worked long hours. I mean they would come in at about half past 9:00, 10:00,
but would go home at 10:00; whereas, my team in the UK will come in at 9:00 and go at 5:00. There
was a definite different attitude to work—a different work ethic in India. I don't know if that's because
of their culture. In western countries, your wife has a big say in what hours you work, especially if you
have a young family some of my team do; whereas, it is not so much of an issue in India. RTL who has
2 young children wouldn't think twice to work into 11:00, 12:00 at night so he could have a phone call
conversation with someone on the west coast of the States. It's not an issue with him or his family
where it is in the UK and in the US to some extent
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9.1.5. Selected Quotes from Case 5
9.1.5.1. Quotes Supporting P-l (Strategy)
[5PrM7] Would you say that the formality level was good or did it slow you down?
I:
I
think it is a good think because in most cases what we notice is when we went into the agreement with
the customer with 3 milestones; there was a very clear understanding that any acceptance of the
milestones had to be done by the customer and we had less than 3 weeks after the release was done to
fix any issues that otherwise there would be penalties associated with the payment. So it was a big
driver for us to make sure that there were no overruns when we deliver and any bugs that were reported
were minor ones and we could fix very quickly. So having the formality upfront saved us a lot of time
down the stream.
[5PrM2] We actually, before.. .It was pretty interesting because this was a pilot project for our whole
off-shore initiative for the company that we kind of took ownership of. So we had just gone through and
selected this partner in India for doing this pilot project, and what ended up happening is we decided
let's try to get this project on to them since it's a six month project. It's not a year's worth of work, it's
just a reasonable amount of effort, well scoped out because we had an existing pilot that we could use
as an example. So those were all the right things. What we ended up doing was, we had spent quite a lot
of time qualifying this partner, we had gone and interviewed some of their resources that would be
working on our team, so we had a very good control over what the skill set was that we were going to
get on our team. We spent a two week effort just trying to get them to do a brief specification to give us
a little bit of a feel of how well they understood the spec and the types of questions they asked us gave
us a much better feel of like they really understood the technology. And so these are the kind of
springboard sort of thing.. .Let's do a pilot project with them, and then we sign on with the six month
pilot project. And I think the biggest success that we had was we had an on-site coordinator that could
sit with the team and basically for the first month did nothing but just create a customer requirements
document. So in a way my engineers trying to get an idea of all the requirements and then getting it
signed off from us before the off-shore team started. So those are some of the doing upfront homework
and research in trying to qualify the team and also trying to have a person over here working with our
team was definitely a good success
[5PrM4] How did you communicate the project objective?
I:
We gave them a 2 week period
just to kind of, give them a specification document, general domain knowledge kind of thing, we gave
them very simple kind of documents and tell them "give us some feedback as to how you would
approach this project", just to get the feel for what is the methodology, are they thinking the same way
we would think if we start a project. More of an aligning of the minds, you know
[5PM3] Were these milestones predefined? I:
Yes. They were predefined before even we
contracted to ODC.
A:
Was there any documentation?
I:
Yes, there was a
contract between us and our customer saying this is what we are going to deliver

9.1.5.2. Quotes Supporting P-2 (Organization)
[5PrM2] We actually, before.. .It was pretty interesting because this was a pilot project for our whole
off-shore initiative for the company that we kind of took ownership of. So we had just gone through and
selected this partner in India for doing this pilot project, and what ended up happening is we decided
let's try to get this project on to them since it's a six month project. It's not a year's worth of work, it's
just a reasonable amount of effort, well scoped out because we had an existing pilot that we could use
as an example. So those were all the right things. What we ended up doing was, we had spent quite a lot
of time qualifying this partner, we had gone and interviewed some of their resources that would be
working on our team, so we had a very good control over what the skill set was that we were going to
get on our team. We spent a two week effort just trying to get them to do a brief specification to give us
a little bit of a feel of how well they understood the spec and the types of questions they asked us gave
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us a much better feel of like they really understood the technology. And so these are the kind of
springboard sort of thing...Let's do a pilot project with them, and then we sign on with the six month
pilot project. And I think the biggest success that we had was we had an on-site coordinator that could
sit with the team and basically for the first month did nothing but just create a customer requirements
document. So in a way my engineers trying to get an idea of all the requirements and then getting it
signed off from us before the off-shore team started. So those are some of the doing upfront homework
and research in trying to qualify the team and also trying to have a person over here working with our
team was definitely a good success
[5PrM3] The first initiative that we had with a partner, we kind of went into it very blind. We went into
it because of the name recognition of the offshore partner that was working with us. The problem was,
whether that name recognition really translated into our domain and whether their skill set in our
domain we didn't really understand or do a lot of research on. The partner needed to be somebody very
technical, somebody that had embedded systems programming experience, somebody that had domain
experience in industrial automation so we spent that 6 months, we hired a consultant to do a survey for
us for all the companies in India that had this kind of experience. So we had a list of 75 companies that
we reduced to 5 and then we went and interviewed these 5 companies on site in India. Picked 2 and then
from the 2 we did a little bit of a small test project with them for two weeks and then selected 1. So it
was a lengthy 6 month process.
[5PrM4] One of our 2 engineers was a project lead and the project manager simultaneously because of
the small team. So I was purely responsible for the facilitation of this project. My role is, I am the
engineering manager for the group. I sat in all the relationship meetings which was once every 2 weeks
to make sure that there was no, you know, like organizationally and also infrastructure wise everything
is going. But our project manager had weekly meetings along with the daily meetings with the onsite
coordinator. So he did the day to day part of the...
[5PrM4] Yes, on our side, we had one software engineer and one hardware engineer that were the
resources for this project. The software engineer was basically split between two projects. He was 75%
on this project and 25% on a second project. The hardware engineer was close to 50-50.
[5PrM5] Did you run into any problems technically or interpersonally and if so how did you solve
them? I:
Really no issues interpersonally. Again, since we have done so much upfront work
right at the beginning selecting this partner... We did pretty well as far as resources, communication
and personality. I think one of the biggest things that worked well for us is the onsite coordinator that
we got from the company. He was very very senior and very strong individual. So he carried a lot on his
shoulders; trying to keep things going smoothly. That was a big success factor for us: To have
somebody of that personality and that skill set that could come and maintain the project...
[5PrM5] So, there was an onsite coordinator, you had the project manager and the hardware engineer?
I:
Hardware engineer was also the software engineer, too. He was a hands-on person
[5PM1] As far as what we did right, the one real salvation of the whole ODC project was having an
extremely talented onsite coordinator. The company that we work with provided a person to come here
and work with us and assist us in developing the documentation they were going to need offshore to
write the code and in addition to that he wrote a lot of code himself so having him was like the... was
the thing that we really did right. And it was, in my mind, one of the key things. It made this work
[5PM5] There were 3 people here, one of them the onsite coordinator, the SW engineer and the PM and
there were 3 offsite people, is this correct? I:
There were various people working on the offsite
but in general there were three people correct.
[5PrM2] Well the number of people, basically at the onset we had two people on site. And we actually
had two plus one because we had an on site coordinator from a software partner and two were from
Company 5. And there was an off-shore team—a team of three people working off-site. A:
Was
the coordinator the interface between those here and off-site?
[5PM1] First and foremost is a very competent onsite coordinator. Someone who is a point of contact
for you and the ODC
[5PM5] Was the chain of command well defined?
I:
Within the ODC or within our own...
A:
For the project organization.
I:
There was a very clear cut chain of
command actually. The ODC acted as just extended employees to the project. A:
What would
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you say the benefits of having a chain of command are?
I:
The benefit of having a chain of
command is someone is held responsible for what is going on. The disadvantages are that you run the
risk of the ODC falling into a mode where they do only what they are told. They don't take the initiative
on their own to do extra things or make the project better. That also points out one of the main
differences I have seen between ODCs and just the onsite contractors. We also hire a lot of contractors
just from local contracting firms. And the local contractors who come here work more like just
Company 5 employees. They show up to work, they are assigned kind of a task, and they are left to
their own devices to find out exactly what is involved in that task and who they need to coordinate with
to make it happen. The ODC is more along the lines of "tell us exactly what you want and we will do it
and if you don't tell us to do it we won't. And we need a detailed plan of what needs to be done." The
people who work at the ODCs are very diligent hardworking people and they crank out code really fast.
And it is good solid code. But it is precisely what you ask for. There is not a lot of ownership in the...
Doing things that don't make sense. Where as if you are an employee with a company, someone tells
you to write something that you know is going to be inappropriate or not work well, you say something,
you talk to them, discuss the design and work things out. With the ODC it is just kind of "here is a
block, do it" For what it is worth.
[5PrM5] Did you have a say in the people that you worked with?
I:
Yes. Not specifically
by names but we specified the skill sets and the type of experience and put certain other constraints that
they worked with the company for a few years, these are the domain skill sets, these are the personality
skill sets that we want. Anyone that came on to our team, we first reviewed the resumes and then we...
For the first couple of times we did that and then once we realized that there is a good understanding
from the offshore team as to what our needs were... We kind of trusted the j udgment.
[5PM6] Did you have a say in whom to assign to this project? I:
Yes, we did. We had some
control over that. Initially you don't know what the skills or weaknesses of people on the team going to
be but as time goes on in the project you quickly identify the people who are talented and people who
are not producing as much. And we did have say in which people we would retain going forward. A:
What kind of criteria did you use to determine that? I:
Purely based on the results.
They were assigned tasks, they completed them on time, with coding solid work or they didn't. They
required a great deal of assistance with modules or they didn't.
[5PrM6] Did you do any team building activities with the offsite team? I:
Not with the offsite
team. This is one of the things, since this was a pilot project, it was done with a... We are now in the
process of actually trying to do a more formal offshore development where we have a dedicated team
that can be available to the rest of Company 5. One of the areas that we are going to explore is how do
we get culture built up as an Company 5 culture, the team feels like they are a part of Company 5 and so
that's something we are just about to kind of embark upon and maybe not have the members of the team
rotate in and out of Company 5 work on projects but most of team building that we did was actually,
more with the onsite coordinator. He got to know the rest of the team members really well. Fit in very
well with the team. Unfortunately the project was a 6 month project, we could not do much with the
offshore team
[5PM6] The onsite coordinator provided great deal of training as to what the documentation that would
be required and what the procedure was or how things would be done. A:
It was more of a
project management type of thing then?
I:
Yeah. Again, since I was the only one really
working on the software side, I had to handle the project side of it and I also got the training on dealing
with the engineers. Had there been a larger team I don't know what the
[5PM2] How did the process of identifying work packages and assigning them to the offshore team
work? I:
Essentially we had a loose architecture of what the modules were. And I described
them, just verbally, to our onsite coordinator. And the onsite coordinator actually wrote the
documentation that we shipped offshore. So again, we relied heavily on the onsite coordinator. He was
a person who could come to our cubes and say "I don't understand this" and we would fill in the details
as necessary. He would write the actual documentation. Then we would review the documentation to
ensure that it looks correct. Then it would get sent offshore. Offshore team would develop the modules
and send them back to us. Then we would integrate those modules in with the rest of the codebase
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because probably 2/3 of the development was done offshore and 1/3 was done here. So we had to
coordinate those pieces that were done offshore in with the pieces here

9.1.5.3. Quotes Supporting P-3 (Process)
[5PrM3] I think on this project that it was pretty smooth. I think the only hiccups we had earlier were
the fact that the company we chose was a CMM level 5 company and Company 5 is not CMM certified
so there was a little bit of mismatch between the level of maturity in ours and what the expectations in
terms of formality and documents as to what we could provide. So we had to re-set expectations on both
sides as to how much formality we could have on this project and processes that we could follow versus
what they are used to doing. So we had to kind of change the development model a little bit, but maybe
if that was discussed a little earlier on it would have been a little bit smoother. But we go through the
hiccup and we didn't really have any problems beyond that
[5PrM4] How did you communicate the project objective?
I:
We gave them a 2 week period
just to kind of, give them a specification document, general domain knowledge kind of thing, we gave
them very simple kind of documents and tell mem "give us some feedback as to how you would
approach this project", just to get the feel for what is the methodology, are they thinking the same way
we would think if we start a project. More of an aligning of the minds, you know
[5PrM5] Well, I think some of the advantages that we got from doing this project with onsite Company
5 and offshoring the fact that... Getting a company that is CMM level 5 was really a big help for us
especially because we are at the other end of the spectrum, we are not as project oriented so it kind of
really forced us to get more formal in requirement because they would not start any of the work unless
they had formal requirements. So that made us do our homework. We had to write very good
requirements. We got very good design documents
[5PrM6] I think the bigger benefit that we saw was not just monitoring, it is the formality of the
process. We started... Getting to work with a company that was very formal in their process helped us
get a first feel as to what does it take to be a class 5 CMM level organization. We obviously had a long
ways to go but... Our engineers do not have the mindset and mentality, say like, this is what we need to
do if you want to get a quality project. The hidden benefit is, you know, you can't put any numbers
today but eventually it will, it will translate to numbers
[5PrM6] Once they understood that we were doing a little bit of a, kind of a quasi-iterative process, they
decided that they would be flexible with their development lifecycle. They also adjusted their
development lifecycle to be an iterative process. They mentioned to us that they were going to follow
the iterative process for the lifecycle development on this project
[5PrM7] Did you test after each milestone? I:
When we got any code drops from the offshore
team, they would test their modules of the code themselves. There was a test procedure, test plan that
they wrote and we kind of signed off and accepted. The same code would be tested by the onsitev
coordinator. So there was a second level of testing, he would make sure that all the tests had passed and
we do a second line of defense. Then we pass it down to our engineers so at each milestone there is a
test procedure for the customer that he had agreed to... So we had a little bit of a mirror of what testing
they would do versus what we had to... It was multiple levels of testing that was done before we sent it
to the customer.
[5PM1] The project we are talking about was passed on from me to someone else. But I did the
majority of the work with the offshore developers. And what I would do differently on this would be to
have more extensive documentation upfront. One of the things that we discovered working with the
ODC was that they work at a much higher level as far as far as their software development process that
we as a company work at. They are a CS5 level company which means they have very rigid procedure
as far as what they do for their development. They do a specification, then they do a design
methodology and then they break everything down into modules, then they do use cases on a per
module, per function basis. At that point, once they have gotten that much of it done, then they start
writing code
[5PM1] Our methodology is much more informal, we drive the specification and then do a design based
on that which isn't nearly as detailed as they do and then we simply start coding. Many times we come
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into dead ends in the development quite a ways into the actual development because we haven't done
quite as much planning upfront
[5PM1] The ODC we are working with pretty much wants things defined upfront before they start
writing the code, and if you do any changes to that it is allowed but it's accepted that it is going to take
a lot of time
[5PM1] In terms of what you would do differently, did you say that you would do more planning
upfront?
I:
Definitely. Definitely. Our design processes probably aren't as well
established as a lot of companies' are. And we tend to just kind of, frankly, make things up as we go
along in our design process and that is extremely inefficient when you are using an offshore developer.
Or really any developer
[5PM3] One thing that would help considerably is intermediate releases of software. Software that
maybe isn't complete but allows a developer onsite to continue with his development even though it is
not complete. Because when you receive software there are probably going to be things that are wrong
with it. If it is an interim release and there are things missing or things will not work and if it gets that
directly from an engineer and something does not work he's automatically got an e-mail or some kind
of link back to that person that he can send back a message saying "well most of it works but these 4
things don't work what happened with that" and then you start looking at maybe the specification isn't
derived maybe there was a misunderstanding so interim releases is a good thing. And if you have a
large project with many engineers, it might be useful to pair up an engineer onsite with an engineer
offshore just to say this person is working on this module so communicate with him for your
development. Not always possible the way the ODCs are setup because they are very dynamic. They
switch people in and out very quickly and whoever is available writes the code. So something of a
challenge there and we didn't do honestly an excellent job at it
[5PM5] Did you go through predefined lifecycle stages?
I:
Are you talking about the
releases after the final release of the project?
A:
No, for the iterative releases.
I:
No, not rigidly adhered to. It was more like get something to the customer with the
understanding that there will be problems, there will be bugs. Work to fix the bugs and go to the next
step.
[5PM2] How did you decide what was going to be done onsite or offshore?
I:
A lot of them
were based on intellectual property. There are certain parts of our code the we just don't allow outside
the company that we pretty much isolate. "We are going to work on this and no one else gets to look at
this." Anything that was generic or didn't have IP associated with it, we tried to board offshore
[5RTL4] Was there low dependency?
I:
There was some dependency but it was really in
the finished product. We would work on our modules and test our modules, run our modules, without
their piece working at all. In that sense we did manage risk in the initial phase of the design and just
deciding who would do what.
[5PM4] Was this a conscientious decision or was it the nature of the outsourced work? I:
A
little of both. We wanted to provide them something that they could be successful at because we wanted
this to succeed. We needed this engagement to succeed with an ODC to illustrate that we could do this.
And learn the steps necessary to do an offshore development. But at the same time, because of IP some
of the riskier parts simply could not be sent overseas because we could not allow them to access to that
code.
[5PM7] How detailed was the breakdown of the tasks?
I:
Broken down to the module
level not to the functional level. These modules are complete, these are being worked on. But not these
10 functions are being implemented. Although in some cases it was provided as well so there was more
granularity then this module is not done yet.
[5PM2] Can you tell me what the major milestones were?
I:
This project deals with software
that runs on wirebound system. There were many components. But the major groups were there was a
communication piece, which communicated with a host computer that was done offshore. There was a
GUI piece which was also done offshore. Then there were the underlying algorithms. And there were
some other fairly inconsequential pieces like a data logger that we logged things to a file. The
communication was actually broken up into a communication piece that handled the TCP/IP
communication and a piece that actually parsed the commands and distributed to the right piece of code.
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So the initial release which we released to the customer was just the GUI. It did nothing other than
display graphics on the customer's screen. So that would probably be phase 1. Phase 2 was the GUI and
some level of functionality on the algorithms. Phase 3 was even more of the algorithms working and
phase 4 or the final release was all the algorithms working and all rest of the software. We released to
customer in iterative releases
[5PrM7] When we started doing this project, from a technology standpoint, we decided to use COM
technology for our development. This is because we had a lot of other products that we had done in
COM and then midway to the project, with the offshore team and onsite team we decided that COM
was probably an overkill for this because it was making the use of the product a lot more difficult for
the customer. It was a joint decision, the project team decided that maybe we should strip all the COM
components and make it a plain C++ class. They did a redesign of some of the major components with
this in mind. They went to a second iteration. So the specification only dictated how the implementation
is done so we did a couple of modifications to our implementation, technology the way we used it.
[5PM7] Did you run into any conflicts with the offshore team?
I:
What kind of
conflicts?
A:
Interpersonal... I:
Yes, definitely. A:
How did you handle
those? I:
We leveled through as best as we could. We eventually ended up having some people
leave the project.
[5PM2] How did you specify time limits? I:
That was all specified... While we don't do
detailed design documentation, to the level of documentation that is done in more structured companies,
we have very rigid scheduled that we have to meet. And so when the project is laid out, there is
generally certain levels of functionality that are expected at certain milestones, based on those
milestones we assign dates and the amount of time that would be required or the timeframe in which
those modules would be required to be functioning properly and that got conveyed to the offshore team.
And they allocated the resources as necessary to meet those deadlines.
[5PM2] Did you track time for these phases?
I:
As far as tracking it, yes but not to any
great detail. It was mostly done in the context of we've assigned a task to the ODC, and we told them
that it needs to be done by a certain date. And if they provide us that module on that date it would give
us adequate time to test it and integrate. So we base things generally just on feedback from the ODC
"are we on track for these modules" and then we tracked that they delivered on time. So as far as
tracking in the sense of what percentage the ODC was done was very binary. They were still working
on it or it was done. But we didn't have a formal metric for measuring what percentage they were
complete
[5PM2] Did you track cost?
I:
No. I didn't do any cost tracking because at the time I
wasn't the manager. I was just an engineer working on this project. And the cost was outside the realm
of my responsibility. I assume someone was tracking the cost. But I know that we were set up on an
hourly basis, not a contractual basis in the sense that they would really define a module and they would
say it will cost you $10K for that module. It was all done on per hours. We would get an estimate on
what it would take to complete a module and they would get the work done. But if the module ended up
costing more then we anticipated because it took longer or more people. It would not be a negative or
positive thing. So the answer would really be no. We did not track that too closely
[5PrM4] How did you communicate the project objective?
I:
We gave them a 2 week period
just to kind of, give them a specification document, general domain knowledge kind of thing, we gave
them very simple kind of documents and tell them "give us some feedback as to how you would
approach this project", just to get the feel for what is the methodology, are they thinking the same way
we would think if we start a project. More of an aligning of the minds, you know
[5PrM6] Did the coordinator meet with everyone in person? I:
He was from the company there
so he had worked with most of the people there. So he knew most of the people over there. So he had
meetings with the team there. He was on the phone. A:
What kind of metrics did you use for this
project
[5PrM8] Most of the tools that we used with the team offshore were conference calls, daily conference
calls with the onsite coordinator or close to daily conference calls. And e-mail between the on-site
coordinator and his offshore team. Weekly conference calls between the project leader and the offshore
team and biweekly conference calls between me and the engagement manager who kind of looked at all
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our engagement issues. E-mail messages, conference facilities, just using a dial-in conference facility.
We are thinking right now trying to get the communication better by trying to get the communication
better by trying to use some kind of a virtual team setup where you can have a central repository so that
the team can have a repository and have discussions, etc
[5PrM8] It is a bit of a challenge to be on the west coast because it is close to 13 hours of time
difference. Some of the conference calls had to be done very early in the morning or late in the evening.
It is not the most optimal but and it is still one of the things that we are trying to figure out how to make
it more seamless from a communication standpoint. That's why I mentioned the virtual teaming and
those kinds of facilities my help us more with the communication side of things. But peer conference
calls were a challenge
[5PrM9] Did you notice any difference with the amount of communication that took place, with the
customer or with the offshore team, over the course of the project?
I:
I think the amount of
communication with the customer was pretty large right upfront. We usually never do such a formal
process of getting specifications and getting sign offs and acceptance plans and penalty clauses with the
customer ever before... We have done it before but not with this one customer. So we ended up
spending quite a bit of time upfront trying to get everything clarified and understood and what we had
to deliver. So it is very rare for us to go to the customer site and them coming back. Usually it is very
informal. Start the project and kind of modify, do things as you go along. This was much more formal.
It was quite a bit of communication. Both on site, face to face as well as e-mails even before we started
the project. And then quite a bit of communication with the offshore team once the project started
[5RTL1] It is OK of you are working with everybody in the same location because you can just go to
someone's cube and describe "we've got this problem, we are going to have to add these functions to a
particular module or add an additional module to account for something we have not planned for." Bit if
it is somewhere offshore that you are developing with, those kinds of little changes can really cause
major delays
[5PM1] And three would probably be as much e-mail communication between the actual engineers as
possible. It is very important that the developers here and the developers offshore communicate on a
direct basis, not through any particular contact person or what have you but contact directly so they get
a feel for what's going on
[5PM2] How was communication in this project?
I:
Reasonably good. We had
communication between the engineers, most of the communication was done through the on-site
coordinator. It was reasonably good. Not excellent. But I think it is one of the keys to getting things to
working properly.
A:
What are some of the enablers of good communication?
[5PM2] One thing that would help considerably is intermediate releases of software. Software that
maybe isn't complete but allows a developer onsite to continue with his development even though it is
not complete. Because when you receive software there are probably going to be things that are wrong
with it. If it is an interim release and there are things missing or things will not work and if it gets that
directly from an engineer and something does not work he's automatically got an e-mail or some kind
of link back to that person that he can send back a message saying "well most of it works but these 4
things don't work what happened with that" and then you start looking at maybe the specification isn't
derived maybe there was a misunderstanding so interim releases is a good thing. And if you have a
large project with many engineers, it might be useful to pair up an engineer onsite with an engineer
offshore just to say this person is working on this module so communicate with him for your
development. Not always possible the way the ODCs are setup because they are very dynamic. They
switch people in and out very quickly and whoever is available writes the code. So something of a
challenge there and we didn't do honestly an excellent job at it
[5PM4] Were there any meetings? I:
We had a weekly meeting with the offshore development
center. Fairly useful. The problem with the ODCs in India at least are that the time difference is such
that it is very very inconvenient to have meetings. We either had to get up at 6:30a or we had to stay
until 8:00p at night. So one on one voice conference meetings are a little inconvenient. However at the
same time doing things strictly by e-mail isn't necessarily the best option either. So that is one of the
challenges.
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[5PM6] What kind of communication mechanisms did you use with the customer?
I:
Email. Almost exclusively
[5PM4] Did you identify risk? I:
Yes we did and most of the high risk things we kept in
house. As far as managing the risk: The stuff that we gave to the ODC, since this was our initial work
with an ODC, we decided to give them things that would be fairly straight forward. Nothing too
unconventional.
[5PM4] Did you document the process of this project?
I:
We did not. Two reasons: One
the project schedule was really tight and our resources were extremely limited. People were being
tasked to complete things that are customer demands right now. And it is difficult to justify doing
documentation on code that does not really have a problem. The other reason is that this project is not
finished yet. This project is still ongoing. It was passed off from me to another person and they are still
working on it with the ODC. At the end of it hopefully there will be some level of documentation as to
what we did and how we did it. Interestingly enough it is only an issue to do a review of what happened
if a project fails... If something fails and the customer is upset then we lose a customer and we don't
make money like we were planning on it, everybody wants to know "why, what happened, what went
wrong" If things go right, people pretty much say "great, good job, get on with the next project" So
there is not a lot of reviewing what we have done right.
[5PM4] Do you think that it is important to document things so that the successive team members can
benefit from it? I:
Absolutely. Design documentation and documentation of source code and
test procedures are all extremely important. Ironically, when you get pressed for time, they are the first
thing that gets thrown out. A:
Is the trade off worth it? I:
It goes to the scale of the
project. The larger the company and the larger the project the more documentation you have to
maintain. The alternative to maintaining documentation is to ensure that you keep the people who wrote
it around so that when it breaks, and it will, someone is available to fix it, who knows how to do it. I
guess I don't know the answer. The easy answer is "you have to have full documentation on everything
you write and it has to be completely documented" but if you do that you eat up a lot of resources and
time. On the other side if you don't do it, ultimately you will need to fix this stuff, and you won't know
how, you'll eat up a lot of time doing it then. So I don't know what the right balance in that equation is.
[5PrM4] For this one project that we chose, we ended up choosing a development project. Our
experience has been that if you are going to choose a development project, or any type of project for
that matter, you need to have a project which you have worked on so you have good specifications that
you can hand off to your partner. And also the specifications need to be very clear. If you try to do
something cutting edge and brand new that you yourself do not have any experience and you are trying
to do the first time, it is usually very difficult, Because there is invention being done on both sides and
that is always a little tough and the other partner does not have any domain knowledge. And other one
is trying to work on... We did this pretty successfully but I think the failure rate is still high is if you are
working on a product simultaneously on both ends and trying to keep the coordination up on both sides,
I have seen that being a challenge. Everything is in synch, trying to make sure that everybody is
working on the same thing at the same time. On our project the reason why it worked is we carved out
the pieces of the project that we were not going to work on, the GUI and the communication and we just
offshored it to them. We were not working on that simultaneously.
[5PrM5] So we did a lot of upfront planning and specification review which helped us quite a lot
because there are not as many surprises downstream
[5PrM5] It varies from each group within Company 5. Vision product group, nothing which is formal. It
is one of the areas that we are trying to spend more time to define what a software development
lifecycle is... I think the closest that we ever come to in a software development lifecycle is more of an
iterative process. We end up doing multiple releases during the lifecycle of the product development.
Within each release we have a little bit of a specification where you are coding testing and release and a
QC kind of thing. But it is not very rigid. The spec and the design might not be as formal during each of
these phases, during each of these iterations. That's kind of the discipline that you had to follow and
because of this offshore partner we had to spend much more time on the design specification within
each iteration and this project was split into 3 iterations. 3 different milestones and deliverables
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[5PrM5] The first milestone was basically getting a shell for the product along with the basic Ethernet
communication. Just clean interfaces and just a simple GUI. The second phase was basically to put all
the infrastructure in place which is all the image processing. The third was the system integration and
testing right on the machine at the customer site.
A:
Who defined these milestones?
I:
By us in conjunction with our customer. And then we translated it to our offshore team. And so
they kind of synched with that. So they staffed accordingly and kind of scoped their work accordingly
[5PrM6] Most of the other groups in the company use tools like "doors" to actually capture
requirements specifications. What we did was we had a meeting with a customer onsite for a week
where we sat down and wrote down all the specifications in an Excel sheet. Capture all the
requirements. Then we generated the top level specifications in MS Word with different categories,
performances and all the different criteria that you take to the product. Then the customer came on site
here. We spent two days reviewing the specification document that we both signed off on. It was a
pretty length review. So that was a top level specification. And then the onsite coordinator of the
offshore team took the specification and wrote up an engineering requirements specification. So that
was a second level, they actually translated all those customer level specification into actual
requirements specification. From that we did the design document. There were use cases and stuff like
that kind of originated from that. Those were the different types of documents and specifications. We
did not use any automated tools but it was more of using templates and experience of similar
developments that we had done as to what were the kinds of characteristics that need to fit into
specification
[5PrM9] Who approved the milestones on the Company 5 side?
I:
Our project manager.
The final acceptance is when we delivered the project to the customer. That's the final acceptance. But
there was an intermediate acceptance for our internal project when the product was delivered from the
offshore team we basically said that what we gave you for these milestones completed or not completed
[5PM1] Two would be very detailed specifications of what you want
[5PM2] I don't know that I would be the right person to ask that. As I said, our design methodology is a
bit ad hoc. Certainly a detailed project specification. Exactly what you want, broken down to as much
resolution as possible. Module by module or even function by function. Breakdown of what every
single piece will do. And how they will interact with other pieces is really crucial
[5PrM9] And at what stages was the customer involved?
I:
Specifications and at each of
the milestones when we provided they started middlewaring their machine. So there was several levels
of functionality they were testing. A:
So your process was designed so that the customer would
be involved.
I:
Yes. The customer had no knowledge of how we were doing it. The did not
know if this was an onsite of offshore. The only thing that they knew was that this was an Company 5
deliverable
[5PM6] How involved was the customer? I:
They were mostly involved with just the testing.
And feedback on what needed to be fixed. They were very involved in that though. We gave them
releases. Even unscheduled releases. So they could evaluate things.

9.1.5.4. Quotes Supporting P-4 (Tools)
[5PrM7] Most of the other groups in the company use tools like "doors" to actually capture
requirements specifications. What we did was we had a meeting with a customer onsite for a week
where we sat down and wrote down all the specifications in an Excel sheet. Capture all the
requirements. Then we generated the top level specifications in MS Word with different categories,
performances and all the different criteria that you take to the product. Then the customer came on site
here. We spent two days reviewing the specification document that we both signed off on. It was a
pretty length review. So that was a top level specification. And then the onsite coordinator of the
offshore team took the specification and wrote up an engineering requirements specification. So that
was a second level, they actually translated all those customer level specification into actual
requirements specification. From that we did the design document. There were use cases and stuff like
that kind of originated from that. Those were the different types of documents and specifications. We
did not use any automated tools but it was more of using templates and experience of similar
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developments that we had done as to what were the kinds of characteristics that need to fit into
specification
[5PrM7] Can you talk a little bit more about the project management tools that you used? I:
The
offshore team primarily used MS Project. That was a project management tool that we maintained
schedules. We unfortunately on our site did not use much of any project management and that is one of
the things that I was mentioning is a weakness on our side. We ended up just estimating what the times
would be but we never tracked the time. So I would say that definitely a weakness on our side. We got
very formal project management and tools being used by an offshore partner but Company 5 and our
division and such did not use any formal project management tools
[5PrM8] If this project were bigger, do you think it would still be OK to not have project management
tools? I:
No, I think we would need to have a much more formal project management because
even today we have few weeks late on our deliverables but it is only a few weeks, not months but it is a
very small scale project compared to some of the other ones that we have done. We still saw some
disadvantages of not using a formal project management methodology. This would have definitely hurt
us in a larger scale project.
[5PrM8] Most of the tools that we used with the team offshore were conference calls, daily conference
calls with the onsite coordinator or close to daily conference calls. And e-mail between the on-site
coordinator and his offshore team. Weekly conference calls between the project leader and the offshore
team and biweekly conference calls between me and the engagement manager who kind of looked at all
our engagement issues. E-mail messages, conference facilities, just using a dial-in conference facility.
We are thinking right now trying to get the communication better by trying to get the communication
better by trying to use some kind of a virtual team setup where you can have a central repository so that
the team can have a repository and have discussions, etc
[5PM7] What tools other than e-mail did you use for communication? I:
Phone conferences and
that's about it really.
A:
In terms of managing the project itself?
I:
Mostly it was
done through Excel. Oh it is not true. They had an online method of tracking the project status. So there
were actually tools available for tracking the progress of different software pieces.
[5PM7] Were there any specifically developed tools for this project? I:
None that I can think
of, no. A:
Can you think of any other tools that you used at all? I:
Not in regards to the
ODC. Visual source safe, dev studio, various debugging programs, things like that. But as far as the
specific things used just for the ODC, there was nothing specific.

9.1.5.5. Quotes Supporting P-5 (Metrics)
[5PrM6] The only metric gauge that we had was we had a very firm budget that we needed to follow.
This was partially funded by the customer. So we had to make sure that whatever we did came under
the budget. There was a financial constraint. Project expense, labor expense, everything had to fit in this
budget. We had no room to overestimate our goal, schedule, etc
[5PrM6] You asked me about metrics, there are some project metrics that we have been compiling from
the offshore team. They have just officially closed the project from their side, from the offshore
development side so we have not gotten the development metrics that they track, which is all the
budget, cost, schedules, you know, number of defects, you know, defect overruns, ???, efficiencies,
stuff like that. We are waiting for those from the offshore part of the work. So we get a little bit of an
idea, how well they scoped the project
[5PM6] Someone else tracked cost and time. The metrics were simply did we make the deliveries on
time, was the customer happy... No real formal metrics.
A:
How about customer impact?
I:
Essentially we just released the software to the customer and they came back with a
list of bugs and based our success or failure just on the customer satisfaction.
A:
How much
did this product help the business? I:
Again, not my field. The marketing group is I am sure
keeping track of sales.
A:
Last group is future preparation metrics. Does the product help
future products? I:
Not that I can think of.
A:
I:
The project we did was
an experiment to see how it would work with varying degrees of success.
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9.1.5.6. Quotes Supporting P-6 (Culture)
[5PrM8] Not for this department. The onsite coordinator we had had spent quite a bit of time with other
companies in the US and Europe, the project manager back in India also had the same experience
working with multiple customers, US based and European based. We had also a pretty senior team,
everybody had 4 to 5 years plus experience with this kind of work; customers located around the world.
It was really not much of a factor
[5PM7] Did you run into any conflicts with the offshore team? I:
What kind of conflicts? A:
Interpersonal... I:Yes, definitely. A:
How did you handle those?
I:
We
leveled through as best as we could. We eventually ended up having some people leave the project.
[5PM7] Cultural difference was not really a problem. We were made aware of some cultural differences
in how to phrase things and how to convey certain ideas without making offense in a different culture.
So there were certain things that were... The culture was notably different. But it didn't really cause
problems that I noticed

9.1.6. Selected Quotes from Case 6
9.1.6.1. Quotes Supporting P-l (Strategy)
[6PM3] It is important to have smaller delivery times. The project cannot go for a year.
[6PM3] If you have this in place, does it matter where the developers are? The critical part becomes the
design. If you have the standards, policies,, infrastructure, the design and architecture they need to
understand. This is the most critical. You basically do the design here, document and hand over to
development in India. That's one way. It is your responsibility to describe everything. The other way is
get them involved do the design and architecture together. That way it is less risky. Usually you avoid a
lot of questions in development since they understand the design and architecture. But that requires a lot
of communication upfront. It is time consuming. Videoconferencing, use e-mail very efficiently.
Establish templates, use same terminology, diagrams. It is riskier than having a local developer do it. A
third approach is giving them the requirement document and have them create everything. In my case,
since I am the only guy here. I now give them everything since they have gained my trust. I will
become a reviewer and enforce the policies, etc.
[6PM4] I need to follow the process for compliance and audit reasons. But process is the problem
sometimes. I am trying to get the project done. Sometimes I make a conscious informed decision to
make things happen. When that happens, I communicate that strategy to anybody who is responsible for
the governance of the process. If you don't have a strategy, you are actually in risk. That's why you
have different lifecycles for example, waterfall, incremental. We are supposed to have a waterfall
methodology. But I need to pick an approach based on the business requirements. For example if it is an
IRS related project with a March 31st deadline then nothing else matters. You need to create all the tax
forms otherwise it will be a problem.
[6Exel] you need to have a very solid scope of just exactly what the project is, defined and agreed upon
by the people involved. And I'm not speaking just solely of projects here at Wilshire but projects I've
been involved with when I was involved over that ten-year period of time. I went out and trained at
least 60 to 70 customers over that ten-year period of time that I was there and how to use the servicing
software that that company developed and sold to those customers and we ran into problems frequently
whereby from our perspective this was shrink-wrap software; you just put the CDs in a drive, run the
install program and you're good to go. But there's obviously implementation associated with that as well
and what we ran into is the account executives or sales people that were out selling this product to these
companies didn't understand or glossed over the implementation aspects and the integration aspects of
it. The other component that surface is that those companies grossly underestimated the amount of
change that was gonna occur to their existing business processes because business processes are in most
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cases the result of the systems that you have to interact with and you build your processes around the
constraints of those systems to accommodate them. It's not often that business processes were
constructed and implemented in an ideal world and then you alter your systems to conform to the
business processes.
[6Exe4] I've got all of those people's interests in mind when I'm looking at it but I may or may not
sufficient personal background or if I'm distracted I may not give that document the attention that it
really warrants before I sign the thing. So just because you've got a scope document and everybody's
signed it or you've added even more people to review the thing and sign it, that inherently doesn't mean
that you're gonna have a successful project because of the scope can evolve or you can run into
problems that weren't envisioned. Yet even is shown that you've got - - we talked about resources that
you've got commitmentsfrompeople that resources are going to be available. Well, like we saw in
another project, uh, the company that was going to be actually paying the counties - -1 don't remember
what the name of it was - - they were originally committed when our time lines or their time lines get
pushed off, so now the original commitment and resource agreements that were established aren't valid
anymore, um, so getting that confirmed or not nailed down upfront,you know, that itself doesn't mean
anything either. I may agree to have a business analysis or a QA person available based on a schedule
that's been provided to me by a project manager, but if that schedule is created nine months before that
phase of the project is going to be derived or until or when we reach that point of the project, all bets
may very well be off because something else has changed; people have left the company; other priority
projects have come through or somebody else that was scheduled met their schedule and their project's
available to be worked on and because yours was late, resource isn't available any longer. So that
doesn't in and of itself guarantee it's gonna be successful but it's more a matter of perhaps, uh, showing
that you've got the appropriate budget and there's appropriate cushion in that budget to provide for those
types of thing. Because if a resource isn't available, maybe you've got an option to go contract for a QA
person by example, if there's a contingency in the budget that's available to be used for something like
that.

9.1.6.2. Quotes Supporting P-2 (Organization)
[6PM1] All stakeholders are Company 6 employees located in Beaverton. Business side. We talk to
them face to face. The external party is the Indian team. 5 resources. I am the only person working on
this project in house. We also had the time of a QA resource and we had a dedicated BA.
[6PM1] One good thing we did... What we do is we rotate our developersfromIndia once a year for 3
months. When the project started they were actually here. I was able to take advantage of that and have
them meet with the business people and learn the processes first hand. I made them do demonstrations, I
made them do pretty much everything. They got to meet the end users and visualize how the end
product was going to be used.
[6PM2] All the other Indian guys were new hires. They were all new to our technologies, culture. I had
to meet with these guys for 2 hours every night so that we could discuss everything. Made all the
decisions together as if they were here. If we cannot answers their questions right away, then you lose
sometimes a few days because of the time difference. If they did not have that direction upfront, we
would not be successful. Their questions were answered, they knew what to do. I did the tech lead's
time. They worked hard too. 12-13 hours a day. Because we had the spec complete at least. If we didn't
have it, it would not be possible.
[6PM3] You need continuous business support and commitment to the project. Here the business needs
the project right away then they try to put the least amount of time in the requirements and then they
think that they will wait until the project is over. You need to have a dedicated or 50% dedicated person
throughout the project.
[6PM3] You need to have the right skill set and the right people. You need to get them trained or you
will not make the deadline. Also, you need to have a good project manager.
[6Exel] I also think that you need to have a very clear understanding of what the roles and
responsibilities are for each of the various members in the organizations that are gonna be involved in
that particular project.
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[6Exe6] You have to have the right resources on the project and by that I mean, you know, here at
Company 6 we had had a variety of projects that have used outside contractors, and at the minimum,
two of those projects were not successful in my opinion.
[6Exel4] So in a cross-organizational structure, each organization that's involved, really, unless they
have a long relationship of projects together, which normally isn't the case, then clearly each
organization knows nothing of the other organization. So you don't know how to navigate each person's
waters. It's like being in a sailboat out amongst a bunch of islands with coral reefs and submerged rocks
everywhere and you don't have a map and you don't have a depth sounder and you don't have radar, so
how are you gonna make your way through that without sinking your boat? Your odds of doing it are
not very good. The more of those tools that you have available to you, the more higher the likelihood
that your project's going to be successful. So, uh, to me there has to be a person in charge. If there's no
one person that's ultimately in charge, then you run into problems. You can't have two people that are
equally in charge because then theoretically unless they agree, you'll never get a decision made or you
prolong your decision-making process probably to some detrimental level, uh, that's going to affect the
project. Most people that are working on a project instinctively look to whoever the leader is to get
decisions made and if you don't have a leader they just mill around and waste time and you start seeing
your time lines being extended and extended and extended because deadlines are missed or the people
just flat out don't know what it is that they're supposed to be doing on the project. And that's again,
made worse if it's cross-organizational because in a project that's confined to a single organization
somebody normally has ultimate control and can get people in a room and yell and scream at them if
they're not getting things done and get it back on track or get new resources in there that can get it done.
Cross-organizationally, though, that can't happen. You as a project manager can't pull in the developers
from the other organization and the developers here and yell and scream on them and tell them to get
their act together; uh, it doesn't happen. So you have to have a person's that's clearly in charge that can
get the the two PMs in from each company, for instance, give them their marching orders and let that
trickle down because in cross-organizationally you're dependent upon each other for deliverables so that
you can move on to the next item in the project can or the next phase of the development. And If those
things get out of synch, your project's not going to be deployed on time and you're gonna have delays
that won't be successful. So not understanding - - you have to come up with some way to understand the
political waters for the other organization that you're dealing with, as well know your own, or you're not
gonna be successful.
[6Exel6] And if that is not, those are available to you, are there things that you can do, if you don't have
a say in the selection of resources? Q:
I think you just have to increase your monitoring efforts on
that project. In other words, you need to be much more diligent; you need to manage it to a much higher
level, to a much tighter level. You've got to spend a lot more time on it than you otherwise would have
to if you have the right resources on it because you can trust that people are going to get done what
they're supposed to be getting done.
[6RTM1] I was in the US for 6 months last year. That helped. I got a chance to directly interact with
users and understand what they want for phase 1 what they want for phase 2. We had a lot of interaction
and that helped.
[6RTM3] They were all new members, we were growing. I provided training to them in terms of what
the business is and our processes.

9.1.6.3. Quotes Supporting P-3 (Process)
[6PM1] With this project, since it was so high visibility, we skipped many steps. I knew that it needed
to be done right away so we skipped steps. The culture in this company is they want everything
yesterday. In this culture you have to be very strong about following the process. If you don't, you miss
critical steps. In order to meet deadlines, we started design and requirements at the same time. We
thought we could design some pieces w/o requirements. It was a good idea at the time but you cannot
complete design w/o requirements. We ended up doing some pieces twice. We still saved some time
doing that though.
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[6PM2] The BA scheduled a few meetings with the business and developers. Business people to talk.
The BA spent a lot of time with the developers as well. Sometimes they went to ask the business person
a question together. We had them in the weekly status meetings. They did a couple of product
demonstrations. They were able to get direct feedback from the business.
[6PM2] Since it was such a rush, we did not follow the proper documentation either. Instead of creating
a requirements document, we were creating story boards. Basically defining the use case in a one page
document and giving them to the developer. We were looking at the entire lifecycle and how can we
give something to the developer w/o completing the requirements document.
[6PM3] The tools you use to do development concurrently in US and India, you need to have policies
that you can enforce on the development team. How to write code, coding standards. Check in / check
out process. Before you check a file in without telling why you checkout out the file. Infrastructure
should support it. Because of accountability, reliability. You want to trust your system. Test cases for
example. We create the test cases upfront in association with the requirements. For usually black box
testing. All requirements are met. This kind of process should be in place.
[6Exe2] The developers and the business all independently communicating with a vendor and likewise
their associated counterparts communicating with development, you as project management or the
business independently of each other because when that happens no one person knows at either place
what the big picture is. So if that communication is not funneled through a particular individual on both
sides like a project management organization, for instance, or it could be a business individual that's
taken the lead on it, for instance. There's no continuity; you don't - - nobody knows what's going on
with it so you don't have - - you may have clear communication between the two individuals that are
talking; they may be the best of friends and able to know exactly what's going on but they're not
operating in a vacuum. There are many other people involved with the project that may just stay not
necessarily every one of them up to speed on every detail that's going on, but there has to be a select
group that is coordinating and understand the implication of things that happen during the project, so
that's kind of what I'm getting at with the clear lines of communication and the need for that to happen,
otherwise things get out of hand very quickly.
[6RTM2] First requirements have to be documented. Scope has to be clear. As the requirements and
scope change, changes must be communicated to everyone.
[6RTM3] 20-25% of the requirements changed. We developed the product 50% and then showed the
users. They wanted to change things. A:
Did it cause any delays. I: Yes. 1.5 months.
[6RTM4] We send a status update every 2 weeks. In this report, we have color codes for schedule. We
communicated the changes in schedule through this report. This helped them realize that when they
change things schedule is affected.
[6RTM4] We are not in the same office and there is a huge time differences. If we need to talk to the
PM, we have to wait all day sometimes. But because there is a process, we can continue working. For
example, the requirements document gives us most of the answers. So we don't have to wait.
[6RTM4] We have weekly conference calls where everybody can bring anything up. Then we use emails.

9.1.6.4. Quotes Supporting P-4 (Tools)
[6PM3] Generally you have people developing in all geographies. You need to have an infrastructure
that supports that.
[6RTM2] We had a timeline in MS Visio. High level tasks were defined in Visio. Low level was
defined in Excel. We have MS Team Foundation Server (TFS) tools where we hold the tasks for
different team members.
[6RTM3] In the second phase, tasks were longer and there were more tasks. The first phase was 1.5
months, phase 2 was 5-6 months. Also we had new team members. We had to make use of TFS to
address the increasing coordination needs.
[6RTM5] We used a tool called JIRA to document bugs during testing. We used VSS for file tracking,
checking in and out files.
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9.1.6.5. Quotes Supporting P-5 (Metrics)
[6PM5] A:
How do you measure the happiness level of the business? I: We received e-mail
based comments from the user. As soon as they touched the system we start getting comments. Some
responses we got from them w/o asking for it. Others I asked.
[6RTM6] Basically we tracked number of JIRA bugs, how many there are, how much time we took.

9.1.6.6. Quotes Supporting P-6 (Culture)
[6PM4] The problem I had with this team was that they did not ask any questions for a while. They
were either quiet or said yes to everything I said although even I was not sure what I was saying. So I
tried to encourage them to question what I am saying. Now they ask questions. A:
How did you
get them to do it? I:
I told them repeatedly that they needed to ask questions otherwise we would
get back to the same issue and it would cost us time. I had a special meeting and told them that you
leave titles outside when you are doing design. I tried to inject my own culture to the team. So far it is
working.
[6PM5] A:
Did the team show indications of a high performance culture I: They did. They are
pretty young and this was one of the biggest most critical experiences in their lives. They had too much
pressure to deliver on time. They feel the pressure I have here. I tell them, any mistake that you make
will have an impact on business. What I work on and what you work on are the same thing. When you
write a code, it will run on the systems here. They have become very performance oriented over time.
[6PM5] In my experience, people who work in the US for a while make to the meetings on time and
they deliver or let you know if they cannot deliver on time. They understand the criticality of the
business and when you commit to something you deliver. The first time I scheduled a meeting for 1 la
Indian time, one person showed up. So I asked why. No one had a good reason. I was very firm with
them. If you accept the meeting invite, you have to show up.
[6Exe9] I think the hierarchy in my mind would be the organizational culture is clearly up at the top.
Then you've got a departmental culture and then you end up with your project team culture and then
ultimately an individual, person, that person's culture or values that they bring to the equation as well.
So in a project like here at Company 6 or [our sister organization] for instance, there really are even
though you might argue that we're all under the [our parent organization] umbrella. In my opinion there
really are at least two cultures at work and you might argue that there are three cultures at work. There's
clearly the [parent organization] umbrella culture and from time to time projects rely on, uh, corporate
[parent organization] participants either because we need something from those individuals or they are
imposing standards, procedures, policies or controls on us, so there can be a cultural clash there because
Company 6's culture clearly doesn't mesh, I don't think a hundred percent yet with [our parent
organization]^ culture. And then inside or below [our parent organization] there is a corporate culture at
[Company 6]; there's a corporate culture at [our sister organization] and there's a corporate culture
inside our technology group here locally.
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9.2. Appendix B - Cross Case Comparisons
Case 2

Strategic Alignment

Casel
Inputs
5

Execution Strategy

5

2

Organization

5

3

Process

5

2

Tools

5

2

Metrics

4

1

Culture

5

3

3

Characteristics
Product Novelty
Technological Uncertainty
System Scope
Pace

Derivative (1/3)

Platform (2/3)

Medium-Tech (2/4)

Medium-Tech (2/4)

System (2/3)

System (2/3)

Fast-Competitive (2/3)

Blitz Critical (3/3)

Outputs
Project Efficiency
Project Effectiveness

4

1.3

4.2

3.18

Table 9-1 Comparison of Case 1 and Case 1\

Case 3

Strategic Alignment

Casel
Inputs
5

Execution Strategy

5

3

Organization

5

3

Process

5

3

Tools

5

4

Metrics

4

3

Culture

5

2

5

Characteristics
Product Novelty

Derivative (1/3)

Breakthrough (3/3)

Technological Uncertainty

Medium-Tech (2/4)

High-Tech (3/4)

System Scope

System (2/3)

Array (3/3)

Pace

Fast-Competitive (2/3)

Blitz Critical (3/3)

Outputs
Project Efficiency

4

2.6

Project Effectiveness

4.2

4.35

Table 9-2 Comparison of Case 1 and Case 3
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Case 4

Case 1
Inputs
Strategic Alignment

5

3

Execution Strategy

5

5

Organization

5

5

Process

5

4

Tools

5

4

Metrics

4

4

Culture

5

5

Characteristics
Product Novelty
Technological Uncertainty
System Scope
Pace

Derivative (1/3)

Derivative (1/3)

Medium-Tech (2/4)

Medium-Tech (2/4)

System (2/3)

System (2/3)

Fast-Competitive (2/3)

Fast (1/3)

Outputs
Project Efficiency
Project Effectiveness

4

4.2

4.2
Table 9-3 Comparison of Case 1 and Case 4

3.95

Casel

Case 5

Inputs
Strategic Alignment

5

4

Execution Strategy

5

5

Organization

5

4

Process

5

3

Tools

5

3

Metrics

4

2

Culture

5

5

Characteristics
Product Novelty

Derivative (1/3)

Derivative (1/3)

Technological Uncertainty

Low-Tech (1/4)

Low-Tech (1/3)

System (2/3)

Assembly (1/3)

Fast-Competitive (2/3)

Fast-competitive (2/3)

System Scope
Pace

Outputs
Project Efficiency
Project Effectiveness

4

3.5

4.2

3.55

Table 9-4 Comparison of Case 1 and Case 5
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Casel

Case 6

Inputs
Strategic Alignment

5

5

Execution Strategy

5

4

Organization

5

4

Process

5

4

Tools

5

3

Metrics

4

2

Culture

5

4

Characteristics
Product Novelty

Derivative (1/3)

Derivative (1/3)

Technological Uncertainty

Low-Tech (1/4)

Low-Tech (1/4)

System (2/3)

System (2/3)

Fast-Competitive (2/3)

Fast-competitive (2/3)

System Scope
Pace

Outputs
4

3.8

4.2
Table 9-5 Comparison of Case 1 and Case 6

4.2

Case 2

Case 3

Project Efficiency
Project Effectiveness

Inputs
Strategic Alignment
Execution Strategy
Organization
Process

Tools
Metrics
Culture

3
2
3
2
2
1
3

5
3
3
3
4
3
2

Characteristics
Product Novelty

Platform (2/3)

Breakthrough (3/3)

Technological Uncertainty

Medium-Tech (2/4)

High-Tech (3/4)

System Scope

System (2/3)

Array (3/3)

Pace

Blitz Critical (3/3)

Blitz Critical (3/3)

Outputs
Project Efficiency
1.3
Project Effectiveness
3.18
Table 9-6 Comparison of Case 2 and Case 3
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2.6
4.35

Case 4

Case 2
Inputs
Strategic Alignment

3

3

Execution Strategy

2

5

Organization

3

5

Process

2

4

Tools

2

4

Metrics

1

4

Culture

3

5

Characteristics
Product Novelty

Platform (2/3)

Derivative (1/3)

Technological Uncertainty

Medium-Tech (2/4)

Medium-Tech (2/4)

System Scope

System (2/3)

System (2/3)

Pace

Blitz Critical (3/3)

Fast (1/3)

Outputs
Project Efficiency

1.3

4.2

Project Effectiveness

3.18

3.95

Table 9-7 Comparison of Case 2 and Case 4

Case 2

Case 5

Inputs
Strategic Alignment
Execution Strategy
Organization
Process
Tools
Metrics
Culture

3
2
3
2
2
1
3

4
5
4
3
3
2
5

Characteristics
Product Novelty

Platform (2/3)

Derivative (1/3)

Technological Uncertainty

Medium-Tech (2/4)

Low-Tech (1/4)

System Scope
Pace

System (2/3)

Assembly (1/3)

Blitz Critical (3/3)

Fast-competitive (2/3)

Outputs

1.3
Project Effectiveness
3.18
Table 9-8 Comparison of Case 2 and Case 5
Project Efficiency
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3.5
3.55

Case 2

Case 6

Inputs
Strategic Alignment

3

5

Execution Strategy

2

4

Organization

3

4

Process

2

4

Tools

2

3

Metrics

1

2

Culture

3

4

Characteristics
Product Novelty

Platform (2/3)

Derivative (1/3)

Technological Uncertainty

Medium-Tech (2/4)

Low-Tech (1/4)

System Scope

System (2/3)

System (2/3)

Pace

Blitz Critical (3/3)

Fast-competitive (2/3)

Outputs
Project Efficiency

3.8

1.3

Project Effectiveness
3.18
Table 9-9 Comparison of Case 2 and Case 6

Case 3

4.2

Case 4

Inputs
Strategic Alignment

5

3

Execution Strategy

3

5

Organization

3

5

Process

3

4

Tools

4

4

Metrics

3

4

Culture

2

5

Characteristics
Product Novelty

Breakthrough (3/3)

Derivative (1/3)

Technological Uncertainty

High-Tech (3/4)

Medium-Tech (2/4)

System Scope

Array (3/3)

System (2/3)

Pace

Blitz Critical (3/3)

Fast (1/3)

Outputs
Project Efficiency

2.6

4.2

Project Effectiveness

4.35

3.95

Table 9-10 Comparison of Case 3 and Case 4
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Case 3

Case 5

Inputs
Strategic Alignment

5

4

Execution Strategy

3

5

Organization

3

4

Process

3

3

Tools

4

3

Metrics

3

2

Culture

2

5

Characteristics
Product Novelty

Breakthrough (3/3)

Derivative (1/3)

Technological Uncertainty

High-Tech (3/4)

Low-Tech (1/4)

System Scope

Array (3/3)

Assembly (1/3)

Pace

Blitz Critical (3/3)

Fast-competitive (2/3)

Outputs
Project Efficiency

2.6

3.5

Project Effectiveness

4.35

3.55

Table 9-11 Comparison of Case 3 and Case 5

Case 3

Case 6

Inputs
Strategic Alignment

5

5

Execution Strategy

3

4

Organization

3

4

Process

3

4

Tools

4

3

Metrics

3

2

Culture

2

4

Characteristics
Product Novelty

Breakthrough (3/3)

Derivative (1/3)

Technological Uncertainty

High-Tech (3/4)

Low-Tech (1/4)

System Scope

Array (3/3)

System (2/3)

Pace

Blitz Critical (3/3)

Fast-competitive (2/3)

Outputs
Project Efficiency

2.6

3.8

Project Effectiveness

4.35

4.2

Table 9-12 Comparison of Case 3 and Case 6
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1

Case 4

I

Inputs

Case 5

Strategic Alignment

3

4

Execution Strategy

5

5

Organization

5

4

Process

4

3

Tools

4

3

Metrics

4

2

Culture

5

5

Characteristics
Product Novelty

Derivative (1/3)

Derivative (1/3)

Technological Uncertainty

Medium-Tech (2/4)

Low-Tech (1/4)

System Scope

System (2/3)

Assembly (1/3)

Pace

Fast (1/3)

Fast-competitive (2/3)

Outputs
Project Efficiency

4.2

3.5

Project Effectiveness

3.95

3.55

Table 9-13 Comparison of Case 4 and Case 5

Case 4

Case 6

Inputs
Strategic Alignment

3

5

Execution Strategy

5

4

Organization

5

4

Process

4

4

Tools

4

3

Metrics

4

2

Culture

5

4

Characteristics
Product Novelty

Derivative (1/3)

Derivative (1/3)

Technological Uncertainty

Medium-Tech (2/4)

Low-Tech (1/4)

System Scope

System (2/3)

System (2/3)

Pace

Fast (1/3)

Fast-competitive (2/3)

Outputs
Project Efficiency

4.2

3.8

Project Effectiveness

3.95

4.2

Table 9-14 Comparison of Case 4 and Case 6
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CaseS

Case 6

Inputs
Strategic Alignment

4

5

Execution Strategy

5

4

Organization

4

4

Process

3

4

Tools

3

3

Metrics

2

2

Culture

5

4

Characteristics
Product Novelty

Derivative (1/3)

Derivative (1/3)

Technological Uncertainty

Low-Tech (1/4)

Low-Tech (1/4)

System Scope

Assembly (1/3)

System (2/3)

Pace

Fast-competitive (2/3)

Fast-competitive (2/3)

Outputs
Project Efficiency

3.5

3.8

Project Effectiveness

3.55

4.2

Table 9-15 Comparison of Case 5 and Case 6
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